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October 31, 1990

Paul Isenman,

Attached is an extract of the Conclusions from the European Council meeting in
Rome on October 27-28, 1990 on EC relations with USSR. [For your information
I also enclose the part of the conclusions dealing with Central and Eastern
Europe.] As you will see the text is pretty vague as to what concrete actions
the EC will take in support of reform in the USSR. There are probably two
reasons for that: (i) the meeting took quite another turn than expected --
enormous "progress" on Economic and Monetary Union, and (ii) a sense that it
is too early to decide on assistance for USSR -- it appears that the
Commission did not submit proposals to the European Council for decision as
expected.

What does this mean for the financing of the TAPSU (assuming that the USSR is
in agreement with the proposal and wants external financing)? Clearly, we do
not want to be seen as tailing the EC by asking for funding for our program
after the EC has announced its program for USSR which supposedly has a TA
component. This suggests early launching and sounding out of potential
donors. However, if there is a feeling among EC members that it is too early
to be specific about assistance, it would make it difficult for us to raise
funds in that part of the world -- at least in the short run.

There is a couple of things the Bank could do:

• Seek collaboration with the EC in this area. There is enough work
to be done, thus there is probably no risk of competition. But
sharing of information -- as (I suppose) we do with the Fund --
about which areas, sectors, and levels each institution plans to
work would look good in the eyes of potential donors.

• Seek informal contacts with potential donors in the coming weeks.
One possibility would be to meet with EDs from potential donor
countries to inform them about and sound them out on the prospects
for Bank involvement in TA to the USSR. This would also prepare the
ground for possible future fund raising. Is this a FINCOM task?

a

CC: Geoff Lamb
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Thp Uted KinudoRI s unable to accept the approeth Set out above. But it

agrees that the overriding *bjstive of monmtaY poliey 
should be price-

stability, that the Community's development should be based on an oPen

markat aystem, that esxessive budget deficits should be avoided, and that

there should be no monetary financing of deficits nor the aeeuwptiOn of

rteponsibility on the palt of the Comrunity or its Member States for one

Meber State's debt. The United Kinqdom, while ready to move beyvnd

stage nsa thrugh the creation of a new monetary institution and a common

Commuftity surrenCy, believes that decisions an the *gustance of that move

should precede geclsions on Its timing. But It would be ready to see the

approach it advocates co"n Into effect as soon s possible after

ratification of the nsesueary Treaty provision.

3. groanizano Of jonfi* *I **

Bath inttrgovernmntal conferincs wmll open an 14 0Oeemb r 1990.

Arrangements for the *rganilation of the Conferences will be as tat out in

Annex 1.

II. RELATTPens ni TTHEM US

The Xurupean Counclt heard a preliminary report from the COmmission following

talks with the Soviet Government, held pursuant to Its wendate from the

Europeon Council in Dubllf, with a view to drawing up proposals an short-term

credit and longer-term support to be giveft to structural reforms

9(
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The European Council stressed the importance attaching to the succsss of the

reforeme undertekn by the Government of the Soviet Union.

The European Council exprsAied the will that the CoMrunity shouI4 make a

substbntieli concret- contrilbtIon to the success of these efforts by means

of cc-operation in various areas.

?Ne Commission was ijstructe4 to submt, bsfore the next.Europtan Ceunwil

Meeting, proposals for the decislons to ba taken.

Should any situation requiring emergency action aris* before that date, the

Council will take whatever decisions are requiresd on the basis of proposals

frem the Commission.

The Europan Councfl stressed the Importanet of elose co-operation between

the Communityi the cempetent internetional organizations and tne other

countries wishing to support the ende&vours of the Soviet Overrmnt. The

European Counil accordingly asked the Commussion to put forward proposals

for a major comenial, scientific and technical coaOparation aqrt.m# t with

the USSR.

U!t. cENTRAL AND EAt ERPA OWRF

The Curoptan Couneil noted with satisfaction the prograuS made in the

develOpment ogf *-operation betwnpn the Community and the countries of

Central and Eastern Europe It the general oontext if the activities of

the Group of 24 and the PM programme. It also noted the prospects
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offered by %he new Association Agrements which Will help to further

oo-aperation in all areas - esanomic, finaneai-, cultural and selitica- -

between thoe countries and the COMunity.

The European Council is awar* of the Community's 3Peoial r*esnsilitY

towards theme countries at a time *he" their 
efforts to Achieve

struetural sdJustment, together with the transition to a market aconoffly

are nneting with additional difigeult4*6 due to external economic

disturbances, agre-ting in particular their financial position.

The European Counggil consider-s that, in these ciroumstances, the

community has duty to help to ensolidate ani develop tho gteeral

proae s of reform Ing undertCen In thageounTrIs, notably by playing

its part in the stabilizaton of theor financiat situation.

in this context the Eurunorn Cau el hopen that the eefoomitc rtform ad

desocrati t dvelopmats In Yg svihe with the roul tito s eas within the

framework of increased respect fo1r human rights and the* preservation af

the neontry s nity and territorial 'interty.

Among the numerous urgent particu arting in cintral and tsr Europe

The European Counil in serponse to a subissin from the Hungria

oernment, expr ed Its solidlarity with Hungary'& efforts to slve Its

anuae Oconomie prblema E an to Ster its thlaaformteen into n

market-eriented economy,

tis

o~yenmette~prs~e it *p¶dsrty ithhungry' efortsto olv it
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It reaffirms its determintion strongly to support Hungary On Its p4th

towards democracy. stability and economic davelopent which lMplieS the

rtfusal of vielenct and wespect for legality. In this &nteXt, the

Eurepean Community an its Member States will help Hungary to oerqOmfl

its problems, in particular in the field of energy suppliss, in the

framiwork of the 0-24. They will ale andesayour to moake bilateral

.nsistance available at short notice, espeaisily through the disbursfamnt

of the %**end trancha of the [C laA.

v, g~tyCRISIS AD MIDDLE AST

The European Council diseuss*$ the Gulf Crisis and the situation in the

Middle Cast and adopted the declaration* in Anexes It and 111.

V. C.%1

The turopean Council adopted the declartlon in Annen TV,

VI. utLATlONi_ TH Tin E

The EuflpO4n Counil was informed of the pregress of talks with the

United States and Canadian authorities on drafts of Joint declaratons on

reltions with the United $tates And with Canada. The question Will be

*xaminbd again by the deneral Affairs Couneii on 12 November 1*90.
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MOSCOW THE USSR STATE BANK 30.10.90

TO: MR. DAVID R.OCK , DIRECTOR
OFFIcE OF THE SENIOR VICE
PRESIDENT FOR OPERATIONS
WJRLD PANK

FROM: STATE BANK OF THE USSR

PEAR HR. BOCK,

THNK YOU VERY MUCH FOR MATERIALS TO BE DISCUSSED DURING THEMEETINGS OF MP, CONABLE WITH SENIOR SOVIET OFFICIALS. WE BELIEVETHAT mEHOPANDUM WILL BE THE MAIN 7UrJECT FOR THE
F-RTHCOMING DISCUSSION.
OUR COMMENTS TO THESE METERIALS WE WILL BE READY TO DIVE TO YOU UPONA RRI 1 AL
IN MOSCOW IF IT IS CONVENIENT FOR YOU. IN ORDER TO
ACCELERATE THE FORMAL PROCEXXXXXX
ACCrELERATE THE FORMAL PROCEDURE WITH VISAS OF YOUR MEMBERS
JJSLEGATION, PLEASE ADVISE US DF THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION.

- NAhE i
- DATE OF BIRTH.

PLACE OF BIRTH1
- PASSPORT NUMBER AND ITS DATE OF ISSUANCE
- PERIOD OF STAYING IN MOSCOW.

GIVEN THAT MAJOR MEETINGS ARE PRELIMINARY SCHEDULED ON
UOVEMBER I6, I970 , YOU MAY CHOSE THE APPROPRIATE DATE CF ARRIVALBY YOURSELF BEARING IN MIND THAT THE DISCUSSION WITH SENIOR
GOVERNNENTAL OFFICIALS COULD HAVE TAKEN PLACE DURING THE WEEK
BESINNING ON NOVEMBER 12,

SINCERELY YOURS

VICTOR V. RAKOV
HEAD OF DIVISION

=103100 D

t % t END OF DOCUJMENT %%%



THE WORLD BANK

ROUTING SLIP D. 3 1 90

FROM THE SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
POLICY, RESEARCH AND EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

NAME ROOM NO

cc: Messrs. Iseinan, HoLsen

APPROPRIATE DISPOSITION NOTE AND RETURN

APPROVAL NOTE AND SEND ON

COMMENT I PER OUR CONVERSATION

FOR ACTION I PER YOUR REQUEST

INFORMATION PREPARE REPLY

INITIAL . RECOMMENDATION

NOTE AND FILE SIGNATURE

REMA KS, .

FROM: WiLfried P. ThaLwitz
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(i Office Memorandum

To: Mr. Flemming/Mr. Fitoussi October 31, 1990
Mr. Thalwitz/Mr. Holsen
Mr. Zecchini/Mr. Tuveri

From: L.A. Whittome/,4%7>

Subject: USSR

I attach a revised note of our lunch meeting on Monday

October 15. The main addition is to note that it was agreed that EBRD

should produce the first draft of Section V of the summary report.

Attachment

cc: Mrs. Ter-Minassian
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International Monetary Fund
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development

European Bank for Reconstruction and Development

Meeting of Personal Representatives and Task Force Representatives
Paris OfficeMonday October 15, 1990

During lunch, a short meeting was held to discuss the recent letter
from Mr. Ivanov; a possible letter from the four HOs to Mr. Gorbachev; the

possible visit of HOs and ?Rs to Moscow in late November/early December; and
the draft outline of the joint report. The meeting was attended by
Mr. Whittome, Mrs. Ter-Minassian and Mr. Robinson (IMF); Messrs. Holsen and
Levy (IBRD); Messrs. Zecchini and Tuveri (OECD); and Messrs. Fitoussi and
Aghion (EBRD) .

1. Mr. Ivanov's Letter

Mr. Whittome asked for comments on how to respond to Mr. Ivanov's
request that the forthcoming IMF mission complete the factfinding stage of
the study. During a tour de table, Mr, Halsen and Mr. Fitoussi said that
their factfinding was broadly complete: Mr. Zecehini said that the OECD
energy team still required some further information. It was agreed that a
reply should be sent to Mr. Ivanov agreeing to his request, with the proviso
that the IMF mission could be expanded to include some OECD representatives
(see attached reply).

2. A letter to Mr. Gorbachev

Mr. Holsen suggested that HOs should consider sending a letter to

Mr. Gorbachev setting out some general issues--not conclusions--relating to
reform. A draft had been prepared, and would be circulated to PRs. It was
likely that the compromise reform program due on October 15 would not be
produced on time: and during the Bank's discussions, they had felt that
several key issues- -including price reform, hard budget constraints, and
foreign trade policy--were not being given the attention they deserved.
Mr. Zecchini wondered what the purpose of the letter would be: if it were
to draw Mr. Gorbachev's attention to a few crucial areas, then there should
be an in-depth analysis: if it were general, he wondered whether

Mr. Gorbachev would not already be aware of the issues. The danger of pre-
empting the joint conclusions, as well as political considerations, needed
also to be borne in mind. After some further discussion, it was agreed that
HOs would have to make the final decision, but in any case it should not be
sent until after Mrs. Ter-Minassian's mission returned.
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3. HOs/PRs mission to Moscow

There was some discussion of the possible Hos/PRs mission to Moscow.
It was still not clear whether HOs wished to go, but it was generally felt
that they would delegate the task to PRs. It was agreed that Mr. Whittome
should coordinate with other PRs to try to arrange suitable dates to be
suggested to the Soviets.

4-. Draft outline

Mr. Zeechini said that the draft outlina was now broadly satisfactory,
although he felt (supported by Mr. Fitoussi) that a section (perhaps half a
page) on incomes policy as a stabilization tool would be useful. He also
felt that too large a share of the drafting had been allocated to the IMF
and IBRD, and wondered whether the OECD should not undertake the whole of
Chapter IV (including prospects for 1991). After some discussion, it was
agreed to leave the outline as it was, but that Mr. Zecchini would send a
draft to Mrs. Ter-Minassian covering developments in 1991 as an input for
her work.

It was noted that since the report was a joint product of the four
organizations, all were ultimately responsible for the entire draft.
Mr. Fittousi said that the EBRD wanted to collaborate closely with the IBRD
in drafting section II1.1, and it was agreed that the IBRD would provide a
preliminary draft to the FEBRD for comments. Mr. Whittome said that it would
be most helpful if preliminary drafts of all sections could be circulated as
widely and early as possible (preferably by late October) to facilitate the
drafting, Mr. Fitoussi said that the EBRD would be prepared to undertake the
first draft of Section V. This was agreed; it was noted that early input
from the other three organizations would be helpful.
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~,IwNFUND 610712F OCTOBER 151 1990

TO.: MR. IVANOV
DEPUTY CHAIRMAN
STATE FOREIGN ECONOMIC COMMISSION
U.S.S.R. COUNCIL OF MINISTERS
MOSCOW

FROM: TERESA TER-MINASSIAN
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND
C/O PARIS OFFICE

DEAR MR. IVANOVi

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR LETTERS OF OCTOBER 8TH AND 12THr

WHICH I HAVE DISCUSSED WITH MY COLLEAEUES FROM THE OTHER THREE
ORGANIZA TIONS.

LET HE FIRST SAY THAT WE HAVE ALL BEEN MOST GRATEFUL FOR THE

COOPERATION AND HELP OUR MISSIONS HAVE RECEIVED FROM THE SOVIET

AUTHORITIEST AND THAT WE RECOGNIZE THE HEAVY BURDEN THIS MUST HAVE

IMPOSED AT AN ALREADY VERY BUSY TIME. WITH YOUR HELPs WE HAVE SEEN

ABLE TO GATHER A EREAT DEAL OF THE INFORMATION NECESSARY FOR OUR

WORKS AND AS YOU REQUESTr WE HILL TRY TO COMPLETE ALL THE RENAINING

FACTFINDING DURING THE OCTOBER 16-26 MISSION. TO FACILITATE THIS--AS

MNENTIONED IN MY TELEX OF OCTOBER 8 AND MR. TUVERI'S RECENT FAXES--I

WOULD BE GRATEFUL IF THAT MISSION COULD INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING

RESPRESENTATIVES OF THE OECD:

MR. HAGEMANN OCTO8ER 16-23

MR. SHAFER OCTOBER 21-26
MR. GRANZER OCTOBER 16-24
MS. BJORKSTEN OCTOBER 16-24

IF THIS IS AGREABLE TO YOU7 I WOULD BE GRATEFUL IF YOU COULD (IF

THIS HAS NOT ALREADY BEEN DONE) INSTRUCT 'YOUR PARIS EMBASSY TO ISSUE

THE NECESSARY VISASf AND ARRANGE FOR THE NECESSARY HOTEL BOOKINGS TO

BE MADE (IF POSSIBLE IN THE SAME HOTEL AS THE IMF TEAM).

I LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU IN MOSCOW.

YOURS SINCERELYI

TERESA TER-MINASSIAN

411699 PROFI SU
INFUND 610712F
Messce: 725 -02 emis Le 15/10/90 a 16 h 38 Duree 05 mn 16



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: 31-Oct-1990 04:23pm

TO: See Distribution Below

FROM: David R. Bock, OPNSV ( DAVID BOCK )

EXT.: 82856

SUBJECT: BBC Lunch on November 12

Two of the people I had hoped to get for lunch on the 12th
are not available (Reddoway and Aron). At present, I have a
tentative schedule from Aikman. It seems that only Hewett is
really available. Given this, I am inclined to save the lunch
briefing for another occasion. Unless I hear from you by cob
tomorrow, I will assume that you agree, in which case I will
inform Aikman and Hewett.

DISTRIBUTION:
TO: Paul Isenman ( PAUL ISENMAN
TO: Basil Kavalsky ( BASIL KAVALSKY )
TO: John A. Holsen ( JOHN A. HOLSEN
TO: Anupam Khanna ( ANUPAM KHANNA
TO: Sven Sandstrom ( SVEN SANDSTROM
CC: Chitra Perera ( CHITRA PERERA



THE WORLD BANK

ROUTING SLIP
10-31

FROM THE SENJOR VTE~Elr
POLICY, RESEARCH AND E\Ti

M E

Messrs. Tsenman

Holsen

Mink
Jay

APPROPRITE DPOSITION NO E AND RNIUm

COMMENT FPER UR CO NVERSA

FOR ACTION PEF YOU R FEUS

)NFORMAION PREPAPE R

INITIAL RECOMMENDAT[ION

NOTE AND FILE SIGNATURFE

R EMARKS

FROM: Wilfried P. Thalwitz



WORLD BANK OFFICE TRACKING SYSTEM
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

Routing and Action Transmittal Sheet

TO: DATE:
Mr. M. Qureshi (E-1241) | 10131/90

SUBJECT:

Document From: V. Gerashchenko
To: bbc

Dated: 10/31/90 Reference No.: EXC901031002

Topic: Bank of the USSR: would like to confirm oral inv. to visit the
USSR. Have fixed major meetings for Nov. 12-16, 1990.

ACTION INSTRUCTIONS: DUE DATE:

XXX HANDLE
REVIEW AND RECOMMEND
FOR YOUR INFORMATION
DISCUSS WITH
AS WE DISCUSSED
PREPARE RESPONSE FOR SIGNATURE
FOR YOUR FILES
RETURN TO

OTHER:

Remarks: cc: Messrs. Thalwitz, Bock, Kavalsky
Linda (trip schedule)
pls. provide Mr. Conable's office a copy of resp.
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STATE BANK OF THE USSR

10:3016, MO SCOWN I .), 12,

Victor V. GERASHCHENKO -
Chairman of the Board

The World Bi/F/
Washington, D.C. 204;!3 U.S.A.
Fax. Tel. No, (202) 477-5391

To; Barber Conable,
World Bank President

Dear Mr. Conable,

I would like to confirm my oral i.nvitation to visit the USSR
made to you in September in Washington. We would bI glad to
discuss with you and your colleagues here in Moscow thea areas of
co-operation between the Soviet Union and World Bank and the
respective memorandum.

It is my pleasure to remind you that we have £i::ed major
meetings for November, 16, bearing in mind that the discussion
with senior government officials could take place in the week
beginning on November 12.

I would be pleased if you could express any spe:ial wishes
concerning the cultural program for you and your wife.

Looking forward to see you in Moscow,

I remain,
Sincerely yours,

ictor tteshcfenko

q cFe` I ~



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: 31-Oct-1990 09:09am

TO: Costas Michalopoulos ( COSTAS MICHALOPOULOS

FROM: Stephen Mink, DECVP ( STEPHEN MINK )

EXT.: 33696

SUBJECT: USSR brief for BBC - TA talkinm points

Attached is a first draft of the talking points on
technical assistance. It is basically a summary of the aide
memoire.

CC: Paul Isenman ( PAUL ISENMAN
CC: John A. Holsen ( JOHN A. HOLSEN )
CC: David R. Bock ( DAVID BOCK )
CC: Stephen Mink ( STEPHEN MINK )



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: EST

FROM: Stephen Mink, DECVP ( STEPHEN MINK

EXT.: 33696

SUBJECT: Talking Points

Technical Assistance Talking Points

Let me turn now to the Bank provision of technical
assistance. This would be one concrete way to follow up on the
Joint Study and lay the groundwork for our future relations. We
sent in advance a short document describing some options for
technical assistance, but let me bring to your attention some of
the main considerations.

Scope. Our proposals for a possible technical assistance
program are at this stage deliberately general. It is important
that we learn more during this visit about your Government's
priorities for technical assistance and preferences on channels
through which such assistance would be provided.

We have deliberately designed the proposed program to be
complementary to parallel support that might be arranged with the
IMF. This will ensure broad coverage of the key issues for
economy-wide reform.

Six Areas of TA Activity

Short-run actions. From our work in other
economies exhibiting major distortions, we can provide advice on
measures most likely to be effective in addressing immediate
pressures. These may be the need for measures to improve supply
of consumer goods, provide for targetted social protection of
vulnerable individuals during the reform transition, and reduce
waste in the use of material resources.

System reform. Technical assistance could draw on
our extensive experience across countries in the detailed content
and sequencing of reforms in transition to a market economy.
This could cover critical reforms in exteranl trade, price
structure and the financial system, and links of these reforms to
fiscal and macroeconomic policy objectives.

Institutional reform. Some areas in which the Bank
could assist in institutional reform are financial system
restructuring, facilitation of private investment, and
divestiture of state holdings. Our International Finance
Corporation can contribute its valuable expertise, such as in the



development of domestic capital markets.

Sectoral policies and investments. During the next
period it will be improtant to tackle sectoral problems of
distorted and non-existent markets. The Bank can assist in
establishing sectoral policies and investment strategies that are
consistent and supportive of your economy-wide objectives.

Training. Our Economic Development Institute has
worked for many years doing in-country training. It can directly
conduct training activities, but more importantly, will work with
a country's institutions to design new training programs and
train local trainers. The focus would be officials and managers
with responsibilities ranging from economic management,
privatization, industrial and agricultural development, to
techniques of investment analysis and project appraisal.

Coordination. In our experience, cost-effective
use of external financial resources and technical assistance is
difficult to establish when there are many official providers and
channels. The Bank has considerable experience in assisting
countries to establish coordination and management mechanisms, to
get the best use out of these scarce resources.

Modalities. I would suggest we think in terms of a
multi-year program, perhaps three years initially. On the Bank's
part, we would assure an integrated approach to the technical
assistance you request us to focus upon through appointing a
senior staff member as head of program. This person would
coordinate teams working in the chosen areas. Such teams would
spend considerable time in the Soviet Union to enable working
closely with Soviet counterparts both on analytical work and on
the content of evolveing work programs.

Next steps. The immediate next step is for the Soviet
authorities to make a decision in principle on the nature and
scale of technical assistance that they would wish from the Bank.
Following this, the Bank would return a technical mission to
Moscow to develop and agree formally on a specific work program
and financing plan.

I would like to point out that if we proceed to an agreed
program for technical assistance, it will need to be submitted to
the Bank's Board of Executive Directors for approval. Also, the
Bank's charter limits use of its resources exclusively to member
countries. The program will need to be funded in the near term
by contributions from third parties or by reimbursements. The
program could be initiated upon approval of our Board and
implementation of the financing plan.



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: 30-Oct-1990 02:49pm EST

TO: See Distribution Below

FROM: Sven Sandstrom, EXC ( SVEN SANDSTROM )

EXT.: 81138

SUBJECT: Communications with the Soviet Union

1. We have had several recent cases of official communications
from the Soviet Union and its republics which have floated around
in the Bank and not been responded to in a timely and correct
fashion.

2. Please ensure that we follow established procedures for
handling official communications with non-members. Such
communications should immediately be sent to Secretary and FINSV
who will consult as appropriate (e.g., with LEGVP) and respond.

3. The only exceptions would be communications which deal
specifically with the ongoing study of the Soviet economy and the
Soviet TA program which is now under discussion. Such
communications should be directed to PRESV and OPNSV,
respectively. For the time being, any outgoing communications
concerning the TA program should also be cleared with this
office.

DISTRIBUTION:
TO: Ernest Stern (ERNEST STERN)
TO: Moeen A. Qureshi ( MOEEN QURESHI
TO: Wilfried Thalwitz ( WILFRIED P. THALWITZ
TO: Ibrahim Shihata ( IBRAHIM SHIHATA
TO: Timothy Thahane ( TIMOTHY THAHANE
CC: David R. Bock ( DAVID BOCK )
CC: Anupam Khanna ( ANUPAM KHANNA



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: 30-Oct-1990 09:27am

TO: Paul Isenman ( PAUL ISENMAN

FROM: John A. Holsen, PADSS ( JOHN A. HOLSEN

EXT.: 33719

SUBJECT: Mr. Orlov and TA

Sorry, but I do not recall Mr. Orlov. He presumably is a member
of Mr. Abalkin's (Union level) Economic Reform Commission.
Consequently I may have met him in a large meeting. But a check
of my card file indicates that he was not one of the individuals
with whom we spoke at any length.

We have a contact at the Soviet Embassy here who has sometimes
been helpful. His name is Sorokin. I have tried to call him
this morning, but his number (628-7551) was busy. So I've sent a
fax to him, asking him to call you or me if he is able to get us
in touch with Mr. Orlov.



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: 30-Oct-1990 03:58pm

TO: Paul Isenman ( PAUL ISENMAN )

FROM: Patricia Gallagher, PRESV ( PATRICIA GALLAGHER )

EXT.: 31018

SUBJECT: Verbal Trip Briefing with BBC November 12 @ 3 pm

Mr. Conable will be briefed verbally on his Moscow trip on
November 12 at 3 pm. WT will be departing for Paris November 10
or 11 (Sat/Sun).

There will also be a lunch with BBC on November 12 with some
External Soviet Experts.

Please let me know if any PRE staff should attend either of these
events and what our input will be (brief?).

CC: Keith Jay ( KEITH JAY
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DATE: 30-Oct-1990 02:49pm EST

TO: See Distribution Below

FROM: Sven Sandstrom, EXC ( SVEN SANDSTROM

EXT.: 81138

SUBJECT: Communications with the Soviet Union

1. We have had several recent cases of official communications
from the Soviet Union and its republics which have floated around
in the Bank and not been responded to in a timely and correct
fashion.

2. Please ensure that we follow established procedures for
handling official communications with non-members. Such
communications should immediately be sent to S&eretary and FINSV
who will consult as appropriate (e.g., with LEGVP) and respond.

3. The only exceptions would be communications which deal
specifically with the ongoing study of the Soviet economy and the
Soviet TA program which is now under discussion. Such
communications should be directed to PRESV and OPNSV,
respectively. For the time being, any outgoing communications
concerning the TA program should also be cleared with this
office.

DISTRIBUTION:
TO: Ernest Stern (ERNEST STERN)
TO: Moeen A. Qureshi ( MOEEN QURESHI
TO: Wilfried Thalwitz ( WILFRIED P. THALWITZ
TO: Ibrahim Shihata ( IBRAHIM SHIHATA
TO: Timothy Thahane ( TIMOTHY THAHANE
CC: David R. Bock ( DAVID BOCK )
CC: Anupam Khanna ( ANUPAM KHANNA
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DATE: 30-Oct-1990 11:10am

TO: See Distribution Below

FROM: Alexander Shakow, EXTDR ( ALEXANDER SHAKOW )

EXT.: 81368

SUBJECT: BBC USSR Trip

Tim - Attached is the plan for the BBC visit to the USSR. Sven
called to say that Mr. Conable had decided that he did not want
to encourage much press attention by taking initiatives with the
press before and during this visit. This in part is due to the
sensitivities of the Board and the uncertain nature of some of
the discussions. He is also concerned about the size of the
group. But Sven would like us to prepare advice for the team
about what they should look out for, what we know about the press
in Moscow, what materials might they take to explain the nature
of the Bank, etc. There is a small window of opportunity for us
to brief BBC after he returns from Africa and Europe on Nov. 12
and before the group leaves on the 14th (or is it 15th). David
Bock will leave on Sunday the lith to work with the Soviets on
the technical assistance proposals and on logistics for the
meetings. We should probably meet with David to discuss all this
asap. We should also discuss with Wilfried what ideas we do have
so that whatever arises the team will be able to handle. Let's
discuss when you are back in the office later this week. Thanks,
Alex

DISTRIBUTION:
TO: Timothy Cullen ( TIMOTHY CULLEN
CC: Peter Riddleberger ( PETER RIDDLEBERGER
CC: Sarwar Lateef ( SARWAR LATEEF )
CC: Julian Grenfell ( JULIAN GRENFELL
CC: Wilfried Thalwitz ( WILFRIED P. THALWITZ
CC: Paul Isenman ( PAUL ISENMAN )
CC: David R. Bock ( DAVID BOCK )
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DATE: 30-Oct-1990 10:28am EST

TO: See Distribution Below

FROM: Sven Sandstrom, EXC ( SVEN SANDSTROM

EXT.: 81138

SUBJECT: Mr Conable's trip to Soviet Union: status report..

1. We are working on the assumption that that Mr and Mrs
Conable will visit the Soviet Union on November 16 and 17
(arriving on the 15th and leaving on the 18th) . We were
informed yesterday that an official invitation should arrive by
the end of the week -- visa can then be arranged.

2. Two letters have been sent, to Mr Obminsky and Mr
Gerashchenko, outlining the main topics which Mr Conable would be
prepared to discuss during the visit: the Soviet study, the
Soviet TA, and membership.

3. The following would travel with Mr and Mrs Conable:
Wilfried Thalwitz, David Bock, Basil Kavalsky and Sven Sandstrom.

4. Briefing material is being prepared in a collaborative
fashion within the following framework:

(a) PRE: the Soviet study (executive summary, talking
points, etc), summary assessment of Gorbachev's economic plan,
political scene, who is who, bio-data, etc.

PRE is also preparing a program for Mrs Conable, in
consultation with Linda McLaughlin.

(b) OPS: Soviet TA (aide memoire, talking points, etc)

(c) FIN, with inputs from SEC and LEG: membership (issues
note, talking points on procedures and issues, etc).

(d) IFC: talking points on potential IFC role in the
transformation of the Soviet economy based on experience in
Eastern Europe and elsewhere.

5. Written briefings are due to EXC by Thursday, November
8.

6. Oral briefing is scheduled for 3 pm on Monday,
November 12.

7. The mission members will also be briefed by a couple
of outside Soviet experts over lunch on Monday, November 12
(David Bock is arranging).
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DATE: 29-Oct-1990 05:01pm

TO: Wilfried Thalwitz ( WILFRIED P. THALWITZ

FROM: John A. Holsen, PADSS ( JOHN A. HOLSEN )

EXT.: 33719

SUBJECT: JSSE

1. Alan Whittome called me earlier to say that, before leaving
Moscow, Teresa Ter-Minassian had not been able to reach any
understanding regarding the dates for the discussions with
Soviet officials (by PRs and team leaders) on the conclusions of
the JSSE report. Alan tells me that, instead, he has now asked
the Soviets what dates -- between November 26 and ,November 7--
would be convenient with them. He is aware of your DAC
obligations (and Mr. Zecchini's at the OECD), but apparently
decided to ignore them. As the deed had already been done, I did ,
not object when he told me the message he had sent to Moscow.
Do you want to call him to remind him that you are unavailable on
some dates? (Or do you want me to do so?)

2. Alan tells me that the Fund will have its technical
) assistance paper finished tomorrow or Wednesday. We will
exchange papers and meet to discuss them later in the week. I
will keep Paul Isenman and David Bock informed and see that they
are invited to any substantive discussions.

CC: Paul Isenman ( PAUL ISENMAN )
CC: Patricia Gallagher ( PATRICIA GALLAGHER
CC: John A. Holsen ( JOHN A. HOLSEN )
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DATE: 29-Oct-1990 04:25pm

TO: See Distribution Below

FROM: John A. Holsen, PADSS ( JOHN A. HOLSEN

EXT.: 33719

SUBJECT: FY91 Cost of JSSE

1. This memo summarizes the current status of the budget for
the Joint Study of the Soviet Economy. On the basis of the
information available to date, I expect the study to be completed
within the originally budgeted $650,000 except for (1) the
additional costs resulting from the addition of Professor Fischer
as a consultant to the project and (2) the possible addition to
the project of some expenses which were originally expected to be
covered by the units of the staff concerned.

2. Since the original budget was prepared on August 17 there
have been a number of changes in the project, but those adding to
costs (mainly additional travel to the USSR and Paris, but also
some additional inputs from staff and consultants) should be
offset by savings elsehere (mainly lower average travel costs
because of "split charges" and less than expected expenses for
local transport and interpreters).

3. The estimated costs for Prof. Fischer's consultancy is
$25,000 (including two trips to the USSR). Including this
raises the project cost to $675,000. The original estimates of
the personnel costs for Holsen, Levy, Gelb and Schrenk that, as
of the present, are being absorbed by their units amount to
$102,000; in addition, travel costs of $30,000 for Gelb and
Schrenk were to be covered by their division. If all of these
costs were switched from the units concered to the JSSE project,
the total would rise by an additional $132,000. However, because
of the time involved in coordination between four international
agencies, it now looks like Messrs. Holsen, Levy and Gelb will be
devoting somewhat more time to this project than originally
expected; consequently I would increase this figure from $132,000
to $150,000. Thus the required total budget for the project
would then be $825,000 -- still well below the one million dollar
danger point originally indicated.

4. Assuming no additions to the work to be done under the
project, I expect that it will be completed in December and be
kept within the indicated cost estimates. One possible additional
expense, as part of a technical assistance effort, could be the
sending of a number of the authors to the Soviet Union to discuss
their background papers in some detail with interested officials;
while this may prove desirable, it is assumed that such



additional work would be financed outside the present JSSE
project.

DISTRIBUTION:
TO: Wilfried Thalwitz ( WILFRIED P. THALWITZ
CC: Paul Isenman ( PAUL ISENMAN )
CC: Gregory Ingram ( GREGORY INGRAM )
CC: Richard N. Woodford ( RICHARD N. WOODFORD
CC: Keith Jay ( KEITH JAY )
CC: Stephen Mink ( STEPHEN MINK
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Policy, Research & External Affairs
Dept/Div. Name Dept/Div No. 601/05
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REFERENCE Areas of Cooperation between Soviet Union and the World Bank in Preparation

MESSAGE for visit to Soviet Union of World Bank President, Barber B. Conable.

PLEASE DELIVER URGENTLY TO MR. GERASCHENKO, CHAIRMAN, STATE BANK OF THE USSR,NEGLIZNNAYA 12, MOSCOW, UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS.
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or fax number listed above.
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WFRIED P. THALWITZ
Sericr Vice President
Policy, Research and Exernal Affairs

October 29, 1990

Mr. Viktor Gerashchenko
Chai rman
State Bank of the USSR
Neglinnaya 12
Moscow
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Dear Mr. Gerashchenko:

Please find enclosed an aide memoire on possible areas of
cooperation between the Soviet Union and the World Bank. In response to
your request, I am sending this to you as background information to help
prepare the visit by Mr. Conable to the Soviet Union.

As discussed with Mr. Obminsky, we believe that the purpose of
Mr. Conable's visit should be to discuss with President Gorbachev and other
senior officials the nature and scope of a future relationship between the
USSR and the Bank. The first step in this emerging relationship is, of
course, the Joint Study of the Soviet Economy, which is now being completed
in collaboration with the IMF, the OECD and the E3RD. This study will deal
with the challenges facing the Soviet Union and the Republics in the area
of economic reform. More importantly, it will spell out the major actions
required to implement systemic reform and revitalization of the Soviet
economy.

The Joint Study will thus form a basis for follow-up cooperation
between the USSR and the Bank. One important aspect of this follow-up work
would be in our response in the area of technical assistance to the Union
and the Republics. Because this work would be so closely linked to the
overall transformation of the Soviet economy and the ongoing reform of
economic policies, we believe that such a technical assistance program must
be anchored in a mutual understanding at the most senior levels about the
role that the Bank would be expected to play in the future development of
the Soviet economy. .

In this connection, I would like to point out that any such
program will require the approval of the Bank's Board of Directors.
Moreover, since the Bank's charter stipulates that its resources and
facilities are to be used exclusively for the benefit of its members, this
program will need to be funded in the near term by contributions from third
parties or by reimbursements.

Mr. Conable would also be prepared to discuss the issues and next
steps -- including at a political level -- associated with possible

membership of the Soviet Union in the World Bank Group.



Mr. Viktor Gerashchenko - 2 - October 29, 1990

Our present plans are to send a small delegation of senior
officials to Moscow a few days in advance of Mr. Conable's arrival, in
order to finalize preparations for Mr. Conable's visit. We are ready to
work closely with you and your colleagues to make this visit a successful
milestone in this emerging Soviet-World Bank cooperation.

We look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely yours,

cc: Mr. Ernest E. Obminsky
Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs and Chief of Foreign
Ministry Directorate for International Economic Relations

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR



AIDE tKIMI7RZ

POSSIBLE WORLD BANK TECEN:CAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
FOR THE SOV-:s uNION'i

The World Bank, along with other institutions, is currently
actively engaged in a joint study of the Soviet economy, which
will examine some of the critical problems of economi-c recovery
and reform. In discussions held during the IM-/IBRD Annual
Meetings, the Soviet delegation reaested further information on
possible World Bank technical assistance beyond this initial
study, in order to benefit from the experience of other
countries, in Eastern Europe and around the world, and of those
internati onal institutions with substantial experience of
econcnzc reforms. The Soviet Union faces major challenges in its
profound program of reform, and could benefit from this
experience. As the Soviet team rigntlv noted, however, the

Soviet economy is unique in size, diversity and sophistication,
and in the depth and speed of change it wishes to bring about.

The Bank's member countries have looked to the Bank not
just as a lender but as an experienced and objective advisor and
provider of technical assistance. The Bank's analytical work and

technical assistance span a very broad spectrum, from reform of
tne economc system and economy-wide policy formulation, through

analysis of major sectoral problems, to specific project
identification, preparation and appraisal. A key fct of the
Bank's work with governments is to provide advice on policies,
programs and institutions affecting a wide range of economic and
social sectors, but to ensure at the same tine that secooral
recomLendations are broadly conszstent wth medium-term balance
of payments and the fiscal situation, and are firmly related to

investment strategy at the project level. In working on the
issues of medium-term economnic viability and macro-management,
the Bank works closely with the International Monetary Fund, but
especially focusses on possibilities of improvement in economic
efficiency, restructuring of public. exmenditures, strengthening
of incentives for the private sector, the role of the financial
system and the role of the public sector in providing economic

infrastructure, regulatory oversight and social protection.

This memorandum outlines areas of possible cooperation
between the World Bank and the Soviet Union. The program of
advice and technical assistance is comparable in many respects to

that provided by the Bank to member countries, new or long
established, which wish to undertake major economic rerorm

programs. It must be noted at the outset that such an assistance

program would require the formnal approval of the Bank's Board of

Directors and that it would need to be financed by third party
contributions or reimbursements.
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The scale and coverage of potential collaboration are set
out in deliberately broad terms in this memorandum, to indicate
what assistance right be made available. However, the actual
scope of any program ultimately agreed will have to be carefully
defined after further discussion between the Bank and the Soviet
authorities. At this stage, for example, the Bank has limited
knowledge of the government's priorities for technical
assistance and has had no dialogue on this issue with the Soviet
Republics, which would be extected to be beneficiaries of the
Bank's support. Nor is it clear what the appropriate channels
are through which such assistance might be provided to various
governmental levels. Bearing these uncertainties in mind, this
memorandum outlines areas of possible collaboration between the
World Bank and the Soviet Union, and discusses modalities for
carrying out and financing that assistance.

The content of this potential progran is designed to be
complementary to whatever parallel support might be provided by
the IfA17, in order to ensure broad coverage of the range of key
issues for economy-wide reform. There would also be
collaboration in the implementation of the two institutions'
technical assistance prog-rams.

Procram Outline

The scope and content of technical assistance from the
Wcrid Bank must be determined by decisions on economic reform to
be taken by the Soviet authorities. Soviet economic policy
debates have defined three broad challenges: to design and

implement fundamental policy ad institutional changes to
transform the economic system; to develop the new institutions
and economic practices which will allow an efficient market
economy to flourish; and to increase the efficiency of
investments and production in key sectors -- at Union and
republic level, and in public and private sectors -- to support
tne transition to the new svstem. As Soviet decision-makers
address these challenges and the difficult problems of
consistency and sequencing which they entail, the Bank has
experience and capacity to help at all three levels.

In summary, it is envisaged that the Bank would offer
expertise to work alongside Soviet counterparts and provide
advice and assistance in the following tasks:

- short-run actions to raise efficiency and
production;

- detailed design and sequencing of economy-wide
policy reforms, especially in the areas of trade,
finance and prices;

- design ad implementation of key institutional
changes, especially in the financial system and in
restructuring and privatization of the productive
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and service sectors;

design of sector-specific policy changes, and
identificaticn and assessment of sectoral
investment priorities;

training for Soviet cadres in a range of skills
critical to a successful transition to a market
economy; and

coordination of external assistance.

These are discussed in further detail below.

System reform. Soviet policy-makers are currently
grappling with how to effect a transition towards a market
economy, while also establishing macroeconomic stability and
fiscal and monetary discipline. Bank advice and technical
assistance here would focus on the detailed concent and
secencig of reforms, drawing on exterience in other countries
undertaking extensive structural adjustment, including some --

like Poland, Yugoslavia and Hungary -- in transition to market
economy. Crucial areas of Bank assistance are likely to include
tin4 g and design of reforms in external trade, price st -cture
and the financial system, and the linkag-e of these reforms to
fiscal and macroeconomic policy objectives.

Short-run actions. While the primary cbjective cf economic
reform must be imflementrin of an acorooriate, cocorenensive
combination of policies, a pragmatic response to Sovie needs
must a'so deal with the key issues of supclv resoonse. These
include the need to halt deterioration in the econmc: situatiOn
and exoand the production and suzzy of key consumer goods --

both focd and manuactures; measures to correct the mos: obvious

waste in the use of valuable resources, especially energy and
materials; the provision of social protection for those most

immedia:ely affected by the reforms; and improvements in the
foreign trade and foreign investment environment (drawing inter
alia on the expertise of the International Finance Corporation
and M:CA, the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency)

Institutional chance. Bank advice and assistance would

address specific priority areas of institutional change. In the

financial sector, for example, the Bank has assisted a number of

countries to restructure the financial system, establish sound

commercial banking and investment financing institutions,
rationalize the public sector's direct involvement in finance,
and strengthen its supervisory and regulatory capacity. This is

likely to be an im'ortant area or work in the Soviet case too.

The Bank has also given extensive assistance to countries wishing
to reduce the State's direct role in production through
encouragement of private investment and divestiture of state

holdings. The Bank would draw on this experience to assist

Soviet decisions to increase private ownership and investment
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through privatization and related legal, reg-ulatory and capital
market reforms, with the primary objective of promoting
efficiency and cocetit:ion and mobilizing private domestic and
foreign savings. The International Finance Corporation has
relevant experience, particularly of capi:al market institutions
such as stock markets, to complement the Bank's policy and
institutional e xpertise. The Bank could also offer help in
re-orienting administrative institutions from their former
control function to one of promotion and regulation.

Sectoral policies and investments. The Bank's effort would
focus on establishing sectoral policies and investment strategies
consistent with overall reform objectives. Bank teams would also
assist the Soviet authorities to assess major investments and
establish sectoral investment priorities.

In industry, the broad business environment is the key --
and this will be set by the policy reforms and changes in the
financial system, ownership and regulation referred to earlier.
Beyond assistance in setting this basic framework, Bank technical
assistance would probably concentrate on improvement in a limited
number of subsectors. In agriculture, technical assistance would
provide exnertise on agricultural pricing, the creation of
marketing institutions and channels appropriate to a much grt
role for private production, and improvements in crop storage and
transportation.

For infrastructure, assistance could be provided in
long-range investment planning and assessment, pricing and
e::iciency improvements, and developing private sector financing
of infrastructure projects. Energy, where the Bank has wide
experience in the investment, pricing and efic4 iency issues
particular to this vital sector, may be an important focus of the
assistance procram.

A critical dimension cutting across several sectors is
likely to be environmental policy and rehabilitation, where the
Bank has a rapidly growing portfolio of experience to draw on.

In the social sectors, the Bank has been extensively
involved in the design of public expenditures to promote
cost-effective and ecuitable service delivery, in health and
educational services especially. Restructuring of the housing
sector -- including ownership and financing -- is a possible
important area of potential assistance as well. A critical
aspect of social policy is the design of social safety nets to
provide transitional help for those adversely affected during the
course oF reform -- including displaced workers, the elderly, and
vulnerable families. Beyond this short-term recuirement,
assistance may be needed in designing and setting up effective
and fiscally sustainable institutions for financing health care
and social security in the new economy.

Traininq. The Bank's Economic Development Institute (EDI)
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can work with Soviet instituutions to mount policy seminars and
help to design training by Soviet institutions for officials and

managers assuming new resonsibilities in economic management,

privatization, industrial and agricultural development, and other
fields. EDI could also provide thorough training in the
techniques of investment analysis and project appraisal. Most of
these programs would be done in the Soviet Union and managed by
Soviet institutions: their scale, language of instruction and
design will need to be worked out in detail.

Coordination. The Bank has considerable experience in the
coordination and anagement of external financial. and technical
assistance programs provided by diverse sources. This expertise
could heln the Soviet Government utilize external resources
cost-effectively, and may become particularly mportant as the
range of external entities providing assistance to the Soviet
Union increases.

Modalities

In design'ng this assistance, a multi-year program should
be envisaged, most likely at least three years in th e first
instance. The Bank would provide highly alid and

exoerienced staff and consultants in each of the major areas,

working under a head of program wno would ensure tnat the Bank

provided an integrated aoproach centred on the major problems of

econocl reform, rather than merely performing a series of

disoarate technical tasks. The team prLrarily resncnsible for
systemic reform issues, for example, would be headed by a leadiag
Bank econcrnist, and might include experts in fiscal, trade and
financial economics, supcrted by institutional and finanCiaI

excerts dealinc with catters suc as PrivatIzationa ad the design
of transitional social safety necs. Cormarable teams would work

in the major sectors, and in the provision of trainlng and
technical assistance coordination, within a coherent framework.

Team leaders rawn from senior Bank staff would assign individual
exerts to work alongside relevant Soviet colleagues, and liaise
with the Soviet authorities on the detailed content of evolving

work programs. These teams would spend a considerable proportion

of their time in the Soviet Union and would be supplementecd by a
substantial budget for specialized short-term expertise.

Financinc

The initial phase of the technical assistance program
described in this aide memorire would be launched and implemented
over at least a three-year period. A wide range of budgets is

possible, deoending on available funding, on Soviet decisions

about how best to proceed with economic reform, on initial Soviet

and Bank decisions about the desirable scope of the technical

assistance, and on joint assessments of evolving experience as

this enterprise gets underway. Extensions beyond the initial

three years would also reflect these (and other) considerations.



T cive some orders of magnitude, it is ass=med that a
major multi-sectoral study is carried out in the first year,
broadening and deepening the analysis of the current
Fund/Bank/EBRD/OECD study. In parallel, other assistanca
ecuivalent to 20-40 staff years, or $5-10 mrillion, would get
underway. In the second and third years, the program rmight be
up to 60-80 staff years per year ($5-20 million) depending on
mutually agreed work programs. With overheads, e.g. for
secretarial and computing support and interpmreting services, a
total three-year funding requirement of up to $50 mZllion might
be requred.

None of these costs could be borne by the Bank's regular
administrative budget unless the USSR were to apply for
membership. Even then, the scope for such financing would be
limited in the near term- Accordingly, this program should be
planned on the assumption that its costs would be covered by
special resources contriouted by third parties and/cr
re ir ur s enen t s.

Next Stees

The immediate next sten is for the Soviet authorities to
make a decision i principeon. the nature and scale of technical
assistance that they would wish to have from. the Bank. Based on
such a decision, Bank management would be prepared to send a
techicral mission to Moscow to discuss a more soecific work
program and budget and to agree on a fiancig plan.

Followina acreement on these i:ems, management would
present tne proposed program to the Bank's Board of Executive
Directors. Formal agreement between the Bank and the Soviet
could be on the basis of a Memorand of Underszanding (an
example of such a Memorandzm is attached for information only)

In parallel with the above, Bank management would be

precare- to work with Soviet authorities in seeking external

funding to support the program. As the funding begins to emerge,
and subject to apcroval of the World Bank's Directors, Bank
management would proceed with initial staffing and other

administrative steos to i-plement the program.

leO/29/90
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October 29, 1990

M3E'ORANDLY OF UNDERSTANDING

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

The Government of (name of country} (the Government) wishes to
avail itself of technical assistance from the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (the Bank) in those fields of economic and
human resources development which the Government considers to have the
highest national priority and which fall within the specific competence and
expertise of the Bank. The Government and the Bank have agreed to establish
procedures to achieve this purpose and to provide for the necessary
administrative and financial arrangements as set out below.

Section 1

(a) In of each year, the Governent and the Bank shall revies, through
their representatives, the programs, studies or other projects relating to
the development of the economic and human resources of (name of country] for
w hicH the Gover rent wishes to obtain from the Bank technical or other
advisory services and for which the Bank would be able, within the scope of
its competence and wich grant resources available to it from donors, to

provide such services to the Governrent during the forthcoming 12-month

period (each, a program year).

(b) On the basis of this review, the Government and the Bank shall

establish, by mutual agreement, an annual program of technical assistance,

and related administrative budget, specifying for such program year:

(i) the various programs, studies or other projects to be undertaken

or continued during such program year for which technical or

other advisory services are expected to be rendered by the Bank

to the Government;

(ii) the estimated overall staffing requirements of the Bank for such

seerices; and

(iii) the cost of such assistance.

(c) In establishing their annual program and administrative budget the

Government and the Bank shall take into due consideration the technical and

other advisory services which may be available to the Government from other

international or national sources.
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Section 2

The Government and the Bank shall in the course of each program
year exchange views from time to time on the progress of the annual program
and administrative budget for that program year and may by mutual agreement
introduce such modifications in the program, and related adminisrrative

budget, as they shall deem to be desirable.

Section 3

(a) Within the scope and budgetary allocation of each annual program
referred to in Section 1, the services needed for the activities specified
in the annual program shall normally be provided through the appropriate
departments of the Bank in accordance with the provisions of the annual

program.

(b) For the purposes of this Memorandum of Understanding, the staff of the
Bank shall include staff of any other Specialized Agency of the United
Nations assigned to any activity hereunder pursuant to a formal cooperacive.
program or informal administrative arrangement between the Bank and such

Specialized Agency or other specialized expertise recruited by the Bank,
either individually or institutionally, to supplement the Bank's pernanent
staff resources for the execution of the program of technical ass'istance.

The selection and replacement of Bank staff to carry out any particular

activity shall be in the sole discretion of the Bank. The Bank staff

assigned to any particular activity hereunder shall, in the conduct tnereof,

be responsible to, and under the sole direction of the Bank.

Section 4

In special circumstances, the Bank may, within the scope and

budgetary allocation of the annual programs referred to in Section 1 and

under arrangements to be agreed upon in each case beteen the Government and

the Bank:

(i) second, at the request of the Government, individual staff

members of the Bank to the Government; and

(ii) direct and supervise on behalf of and for the account of the

Government, a complex project or program requiring the use of

outside consultants or other services.

Section 5

(a) The Government acknowledges that the Bank's cost of technical

assistance activities hereunder are to be reimbursed by the Government

and/or paid by grant funds provided by third parties, and that the Bank

shall have no obligation to provide any technical assistance activity

hereunder unless and until the Bank has received funds adequate to fully

cover the cost of such activity.
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(b) The rates for the services rendered by the Bank shall be calculated in
accordance with the Bank's normal budgeting procedures to cover the full
cost to the Bank of the services to be rendered.

Section 6

(a) The Government shall accord to the Bank and to the staff members of the
Bank who shall be assigned to any activity under this Memorandum of
Understanding, the status, privileges and immunities conferred on the Bank
and Bank employees in the Articles of Agreement of the Bank, as if (nae of
country] was a member of the Bank.

(b) The Government shall, at the request of the Bank, make arrangements for
the personnel of organizations engaged by the Bank to perform services
hereunder to be provided with all necessary entry, scay and exit visas and
permits and shall exempt such organizations and such personnel from (or pay
on their behalf) any taxes and other duties on payments made to such
or7anizations and such personnel in connection with services hereunder or
on their personal effects or items brought into (name of councry] by them
in connection with services hereunder.

Section 7

The Government shall hold the Bank, its staff and other persons
performing services hereunder harmless from any claims arising from any

action, advice or omission of the Bank, its staff or such other persons in

the provision of services under this Memorandum of Understanding excepc
where tne Government and the Bank have agreed that a claim arises from the
wilful misconduct or gross negligence of any of the individuals mentioned
above.

Section 8

The Government and the Bank shall each designate an official who

shall be the official channel of communications for all matters arising

under this Memorandum of Understanding and who shall be authorized in the

name and on behalf of the party appointing such official to encer into

agreement on the annual program and administrative budget and to take such

other action as such official shall consider necessary or advisable with

respect to matters arising under this Memorandum of Underscanding.

Section 9

(a) The Bank in carrying out the services under this Memorandum of

Understanding shall use the same care and diligence as it uses in its other

operations. If, at any time, the Bank, after consultation with the

Government, shall determine that for any reason it is unlikely that the

services called for in any annual program can be successfully completed or

carried out in accordance with the usual standards and practices which are

applied by the Bank in its operations, the Bank may cease the provision of

such services.
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(b) If at any time the Government shall decide that it no longer wishes a
specific service to be provided by the Bank under the terms of any annual
program, it may so notify the Bank and the Bank shall, following receipt of
such notice, cease to carry out such service. Notwithstanding any other
provision of this Memorandum of Understanding, the Government shall
reimburse the Bank for any costs incurred by the Bank with respect to such
service.

Section 10

The understandings reached in this Memorandum of Understanding
shall remain in force and effect until six months after the date on which
either party shall have notified the other of its intention to terminate
this arrangement. Upon receipt of such notice, the parties shall take all
appropriate steps to terminate in an orderly fashion the activities then
ongoing.

On behalf of:

Government of (name of country] (date)

International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development: (date)
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The World Bank
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U.5A

WILFRIED P. THALWITZ
Senior Vice President
Policy, Re-earch and Extemal Affair3

October 29, 1990

Mr. Vikzor Gerashchenko
Chairman
State Bank of the USSR
Neglinnaya 12
Moscow
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Dear Mr. Gerashchenko:

Please find enclosed an aide memoire on possible areas of
cooveration between the Soviet Union and the World Bank. In response to
your request, I am sending this to you as background information to help
prepare the visit by Mr. Conable to the Soviet Union.

As discussed with Mr. Obinsky, we believe that the purpose of
Mr. Conable's visit should be to discuss with President Gorbachev and other
senior officials the nature and scope of a future relazionshio between the
USSR and the Bank. The first step in this emerging relationship is, of
course, the Joint Study of the Soviet Economy, which is now being completed
in collaboration with the IM3, the OECD and the EB2. This study will deal
with the challenges facing the Soviet Union and the Republics in the area
of economic reform. More importantly, it will spell out the major actions
required to implement systemic reform and revitalization of the Soviet
economy.

I The Joint Study will thus form a basis for follow-up cooperation
between the USSR and the Bank. One important aspect of this follow-up work
would be in our response in the area of technical assistance to the Union
and the Republics. Because this work would be so closely linked to the
overall transformation of the Soviet economy and the ongoing reform of
economic policies, we believe that such a technical assistance program must
be anchored in a mutual understanding at the most senior levels about the
role that the Bank would be expected to play in the future development of
the Soviet economy.

In this connection, I would like to point out that any such
program will require the approval of the Bank's Board of Directors.
Moreover, since the Bank's charter stipulates that its resources and
facilities are to be used exclusively for the benefit of its members, this
program will need to be funded in the near term by contributions from third
parties or by reimbursements.

Mr. Conable would also be prepared to discuss the issues and next
steps -- including at a political level -- associated with possible

membership of the Soviet Union in the World Bank Group.



Mr. Viktor Gerashchenko - 2 - October 29, 1990

Our present plans are to send a small delegation of senior
officials to Moscow a few days in advance of Mr. Conable's arrival, in
order to finalize preparations for Mr. Conable's visit. We are ready to
work closely with you :and your colleagues to make this visit a successful
milestone in this emerging Soviet-World Bank coparation.

We look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely yours,

cc: Mr. Ernest E. Obminsky
Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs and Chief of Foreign
Ministry Directorate for International Economic Relations

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR



AIE MCMO:RE

POSSOBLE WORLD BAN TEEN:CAL ASS:STANCE PROGRAM

FOR T'E SOVosT 7NION

The World Bank, along with other institutions, is currently
actively engaged in a joint study of the Soviet economy, which
will examine some of the critical p-oblems of economirnc recovery
and reform. In discussions held during the IMF/IBRD Annual
Meetings, the Soviet delegation reqaested further information on
possible World Bank technical assistance beyond this initial
study, in order to benefit from the exerience of other
countries, in Eastern Europe and around the world, and of those
internat4 onal i.nstitutions with su:stantial experience of
economic reforms. The Soviet Union faces major challenges in its

profound program of reform, and could benefit from this
experience. As the Soviet team rightly noted, however, the

Soviet economy is unique in size, diversity and sophistication,
and in the depth and speed of change it wishes to bring about.

The Bank's merber countries have looked to the Bank not
just as a lender but as an ex-erieced and objective advisor and
prcvider of technical assistance. The Bank's analytical work and

technical assistance stan a very broad stectrum, from reform of
the econoric svstem and economy-wide pclicy formulation, through
analysis of major sectoral problems, to speci:ic project

idntiication, prearzation and appraisal. A key feaurof the

Bank's work with aoverzments is to trovide advice on policies,
programs and institutions affecting a wide range of economic and

social sectors, but to ensure at the same time that sectoral

recomrmendations r b c tnt5 with medium-tern balance
Te--4n are ralcos

of pav-ments and the fiscal situation, and are firmly related to

investment strategy at the project level. In working on the
issues of medium-term econozic viability and macro-management,
the Bank works closely with the International Monetary Fund, but
especial:y focusses on tossibilities of imzrovement in economc
efficiency, restructuring of public. expenditures, strengZ'eng
of incentives for the private sector, the role of the financial

system and the role of the public sector in providing economic
infrastructure, regulato.ry cversight and social protection.

This memorandum outlines areas of possible cooperation
between the World Bank and the Sove Union. The program of
advice and technical assistance is comparable in many respects to

that provided by the Bank to member countries, new or long
established, which wish to undertake major econcmic rerorm

programs. It must be noted at the outset that such an assistance

program would require the formal approval of the Bank's Board of

Directors and that it would need to be financed by third party
contributions or reimbursements.
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The scale and coverage of potential collaboration are set
out in deliberately broad terms in this memorandum, to indicate
what assistance might be made available. However, the actual

scope of any program ultim7ately agreed will have to be carefully
defined after further discussion between the Bank and the Soviet
authorities. At this stage, for example, the Bank has limited
knowledc of the covernent's priorities for technical
assistance and has had no dialogue on this issue with the Soviet
Republics, which would be extected to be beneficiaries of the
Bank's support. Nor is it clear what the appropriate channels
are through which such assistance might be provided to various
goverrental levels. Bearing these uncertaint4 es in mind, this
memorandum outlines areas of possible collaboration between the
World Bank and the Soviet Union, and discusses modalities for
carrying out and financing that assistance.

The content of this potential program is designed to be

complementary to whatever parallel support might be provided by
the IMF, in order to ensure broad coverage of the range of key
issues for economy-wide reform. There would also be
collaboration in the imnlementation of the two institutions'
technical assistance programs.

Program Outline

The scope and content of technical assistance from the
Wcrld Bark must be determined by decisions on economic reform to
be taken by the Soviet authorities. Soviet econoric poic y
debates have defined three broad challences: to design and

implement fundamental policy and institutional changes to
transform the economic system; to develop the new institutions
and economic practices which will allow an efficient market
economy to flourish; and to increase the efficiency of I
investments and production in key sectors -- at Union and
republic level, and in public and private sectors -- to support
the transition to the new system. As Soviet decision-makers
address these challenges and the difficult problems of
consistenc and 5eguencing which they entail, the Bank has

experience and capacity to help at all three levels.

In surmary, it is envisaged that the Bank would offer

expertise to work alongside Soviet counterparts and provide
advice and assistance in the following tasks:

- short-run actions to raise ecficiency and
production;

- detailed design and sequencing of economy-wide
policy reforms, especially in the areas of trade,
finance and prices;

- desicn and imlementation of key institutional
changes, especially in the financial system and in
restructuring and privatization of the productive
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and service sectors;

design of sector-specific policy cnanges, and
identification and assessment of sectoral
investment priorities;

training for Soviet cadres in a range of skills
critical to a successful transit4 on to a market
econorry; and

coordination of external assistance.

These are discussed in further detail below.

System refom. Soviet policy-makers are currently
grappling with how to effect a transition towards a market
economy, while also establishing macroeconomic stability and
fiscal and monetary discipline. Bank advice and technical
assistance here would focus on the detailed content and
secuencing of rerorms, drawing on experience in otner countries
undertaking extensive structural adjustment, including some --
like Poland, Yugoslavia and Hungarv -- in transition to market
econcomv. Crucial areas of Bank assistance are likelv to include

ti-inc and desia of reforms in external trade, price structure

and the financial system, and the linkaze of these reors to
fiscal and macroeconomic policy onjectives.

Short-run actions. While the primary objective of economic
reform must be implementation of an arpiae, corprenensive
combination of policies, a pragmatic resoonse to Soviet needs

must also deal with the key issues of supply resoonse. These

include the need to halt deterioration in the econcmic situation
and expand the production and supply of key consumer goods --

both food and manufactures; measures to correct the most obvious

waste in the use of valuale resources, especially energy and
materials; the provision of social protection for those most
imediately affected by the reforms; and improvements in the

foreign trade and foreign investment environmen: (drawing inter

alia on the expertise of the International Finance Corporation
and M7GA, the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency)

Institutional chance. Bank advice and assistance would

address specific priority areas of institutiona- change. In the

financial sector, for ekample, the Bank has assisted a nrmber of

countries to restructure the financial system, establish sound

comercial banking and investment financing institutions,
rationalize the public sector's direct involvement in finance,
and strengthen its supervisory and regulatory capacity. This is

likely to be an important area of work in the Soviet case too.

The Bank has also given extensive assistance to countries wishing
to reduce the State's direct role in production through
encouragement of private investment and divestiture of state

holdings. The Bank would draw on tnis experience to assist

Soviet decisions to increase private ownership and investment
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through privatization and related legal, regulatory and capital
market reforms, with the pri-ary objective of promoting
efficiency and competition and mobilizing private domestic and
foreign savings. The International Finance Corporation has
relevant experi4ence, particularly of capical market institutions
such as stock markets, to complement the Bank's policy and
institutional exertise. The Bank could also offer help in
re-orienting admnistratie institutions from their former
control function to one of promotion and regulation.

Sectoral policies and investments. - The Bank's effort would
focus on establishing sectoral policies and investment strategies
consistent with overall reform objectives. Bank teams would also
assist the Soviet authorities to assess major investments and
establish sectoral investment priorities.

In industry, the broad business environment is the key -
and this will be set by the policy reforms and changes in the
financial system, ownership and regulation referred to earlie.
Beyond assistance in settinc this basic framework, Bank technical
assistance would probably concentrate on imrovement in a limited
nurber cf subsectors. In agriculture, technical assistance would
provide expertise on agricutural pricing, the creation of
marketing institutions and channels aprcropr iate to a mucn greater
role for private production, and imrovements in crop storage and
transportation.-

:or infrastructure, assistance could be provided in
long-range investment planning and assessment, pricing and
efficiency imzrovements, and developing private sector financing
of iastructure projects. Energy, where the Bank has wide
exmerience in the investment, pricing and efficiency issues
particular to this vital sector, may be an important focus of the
assistance program.

A cri-tical dimtension cutting across several sectors is
likely to be environmental policy and rehabilitation, where the
Bank has a rapidly growing portfolio of experience to draw on.

In the social sectors, the Bank has been extensively
involved in the design of public expenditures to promote
cost-effective and equitable service delivery, in health and
educational services especially. Restructuring of the housing
sector -- including ownership and financing -- is a possible
imoortant area of potential assistance as well. A critical
aspect of social policy is the design of social safety nets to
provide transitional help for those adversely affected during the
course of reform -- including displaced workers, the elderly, and
vulnerable families. Beyond this short-term recuirement,
assistance may be needed in designing and setting up effective
and fiscally sustainable institutions for financing health care
and social security in the new economy.

Trsining The Bank's Economic Development Institute (70)
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can work with Soviet institutions to mount policy seminars and
help to design training by Sovier institutions for officials and

managers assuming new responsibilities in economic management,
privatization, industrial and agricultural development, and other
fields. ED could also provide thorough training in the
technicues of investment analysis and project appraisal. Most of
these programs would be done in the Soviet Union and managed by
Soviet institutions: their scale, language of instruction and
design will need to be worked out in detail.

Coordination. The Bank has considerable experience in the
coordination and management of external financial and technical
assistance programs provided by diverse sources. This expertise
could heln the Soviet Government utilize external resources
cost-effectively, and may become particularly important as the
range of external entities providing assistance to the Soviet
Union increases.

Modalities

in designing this assistance, a multi-year prog-in should
be envisaged, most likely at least three years -4 the first
inszance. The Bank would provide highly q and

exreriencec staff and consul1 ants in each of the major areas,
working under a head of program who would ensure that the Bank
provided an integrated approach centred on the major pro-bles of

econcmic reform, rather than merely performing a se-es c-
disrarate technical tasks. The team primarilV respcnsihle for

systemic ref=' issues, for example, would be headed by a leading
Bank economist, and might include experts in fiscal, trade and
financial econcmics, su:-red by institutional and firancial
ex-erts deal-4 c with matters such as privatization and the design
of transitional sccial sac-y nets. Comparable teams would work

in the majcr sectors, and in the provision of training and
technical assistance coordnaticn, within a coherent framework.

Team leaders drawn from senior Bank staff would assign individual
erters to work alongside relevant Soviet colleagues, and liaise

with the Soviet authorities on the detailed content of evolving
work Crograms. These teams would spend a considerable proportion
of their time in the Soviet Union and would be s-polemented by a
substantial budget for specialized short-term expertise.

Financinc

The initial phase of the technical assistance program
described in this aide memoire would be launched and imolemented

over at least a three-year period. A wide range of budgets is

possible, depending on available funding, on Soviet decisions

about how best to proceed with economic reform, on initial Soviet

and Bank decisions about the desirable scope of the technical

assistance, and on joint assessments of evolving experience as

this enterprise gets underway. Extensions beyond the initial

three years would also reflect these (and other) considerations.
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To give some orders of magnitude, it is assumed that a
major multi-sectoral study is carried out in the first year,
broadening and deepening the analysis off the current

und/Bank/EBRD/OECD study. In parallel, other assistance
ecuivalent to 20-40 staff years, or $5-10 million, would get
underwav. In the second and third years, the program might be
up to 60-80 staff years per year ($15-20 million) depending on
mutually agreed work programs. With overheads, e.g. for
secretarial and computing support and interpetig services, a
total three-year funding regirement of up to $50 milliorn might
be recured.

None of these costs could be borne by the Bank's regular
administrative budcet unless the USSR were to apply for
merbership. Even then, the scope for such financing would be
limited in the near term. Accord-igly, this program should be

planned on the assumption that its costs would be covered by
special resources contributed by third parties and/or
reimbursements.

Nex t Sers

The i-ediate next step is for the Soviet authorities to
make a decision in principle on the nature and scale of technical
assistance that they would wish to have from the Bank. Based on

such a decision, Bank management would -e prepared to send a
technical mission to Moscow to discuss a morn specific work
program and budget and to agree on a cinancing plan.

Zollowinc acreement on tnese i 1es, management would

present tne proposed program to the Bank's Board of Executive
Diectzors. Formal ag-eement between the Bank and the Soviet

could be on the basis of a Memorandum of Understaning (an
exam-le of -such a Memorandum is attached for inforzation only)

In parallel with the above, Bank management would be

prepared to work with Soviet authorities in seeking external
fundiag to support the program. As the funding begins to emerge,
and subject to approval of the World Bank's Directors, Bank
rranagement- would proceed with initial stafing and other

aduinstrative steps to imlernent the program.

1O./29/90
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Purooses On>v

October 29, 1990

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

TECHN7CAL ASSISTANCE

The Government of [name of countryj (the Government) wishes to

avail itself of technical assistance from the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (the Bank) in those fields of economic and

human resources development which the Government considers to have the
highest national priority and which fall within the specific competence and

expertise of the Bank. The Goverment and the Bank have agreed to establish
procedures to achieve this purpose and to provide for the- necessary
administrative and financial arrangements as set out below.

Section 1

(a) In of each year, the Government and the Bank shall review, through

tneir represantatives, the programs, studies or other projects relating to

the development of the economic and human resources of [name of country for
which the Government wishes to obtain from the Bank technical or other

advisory ser:ices and for which the Bank would be able, within the scope of
its competence and with grant resources available to it from donors, to
provide such services to the Government during the forthcoming 12-month

period (each, a program year).

(b) On the - basis of this review, the Government and the Bank shall
establish, by mutual agreement, an annual program of technical assistance,

ahd related administrative budget, specifying for such program year:

(i) the various programs, studies or other projects to be undertaken

- or continued during such program year for which technical or

other advisory services are expected to be rendered by the Bank

to the Government;

(ii) the estimated overall staffing requirements of the Bank for such

setrvices; and

(iii) the cost of such assistance.

(c) In establishing their annual program and administrative budget the

Government and the Bank shall take into due consideration the technical and

other advisory services which may be available to the Government from other

international or national sources.
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Section 2

The Government and the Bank shall in the course of each program
year exchange views from time to time on the progress of the annual program
and administrative budget for that program year and may by mutual agreement
introduce such modifications in the program, and related administrative
budget, as they shall deem to be desirable.

Section 3

(a) Within the scope and budgeitary allocation of each annual program
referred to in Section 1, the services needed for the activities specified
in the annual program shall normally be provided through the approoriate
departments of the Bank in accordance with the provisions or the arnnua
program.

(b) For the purposes of this Memorandum of Understanding, the staff of the
Bank shall include staff of any other Specialized Agency of the United
Nations assigned to any activity hereunder pursuant to a formal cooperative,
program or inforal administrative arrangement between the Bank and such
Specialized Agency or other specialized expertise recruited by the Bank,
either individually or institutionally, to supplement the Bank's pe-nanent
staff resources for the execution of the program of technical ass'istance.
The selection and replacement of Bank staff to carry out any particular
activity shall be in the sole discretion of the Bank. The Bank staff
assigned to any particular activity hereunder shall, in the conduct tnereor,
be responsible to, and under the sole direction of the Bank.

Section 4

In special circumstances, the Bank may, wichin the scope and
budgetary allocation of the annual programs referred to in Section 1 and

under arrangements to be agreed upon in each case between the Government and
the Bank:

(i) second, at the request of the Government, individual staff
members of the Bank to the Government; and

(ii) direct and supervise on behalf of and for the account of the
Gover-ament, a complex project or program requiring the use of
outside consultants or other services.

Section 5

(a) The Government acknowledges that the Bank's cost of technical
assistance activities hereunder are to be reimbursed by the Government
and/or paid by grant funds provided by third parties, and that the Bank

shall have no obligation to provide any technical assistance activity
hereunder unless and until the Bank has received funds adequate to fully
cover the cost of such activity.
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(b) The rates for the services rendered by the Bank shall be calculated in
accordance with the Bank's normal budgecing procedures to cover the full
cast to the Bank of the services to be rendered.

Section 6

(a) The Government shall accord to the Bank and to the staff members of the
Bank who shall be assigned to any activity under this Memorandum of
Understanding, the status, privileges and immunities conferred on the Bank
and Bank employees in the Articles of Agreement of the Bank, as if [name of
country] was a member of the Bank.

(b) The Government shall, at the request of the Bank, make arrangements for
the personnel of organizations engaged by the Bank to perform services
hereunder to be provided with all necessary entry, stay and exit visas and
permits and shall exempt such organizations and such personnel from (or pay
on their behalf) any taxes and other duties on payments made to such
organizations and such personnel in connection with services hereunder or.
on their personal effects or items brought into [name of country) by them

in connection with services hereunder.

Section 7

The Government shall hold the Bank, its staff and other persons
performing services hereunder harmless from any claims arising from any
action, advice or omission of the Bank, its staff or such other persons in

the provision of services under this Memorandum of Understanding except
where the Government and the Bank have agreed that a claim arises from the
wilful misconduct or gross negligence of any of the individuals mentioned

above.

Section 8-

The Government and the Bank shall each designate an official who

shall be the official channel of communications for all matters arising

under this Memorandum of Understanding and who shall be authorized in the

name and on behalf of the party appointing such official to enter into

agreement on the annual program and administrative budget and to take such

other action as such official shall consider necessary or advisable with

respect to matters arising under this Memorandum of Understanding.

Section 9

(a) The Bank in carrying out the services under this Memorandum of

Understanding shall use the same care and diligence as it uses in its other

operations. If, at any time, the Bank, after consultation with the

Government, shall determine that for any reason it is unlikely that the

services called for in any annual program can be successfully completed or

carried out in accordance with the usual standards and practices which are

applied by the Bank in its operations, the Bank may cease the provision of

such services.



(b) If at any time the Government shall decide that it no longer wishes a
specific service to be provided by the Bank under the terms of any annual
program, it may so notify the Bank and the Bank shall, following receipt of
such notice, cease to carry out such service. Notwithstanding any other
provision of this Memorandum of Understanding, the Government shall
reimburse the Bank for any costs incurred by the Bank with respect to such
service.

Section 10

The understandings reached in this -Memorandum of Understanding
shall remain in force and effect until six months after the date on which
either party shall have notified the other of its intention to terminate
this arrangement. Upon receipt of such notice, the parties shall take all
appropriate steps to terminate in an orderly fashion the activities then
ongoing.

On behalf of:

Government of (name of country] (date)

International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development: (date)
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October 29, 1990

Mr. Ernest E. Obminsky
Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs and Chief of Foreign
Ministry Directorate for International Economic Relations
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR
Smolenskya Square
Moscow
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Dear Mr. Obminsky:

Please find enclosed an aide memoire on possible areas of
cooperation between the Soviet Union and the World Bank. In Mr. Qureshi's
absence and in response to the request of your government, I am sending
this to you as background information to help prepare the visit by Mr.
Conable to the Soviet Union.

As Mr. Qureshi discussed with you, we believe that the purpose of
Mr. Conable's visit should be to discuss with President Gorbachev and other
senior officials the nature and scope of a future relationship between the
USSR and the Bank. The first step in this emerging relationship is, of
course, the Joint Study of the Soviet Economy, which is now being completed
in collaboration with the IMF, the OECD and the EBRD. This study will deal
with the challenges facing the Soviet Union and the Republics in the area
of economic reform. More importantly, it will spell out the major actions
required to implement systemic reform and revitalization of the Soviet
economy.

The Joint Study will thus form a basis for follow-up cooperation
between the USSR and the Bank. One important aspect of this follow-up work
would be in our response in the area of technical assistance to the Union
and the Republics. Because this work would be so closely linked to the
overall transformation of the Soviet economy and the ongoing reform of
economic policies, we believe that such a technical assistance program must
be anchored in a mutual understanding at the most senior levels about the
role that the Bank would be expected to play in the future development of
the Soviet economy.

In this connection, I would like to point out that any such
program will require the approval of the Bank's Board of Directors.
Moreover, since the Bank's charter stipulates that its resources and
facilities are to be used exclusively for the benefit of its members, this
program will need to be funded in the near term by contributions from third
parties or by reimbursements.
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As Mr. Qureshi discussed with you, Mr. Conable would also be

prepared to discuss the issues and next steps -- including at a political
level -- associated with possible membership of the Soviet Union in the
World Bank Group.

Our present plans are to send a small delegation of senior
officials to Moscow a few days in advance of Mr. Conable's arrival, in

order to finalize preparations for Mr. Conable's visit. We are ready to
work closely with you and your colleagues to make this visit a successful
milestone in this emerging Soviet-World Bank cooperation.

We look forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely,

Li . an
Acting Senior Vice President, Operations

cc: Mr. Viktor Gerashchenko
Chairman
State Bank of the USSR



AIDE MEMOIRE

POSSIBLE WORLD BANK TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
FOR THE SOVIET UNION

The World Bank, along with other institutions, is currently
actively engaged in a joint study of the Soviet economy, which
will examine some of the critical problems of economic recovery
and reform. In discussions held during the IMF/IBRD Annual
Meetings, the Soviet delegation requested further information on
possible World Bank technical assistance beyond this initial
study, in order to benefit from the experience of other
countries, in Eastern Europe and around the world, and of those
international institutions with substantial experience of
economic reforms. The Soviet Union faces major challenges in its
profound program of reform, and could benefit from this
experience. As the Soviet team rightly noted, however, the
Soviet economy is unique in size, diversity and sophistication,
and in the depth and speed of change it wishes to bring about.

The Bank's member countries have looked to the Bank not
just as a lender but as an experienced and objective advisor and
provider of technical assistance. The Bank's analytical work and
technical assistance span a very broad spectrum, from reform of
the economic system and economy-wide policy formulation, through
analysis of major sectoral problems, to specific project
identification, preparation and appraisal. A key feature of the
Bank's work with governments is to provide advice on policies,
programs and institutions affecting a wide range of economic and
social sectors, but to ensure at the same time that sectoral
recommendations are broadly consistent with medium-term balance
of payments and the fiscal situation, and are firmly related to
investment strategy at the project level. In working on the
issues of medium-term economic viability and macro-management,
the Bank works closely with the International Monetary Fund, but
especially focusses on possibilities of improvement in economic
efficiency, restructuring of public expenditures, strengthening
of incentives for the private sector, the role of the financial
system and the role of the public sector in providing economic
infrastructure, regulatory oversight and social protection.

This memorandum outlines areas of possible cooperation
between the World Bank and the Soviet Union. The program of
advice and technical assistance is comparable in many respects to
that provided by the Bank to member countries, new or long
established, which wish to undertake major economic reform
programs. It must be noted at the outset that such an assistance
program would require the formal approval of the Bank's Board of
Directors and that it would need to be financed by third party
contributions or reimbursements.
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The scale and coverage of potential collaboration are set
out in deliberately broad terms in this memorandum, to indicate
what assistance might be made available. However, the actual
scope of any program ultimately agreed will have to be carefully
defined after further discussion between the Bank and the Soviet
authorities. At this stage, for example, the Bank has limited
knowledge of the government's priorities for technical
assistance and has had no dialogue on this issue with the Soviet
Republics, which would be expected to be beneficiaries of the
Bank's support. Nor is it clear what the appropriate channels
are through which such assistance might be provided to various
governmental levels. Bearing these uncertainties in mind, this
memorandum outlines areas of possible collaboration between the
World Bank and the Soviet Union, and discusses modalities for
carrying out and financing that assistance.

The content of this potential program is designed to be
complementary to whatever parallel support might be provided by
the IMF, in order to ensure broad coverage of the range of key
issues for economy-wide reform. There would also be
collaboration in the implementation of the two institutions'
technical assistance programs.

Program Outline

The scope and content of technical assistance from the
World Bank must be determined by decisions on economic reform to
be taken by the Soviet authorities. Soviet economic policy
debates have defined three broad challenges: to design and
implement fundamental policy and institutional changes to
transform the economic system; to develop the new institutions
and economic practices which will allow an efficient market
economy to flourish; and to increase the efficiency of
investments and production in key sectors -- at Union and
republic level, and in public and private sectors -- to support
the transition to the new system. As Soviet decision-makers
address these challenges and the difficult problems of
consistency and sequencing which they entail, the Bank has
experience and capacity to help at all three levels.

In summary, it is envisaged that the Bank would offer
expertise to work alongside Soviet counterparts and provide
advice and assistance in the following tasks:

- short-run actions to raise efficiency and
production;

- detailed design and sequencing of economy-wide
policy reforms, especially in the areas of trade,
finance and prices;

- design and implementation of key institutional
changes, especially in the financial system and in
restructuring and privatization of the productive
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and service sectors;

- design of sector-specific policy changes, and
identification and assessment of sectoral
investment priorities;

- training for Soviet cadres in a range of skills
critical to a successful transition to a market
economy; and

- coordination of external assistance.

These are discussed in further detail below.

System reform. Soviet policy-makers are currently
grappling with how to effect a transition towards a market
economy, while also establishing macroeconomic stability and
fiscal and monetary discipline. Bank advice and technical
assistance here would focus on the detailed content and
sequencing of reforms, drawing on experience in other countries
undertaking extensive structural adjustment, including some --
like Poland, Yugoslavia and Hungary -- in transition to market
economy. Crucial areas of Bank assistance are likely to include
timing and design of reforms in external trade, price structure
and the financial system, and the linkage of these reforms to
fiscal and macroeconomic policy objectives.

Short-run actions. While the primary objective of economic
reform must be implementation of an appropriate, comprehensive
combination of policies, a pragmatic response to Soviet needs
must also deal with the key issues of supply response. These
include the need to halt deterioration in the economic situation
and expand the production and supply of key consumer goods --
both food and manufactures; measures to correct the most obvious
waste in the use of valuable resources, especially energy and
materials; the provision of social protection for those most
immediately affected by the reforms; and improvements in the
foreign trade and foreign investment environment (drawing inter
alia on the expertise of the International Finance Corporation
and MIGA, the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency).

Institutional change. Bank advice and assistance would
address specific priority areas of institutional change. In the
financial sector, for example, the Bank has assisted a number of
countries to restructure the financial system, establish sound
commercial banking and investment financing institutions,
rationalize the public sector's direct involvement in finance,
and strengthen its supervisory and regulatory capacity. This is
likely to be an important area of work in the Soviet case too.
The Bank has also given extensive assistance to countries wishing
to reduce the State's direct role in production through
encouragement of private investment and divestiture of state
holdings. The Bank would draw on this experience to assist
Soviet decisions to increase private ownership and investment



through privatization and related legal, regulatory and capital
market reforms, with the primary objective of promoting
efficiency and competition and mobilizing private domestic and
foreign savings. The International Finance Corporation has
relevant experience, particularly of capital market institutions
such as stock markets, to complement the Bank's policy and
institutional expertise. The Bank could also offer help in
re-orienting administrative institutions from their former
control function to one of promotion and regulation.

Sectoral policies and investments. The Bank's effort would
focus on establishing sectoral policies and investment strategies
consistent with overall reform objectives. Bank teams would also
assist the Soviet authorities to assess major investments and
establish sectoral investment priorities.

In industry, the broad business environment is the key --
and this will be set by the policy reforms and changes in the
financial system, ownership and regulation referred to earlier.
Beyond assistance in setting this basic framework, Bank technical
assistance would probably concentrate on improvement in a limited
number of subsectors. In agriculture, technical assistance would
provide expertise on agricultural pricing, the creation of
marketing institutions and channels appropriate to a much greater
role for private production, and improvements in crop storage and
transportation.

For infrastructure, assistance could be provided in
long-range investment planning and assessment, pricing and
efficiency improvements, and developing private sector financing
of infrastructure projects. Energy, where the Bank has wide
experience in the investment, pricing and efficiency issues
particular to this vital sector, may be an important focus of the
assistance program.

A critical dimension cutting across several sectors is
likely to be environmental policy and rehabilitation, where the
Bank has a rapidly growing portfolio of experience to draw on.

In the social sectors, the Bank has been extensively
involved in the design of public expenditures to promote
cost-effective and equitable service delivery, in health and
educational services especially. Restructuring of the housing
sector -- including ownership and financing -- is a possible
important area of potential assistance as well. A critical
aspect of social policy is the design of social safety nets to
provide transitional help for those adversely affected during the
course of reform -- including displaced workers, the elderly, and
vulnerable families. Beyond this short-term requirement,
assistance may be needed in designing and setting up effective
and fiscally sustainable institutions for financing health care
and social security in the new economy.

Training. The Bank's Economic Development Institute (EDI)
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can work with Soviet institutions to mount policy seminars and
help to design training by Soviet institutions for officials and
managers assuming new responsibilities in economic management,
privatization, industrial and agricultural development, and other
fields. EDI could also provide thorough training in the
techniques of investment analysis and project appraisal. Most of
these programs would be done in the Soviet Union and managed by
Soviet institutions: their scale, language of instruction and
design will need to be worked out in detail.

Coordination. The Bank has considerable experience in the
coordination and management of external financial and technical
assistance programs provided by diverse sources. This expertise
could help the Soviet Government utilize external resources
cost-effectively, and may become particularly important as the
range of external entities providing assistance to the Soviet
Union increases.

Modalities

In designing this assistance, a multi-year program should
be envisaged, most likely at least three years in the first
instance. The Bank would provide highly qualified and
experienced staff and consultants in each of the major areas,
working under a head of program who would ensure that the Bank
provided an integrated approach centred on the major problems of
economic reform, rather than merely performing a series of
disparate technical tasks. The team primarily responsible for
systemic reform issues, for example, would be headed by a leading
Bank economist, and might include experts in fiscal, trade and
financial economics, supported by institutional and financial
experts dealing with matters such as privatization and the design
of transitional social safety nets. Comparable teams would work
in the major sectors, and in the provision of training and
technical assistance coordination, within a coherent framework.
Team leaders drawn from senior Bank staff would assign individual
experts to work alongside relevant Soviet colleagues, and liaise
with the Soviet authorities on the detailed content of evolving
work programs. These teams would spend a considerable proportion
of their time in the Soviet Union and would be supplemented by a
substantial budget for specialized short-term expertise.

Financing

The initial phase of the technical assistance program
described in this aide memoire would be launched and implemented
over at least a three-year period. A wide range of budgets is
possible, depending on available funding, on Soviet decisions
about how best to proceed with economic reform, on initial Soviet
and Bank decisions about the desirable scope of the technical
assistance, and on joint assessments of evolving experience as
this enterprise gets underway. Extensions beyond the initial
three years would also reflect these (and other) considerations.
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To give some orders of magnitude, it is assumed that a
major multi-sectoral study is carried out in the first year,
broadening and deepening the analysis of the current
Fund/Bank/EBRD/OECD study. In parallel, other assistance
equivalent to 20-40 staff years, or $5-10 million, would get
underway. In the second and third years, the program might be
up to 60-80 staff years per year ($15-20 million) depending on
mutually agreed work programs. With overheads, e.g. for
secretarial and computing support and interpreting services, a
total three-year funding requirement of up to $50 million might
be required.

None of these costs could be borne by the Bank's regular
administrative budget unless the USSR were to apply for
membership. Even then, the scope for such financing would be
limited in the near term. Accordingly, this program should be
planned on the assumption that its costs would be covered by
special resources contributed by third parties and/or
reimbursements.

Next Steps

The immediate next step is for the Soviet authorities to
make a decision in principle on the nature and scale of technical
assistance that they would wish to have from the Bank. Based on
such a decision, Bank management would be prepared to send a
technical mission to Moscow to discuss a more specific work
program and budget and to agree on a financing plan.

Following agreement on these items, management would
present the proposed program to the Bank's Board of Executive
Directors. Formal agreement between the Bank and the Soviet
could be on the basis of a Memorandum of Understanding (an
example of such a Memorandum is attached for information only).

In parallel with the above, Bank management would be
prepared to work with Soviet authorities in seeking external
funding to support the program. As the funding begins to emerge,
and subject to approval of the World Bank's Directors, Bank
management would proceed with initial staffing and other
administrative steps to implement the program.

l/29/90



Draft for Illustrative
Purposes Only

October 29, 1990

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

ON

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

The Government of [name of country] (the Government) wishes to
avail itself of technical assistance from the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (the Bank) in those fields of economic and
human resources development which the Government considers to have the
highest national priority and which fall within the specific competence and
expertise of the Bank. The Government and the Bank have agreed to establish
procedures to achieve this purpose and to provide for the necessary
administrative and financial arrangements as set out below.

Section 1

(a) In of each year, the Government and the Bank shall review, through
their representatives, the programs, studies or other projects relating to

the development of the economic and human resources of (name of country] for
which the Government wishes to obtain from the Bank technical or other
advisory services and for which the Bank would be able, within the scope of
its competence and with grant resources available to it from donors, to
provide such services to the Government during the forthcoming 12-month
period (each, a program year).

(b) On the basis of this review, the Government and the Bank shall
establish, by mutual agreement, an annual program of technical assistance,
and related administrative budget, specifying for such program year:

(i) the various programs, studies or other projects to be undertaken
or continued during such program year for which technical or
other advisory services are expected to be rendered by the Bank
to the Government;

(ii) the estimated overall staffing requirements of the Bank for such

services; and

(iii) the cost of such assistance.

(c) In establishing their annual program and administrative budget the
Government and the Bank shall take into due consideration the technical and
other advisory services which may be available to the Government from other
international or national sources.
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Section 2

The Government and the Bank shall in the course of each program
year exchange views from time to time on the progress of the annual program
and administrative budget for that program year and may by mutual agreement
introduce such modifications in the program, and related administrative
budget, as they shall deem to be desirable.

Section 3

(a) Within the scope and budgetary allocation of each annual program
referred to in Section 1, the services needed for the activities specified
in the annual program shall normally be provided through the appropriate
departments of the Bank in accordance with the provisions of the annual
program.

(b) For the purposes of this Memorandum of Understanding, the staff of the
Bank shall include staff of any other Specialized Agency of the United
Nations assigned to any activity hereunder pursuant to a formal cooperative
program or informal administrative arrangement between the Bank and such

Specialized Agency or other specialized expertise recruited by the Bank,
either individually or institutionally, to supplement the Bank's permanent
staff resources for the execution of the program of technical assistance.
The selection and replacement of Bank staff to carry out any particular
activity shall be in the sole discretion of the Bank. The Bank staff

assigned to any particular activity hereunder shall, in the conduct thereof,
be responsible to, and under the sole direction of the Bank.

Section 4

In special circumstances, the Bank may, within the scope and
budgetary allocation of the annual programs referred to in Section 1 and

under arrangements to be agreed upon in each case between the Government and
the Bank:

(i) second, at the request of the Government, individual staff
members of the Bank to the Government; and

(ii) direct and supervise on behalf of and for the account of the

Government, a complex project or program requiring the use of

outside consultants or other services.

Section 5

(a) The Government acknowledges that the Bank's cost of technical
assistance activities hereunder are to be reimbursed by the Government
and/or paid by grant funds provided by third parties, and that the Bank

shall have no obligation to provide any technical assistance activity
hereunder unless and until the Bank has received funds adequate to fully

cover the cost of such activity.
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(b) The rates for the services rendered by the Bank shall be calculated in
accordance with the Bank's normal budgeting procedures to cover the full
cost to the Bank of the services to be rendered.

Section 6

(a) The Government shall accord to the Bank and to the staff members of the
Bank who shall be assigned to any activity under this Memorandum of
Understanding, the status, privileges and immunities conferred on the Bank
and Bank employees in the Articles of Agreement of the Bank, as if (name of
country] was a member of the Bank.

(b) The Government shall, at the request of the Bank, make arrangements for
the personnel of organizations engaged by the Bank to perform services
hereunder to be provided with all necessary entry, stay and exit visas and
permits and shall exempt such organizations and such personnel from (or pay
on their behalf) any taxes and other duties on payments made to such
organizations and such personnel in connection with services hereunder or
on their personal effects or items brought into {name of country] by them
in connection with services hereunder.

Section 7

The Government shall hold the Bank, its staff and other persons
performing services hereunder harmless from any claims arising from any
action, advice or omission of the Bank, its staff or such other persons in

the provision of services under this Memorandum of Understanding except
where the Government and the Bank have agreed that a claim arises from the

wilful misconduct or gross negligence of any of the individuals mentioned
above.

Section 8

The Government and the Bank shall each designate an official who

shall be the official channel of communications for all matters arising
under this Memorandum of Understanding and who shall be authorized in the

name and on behalf of the party appointing such official to enter into
agreement on the annual program and administrative budget and to take such
other action as such official shall consider necessary or advisable with
respect to matters arising under this Memorandum of Understanding.

Section 9

(a) The Bank in carrying out the services under this Memorandum of
Understanding shall use the same care and diligence as it uses in its other
operations. If, at any time, the Bank, after consultation with the
Government, shall determine that for any reason it is unlikely that the
services called for in any annual program can be successfully completed or
carried out in accordance with the usual standards and practices which are

applied by the Bank in its operations, the Bank may cease the provision of
such services.
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(b) If at any time the Government shall decide that it no longer wishes a
specific service to be provided by the Bank under the terms of any annual
program, it may so notify the Bank and the Bank shall, following receipt of
such notice, cease to carry out such service. Notwithstanding any other
provision of this Memorandum of Understanding, the Government shall
reimburse the Bank for any costs incurred by the Bank with respect to such
service.

Section 10

The understandings reached in this Memorandum of Understanding
shall remain in force and effect until six months after the date on which
either party shall have notified the other of its intention to terminate
this arrangement. Upon receipt of such notice, the parties shall take all
appropriate steps to terminate in an orderly fashion the activities then
ongoing.

On behalf of:

Government of [name of country] (date)

International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development: (date)
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The World Bank
The World Bank washinton. DC 20433 1818 H Street. NW, (202) 477-1234
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Senior Vice President
Policy, Rescarch and External Affairs

October 26, 1990

Mr. Viktor Cerashchenko
Chairman
State Bank of the USSR
Neglinnaya 12

Moscow

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Dear Mr. Gerashchenko:

Please find enclosed an aide memoire on possible areas of
cooperation between the Soviet Union and the World Bank. I am sending this
to you as background information in, the preparation of the visit by Mr.
Conable to the Soviet Union.

As discussed with Mr. Obminsky, we believe that the purpose of
Mr. Conable's visit should be to discuss with President Gorbachev and other
senior officials the nature and scope of a future relationship between the
USSR and the Bank. The first step in this emerging relationship is, of
course, the Joint Study of the Soviet Economy, which is now being completed
in collaboration with the IMF, the OECD and the EBRD. This study will deal
with the challenges facing the Soviet Union and the Republics in the area
of economic reform. More importantly, it will spell out the major actions
required to implement systemic reform and revitalization of the Soviet
economy.

The Joint Study will thus form a basis for follow-up cooperation
between the USSR and the Bank. One important aspect of this follow-up work
would be in our response in the area of technical assistance to the Union
and the Republics. Because this work would be so closely linked to the
overall transformation of the Soviet economy and the ongoing reform of
economic policies, we believe that such a technical assistance program must
be anchored in a mutual understanding at the most senior levels about the
role that the Bank would be expected to play in the future development of
the Soviet economy.

In this connection, I would like to point out that any such
program will require the approval of the Bank's Board of Directors and will
need to be funded largely, if not exclusively, by reimbursements or
contributions by third parties.

Mr. Conable would also be prepared to discuss the issues and next
steps -- including at a political level -- associated with possible
membership of the Soviet Union in the World Bank Group.
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Our present plans are to send a small delegation of senior
officials to Moscow a few days in advance of Mr. Conable's arrival, in
order to finalize preparations for Mr. Conable's visit. We are ready to
work closely with you and your colleagues to make this visit a successful
milestone in this emerging Soviet-World Bank cooperation.

We look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely yours,

cc: Mr. Ernest E. Obminsky
Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs and Chief of Foreign
Ministry Directorate for International Economic Relations
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT Washington, D.C. 20433 Cable Address: INTBAFRAD
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCATION U.SA. Cable Address INDEVAS

October 26, 1990

Mr. Ernest E. Obminsky
Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs and Chief of Foreign
Ministry Directorate for International Economic Relations
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR
Smolenskya Square
Moscow
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Dear Mr. Obminsky:

Please find enclosed an aide memoire on possible areas of
cooperation between the Soviet Union and the World Bank. In Mr. Qureshi's
absence, I am sending this to you as background information in the
preparation of the visit by Mr. Conable to the Soviet Union.

As Mr. Qureshi discussed with you, we believe that the purpose of
Mr. Conable's visit should be to discuss with President Gorbachev and other
senior officials the nature and scope of a future relationship between the
USSR and the Bank. The first step in this emerging relationship is, of
course, the Joint Study of the Soviet Economy, which is now being completed
in collaboration with the IMF, the OECD and the EBRD. This study will deal
with the challenges facing the Soviet Union and the Republics in the area
of economic reform. More importantly, it will spell out the major actions
required to implement systemic reform and revitalization of the Soviet
economy.

The Joint Study will thus form a basis for follow-up cooperation
between the USSR and the Bank. One important aspect of this follow-up work
would be in our response in the area of technical assistance to the Union
and the Republics. Because this work would be so closely linked to the
overall transformation of the Soviet economy and the ongoing reform of
economic policies, we believe that such a technical assistance program must
be anchored in a mutual understanding at the most senior levels about the
role that the Bank would be expected to play in the future development of
the Soviet economy.

In this connection, I would like to point out that any such
program will require the approval of the Bank's Board of Directors and will
need to be funded largely, if not exclusively, by reimbursements or
contributions by third parties.

As Mr. Qureshi discussed with you, Mr. Conable would also be
prepared to discuss the issues and next steps -- including at a political
level -- associated with possible membership of the Soviet Union in the
World Bank Group.
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Our present plans are to send a small delegation of senior
officials to Moscow a few days in advance of Mr. Conable's arrival, in
order to finalize preparations for Mr. Conable's visit. We are ready to

work closely with you and your colleagues to make this visit a successful
milestone in this emerging Soviet-World Bank cooperation.

We look forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely,

Edward V. K. Jaycox
Acting Senior Vice President, Operations

cc: Mr. Viktor Gerashchenko
Chairman
State Bank of the USSR



POSSIBLE WORLD BANK TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
FOR THE SOVIET UNION

The World Bank, along with other institutions, is currently
actively engaged in a joint study of the Soviet economy, which
will examine some of the critical problems of economic recovery
and reform. In discussions held during the IMF/IBRD Annual
Meetings, the Soviet delegation requested further information on
possible World Bank technical assistance beyond this initial
study, in order to benefit from the experience of other
countries, in Eastern Europe and around the world, and of those
international institutions with substantial experience of
economic reforms. The Soviet Union faces major challenges in its
profound program of reform, and could benefit from this
experience. As the Soviet team rightly noted, however, the
Soviet economy is unique in size, diversity and sophistication,
and in the depth and speed of change it wishes to bring about.

The Bank's member countries have looked to the Bank not
just as a lender but as an experienced and objective advisor and
provider of technical assistance. The Bank's analytical work and
technical assistance span a very broad spectrum, from reform of
the economic system and economy-wide policy formulation, through
analysis of major sectoral problems, to specific project
identification, preparation and appraisal. A key feature of the
Bank's work with governments is to provide advice-on policies,
programs and institutions affecting a wide range of economic and
social sectors, but to ensure at the same time that sectoral
recommendations are broadly consistent with medium-term balance
of payments and the fiscal situation, and are firmly related to
investment strategy at the project level. In working on the
issues of medium-term economic viability and macro-management,
the Bank works closely with the International Monetary Fund, but
especially focusses on possibilities of improvement in economic
efficiency, restructuring of public expenditures, strengthening
of incentives for the private sector, the role of the financial
system and the role of the public sector in providing economic
infrastructure, regulatory oversight and social protection.

This memorandum outlines areas of possible cooperation
between the World Bank and the Soviet Union. The program of
advice and technical assistance is comparable in many respects to
that provided by the Bank to member countries, new or long
established, which wish to undertake major economic reform
programs. It must be noted at the outset that such an assistance
program would require the formal approval of the Bank's Board of
Directors and that it would need to be financed largely or
exclusively by reimbursements or third party contributions.

The scale and coverage of potential collaboration are set
out in deliberately broad terms in this memorandum, to indicate
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what assistance might be made available. However, the actual
scope of any program ultimately agreed will have to be carefully
defined after further discussion between the Bank and the Soviet
authorities. At this stage, for example, the Bank has limited
knowledge of the government's priorities for technical
assistance an as had no dialogue on this issue with the Soviet
Republics, wh uld be expected to be major direct beneficiaries
of the Bank's support. Nor is it clear what the appropriate
channels are through which such assistance might be provided to
various governmental levels. Bearing these uncertainties in
mind, this memorandum outlines areas of possible collaboration
between the World Bank and the Soviet Union, and discusses
modalities for carrying out and financing that assistance.

The content of this potential program is designed to be
complementary to whatever parallel support might be provided by
the IMF, in order to ensure broad coverage of the range of key
issues for economy-wide reform. There would also be
collaboration in the implementation of the two institutions'
technical assistance programs.

Program Outline

The scope and content of technical assistance from the
World Bank must be determined by decisions on economic reform to
be taken by the Soviet authorities. Soviet economic policy
debates have defined three broad challenges: to design and
implement fundamental policy and institutional changes to
transform the economic system; to develop the new- institutions
and economic practices which will allow an efficient market
economy to flourish; and to increase the efficiency of
investments and production in key sectors -- at Union and
republic level, and in public and private sectors -- to support
the transition to the new system. As Soviet decision-makers
address these challenges and the difficult problems of
consistency and sequencing which they entail, the Bank has
experience and capacity to help at all three levels.

In summary, it- is envisaged that the Bank would offer
expertise to work alongside Soviet counterparts and provide
advice and assistance in the following tasks:

- short-run actions to raise efficiency and
production;

- detailed design and sequencing of economy-wide
policy reforms, especially in the areas of trade,
finance and prices;

- design and implementation of key institutional
changes, especially in the financial system and in
restructuring and privatization of the productive
and service sectors;
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- design of sector-specific policy changes, and
identification and assessment of sectoral
investment priorities;

- training for Soviet cadres in a range of skills
critical to a successful transition to a market
economy; and

- coordination of external assistance.

These are discussed in further detail below.

System reform. Soviet policy-makers are currently
grappling with how to effect a transition towards a market
economy, while also establishing macroeconomic stability and
fiscal and monetary discipline. Bank advice and technical
assistance here would focus on the detailed content and
sequencing of reforms, drawing on experience in other countries
undertaking extensive structural adjustment, including some --
like Poland, Yugoslavia and Hungary -- in transition to market
economy. Crucial areas of Bank assistance are likely to include
timing and design of reforms in external trade, price structure
and the financial system, and the linkage of these reforms to
fiscal and macroeconomic policy objectives.

Short-run actions. While the primary objective of economic
reform must be implementation of an appropriate, comprehensive
combination of policies, a pragmatic response to Soviet needs
must also deal with the key issues of supply response. These
include the need to halt deterioration in the economic situation
and expand the production and supply of key consumer goods --
both food and manufactures; measures to correct the most obvious
waste in the use of valuable resources, especially energy and
materials; the provision of social protection for those most
immediately affected by the reforms; and improvements in the
foreign trade and foreign investment environment (drawing nter
ali n the expertise of the International Finance Corpor tion
and GA, the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency)

Institutional chanae. Bank advice and assistance would
address specific priority areas of institutional change. In the
financial sector, for example, the Bank has assisted a number of
countries to restructure the financial system, establish sound
commercial banking and investment financing institutions,
rationalize the public sector's direct involvement in finance,
and strengthen its supervisory and regulatory capacity. This is
likely to be an important area of work in the Soviet case too.
The Bank has also given extensive assistance to countries wishing
to reduce the State's direct role in production through
encouragement of private investment and divestiture of state
holdings. The Bank would draw on this experience to assist
Soviet decisions to increase private ownership and investment
through privatization and related legal, regulatory and capital
market reforms, with the primary objective of promoting
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efficiency and competition and mobilizing private domestic and
foreign savings. The International Finance Corporation has
relevant experience, particularly of capital market institutions
such as stock markets, to complement the Bank's policy and
institutional expertise. The Bank could also offer help in
re-orienting administrative institutions from their former
control function to one of promotion and regulation.

Sectoral policies and investments. The Bank's effort would
focus on establishing sectoral policies and investment strategies
consistent with overall reform objectives. Bank teams would also
assist the Soviet authorities to assess major investments and
establish sectoral investment priorities.

In industry, the broad business environment is the key --
and this will be set by the policy reforms and changes in the
financial system, ownership and regulation referred to earlier.
Beyond assistance in setting this basic framework, Bank technical
assistance would probably concentrate on improvement in a limited
number of subsectors. In agriculture, technical assistance would
provide expertise on agricultural pricing, the creation of
marketing institutions and channels appropriate to a much greater
role for private production, and improvements in crop storage and
transportation.

For infrastructure, assistance could be provided in
long-range investment planning and assessment, pricing and
efficiency improvements, and developing private sector financing
of infrastructure projects. Energy, where the Bank has wide
experience in the investment, pricing and efficiency issues
particular to this vital sector, may be an important focus of the
assistance program.

A critical dimension cutting across several sectors is
likely to be environmental policy and rehabilitation, where the
Bank has a rapidly growing portfolio of experience-IWn

In the social sectors, the Bank has been extensively
involved in the design of public expenditures to promote
cost-effective and equitable service delivery, in health and
educational services especially. Restructuring of the housing
sector -- including ownership and financing -- is a possible
important area of potential assistance as well. A critical
aspect of social policy is the design of social safety nets to
provide transitional help for those adversely affected during the
course of reform -- including displaced workers, the elderly, and
vulnerable families. Beyond this short-term requirement,
assistance may be needed in designing and setting up effective
and fiscally sustainable institutions for financing health care
and social security in the new economy.

Training. The Bank's Economic Developmen EDI)
can work with Soviet institutions to seminarsan C&e.
help to design training by Soviet institutions for officials and
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managers assuming new responsibilities in economic management,
privatization, industrial and agricultural development, and other
fields. EDI could also provide thorough training in the
techniques of investment analysis and project appraisal. Most of
these programs would be done in the Soviet Union and managed by
Soviet institutions: their scale, language of instruction and
design will need to be worked out in detail.

Coordination. The Bank has considerable experience in the
coordination and management of external financial and technical
assistance programs provided by diverse sources. This expertise
could help the Soviet Government utilize external resources
cost-effectively, and may become particularly important as the
range of external entities providing assistance to the Soviet
Union increases.

Modalities

In designing this assistance, a multi-year program should
be envisaged, most likely at least three years in the first
instance. The Bank would provide highly qualified and
experienced staff and consultan ' each of the major areas,
working nder ai (_program iuid ensure that the Bank.
provide an integrated approach Qte -iis e major problems of
economic reform, rather than merely performi a series of S--
disparate technical tasks. The team primarily responsible for
systemic reform issues, for example, would be headed by a leading
Bank economist, and might include experts in fiscal, trade and
financial economics, supported by institutional and financial
experts dealing with matters such as privatization and the design
of transitional social safety nets. Comparable teams would work
in the major sectors, and in the provision of training and
technical assistance coordination, within a coherent framework.
Team leaders drawn from senior Bank staff would assign individual
experts to work alongside relevant Soviet colleagues, and liaise
with the Soviet authorities on the detailed content of evolving
work programs. These teams would spend a considerable ea- sn-.*4s
of Mese time in the Soviet Union and would be supplemented by a
substantial budget for specialized short-term expertise.

Financing

The initial phase of the technical assistance program
described in this aide memoire would be launched and implemented
over at least a three-year period. A wide range of budgets is
possible, depending on available funding, on Soviet decisions
about how best to proceed with economic reform, on initial Soviet
and Bank decisions about the desirable scope of the technical
assistance, and on joint assessments of evolving experience as
this enterprise gets underway. Extensions beyond the initial
three years would also reflect these (and other) considerations.

To give some orders of magnitude, it is assumed that a



major multi-sectoral study is carried out in the first year,
broadening and deepening the analysis of the current
Fund/Bank/EBRD/OECD study. In parallel, other assistance
equivalent to 20-40 staff years, or $5-10 million, would get
underway. In the second and third years, the program might be
within the range of 60-80 staff years ($15-20 million) . With
overheads, e.g. for secretarial and computing support and
interpreting services, a total threeyear funding requirement
of up to $50 million is indicated.

None of these costs could be borne by the Bank's regular
administrative budget unless the USSR were to apply for
membership. Even then, the scope for such financing would be
very limited. Accordingly, this program should be planned on the
assumption that its costs would be covered by reimbursements
and/or special resources contributed by third parties.

Next Steos

The immediate next step is for the Soviet authorities to
make a decision in principle on the nature and scale of technical
assistance that they would wish to have from the Bank. Based on
such a decision, Bank management would be prepared to send a
technical mission to Moscow to discuss a more specific work
program and budget and to agree on a financing plan.

Following agreement on these items, management would
present the proposed program to the Bank's Board of Executive
Directors. Formal agreement between the Bank and'the Soviet Untew
would be on the basis of a Memorandum of Understanding (a model
of such a Memorandum is attached) .

In parallel with the above, Bank management would be
prepared to work with Soviet authorities in seeking external
funding to support the program. As the funding begins to emerge,
and subject to approval of the World Bank's Directors, Bank
management would proceed with initial staffing and other
administrative steps to implement the program.
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The World Bank
Washington, 0.C 20433

U.S.A.

WILFRCED P. THALWITZ
Senior Vice President
Policy, Research and External Affairs

October 29, 1990

Mr. Viktor Gerashchenko
Chairman
State Bank of the USSR
Neglinnaya 12
Moscow
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Dear Mr. Gerashchenko:

Please find enclosed an aide memoire on possible areas of
cooperation between the Soviet Union and the World Bank. In response to
your request, I am sending this to you as background information to help
prepare the visit by Mr. Conable to the Soviet Union.

As discussed with Mr. Obminsky, we believe that the purpose of
Mr. Conable's visit should be to discuss with President Gorbachev and other
senior officials the nature and scope of a future relationship between the
USSR and the Bank. The first step in this emerging relationship is, of
course, the Joint Study of the Soviet Economy, which is now being completed
in collaboration with the IMF, the OECD and the EBRD. This study will deal
with the challenges facing the Soviet Union and the Republics in the area
of economic reform. More importantly, it will spell out the major actions
required to implement systemic reform and revitalization of the Soviet
economy.

The Joint Study will thus form a basis for follow-up cooperation
between the USSR and the Bank. One important aspect of this follow-up work
would be in our response in the area of technical assistance to the Union
and the Republics. Because this work would be so closely linked to the
overall transformation of the Soviet economy and the ongoing reform of
economic policies, we believe that such a technical assistance program must
be anchored in a mutual understanding at the most senior levels about the
role that the Bank would be expected to play in the future development of
the Soviet economy.

In this connection, I would like to point out that any such
program will require the approval of the Bank's Board of Directors.
Moreover, since the Bank's charter stipulates that its resources and
facilities are to be used exclusively for the benefit of its members, this
program will need to be funded in the near term by contributions from third
parties or by reimbursements.

Mr. Conable would also be prepared to discuss the issues and next
steps -- including at a political level -- associated with possible

membership of the Soviet Union in the World Bank Group.



Mr. Viktor Cerashchenko - 2 - October 29, 1990

Our present plans are to send a small delegation of senior
officials to Moscow a few days in advance of Mr. Conable's arrival, in
order to finalize preparations for Mr. Conable's visit. We are ready to
work closely with you and your colleagues to make this visit a successful
milestone in this emerging Soviet-World Bank cooperation.

We look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely yours,

cc: Mr. Ernest E. Obminsky
Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs and Chief of Foreign
Ministry Directorate for International Economic Relations

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR



AIDE MEMyO RE

POSSIBLE WORLD BANK TECENICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
FOR TEE SOVIET UNION

The World Bank, along with other institutions, is currently
actively engaged in a joint study of the Soviet economy, which
will examine some of the critical problems of economic recovery
and reform. In discussions held during the IM7/IBRD Annual
Meetings, the Soviet delegation requested further information on
possible World Bank technical assistance beyond this initial
study, in order to benefit from the experience of other
countries, in Eastern Europe and around the world, and of those
international institutions with substantial experience of
economic reforms. The Soviet Union faces major challenges in its
profound program of reform, and could benefit from this
experience. As the Soviet team rightly noted, however, the
Soviet economy is unique in size, diversity and sophistication,
and in the deoth and speed of change it wishes to bring about.

The Bank's member countries have looked to the Bank not
just as a lender but as an experienced and objective advisor and

provider of technical assistance. The Bank's analytical work and

technical assistance span a very broad spectrum, from reform of
the economic system and economy-wide policy formulation, through
analysis of major sectoral problems, to specific project
identification, preparation and appraisal. A key feature of the
Bank's work with governments is to provide advice on policies,
programs and institutions affecting a wide range of economic and
social sectors, but to ensure at the same time that sectoral
recommendations are broadly consistent with medium-term balance
of payments and the fiscal situation, and are firmly related to
investment strategy at the project level. In working on the

issues of medium-term economic viability and macro-management,
the Bank works closely with the International Monetary Fund, but
especially focusses on possibilities of improvement in economic
efficiency, restructuring of public expenditures, strengthening
of incentives for the private sector, the role of the financial

system and the role of the public sector in providing economic
infrastructure, regulatory oversight and social protection.

This memorandum outlines areas of possible cooperation
between the World Bank and the Soviet Union. The program of

advice and technical assistance is comparable in many respects to

that provided by the Bank to member countries, new or long
established, which wish to undertake major economic rerorm

programs. It must be noted at the outset that such an assistance

program would require the formal approval of the Bank's Board of
Directors and that it would need to be financed by third party
contributions or reimbursements.
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The scale and coverage of potential collaboration are set
out in deliberately broad terms in this memorandum, to indicate
what assistance might be made available. However, the actual
scope of any program ultimately agreed will have to be carefully
defined after further discussion between the Bank and the Soviet
authorities. At this stage, for example, the Bank has limited
knowledge of the government's priorities for technical
assistance and has had no dialogue on this issue with the Soviet
Republics, which would be expected to be beneficiaries of the
Bank's support. Nor is it clear what the appropriate channels
are through which such assistance might be provided to various
governmental levels. Bearing these uncertainties in mind, this
memorandum outlines areas of possible collaboration between the
World Bank and the Soviet Union, and discusses modalities for
carrying out and financing that assistance.

The content of this potential program is designed to be
complementary to whatever parallel support might be provided by
the IMF, in order to ensure broad coverage of the range of key
issues for economy-wide reform. There would also be
collaboration in the implementation of the two institutions'
technical assistance programs.

Program Outline

The scope and content of technical assistance from the
World Bank must be determined by decisions on economic reform to
be taken by the Soviet authorities. Soviet economic policy
debates have defined three broad challenges: to design and
implement fundamental policy and institutional changes to
transform the economic system; to develop the new institutions
and economic practices which will allow an efficient market
economy to flourish; and to increase the efficiency of
investments and production in key sectors -- at Union and
republic level, and in public and private sectors -- to support
the transition to the new system. As Soviet decision-makers
address these challenges and the difficult problems of
consistency and sequencing which they entail, the Bank has
experience and capacity to help at all three levels.

In summary, it is envisaged that the Bank would offer
expertise to work alongside Soviet counterparts and provide
advice and assistance in the following tasks:

- short-run actions to raise efficiency and
production;

- detailed design and sequencing of economy-wide
policy reforms, especially in the areas of trade,
finance and prices;

- design and implementation of key institutional
changes, especially in the financial system and in
restructuring and privatization of the productive



and service sectors;

- design of sector-specif:ic policy changes, and
identification and assessment of sectoral
investment priorities;

- training for Soviet cadres in a range of skills
critical to a successful transition to a market
economy; and

- coordination of external assistance.

These are discussed in further detail below.

System reform. Soviet policy-makers are currently
grappling with how to effect a transition towards a market
economy, while also establishing macroeconomic stability and
fiscal and monetary discipline. Bank advice and technical
assistance here would focus on the detailed content and
seguencing of reforms, drawing on experience in other countries
undertaking extensive structural adjustment, including some --
like Poland, Yugoslavia and Hungary -- in transition to market
economy. Crucial areas of Bank assistance are likely to include
timing and design of reforms in external trade, price structure
and the financial system, and the linkage of these reforms to
fiscal and macroeconomric policy objectives.

Short-run actions. While the primary objective of economic
reform must be implementation of an appropriate, comrehensive
combination of policies, a pragmatic response to Soviet needs
must also deal wich the key issues of supply response. These
include the need to halt deterioration in the economic situation
and expand the production and supply of key consumer goods --
both food and manufactures; measures to correct the most obvious
waste in the use of valuable resources, especially energy and
materials; the provision of social protection for those most
irmediately affected by the reforms; and improvements in the
foreign trade and foreign investment environment (drawing inter

alia on the expertise of the International Finance Corporation
and MIGA, the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency).

Institutional chance. Bank advice and assistance would

address specific priority areas of institutional change. In the

financial sector, for example, the Bank has assisted a number of

countries to restructure the financial system, establish sound
commercial banking and investment financing institutions,
rationalize the public sector's direct involvement in finance,
and strengthen its supervisory and regulatory capacity. This is

likely to be an important area of work in the Soviet case too.

The Bank has also given extensive assistance to countries wishing
to reduce the State's direct role in production through
encouragement of private investment and divestiture of state

holdings. The Bank would draw on this experience to assist

Soviet decisions to increase private ownership and investment
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through privatization and related legal, regulatory and capital
market reforms, with the primary objective of promoting
efficiency and competition and mobilizing private domestic and
foreign savings. The International Finance Corporation has
relevant experience, particularly of capital market institutions
such as stock markets, to complement the Bank's policy and
institutional expertise. The Bank could also offer help in
re-orienting administrative institutions from their former
control function to one of promotion and regulation.

Sectoral policies and investments. The Bank's effort would
focus on establishing sectoral policies and investment strategies
consistent with overall reform objectives. Bank teams would also
assist the Soviet authorities to assess major investments and
establish sectoral investment priorities.

In industry, the broad business envirorment is the key --
and this will be set by the policy reforms and changes in the
financial system, ownership and regulation referred to earlier.
Beyond assistance in setting this basic framework, Bank technical
assistance would probably concentrate on improvement in a limited
number of subsectors. In agriculture, technical assistance would
provide expertise on agricultural pricing, the creation of
marketing institutions and channels appropriate to a much greater
role for private production, and improvements in crop storage and
transportation.

For infrastructure, assistance could be provided in
long-range investment planning and assessment, pricing and
efficiency improvements, and developing private sector financing
of infrastructure projects. Energy, where the Bank has wide
experience in the investment, pricing and efficiency issues
particular to this vital sector, may be an important focus of the
assistance program.

A critical dimension cutting across several sectors is
likely to be environmental policy and rehabilitation, where the
Bank has a rapidly growing portfolio of experience to draw on.

In the social sectors, the Bank has been extensively
involved in the design of public expenditures to promote
cost-effective and ecuitable service delivery, in health and
educational services especially. Restructuring of the housing
sector -- including ownership and financing -- is a possible
important area of potential assistance as well. A critical
aspect of social policy is the design of social safety nets to
provide transitional help for those adversely affected during the
course of reform -- including displaced workers, the elderly, and
vulnerable families. Beyond this short-term requirement,
assistance may be needed in designing and setting up effective
and fiscally sustainable institutions for financing health care
and social security in the new economy.

Training. The Bank's Economic Development Institute (EDI)



can work with Soviet institutions to mount policy seminars and
help to design training by Soviet institutions for officials and

managers assuming new responsibilities in economic management,

privatization, industrial and agricultural development, and other
fields. EDl could also provide thorough training in the

techniques of investment analysis and project appraisal. Most of
these programs would be done in the Soviet Union and managed by
Soviet institutions: their scale, language of instruction and
design will need to be worked out in detail.

Coordination. The Bank has considerable experience in the
coordination and management of external financial and technical
assistance programs provided by diverse sources. This e:<pertise
could help the Soviet Government utilize external resources
cost-effectively, and may become particularly important as the
range of external entities providing assistance to the Soviet
Union increases.

Modalities

In designing this assistance, a multi-year program should
be envisaged, most likely at least three years in the first
instance. The Bank would provide highly qualified and
exnerienced staff and consultants in each of the major areas,
working under a head of program who would ensure that the Bank

provided an integrated approach centred on the major problems of
economic reform, rather than merely performing a series or
disoarate technical tasks. The team primarily responsible for

systemic reform issues, for example, would be headed by a leading
Bank economist, and might include experts in fiscal, trade and

financial economics, supported by institutional and financial

experts dealing with matters such as privatization and the design
of transitional social safety nets. Comparable teams would work

in the major sectors, and in the provision of training and

technical assistance coordination, within a coherent framework.

Team leaders drawn from senior Bank staff would assign individual

experts to work alongside relevant Soviet colleagues, and liaise

with the Soviet authorities on the detailed content of evolving
work programs. These teams would spend a considerable proportion
of their time in the Soviet Union and would be supclemented by a
substantial budget for specialized short-term expertise.

Financinq

The initial phase of the technical assistance program
described in this aide memoire would be launched and implemented

over at least a three-year period. A wide range of budgets is

possible, depending on available funding, on Soviet decisions

about how best to proceed with economic reform, on initial Soviet

and Bank decisions about the desirable scope of the technical

assistance, and on joint assessments of evolving experience as

this enterprise gets underway. Extensions beyond the initial

three years would also reflect these (and other) considerations.
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To give some orders of magnitude, it is assumed that a
major ulti-sectoral study is carried out in the first year,
broadening and deepening the analysis of the current
Fund/Bank/EBRD/OECD study. In parallel, other assistance
ecuivalent to 20-40 staff years, or $5-10 million, would get
underway. In the second and third years, the program might be
up to 60-80 stadf years per year ($L5-20 million) depending on
mutually agreed work programs. With overheads, e.g. for
secretarial and computing suport and interpreting services, a
total three-year funding recuirement of up to $50 million rmight
be required.

None of these costs could be borne by the Bank's regular
administrative budget unless the USSR were to apply for
membershin. Even then, the scope for such financing would be
limited in the near term. Accordingly, this program should be
planned on the assumption that its costs would be covered by
special resources contributed by third parties and/or
r e imbur s ement s .

Next Sters

The immediate next step is for the Soviet authorities to
make a decision in principle on the nature and scale of technical
assistance that they would wish to have from the Bank. Based on
such a decision, Bank management would be prepared to send a
technical mission to Moscow to discuss a more speciffic work

program and budget and to agree on a financing plan.

Following agreement on these items, management would

present the proposed program to the Bank's Board of Executive
Directors. Formal agreement between the Bank and the Soviet

could be on the basis of a Memorandum of Understanding (an

example of such a Memorandum is attached for information only)

In parallel with the above, Bank management would be

prepared to work with Soviet authorities in seeking external
funding to support the program. As the funding begins to emerge,
and subject to approval of the World Bank's Directors, Bank
management would proceed with initial staffing and other
administrative steps to implement the program.

10./29/90



Draft for Illustrative
Purnoses Only

October 29, 1990

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

The Government of [name of country] (the Government) wishes to
avail itself of technical assistance from the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (the Bank) in those fields of economic and
human resources development which the Government considers to have the
highest national priority and which fall within the specific competence and
expertise of the Bank. The Government and the Bank have agreed to establish
procedures to achieve this purpose and to provide for the necessary
administrative and financial arrangements as set out below.

Section 1

(a) In of each year, the Government and the Bank shall review, through
their representatives, the programs, studies or other projects relating to
the development of the economic and human resources of [name of country] for
which the Government wishes to obtain from the Bank technical or other

advisory services and for which the Bank would be able, within the scope of
its competence and with grant resources available to it from donors, to
provide such services to the Government during the forthcoming 12-month

period (each, a program year).

(b) On the basis of this review, the Government and the Bank shall

establish, by mutual agreement, an annual program of technical assistance,

and related administrative budget, specifying for such program year:

(i) the various programs, studies or other projects to be undertaken
or continued during such program year for which technical or

other advisory services are expected to be rendered by the Bank

to the Government;

(ii) the estimated overall staffing requirements of the Bank for such

services; and

(iii) the cost of such assistance.

(c) In establishing their annual program and administrative budget the

Government and the Bank shall take into due consideration the technical and

other advisory services which may be available to the Government from other

international or national sources.
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Section 2

The Government and the Bank shall in the course of each program
year exchange views from time to time on the progress of the annual program
and administrative budget for that program year and may by mutual agreement
introduce such modifications in the program, and related administrative
budget, as they shall deem to be desirable.

Section 3

(a) Within the scope and budgetary allocation of each annual program
referred to in Section 1, the services needed for the activities specified
in the annual program shall normally be provided through the appropriate
departments of the Bank in accordance with the provisions of the annual

program.

(b) For the purposes of this Memorandum of Understanding, the staff of the
Bank shall include staff of any other Specialized Agency of the United
Nations assigned to any activity hereunder pursuant to a formal cooperative
program or informal administrative arrangement between the Bank and such
Specialized Agency or other specialized expertise recruited by the Bank,
either individually or institutionally, to supplement the Bank's permanent

staff resources for the execution of the program of technical ass'istance.

The selection and replacement of Bank staff to carry out any particular

activity shall be in the sole discretion of the Bank. The Bank staff

assigned to any particular activity hereunder shall, in the conduct thereof,
be responsible to, and under the sole direction of the Bank.

Section 4

In special circumstances, the Bank may, within the scope and

budgetary allocation of the annual programs referred to in Section 1 and

under arrangements to be agreed upon in each case between the Government and

the Bank:

(i) second, at the request of the Government, individual staff

members of the Bank to the Government; and

(ii) direct and supervise on behalf of and for the account of the

Government, a complex project or program requiring the use of

outside consultants or other services.

Section 5

(a) The Government acknowledges that the Bank's cost of technical

assistance activities hereunder are to be reimbursed by the Government

and/or paid by grant funds provided by third parties, and that the Bank

shall have no obligation to provide any technical assistance activity

hereunder unless and until the Bank has received funds adequate to fully

cover the cost of such activity.
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(b) The rates for the services rendered by the Bank shall be calculated in
accordance with the Bank's normal budgeting procedures to cover the full
cost to the Bank of the services to be rendered.

Section 6

(a) The Government shall accord to the Bank and to the staff members of the
Bank who shall be assigned to any activity under this Memorandum of
Understanding, the status, privileges and immunities conferred on the Bank
and Bank employees in the Articles of Agreement of the Bank, as if [name of
country] was a member of the Bank.

(b) The Government shall, at the request of the Bank, make arrangements for
the personnel of organizations engaged by the Bank to perform services
hereunder to be provided with all necessary entry, stay and exit visas and
permits and shall exempt such organizations and such personnel from (or pay
on their behalf) any taxes and other duties on payments made to such
organizations and such personnel in connection with services hereunder or
on their personal effects or items brought into (name of country] by them
in connection with services hereunder.

Section 7

The Government shall hold the Bank, its staff and other persons
performing services hereunder harmless from any claims arising from any
action, advice or omission of the Bank, its staff or such other persons in
the provision of services under this Memorandum of Understanding except
where the Government and the Bank have agreed that a claim arises from the
wilful misconduct or gross negligence of any of the individuals mentioned
above.

Section 8

The Government and the Bank shall each designate an official who
shall be the official channel of communications for all matters arising
under this Memorandum of Understanding and who shall be authorized in the
name and on behalf of the party appointing such official to enter into
agreement on the annual program and administrative budget and to take such
other action as such official shall consider necessary or advisable with
respect to matters arising under this Memorandum of Understanding.

Section 9

(a) The Bank in carrying out the services under this Memorandum of
Understanding shall use the same care and diligence as it uses in its other
operations. If, at any time, the Bank, after consultation with the
Government, shall determine that for any reason it is unlikely that the
services called for in any annual program can be successfully completed or
carried cut in accordance with the usual standards and practices which are
applied by the Bank in its operations, the Bank may cease the provision of
such services.
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(b) If at any time the Government shall decide that it no longer wishes a
specific service to be provided by the Bank under the terms of any annual
program, it may so notify the Bank and the Bank shall, following receipt of
such notice, cease to carry out such service. Notwithstanding any other
provision of this Memorandum of Understanding, the Government shall
reimburse the Bank for any costs incurred by the Bank with respect to such
service.

Section 10

The understandings reached in this Memorandum of Understanding
shall remain in force and effect until six months after the date on which
either party shall have notified the other of its intention to terminate
this arrangement. Upon receipt of such notice, the parties shall take all
appropriate steps to terminate in an orderly fashion the activities then
ongoing.

On behalf of:

Government of [name of country] (date)

International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development: (date)



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: 29-Oct-1990 03:23pm

TO: Sven Sandstrom ( SVEN SANDSTROM

FROM: Stephen Mink, DECVP ( STEPHEN MINK

EXT.: 33696

SUBJECT: Mrs. Conable's visit to the Soviet Union

In response to your EM to Mr. Isenman this morning, I
contacted Ms. Barbara Herz, PHRWD, and Mr. Timothy King, the
Soviet study team member dealing with the social sectors. Both
were frank in assessing that the Bank has not yet developed the
contacts in the Soviet Union to enable making detailed
suggestions on a program for Mrs. Conable. However, Ms. Herz
spoke this morning with Mrs. Conable by phone, and my
understanding is that Mrs. Conable has decided there are useful
things to accomplish on the trip, and that she will go.

My understanding is that Mr. Gorbachev's advisor on women's
affairs has not yet been contacted. How should we proceed on
this? I gather from this morning's phone conversation that
Ms. Conable may have her own suggestions and possible contacts
for a program in Moscow.

CC: Paul Isenman ( PAUL ISENMAN
CC: John A. Holsen ( JOHN A. HOLSEN )
CC: Barbara Herz ( BARBARA HERZ )
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MOSCOW THE USSR STATE BANK 26.10.90

TO: MR. DAVID R. BOCK , DIRECTOR
OFFICE OF THE SENIOR VICE
PRESIDENT FOR OPERATIONS
WORLD BANK

PROM: STATE BANK OF THE USSR

DEAR SIR,

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TELEX OF OCTOER 26. WE CONSIDER THE IDEA
OF PROVIDING US WITH SOME MATERIALS TO THE AGENDA OF THE MEETING
BETWEEN MR. CONABLE AND MR. GORBATCHEY BEING SUITABLE. THE DATE
OF VISIT , AS IT WAS EARLIER DEFINED REMAINS THE SAME - NOVEMBER
16 , 1990 . WE RENAIN

SINCERELY YOURS

UG.V. MOZHAISKOV
MANAGING DIRECTOR
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The World Bank
World Bank WshinO, 0 C. 20s33 11a H sreet, W, (2M2 477-1234

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTJON AND DiVEiLQJENT Washington, D-0 204$3 CaNe Addresa: JNTBAFRAD
INTERNAT$ONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCAAT1ON USA Cable Address: INDEVAS

LA LFRID P_ TRALWflZ
Senior Vice Pre;e4ic
Pocy, Research and Exrerml AHtirs

October 26, 1990

Mr, Viktor Gerashchenko

Stat. Bank of the USSR ' C
Neglinnaya 12
Moscow
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Lear Mr. Gerashchenko:

Please find enclosed an aide memoire on possible areas of
cooperation between the Soviet Union and the World Bank. I am sending this
to you as background information in the preparation of the visit by Mr.
Conable to the Soviet Union,

As discussed with Mr. Obminsky, we believe that the purpose of
Mr. Conable's visit should be to discuss with President Gorbachev and other
senior officials the nature and scope of a future relationship between the
USSR and the Bank. The first step in this emerging relationship is, of
course, the Joint Study of the Soviet Economy, which is now being completed
in collaboration with the 11F, the OECD and the EBRD. This study will deal
with the challenges facing the Soviet Union and the Republics in the area
of economic reform More importantly, it will spell out the major actions
required to implement systemic reform and revitalization of the Soviet
economy.

The Joint Study will thus form a basis for follow-up cooperation
between the USSR and the Bank. One important aspect of this follow-up work
would be in our response in the area of technical assistance to the Union
and the Republics. Because this work would be so closely linked to the
overall transformation of the Soviet economy and the ongoing reform of
economic policies, we believe that such a technical assistance program must
be anchored in a mutual understanding at the most senior levels about the
role that the Bank would be expected to play in the future development of
the Soviet economy.

In this connection, I would like to point out that any such
program will require the approval of the Bank's Board of Directors and oill
need to be funded largely, if not exclusively, by reimbursements or
contributions by third parties.

Mr. Conable would also be prepared to discuss the issues and next
steps -- including at a political evel -- associated with possible
membership of the Soviet Union in the World Bank Group.



Mr. Viktor Gerashchenko - 2 - October 26, 1990

Our present plans are to send a small delegation of senior
officials to Moscow a few days in advance of Mr. Conable's arrival, in
order to finalize preparations for Mr. Conable's visit, We are ready to
work closely with you and your colleagues to make this visit a successful
milestone in this emerging Soviet-World Bank cooperation.

We look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely yours,

cc: Mr. Ernest E, Obminsky
Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs and Chief of Foreign
Ministry Directorate for International Economic Relations
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR
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INTEANATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT Washington. D.C. 2u433 Cable Addre- INTRAFRAD
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION U.S.A Cable Address: INDEVAS

October 26, 1990

Mr. Ernest E. Obminsky
Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs and Chief of Foreign
Ministry Directorate for International Economic Relations
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR
Smolenskya Square
Moscow
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Dear Mr. Obminsky:

Please find enclosed an aide memoire on possible areas of
cooperation between the Soviet Union and the World Bank. In Mr. Qureshi's
absence, I am sending this to you as background information in the
preparation of the visit by Mr. Conable to the Soviet Union.

As Mr. Qureshi discussed with you, we believe that the purpose of
Mr. Conable's visit should be to discuss with President Gorbachev and other
senior officials the nature and scope of a future relationship between the
USSR and the Bank. The first step in this emerging relationship is, of
course, the Joint Study of the Soviet Economy, which is now being completed
in collaboration with the IMF, the OECD and the EBRD. This study will deal
with the challenges facing the Soviet Union and the Republics in the area
of economic reform. More importantly, it will spell out the major actions
required to implement systemic reform and revitalization of the Soviet.
economy.

The Joint Study will thus form a basis for follow-up cooperation
between the USSR and the Bank, One important aspect of this follow-up work
would be in our response in the area of technical assistance to the Union
and the Republics. Because this work would be so closely linked to the
overall transformation of the Soviet economy and the ongoing reform of
economic policies, we believe that such a technical assistance program must
be anchored in a mutual understanding at the most senior levels about the
role that the Bank would be expected to play in the future development of
the Soviet economy.

In this connection, I would like to point out that any such
program will require the approval of the Bank's Board of Directors and will
need to be funded largely, if not exclusively, by reimbursements or
contributions by third parties.

As Mr. Qureshi discussed with you, Mr. Conable would also be
prepared to discuss the issues and next steps -- including at a political
level -- associated with possible membership of the Soviet Union in the
World Bank Group.



Mr. Ernest E. Obminsky - 2 - October 26, 1990

Our present plans are to send a small delegation of senior
officials to Moscow a few days in advance of Mr. Conable's arrival, in
order to finalize preparations for Mr. Conable's visit. We are ready to
work closely with you and your colleagues to make this visit a successful
milestone in this emerging Soviet-World Bank cooperation.

We look forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely,

Edward V. K. Jaycox
Acting Senior Vice President, Operations

cc: Mr. Viktor Gerashchenko
Chairman
State Bank of the USSR



POSSIBLE WORLD BANK TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
FOR THE SOVIET UNION

The World Bank, along with other institutions, is currently
actively engaged in a joint study of the Soviet economy, which
will examine some of the critical problems of economic recovery
and reform. In discussions held during the IMF/IBRD Annual
Meetinas, the Soviet delegation requested further information on
possible World Bank technical assistance beyond this initial
study, in order to benefit from the experience of other
countries, in Eastern Europe and around the world, and of those
international institutions with substantial experience of
economic reforms. The Soviet Union faces major challenges in its
profound program of reform, and could benefit from this
experience. As the Soviet team rightly noted, however, the
Soviet economy is unique in size, diversity and sophistication,
and in the depth and speed of change it wishes to bring about.

The Bank's member countries have looked to the Bank not
just as a lender but as an experienced and objective advisor and
provider of technical assistance. The Bank's analytical work and
technical assistance span a very broad spectrum, from reform of
the economic system and economy-wide policy formulation, through
analysis of major sectoral problems, to specific project,
identification, preparation and appraisal. A key feature of the
Bank's work with governments is to provide advice on policies,
programs and institutions affecting a wide range of economic and
social sectors, but to ensure at the same time that sectoral
recomendations are broadly consistent with medium-term balance
of payments and the fiscal situation, and are firmly related to
investment strategy at the project level, In working on the
issues of medium-term economic viability and macro-management,
the Bank works closely with the International Monetary Fund, but
especially focusses on possibilities of improvement in economic
efficiency, restructuring of public expenditures, strengthening
of incentives for the private sector, the role of the financial
system and the role of the public sector in providing economic
infrastructure, regulatory oversight and social protection.

This memorandum outlines areas of possible cooperation
between the World Bank and the Soviet Union. The program of
advice and technical assistance is comparable in many respects to
that provided by the Bank to member countries, new or long
established, which wish to undertake major economic reform
programs. It must be noted at the outset that such an assistance
program would require the formal approval of the Bank's Board of
Directors and that it would need to be financed largely or
exclusively by reimbursements or third party contributions.

The scale and coverage of potential collaboration are set
out in deliberately broad terms in this memorandum, to indicate
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what assistance might be made available. However, the actual
scope of any program ultimately agreed will have to be carefully
defined after further discussion between the Bank and the Soviet
authorities. At this stage, for example, the Bank has limited
knowledge of the government's priorities for technical
assistance and has had no dialogue on this issue with the Soviet
Republics, who would be expected to be maoi4 eet beneficiaries
of the Bank's support. Nor is it clear what the appropriate
channels are through which such assistance might be provided to
various governmental levels. Bearing these uncertainties in
mind, this memorandum outlines areas of possible collaboration
between the World Bank and the Soviet Union, and discusses
modalities for carrying out and financing that assistance.

The content of this potential program is designed to be
complementary to whatever parallel support might be provided by
the IMF, in order to ensure broad coverage of the range of key
issues for economy-wide reform. There would also be
collaboration in the implementation of the two institutions'
technical assistance programs.

Program Outline

The scope and content of technical assistance from the
World Bank must be determined by decisions on economic reform to
be taken by the Soviet authorities. Soviet economic policy
debates have defined three broad challenges: to design and
implement fundamental policy and institutional changes to
transform the economic system; to develop the new institutions
and economic practices which will allow an efficient market
economy to flourish; and to increase the efficiency of
investments and )roduction in key sectors -- at Union and
republic level, and in public and private sectors -- to support
the transition to the new system. As Soviet decision-makers
address these challenges and the difficult problems of
consistency and sequencing which they entail, the Bank has
experience and capacity to help at all three levels.

In stunmary, it is envisaged that the Bank would offer
expertise to work alongside Soviet counterparts and provide
advice and assistance in the following tasks:

- short-run actions to raise efficiency and
production;

- detailed design and sequencing of economy-wide
policy reforms, especially in the areas of trade,
finance and prices:

- design and implementation of key institutional
changes, especially in the financial system and in
restructuring and privatization of the productive
and service sectors;
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- design of sector-specific policy changes, and
identification and assessment of sectoral
investment priorities;

- training for Soviet cadres in a range of skills
critical to a successful transition to a market
economy; and

- coordination of external assistance.

These are discussed in further detail below.

System reform. Soviet policy-makers are currently
grappling with how to effect a transition towards a market
economy, while also establishing macroeconomic stability and
fiscal and monetary discipline. Bank advice and technical
assistance here would focus on the detailed content and
sequencing of reforms, drawing on experience in other countries
undertaking extensive structural adjustment, including some --
like Poland, Yugoslavia and Hungary -- in transition to market
economy. Crucial areas of Bank assistance are likely to include
timing and design of reforms in external trade, price structure
and the financial system, and the linkage of these reforms to
fiscal and macroeconomic policy objectives.

Short-run actions. While the primary objective of economic
reform must be implementation of an appropriate, comprehensive
combination of policies, a pragmatic response to Soviet needs
must also deal with the key issues of supply response. These
include the need to halt deterioration in the economic situation
and expand the production and supply of key consumer goods --
both food and manufactures; measures to correct the most obvious
waste in the use of valuable resources, especially energy and
materials; the provision of social protection for those most
immediately affected by the reforms; and improvements in the
foreign trade and foreign investment environment (drawing inter
alia on the expertise of the International Finance Corporation
and MIGA, the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency).

Institutional change. Bank advice and assistance would
address specific priority areas of institutional change, In the
financial sector, for example, the Bank has assisted a number of
countries to restructure the financial system, establish sound
commercial banking and investment financing institutions,
rationalize the public sector's direct involvement in finance,
and strengthen its supervisory and regulatory capacity. This is
likely to be an important area of work in the Soviet case too.
The Bank has also given extensive assistance to countries wishing
to reduce the State's direct role in production through
encouragement of private investment and divestiture of state
holdings. The Bank would draw on this experience to assist
Soviet decisions to increase private ownership and investment
through privatization and related legal, regulatory and capital
market reforms, with the primary objective of promoting
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eftciclO an copeition and mobilizinlg Private domestic andefficiency and compet International Finance Corporation has
foreign savings. The Interlarly of capital market institutions
relevant experiencet, part c lement the lank's policy and

institutionoc exrtse tThe Bank could also offer help in
institutional expertise.- titutions from their former

te-crienting administrative inro 
ter ore

control function to one of promotion and regulation.

:ctal adinvestments. The Bank's effort would

focus est ral policies and stl ts-and investment strategies

consistent with overall reform 
objectives. Bank teams would also

assist the Soviet authorities 
to assess major investments 

and

establish sectoral investment 
priorities.

In industry, the broad business environent is the key --

and this will be set by the policy reforms and changes in the

financial system, ownership and regulation referred 
to earlier.

Beyond assistance in setting this basic 
framework, Bank technical

assistance would probably concentrate on imprIovement 
in a liwted

nufber of subsectors. In agriculture, technical assistance would

provide expertise on agricultural-pricing> 
the creation of

marketing institutions5 and channels appropriate to a much greater

role for private productio 
and improvements in crop storage 

and

transportation.

For infrastructure, assistance could be provided in

long-range investment planning and assessment, pricing and

efficiency improvements, and devewopig private 
sector financing

of infrastructure projects. Energy, where the Bank has wide

experience in the investment, pricing and efficiency issues

particular to this vital 
sector, may be an important focus 

of the

assistance program.

A critical dimension cutting across several sectors 
is

likely to be environmental policy and rehabilitation, 
where the

Bank has a rapidly growing portfolio of experience 
to draw on.

In the social sectors, the Bank 
has been extensively

involved in the design of public expenditures to promote

cost-effective and equitable service delivery, in health and

educational services especially. -estructuring of the housing

sector -- including ownership and financing - is a Possible

important area of potential assistance 
as well. A Critical

aspect of social Policy is the design 
of social safety nets to

provide transitional help for those 
adversely affected during the

course of reform -- hcluding displaced workers, the elderly, and

vulnerable families. Beyond this short-term requirement,

assistance may be needed in 
designing and setting up effective

and fiscally sustainable institutions 
for financing health care

and social security in the new economy.

T ing. The Bank's Economic Development 
Institute (EDI)

can work with Soviet institutions 
to mount policy seminars and

help to design training by Soviet institutions for officials and

To giv s--eat

To give some orders of magnitude, 
it is assumed that a
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managers assuming new responsibilities in economic management,

privatization, industrial and agricultural development, 
and other

fields, EDI could also provide thorough training in the

techniques of investment analysis and project appraisal. Most of

these programs would be done in the Soviet Union and managed by

Soviet institutions; their scale, language of instruction and

design will need to be worked out in detail.

Coordination. The Bank has considerable experience in the

coordination and management of external financial and technical

assistance programs provided by diverse sources. This expertise

could help the Soviet Government utilize external resources

cost-effectively, and may become particularly important as the

range of external entities providing assistance to the Soviet

Union increases.

Modalities

In designing this assistance, a multi-year program should

be envisaged, most likely at least three years in the first

instance. The Bank would provide highly qualified and

experienced staff and consultants in each of the major areas,
working under a head of program who would ensure that the Bank

provided an integrated approach centred on the major problems of

economic reform, rather than merely performing a series of

disparate technical tasks. The team primarily responsible for

systemic reform issues, for example, would be headed by a leading
Bank economist, and might include experts in fiscal, trade and
financial economics, supported by institutional and financial

experts dealing with matters such as privatization and the design

of transitional social safety nets. Comparable teams would work

in the major sectors, and in the provision of training and
technical assistance coordination, within a coherent framework.

Team leaders drawn from senior Bank staff would assign individual

experts to work alongside relevant Soviet colleagues, and liaise

with the Soviet authorities on the detailed content of evolving
work programs. These teams would spend a considerable proportion

of their time in the Soviet Union and would be supplemented by a

substantial budget for specialized short-term expertise.

Financing

The initial phase of the technical assistance program
described in this aide memoire would be launched and implemented

over at least a three-year period. A wide range of budgets is

possible, depending on availabl. funding, on Soviet decisions

about how best to proceed with economic reform, on initial Soviet

and Bank decisions about the desirable scope of the technical

assistance, and on joint assessments of evolving experience as

this enterprise gets underway. Extensions beyond the initial

three years would also reflect these (and other) considerations.

To give some orders of magnitude, it is assumed that a

*% t END OF DOCUMENT I%%
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major multi-sectoral study is carried out in the first year,
broadening and deepening the analysis of the current
Fund/Bank/EBRD/OECD study. In parallel, other assistance
equivalent to 20-40 staff years, or $5-10 million, would get
underway. In the second and third years, the program might be
within the range of 60-80 staff years ($15-20 million) . With
overheads, e.g. for secretarial and computing support and
interpreting services, a total three-year funding requirement
of up to $50 million is indicated.

None of these costs could be borne by the Bank's regular
administrative budget unless the USSR were to apply for
membership. Even then, the scope for such financing would be 7`1
very limited. Accordingly, this program should be planned on the
assumption that its costs would be covered by reimbursements
and/or special resources contributed by third parties.

Next Stens

The immediate next step is for the Soviet authorities to
make a decision in principle on the nature and scale of technical
assistance that they would wish to have from the Bank. Based on
such a decision, Bank management would be prepared to send a
technical mission to Moscow to discuss a more specific work
program and budget and to agree on a financing plan.

Following agreement on these items, management would
present the proposed program to the Bank's Board of Executive
Directors. Formal agreement between the Bank and the Soviet
would be on the basis of a Memorandum of Understanding (a model
of such a Memorandum is attached) .

In parallel with the above, Bank management would be
prepared to work with Soviet authorities in seeking external
funding to support the program. As the funding begins to emerge,
and subject to approval of the World Bank's Directors, Bank
management would proceed with initial staffing and other
administrative steps to implement the program.

t END OF DOCUMENT J,
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The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: 26-Oct-1990 09:50am EST

TO: David R. Bock ( DAVID BOCK )

FROM: D. Joseph Wood, FPRVP ( JOE WOOD )

EXT.: 80602

SUBJECT: RE: Draft Letter to Soviets

The reference to discussions of membership "at the
political level" will presumably be read as Barber's willingness
to seek U.S. (or G-7) support for Soviet membership. Has Barber
agreed to this?

Ernie has not told me of any discussions with G-7 officials
concerning Soviet membership. If there have been some -which
there may well have been- and Barber judges that he has
sufficient support to expect a broadly favorable G-7 reaction,
then your letter is fine. If there has been no such preliminary
soundings, then It would be very risky for Barber to hint that he
will lobby the G-7. The message will get back to the G-7
immediately, and they will doubtless feel aggrieved.



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: 26-Oct-1990 10:05am

TO: Paul Isenman ( PAUL ISENMAN )
TO: Geoffrey B. Lamb ( GEOFFREY B. LAMB

FROM: Susan Ulbaek, PRDPD ( SUSAN ULBAEK

EXT.: 31299

SUBJECT: EC assistance for the Soviet Union

I do not know whether you already know about the content of the
proposal for a EC assistance package for the Soviet Union. If
not it might be useful for your briefing for Mr. Conable on the
Paris meeting on Eastern Europe and in general.

The proposal includes:
-- technical assistance for sectors/areas such as administration,
divestiture, and development of the financial sector.
-- support of concrete projects in the infrastructure sector i.e.
telecommunication, transport, and distribution networks, and
-- collaboration between the institutions of the EC in areas such
as analytical work, and technical advice.

Apparently there is not yet any numbers on the various
components.
The Commission finds it too early in the reform process to
provide larger sums e.g. for balance of payments support.

The EC Summit is going to discuss assistance for the Soviet Union
at their meeting on Sunday in Rome. We will be getting the
meeting communique from the EC delegation Monday.

Susan



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: 26-Oct-1990 08:47am

TO: David R. Bock ( DAVID BOCK
TO: Sven Sandstrom ( SVEN SANDSTROM

FROM: Paul Isenman, PRDDR PAUL ISENMAN

EXT.: 33957

SUBJECT: Schedule for Briefing Material for BBC (Tentative) Visit

Here's our current briefing schedule. However, Sven is to contact

me on who has the lead on membership among Finance, LEG, and
Secretary's; and John is going to suggest how we handle briefings
for meetings with e.g. Yeltsin.

Can we, before it is too late, avoid slipping into the acronymese
that is endemic in teh Bank. Soviet study and Soviet TA

(admittedly partly an acronym) seem to me preferable to TAPSU and
JSSE (two girl's names(?).

CC: Costas Michalopoulos ( COSTAS MICHALOPOULOS
CC: John A. Holsen ( JOHN A. HOLSEN

CC: Stephen Mink ( STEPHEN MINK )



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: 25-Oct-1990 10:24am EST

TO: Paul Isenman ( PAUL ISENMAN )

FROM: Costas Michalopoulos, EMNVP ( COSTAS MICHALOPOULOS

EXT.: 32596

SUBJECT: BBC visit to USSR-timetable for briefings

Following our conversation, here are my suggestions for a time
timetable for the briefing material:

First Drafts

JSEE- John Holsen--November 2

TAPSU- Stephen Mink-- Oct. 30

AM/Cover Letter- David Bock--As appropriate,depending on
USSR contact

Membership Material- Secretary's - You should contact;
material should be ready Nov.2

Bios- John Holsen to get- November 2

Material for Other Metings- John Holsen will call me with
suggestions as to who should do

Comments to Authors: COB November 5

Final Drafts to Thal witz/Qureshi- COB November 6

Transmittal to Conable November 8

Please modify as you see fit.
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The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: 26-Oct-1990 05:57pm

TO: Paul Isenman ( PAUL ISENMAN

FROM: David R. Bock, OPNSV ( DAVID BOCK

EXT.: 82856

SUBJECT: RE: Draft Letter to Soviets

Re Mozhaikov's telex: I don't know. I assume it means the
bureaucracy is committed to pushing it through.

CC: Sven Sandstrom ( SVEN SANDSTROM



The World Bank 115 H Stree, N.w Washington, OC. 20433, U.A, Telephone: (202> 393636O Cables INTSAFRAO

October 25, 1990

Mr. Oleg Mozhaiskov, Managing Director
Monetary and Economic Research Department
State Bank of the USSR
Moscow
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Dear Mr. Mozhaiskov:

Thank you for your telex of October 24 and invitation for Mr. Fischer
and myself to come to Moscow next week. Unfortunately, this timing is
problematic and I would like to propose an alternative approach.

My understanding is that the purpose of such a visit would be to
prepare the ground for the meeting between Mr. Conable and Mr. Gorbachev.
The agenda and possible date for such a meeting were discussed by
Mr. Obminsky and Mr. Qureshi on October 13, and we are still awaiting
confirmation of that meeting.

We understand that you are still working towards a meeting on
November 16. Our thinking had been that one or two senior people from the
Bank might come to Moscow a few days before Mr. Conable's visit in order to
finalize the agenda and provide necessary background information. I now
understand, however, that you would like preparatory work to commence much
earlier, hence the proposed date of October 30-31 for the preparatory
mission. May I suggest that we instead send you some background material
to the agenda early next week. Once you have reviewed this material, we
could be in touch by telephone or fax to identify additional questions or
items for discussion. If you still feel that an earlier preparatory
mission would be required, we will do our best to accommodate you.

As to the date of Mr. Conable's visit, we see a "window of
opportunity" for this visit in mid-November. Otherwise, it may need to be
postponed until early in 1991. Could you please confirm this date as soon
as possible,

Sincerely,

Derid R.'BOCIN
Director, Operations Staff

Office of the Senior Vice President-Operations

cc: Dr. Andrei Ye. Bugrov
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. E. Safronev
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

C4. M A4
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BOOK OF 3 TELEXES

1) MR. OLEG MOZHAISKOV
MANAGING DIRECTOR
MONETRY AND ECONOMIC RESEARCH DEPARThENT
STATE BANK OF THE USSR
MOSCOW, USSR
(Telex! 411283 GBK SU)

2) DR. ANDREI YE. BUCROV
DEPUTY DIRECTOR
DEPARTMENT OF INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC RELATIONS
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS
MOSCOW, USSR
(Telex:

3) Na. E. SAFRONEV
CHIEF OF STAFF TO MR. OBMINSKY
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS
MOSCOW, USSR
(Telex:

Cr7,•5
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MR. OLEG MOZHAISKOV, MANAGING DIRECTOR, MONETARY AND ECONOMIC

RESEARCH DEPARTMENT, STATE BANK OF THE USSR, MOSCOW, USSR.
4

COPIED: DR. ANDREI YE. BUGROV, MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS;

MR. E. SAFRONEV, MINISTRY Or FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
S

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TELEX OF OCTOBER 24 AND INVITATION FOR

MR. FISCHER AND MYSELF TO COME TO MOSCOW NEXT WEEK. UNFORTUNATELY,

THIS TIMING IS PROBLEMATIC AND I WOULD LIKE TO PROPOSE AN
9

ALTERNATIVE APPROACH.

MY UNDERSTANDING IS THAT THE PURPOSE OF SUCH A VISIT WOULD BE

TO PREPARE THE GROUND FOR THE MEETING BETWEEN MR. CONABLE AND

MR. GORBACHEV. THE AGENDA AND POSSIBLE DATE FOR SUCH A MEETING

WAS DISCUSSED BY MR. OBMINSKY AND MR. QURESHI ON OCTOBER 13,

AND WE ARE STILL AWAITING CONFIRMATION OF THAT MEETING.

WE UNDERSTAND THAT YOU ARE STILL WORKING TOWARDS A MEETING ON

NOVEMBER 16. OUR THINKING HAD BEEN THAT ONE OR TWO SENIOR

PEOPLE FROM THE BANK MIGHT COME TO MOSCOW A FEW DAYS BEFORE MR.

CONABLE'S VISIT IN ORDER TO FINALIZE THE AGENDA AND PROVIDE

NECESSARY BACKGROUND INFORMATION. I NOW UNDERSTAND, HOWEVER,
20

THAT YOU WOULD LIKE PREPARATORY WORK TO COMMENCE MUCH EARLIER,
21ENO

OF HENCE THE PROPOSED DATE OF OCTOBER 30-31 FOR THE PREPARATORY
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2 HERS

MISSION. MAY I SUGGEST THAT WE INSTEAD SEND YOU SOME BACKGROUND

MATERIAL TO THE AGENDA EARLY NEXT WEEK. ONCE YOU HAVE

REVIEWED THIS MATERIAL, WE COULD BE IN TOUCH BY TELEPHONE OR

FAX TO IDENTIFY ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS OR ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION.

IF YOU STILL FEEL THAT AN EARLIER PREPARATORY MISSION WOULD BE

REQUIRED, WE WILL DO OUR BEST TO ACCOMMODATE YOU.

AS TO THE DATE OF MR..CONABLE'S VISIT, WE SEE A "WINDOW OF

OPPORTUNITY" FOR THIS VISIT IN MID-NOVEMBER, OTHERWISE, IT MAY
10

NEED TO BE POSTPONED UNTIL EARLY IN 1991. COULD YOU PLEASE

CONFIRM THIS DATE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. DAVID R. BOCK, DIRECTOR,

OPERATIONS STAFF, OFFICE OF THE SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT FOR
13

OPERATIONS, WORLD BANK
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THE WORLD BANK

ROUTING SLIP IDATE
10. 25.90

FROM THE SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
POLICY, RESEARCH AND EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

NAME 5 ROOMN

cc: Messrs. Isenman

_k_Ltor Dis t ibutfon

APPROPRIATE DISPOSITION NOTE AND RETURN
APPROVAL NOTE AND SEND ON
COMMENT PER OUR CONVERSATION

FOR ACTION PER YOUR REQUEST
INFORMATION PREPARE REPLY

INITIAL _RECOMMENDATION

NOTE AND FILE SIGNATURE

REMARKS

FROI1: WiLfried P. Thalwitz
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Office Memorandum

go OCT 25 P k 32

To: Mr. Flemming October 25, 1990

Mr . Thalwitz - - -

Mr. Zecchini

From: L.A. Whittome

Subject: USSR--Gorbachev proposal

I attach an unofficial translation of the Gorbachev plan

provided by Mrs. Ter-Minassian. It looks very similar to the

translation obtained by Mr. Holsen yesterday, but may anyway be useful

to circulate it.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Fitoussi

Mr. Holsen

Mr. Tuveri

UJ7
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SUPREME SOVIET OF THE USSR

In accordance with t-he deciion c-f the Supreme Soviet of the

USSR, I herewith send forward "The Basic Directions for

Li. torbachev

October 15, 1990

TABLE OFi CONTENTS

1, The Choice has floon Made

2. Economic Intorrclotionohipo in a Union of Sovereign

Republ ice
3. The Logic and Stages of Economic Rehabilitation and

Conversion to a Market Economy

Stage I - Program of Emergency Measures

Stage II - Strict Financial Limits and A Flexible

System of Price Formation

Stage III - Formation of A Markot

Stage IV - Completion of the Stabilization Period

4. - Measures to Stabilima the Economy

Rbeabilitatiry Finances and Monetary Cir-culation

Normalizing the Consumer Market

Ensuring the Stability of Economic Relationships

Strengthening the Foreign Economic Poeition of

the USSR
5. Measures to EsLablih a Mzkct Eoomy

Support for En-ptreproneur eh ip, De -overnmentb l ± -

zation, Frivatization, and Development of

Competition
Land Reform and Divtinctive Features of the

Formation of Market Retionshipa in the

Agro Inductrial Complex

Policy in the Area of Frice Formation

Reform of the Banking Bystem

Reorgaiizbioni of' Foreign Economic Activity

Measures to El iminate the Shadow Econom

6. Socini poli cy in Conditions of C-nvrion to the

Market

Enhancement of Social Support for the Disabled

and for Studente

Minimum Consumer Budget and Mechanim for Social

Protection from Inflation

Employment Policy
Housing Reform

The Social Domain Under Market Condition a

7. Structural and Irvestment, Policy in Condition" of

Conversion to the Market

Priority on Develipent of the Consumer Soctor

of the Economy

Convers ion of the M i l t ary- Indue triel G omp lex

Measures of Governmentl Regulatio of the
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The policy of perestroika, endured and approved by the Soviet people, has freed up powerful forces for renewing our

society. Its isplesentation has rested the country fro& torpor and stagmtIon. Fundamental progress has been made in

interiwtigal cooperotion, end disarament nas started, &o a rebult vif I-uiLi~c 1 reforma at hos, a md-raning FrQoect

of democratilztion and glasnost Is aoving rapidly forvard, the political rights of citizens have been broadened, and the

sovereignty of the peoples has been strengthened. All this is laying the jrvundwork for lifting our entire society, end

especially its economy

At the same time, the painful legecy of the adinostrative-coafld systoo, the inconsistency and indecisiveness of

the economit refers seasus that are being taken, Including mistakes in the conduct of the economy, and disreepect for Use

lw have proked a deop economic crisiG in the country.

The condition of the economy continues to worsmn. Production volume is declininu, and economic links are being

brokea. Separatist is intensifying. The consumer arket has been devastated. The budget deficit and the goverwuent

solvency have reached critical levels. Antisocial phenowena and criminality ore on the rise. People'a lives are becombip

sore and sore difficult, their interest in work it falling, and faith In the future is collapsing. The c43om is in A

very dangerous position the old adsinistrative system of uaaeyent he hben detroved, byt the fty incntives for work

in market conditions have not yet been created. Eneretic-mseasuret, hcd-on-pub~a agrccoet, to Stahli-h the situation

and accelerate progrose toward a market econny re needed.

1. The Choice Has Been Made

There am no alternatives to shifting to the market. The world's entire experience lias demonstrated the vitality

and effectiveness of e ret economy, The conversion of our society to it is dictated entirely by the iterests of the

individual, and it qoal is to create ta4cfaiW1riented acvnomyqto turn e) Production toward veeting the needs of 'se

consumer, to elimi nabtesrtages and the disgrace oy'fines, to make the econotic freedom of citizens a reality, i to

create conditions conducive to industriousness-st lvity, initiative, and igh productivity-.----

Conversion to the market does not conflict with our people's socialist eslce. Nly the market, combined with a

huanistic orientation of the entire society, is in a position to satisfy people's needs, distribute benefits and social

rights and guarantees equitafly, ana cwMolate liLsany al tJV.VLa" ay.

the mechanisas of self-resulatlon that characterize the market promote ecOnouic equilibrium, with optimuo

coordination of the activities of all producers, and ensure the rational use of manpor and material and financial

resources. The market requires a production apparotus that is fleible and receptive to the aoblevements of aciene and

technology.

Conversion to an economic systea based on market relationships will permit en orgeic linking of our economy with

the world economy and will give our citizens access to all the achievements of wvrld civilization.

The difficult but utterly crucial sea change which we must undertake is the replacement of state tutcla~e,

dependency, leveling, apathy, and issanageient, born of the adainistrative-cosland system, with fr"edo* of economic

activity and the responsibility of enterprise personnel and individual citizens for their wellbeing, wel-orgsnlzed and

hard work, end copensation linked to results.

Through an all-Union market, a single economic territory will be crcakd, integratirns all of the country'*

republics and regions, And the shift to the market will establish an economic basis for sovereign rcyublict to unite

voluntarily in a renewed and strong federated Union.

An efficiently operating market economy requires the following basic condition, wbich runt be created in the

course of the transition period:
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- maximsua freedom of economic activity. The foundation of the economy is the freo producer of Sod

sultiplying his ansets and, by that very fact, the national wealth. eognition of the important social role of the mast

active, skilled, and talented people-workers, peasonta, engineers, entrepreneurs, and organirs of productioirend

encouraging that in every way;

- the full responsibility of econcic organization;, cntrepreneurs, and all workers for the results of their

economic activity, based on the equality of all types of ownership. The very aning of the reform of property relations

lies in its clear identification of those tearing uterial responsibility for the results of their aensgement and in the

search, as the econoy develops, for the sphere in which cAO form of ownership works best;

- competition among producers as a major factor for stixulating economic activity, expending the variety and

iaproving the quality of production in accordance with the needs of the consuuer, reducing costs, and stabilizing pricvos

For healthy competition to emerge, the economy oust be desonepolized and an appropriate productior structure must be

established;

- freedom of price forpation. Mrket Mehaniss can function effectivly only it most pricoo are set freely

by the Peketq bolent oury ad dt'd 4Mt r** ptrl nt rrir* iN t nl* In**ii J.;d OphacG

- renuncIation by the government of direct participation in economic activity (except in certain special

fields);

- expansion of arket relationships to those fields in which thy display the greatest effectivene&l in

coaparison with adinistrative foris of control. At the same time, the econcey will retain o significant nomerki sector,

eabracing those types of activity in which coercial criteria alone are inadequate (defense, public health, education,

openness of the economy and consistent integration of the ecooy Into the world economic system. nil

econoic organiS tions are entitled to conduct foreign ecoroic operations, Foreipn firms, on equal teras with all other

producers, operate In the doestic parket in accordance with the existing laws and generally accepted international rtjles

- provision of tocial guargntees to citizens by all levalz of govertaent, which means both offerirS all

citizens equal opportunity to achieve a dignified life through their own labor and savings and supporting the disabled and

socially vulnerable mebers of society.

While the economy assures a high level of economic efficiency of production, however, it raut be regulated by the

state and society, chiefly from the standpoint of preventing such negativo PTnOSCes as inflation, unePPIOYMnt, oxCSOivC

differences in wealth, instability of production, and unequal regional develoepent. gith its amcroecic pOlL4, tite

state fosters a climate conducive to economic activity, above all In directions corresponding to the interests of society.

The activities of state agencies reBulating the economy are based on a clear dearcatio of logislative, excutive, and

judicial port.

The choice of converting to the arket-a choice of crucial historicl significano to the countrrha3 ben made.

The whole question nw is how to get there, how to choose the safest and most torrect ways, The critit Is so acute that we

must act without delay. We must shoq resolve and deterrination that is not reckless or adventistic, but ratiter based on

realinq end faith in our people.

These Basic Directions have been drawn up on the basis of programs develope by the GurbachevfYeitsln working group

and the Governaent, taking into account suggestions nade at sessione of the USR and republic Suprewe Soviets. The changed

economic situation in the country has alou been taken into consideration.

i A t thout ji% s tPs to rehb M tr its finac,, thte noy hs brun hc process of rotoing
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som republice and rgiaos, tir vricen for tmrtirI categurion of goods. TN hoo iv s a puah to inflation, which i

spilling over into retail prices. In these circuaetances, Inflation must be curbed, particularly at the retail price

level. Steps must be taken at the same time to rehabilitate the monetary end financial syates quickly end, on that basis,

to move further toward arket prices.

These Basic Directions are intended as the basis for cordisrted action by all republic* and all Union agencies to

stabilite the economy and shift to a merket economy. In this process, every sovereign republic has the opportunity to

develop and implement a package of concrete measures for conversian to the market in light of its own sccirwsconesti

situation and national aed historical realities,

2. Economic Interroltionahips in a Union
of Sovereign Republics

The uconosic interrelatinibip eeong sovereig republics are built on a recognition of the stote sovreiSoty and

equality of the republict a$, at the same tiwe, of the integrity of the Union as P federation, with the understanding that

the foundation of the economy is the enterprise and the task of the state is to create the most favorable conditions for

the functioning of enterpri*co.

The republics reoulate through legislation the omerthip, and dlApntion of all the ntionAl 6ptth

en tteir twrritn<wi, athM mm ita'. th e m estarfAl h,sae nf their sitate snveralntv.

To carry out the tasks cdeon to all the sovereign republics, Joint property of all the republics (Union property)

is set up, to be administered by Union agencies, They provide uniform regulation for the economic system on the basis of

ootl-Muurwrlr 1oZenttn r 0 f acod aceouree to woatrvt minfair coupatitico, and *ery protzct cena*.cr £ntcrcs
tA0aend

regulate and equalize the conditions upon which the republics begin their move to market conditions,

The republics bear the basic responsibility for developing their territories and conduct econouic policy,

independently shape their economic management structures end their systess of repulic and local taxes, levies, end

required payments, and decide how to regulate'prices, income, and the social protection of the people.

The role of the autonomous republics and other national structures in the economy of the USSR ond of the Union

republics will grow considerably,

In their mutual interest and on a voluntary basis, the sovereign republics enter the Union and fore a sinle

econsic territory and en all-Union market, cerrying out an agreed policy for the support of free entreprencuriel activiy,

for the conduct of utually beneficial economic relations, and for the defense of the market.

The republics belongIng to the Union jointly develop the bases of their cosivn economic policy and epprove

legislatior regulating the syster. of inter-republic relations, determine procedures for resolving econoqic quarrels and

conflicts, and conduct agreed policies on prices, income, employment, pension benefits, and social guarantees for the

citizens. To administer jointly those arems of activity which require agreed policies, they create Union ogencies of

adainistration.

To create a single all-Union market, the republics delegate the following powerb to the administrative agencies of

the Union:

- lupLesentation of agreed credit, monetary, and foreign exchange policies, designed to enhe c the

purchasing power of the ruble as the only legal means of payment on the territory of the Union, Norgperaissibility of

lititations on the movement of monetary resources within the Union;

- Union-wide regulation of the prices of those key "w mot'iog, foods, go d, ai services selected by

agreemnnt s 01l tht novereisi rcPublicn
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-- developnnt and isplementation of uniform customs legislatn to protect the all-Union market,

Itperflinbility of quota, limitations, or customs barrieri affecting the sovetent of an agreed list of goods within the

Union;
- dovelopeent of a strategy for foreign economic policy, E4tSablisheent and use of an all-Union monetary fund and

fulfillsent of the rsponsibilities of the USSR to the international comaunity;
- establishent of single patent, weights nd pecours and terological services, umtting of all-U n

standards and adoption of international standarde, and organization of all-Unionstatistics and of 0 single accounting

system,
In addition, in the ocecon irtersete of the gsolirtVe"WUL devttseat of the republics, the adminirhetiv

agencies of te Union:
-geni o drau th long-tere forecasts of the country's econoic Itid social develoPent and establish and execute

major economic prograas of all-Union ;isnificncec

- de r and iwpi*nt soacures vf all-Union ,tixftflc~r fnt H~a ee,,nolr~t ,,'n+,4nn nt the pen.-ole:'

- create the economic conditions for maintaining the ability of the Union to defend itself, guaranteeing its

state security, and fighting organized crimo.
911-4on adinistration is established for those spheres of activity and specific progran which, by teir nature,

require unifore sanagesent on an .11-Union level. These are: -

- major fundamental research and scientific and technological development projects,

- defanes programs

- the single fuel and energy system;
- trasportation by main railroad Jie, by sea, by air, and by pipelinc;

- atosic enrgy;

- epace aystems and research
- the all-Union system of commnications, information, and data procezsinq;

- the state n ll-Uilon system to prevent and act in emergency 6ituationo

The powers delegated to the Union adsinistrative egencie5 may not be changed without tie agreement of the sovereign

republis. At the sate time, the sovereign republics are economically liable for vivlationa of ctir accepted obligations.

The Union bvdget is based on Union (federal) taxes; the tax rates and taxable objects are determined by aormeucnt

with the republics. The Union budget revenues derive also fros other receipts obtained through the Union's execution of

its powers. This enables the Union to plan it* expenditures on the basis of its anticipated revrue and to bear

responsibility for its financisi policies.

Ir addition to expenditures relativn to the functions asigned to the all-Union level, the Union budget contains a

regional developaent and support fund and provides resourceS to service the USSR's state doestic and foreiSn debt and for

a serva fund,

By autual egreement, the sovereign republics may finance e3 woll the execution of other econoic, scientific-

technical, social, and ecological progrms OIL a bilateral or .ultilateral basis.

In order to finance the foreign economic activities of the Union relating to tho power5 delegated to it, a Union

Monetary fund is created dlth sufficient resources to service the USS'S state foreign debt, to conduct Lite greed all-

Union foreign exchange policy, to provide support for the functions assi ed to hc Union levl-,-rand to set up fwreign

exchange reserves at the Union lcvrl -

To coordinate measures carried out by all the republic!, an Inter-Republic Economic Coeittee is established qnder

the Council of the Federdtion.



and Conversion to a Market tconosy

Emphasis must be placod from the very start of the reform on rehabilitating finances and the credit and Ponetary

systes, while suporting the economic links and material flows that have come into being. At the sease time, the rise in

prices-the emergence of a spontaneous inflationary upiral-is held in check, On this basis, a broad transition to market

prices that takes into account the then current social and economic conditions will be carried out in the future.

The indicated measures, combined with state support and the introduction of IncentIves for the production of

consumer goods and services for the poopie end with growing imports qt these goods, should bring about a noralizaticn and

revival of the consumer market and its saturation with goods and services, This would considerably alleviate the people's

social dissatisfaction and greatly facilitate the subsequent steps in the conversion to a market econoty, strengthen
ateriel self-interest, end promote economic and labor involvement,

Decisive steps aust be taken at the same time to de-governmentalize and de-uonopolze the economy and develop

entrepreneurial activity and competition, so es to create the conditions within a short period of time for applying sarket
mechoniav of self-rogulation. Only they can be expected to limit inflation, encourage the growth of production in volume

ead variety, raise its wality, and reduce coats. Vitil they are sufficiently strong, financial and credit policy till
have to remain tight and, In some spheres, direct administrative action will be required to prevent unsanaged Inflation.

Hencc, during the transitional period, the structural reorganization of the economy will have to be limited to the most

urgent measuret.

This difficult path must be covered in the alurtct possible time. Experience with the application of

stebilization programs in other countries end the estimates and forecasts sade regarding our own conditions indicate that

about one and a half or two years could be required. This Is the period of time for which the President of the country has

been granted supplemntary posers.

After this period, a ull-fledged arket and an active structural and investment policy would begin to develop and

ar upswing in production and in itp efficiency would begin, laying the groundwork for a better life for the Soviet people.

During the relatively brief period in which the governing authorities of the Union, the republics, and localities

can count on a saadate of public trust, the economy must be stabilized and the changes that open the door to market

relationships and bring about a visible improvesent in the econouic situation and in people's living conditions must be

implefented.

The teoks of stbilitin the economy and shifting to the market are carried out in four stages.

St=e I - Prore f Emeency Measures

At the very taert, the introduction of laws specifying the basic principles and directions of the economic refor

is announced end, sore imortantly, a package of measures to stabilize the economy begins to be ieplemented, with a view

to:

- reirbilltating finances and monetary circulation by curtailing the state budget deficit, controlling

monetary inzue, reorganizig the banking system, and rehabilltating enterprise finances;

- protecting the poople's eonetary savings lhrouuh an iacrose in the Interest rates paid by stvings bans,

balancing the people's income and expenditures, end supporting the production of consuver goods, thus revivin and

normalizing the consumer aarket;
- stabiliLnq mutual deliveries and, insofar as possible, preventing a decline in production;

- de-governmentlizIng and privatizing property and carrying out land refort;

* stebilnins forein economic relations,
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The sat difficult task at this stge I6 curbing the inflation that has sthrttd-l iting the ribe in wholesole and

purchase prices, gradually raising the state prices for fuel, rau aterials, and conotruction aterials, ad controllig

the level of state retail prices for mass ocnusptlon goods. f0l this will have to be done In such a way es to limit te

rise in the budget deficit steqming fret the increase in purchase and wholesale prices while at the cate time preventing

uncontrolled inflation, and to improve the equilibriue between goods and mwny for purposes of a subsequent accelerated

transition to the arket.

Stage 2 - Strict Fingial Conttrani nd 2a b St of Price Frution

This stage consists mainly of a consistent, gradual transition to market prices for a broad rawe of industrial and

technical production and constmer goods, lhe measures taken in Stage I should prevent them from rising excessively.

&sequently, inflation is controlled by seas of tight financial and credit policies.

Strict state pricing is asintained at this stage for no less then one third of all goods-fueli r" "matrials, and

(building) saterials-which is important for regulating the overall price level, and retail state prices on the essential

consumer goods saking up the people's subsistence be

At the sate time, the de-governsentalization process is expended, -Aall enterprises are privatized, and a market

infrastructure is developed.

Special easres are adopted to rechannel capital Investment and other renurces to industries producing for the

people; incentives are strengthened for dsvehoyilng and expanding them,

The first result of the eergency measures and of the liberalization of prices will bc seen in a marked improvement

of the situation on the consumer market, especially with respect to goods sold at supply and demand prices. The more

strictly and cAsistently easures are taken in the area of financial and credit policy and to eliminate pricrfixer

demand, the less prices gill rise. Goods will appear for free sale. This is the first positive result that can he

anticipated from the refora, and it suet absolutely be echieved,

Special sechaniss for the social protection of people's Incomes, incldig their indexwtion to retail rices, era

introduced in the transition period. Steps to support the socially volnerable segments of the population are begun tt the

same time,

In this regard, the Union republics and local governaents car take various oaneures to regulate prices, incuding

t#e4orory price freczco on teto consumption goods if their pricex rvS y, rationing of certain goods, using their

budgets to compensate producers and merchants for the losses suffered, and cial protection of Veles IncoMas.

In order to maintain prodction end economic links, a state contracting syste; Is created to piece state orders on

a contractual basis, to distribute the production delivered under those contracts, and to regulate the prices for it.

Eml~ r t) f r

The main task at this stage is to achieve e basically stable market for both tansumer and producer goods,

broadening the domain of sarket relationships and refiring the new systea of economic linko-

Conflicting processes will be taking place in the economy at this time. On the one hend, it can be anticipated

that the market will be supplied more and more fully with goods. The market infrestructure will tie taking shape at an

tccelerated rate, e nd the impact of the entrepreneurial spirit on economic activity will b grnwin , latarial resources

will be used more economically, and production stocks will be reduced. The resources thus released will help supply the

market with mean of production and stEbhille it.
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The emphasis at this stage will be on development of the housing market, the refors of labor coapensation the

reorganitation of relations between enterprises and local soviets in the eacial sphere, and a further liberalietion of

prices.

The creation of a housing market ts a necessary aspect of the transitioe to a Market econoay. It will hring into

circulation one of the ain comodities that can absorb a large part of the demand for idch the population has meane of

payment, tbereby helping to balance the consumer market and strengthen the ineentive to work,

The systes for coepensating labor must also be reorganiZed. This vill mean aboliting regulatio and estoblisih9

a state afnipi' wage for all enterprises, regardless at type of ownsrship, based on the minimum consumer budet and taking

aceount of the new level of spendin on housing and, overall, on the wider range of goods and services obtained at market

prices with one'a own Woose, A realistic inim wage will be a major instrument for the social protection of wurkers.

At the same time, liuits will be removed un the possiblitioo of earning money.

In conjunction with these measures, the republic& and local authorities work to relieve enterprises of any

excessive or unequally distributed burden relating to the maintenance of social facilities. This will facilitate the

enterprier try iu Caikct icat1nahir* on
4 

u4rp"Lh o f soa r

With the successful ivplesentation of the preceding stages, roctically all of the eocential conditions for a

tably functioning economy sil exist-budgetary and price equilibrium, a Mall supplied sarket of consumer goods and

services, a modern banking eyotc., and a foroign exchange markt.

The conditions that ecerge from the housing refors will proacte the formation of a Iabor market. The unions will

becoea stronger defenders of the workers' interests, and associations of entrepreneurs and Panosrs will be forted. It

sill be possible, on the basis of agreements between thee, and with the state playing a regulatory role, to set up a labor

market and exercise public supervision over income ard price doveloptents.

Financial end credit constraints will be removed as cometition, entrepreneuriOl activity, and price stablization

develop. Change. In taxes and interest rates will be made to promote business activity and investrent.

Stage N - opletion f the Silli -On Pred

The main tasks of this period are to consolidate the stabilization of the economy and finonceh, to improve the

consumer market, and especially to accelerate the development of the competitive market climate needed for the proper

funrtidufN ef-the setf-regute a

signoncant prUVrnn $FKl:. -OU laodoit I4& tI-'" r-. A.'' M -- i i I

economy.

OW1 tp-LWirutur K tJ t u AU'. 
k, k 1,4 1- LJ---- L_ -1 t.A4 ~ C.

prooming, the ogriculturel zoctor, and service&.

The predoainance of supply and demand pricing, combined with a balabced burt, mll create the conditions for

IggxiJi pj g? t gf transition to a market econay--the problem of internal convertihility of the ruble. The

at market rates, the currencies they need to carry on their current operationn.

Irternal convertibility of the ruble will create broad opportunities for an inflow of furegn investpont 5o sorely

needed for our country's structural reorga ezatit and technical renewal, and for the developRent of corpetitiun and

eliination of conpoly conditions on the domstic market, It can be stated that, given the conditions in our ccurtry,

this i3 a major prerequisite if the market mechanism is to operate at full power. The struutwcil ,eurgsrizoticn of tM
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meono~~ relying for the first tiMe on aarket ucenenisms and at d fvrcln loent, technoloy, ,nd anaernnt

exptrisnce, will take place.

4. Measures to Stabilize the Econosy

these ICmresU l allU~c renald ltCuu or rJIuiWcO o'4 ur senetory Cirvuig4 iqn, cqroM for rnUtivom .sd 4".el

deliveries, norailiuhiua of Urn conaumer serket, and otbIiMaation of the cntry's fortion econwld position.

RehablHttIn finnces1 nd oetr v circulation. This is a crucial part of stabilization. It consists of

elisinating the excess toney supply in circulation, bringing it in line with the suppIy of gods, and strengtcning the

ruble,

it is Decessary first of all to reduce drastically the Union and republic budget deficito a- fro Novoober and

December of this year. In 1991, the combined deficit of the Union and republic bodgets should not exceed 2.S-3 percent of

the gross national product (no are than 7S-20 billion rubles). A deficit of this size can realistically be financed by

borrowing frot indiduals, enterprises and organizations, and abroad.

The extension of credit by the Gosbank of the USSR to cover the budct deficits is being elisinated In

exceptional eircmstanes the President of the USSR say permit short-tors credits in limited amounts,

eullvrwly tJcis:1Jiuq ill 6,S loot nqntha Of 1eo0.0 h ~0~in rodt 1cod 6 1,.

- a further reduction in industrial investment. ProFgtts that are at o low level of reediness, other than

those designed to broaden the production of consumer goods, housng construction, And development of the social sphere, are

bein stppd;

- a reduction in exPenditures on the needs of the Ministry of Defense of the USSR and the KWI in particular

by reducing wepans procwentnt znd milMitary eleri f it s expcted that a portion of these avigs i l be ued to

raise the pay of arted forced personnel and build houstin for them

- the tersiration of financin for expenditures that no longer serve the PurOC for which they were intended

mil wore not uQo in ted otiruisu d ti"e re+i od.ti n in~irirc tb frnm the cantralized financino funds of the ainlstrles

the curtailment of grant and aubsidy payAonts to enterprem, except ror a Am1ietI *miti ol LIv OtJie ut

- a reduction in outlays- for. the asintence or te state apparatus an a lln or L y i VCl.B -0

by the budget to a fully or partielly self-finoncing basis.

Rt the udnt time1 stero ate token t cxpond tho re-uoc of the u -n.r rvr'ulic l'"Ao' t Tho prnrinnrn fo r

calculating and collecting the turnover tax is to be changed and the nueber of goods on which It is levied in to be

broadened.

The adopted all-Union tax legislation is retained for 11, Individual eodoents to the existing lavs toy be

ae, however, on the propoe 1 ur tf- icpublicn.

The establishmient of tax itsye~tVortc3 in to be cosplcted in order to prvid for reliehle -opervision of budgtary

receipts.

At the end of this year budgetary revenue is to increase through the growth of Lurnover tax receipto in connectipn

with the shift to deand and supply pricing on a nueber of nonessential goods, including leporto.
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Efforts are to be made to eniarge budgetary revenue by selling on the domestic market large quantities of military

property with civilian uses, sooe of the trucks and passenger vehicles used by state erganizations, and other state

property and goods.

Ti. "r-
1 -. t 44-.. 6-..1.g -- -&LLr..C- *.t. 4* ~ ~ . -r4 .XL

play a crucial role in rehabilitating monetary circulation, preventing inflation, end establishing stricter financial

1liit6 ont enterprises.

To this end, the specialized state banks are to be transformed into joint-stock commercial banks, operating In

equal conditIons with other Coaercial banks. Their function Is to provide direct credit and payment services to the

economy. It will perhaps be necessary to retain one state bank, which with budgetary support would extend credit on

preferential terms to stimulate economic activity in the Interests of the state. The Sberhank (Savings Bank) retains its

status as a state bank; Me totv guarantees the safety of deposits, if necessary through their indexation.

By this Hovember, the state banking systes of the USSR is to become the geserve System of the Union, consisting of

the Gosbank of the UJSSR and the central banks of all the Union republics, which establishes uniform, agreed, and

V rwOagoery t lV c for reaulAin$ qradit acd th ogfetcy twern, imnudim* reooryc rcwisitwtite in La JmWSvitdi LioA

and o discourt rote or interest, The monopoly on monetary issue and the uniformity of the principles governing bank

supervision are to be retained. The loan fund I5 distributed among the banks, and there is a shift to a normal mechanism

vd aegleiq ;3' i 4mn VUw4i U( 5010 te bar&tutca q (s fcace oyasw L wumeru Wi Wn of a noncean payment nasis, in

thi way, as the banking system is democratized, its nationwide unity is enhanced and the use of credit instruments for

roevziain odnio grenVCW0 Lado moro offsettieo.

A change to regulation of total netary circulation takes place at the beginning of 193L The ineffective system

of cash planning is terminated.

Bank interest rates ere rained. The level of interest rates will honceforth be determined by supply and demand on

the credit market end by the reserve systes's policies. In this way, oney becomes dear and ocquires characteristics that

the means of payment in a arket economy must have,

fls these measures are carried out, many enterprises are goin to eperience financial difficulties. To facilitate

their adjustment to the new conditions and enable them to accuulate their own working capital and find ways to boost their

efficiency:

- such enterprises will quickly be degovernmentalized, turned into joint-stock companies, and broken up;

- etabflhation funds will be established;

- the practice of comOrcial crodit between enterprises will be developed as an eleaent in the new whdlesale

market, to reduce the reliance on bank credit;

- the practice of floating bonds to replenish working capital will be encouraged;

irremediably inefficient enterpriocs will be cloed.

A significant role must be played by the stabilization funds, to be established as independent agencies at the

Union end reputlic levels. They can provide enterprises with temporary financial assistance in the form of direct grants,

subsidized loans, credit guarantees, etc. The stabilization funds obtain their resources from earmarked budgetary

allocation, deduction from rnterprien, &c0! of tho proceeds from the sale of state property, the sale of bonds, ard

other sources.

Financial assistence frog the stabilization funds will be provided on certain conditions, such as requirements that

the enterprises be rearganized, that their management be changed, that their norproduction expenditures be reduced, that

they change the focus of their business, or that they be broken up.
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1. kmralidon the consumer arket, This is the most Important part of the stebllization progras frot the social

standpoint. To this end, effective uses vqst be found for the population's huge monetary overhang and the volume of goods

and services #terilng the consuer xarket must grow.

To meet the first of these two needs, It is proposed that the range of paid goods and services be broadened. Sales

of housing units, outry cottages, buildIs eterilm, and various types of state property to the people are to increas,

and a fee will be charged for the long-tern leasig of plots of country land. Through redistribution of the caecity of

construction orgenirations and throgh the offering to thea of further incentives, additionel residential units and garages

must be built in 1911, and several illion plots of country lend must be readied for sale to the people.

14 14 1n en-d as L4rdAuO& -. uat bcime v luoiro rur ut aL~lciitun in tne near MurM twitun inxd

periads of time) by the people of material gnndas that Are IA short %ply-pscngr cars, peroonal computers, furniture,

telephones, additional housing, garden cottages, garages, plots of country land, etc. This Is done with state guarantees
and at find prices.

It is extreisly Important also that the people be assured of the safety of their savings, that their confidence in

the state be strengthened, and that money be diverted from the consumer market. To this end, interest rates will be

raiand, eapecially for time deposits at the Savings Bank (Sherbank).

At the same time, it is necessary to exped investment by the people In productive fccilities-for acquiring ears

of production, stock and bonds, and enterprises.

Ad measures era to be taken to broaden the production of aess consumption goods and paid services. Further

incentlves, Including ta mdvantages and 4seistance to enterprises in expanding their output, will be provided for the

production of consumer goods.

The transition to market pricling-pricins by supply and demand-is to begin with nonessential goods, but with fixed

prices being set teaporrily for some categories of thesa goods. The share of consumer goods and of raw materials for

producing them In total imports will rise, in part through purhess financed by earmarkod borrowing on preferential ter;s.

Normal commercial inventories will be enlarged so as to curb price rises and cope with demand surges when prices are freed.

Coo 4
d oW in shrt supply, it.clUJiO Iwrui to, fiNj their woy lrwly into the hands of specuIatorrI To prevent

this, lergrscale catalog salas of isports are plauned.

The retail and wholesale trades, the restaurant trade, everyday services, and many of the enterises from which

they obtain supplies are to be de-moopolized and privatized. The work of consumer cooperatives, trading and purchasing

cooperatives, end other cooemrcial enterprises, particularly those engaged in the shipping and sale of goods in regions

experiencing problems in supplying their peopte, is to be encouraged. teasures to combat the shadow ecooy and to defeat

fforts by its representatives to prevent the development of competition or the consur mrket are to be intensified.

The consumer market is especially sensitive to irregularity of aupplies; special meaures are needed to prevent

much irregulerity during the transitional period. The mechanisms of state purchase orders ad state prices and the

contractual system are to be ued to this end. If needed, rationing of a limited naber of essential goods may be

undertaken by ciies, regionz, or ropublice.

fnourinh the &ebl ity of Economic Relatinpf5hi, This is especially irportant in the transition period,

considerio the unstable nature nf the market relations that are emorging and the danger of disruptions of production.

Pursuant to a decree of the President of the USSR, the existing aconCIC links are to be maintained in 131, and

severe penalties are to be intrTducrd for violating them. Uninterrupted tronsportetion services are also beirg assured,
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All ncssary measures to fin foreign exchange resources to pay foreiv firms for deliveries and hetn th .

conclusion of conttcts for the delivery of imported- raw and other materials and finished products are to be undertaken.

It will be the task of the State Contract Syste 1 to be created through gencies of Gossneb [State Supply

Co~itte3,Plntog [rad finitry, ad gronab(Aricltural Supply Cautittec2, to supply productionl enterprises with
COmitteel, Kintorg [Trade MinIstryl, and Agrenab (Ag rIio

sufficient satorial and technical resource6 to meet their state delivery obligations for 1991. Deliveries for the rest of

their output will be arranged through direct econate relations or through mddlemn, that is, cowlercial wholesale

enterprises.

Strengthinq the Forein conomi foMin of the USR. This caliis urgently for a repid iprOvemnt it

country'i foreign exchange position and for the attractinS of foreign capital. To create conditions for this, there dus t

be (a) a clear progra for the stabilization of the political and econotic situation, supported by the republics and the

major social forces in the country; (b) a national progra for cuttin military spendingt redhcing the arty and araents.

and convertin military production; and (c) a new doctrine In foign econosic relations, with guarante for foreign

investors,

If these programs are adopted and iugleented, poasibilities will exist to:

- receive aid from the developed capitalist countries in various forms, including le-tera loans on favorable

terws
- looce certain fuel an ra4 mterial deposits ad forests and set up joint enterprises to process these

natural resources with due attention to curret enviranental reqireents;

- sell real property, including unfinished construction projects, at auction, or hose la

- have the state sell securities guaranteed in various ways, as well as atock in eiterpriscn cexl

craniatiorns of the USR bought by foreign inveitort'

- begin to exploit many waste Petter and used rag material depots with the help of foreign capital,

- attract foreign investment each year for establishing joint entcrpriscs;

- attract foreign investment to create a modern tourist industry ed infrastructure for busiless,

Vith the problem of foreign indebtedness becoming acre severe, the "Basic Directions" Cal for "asure to relieve

it and to use foreig ecooic support for the Soviet market during its stabilization period. To these unds.

- by accelerating exports and rationalizing imports, the country is to py off its overdue debt to foreign

fires by the end of 19M; state orders for the basic Soviet export goods will he mintained in 1931 a 1932 at a level

sufficient to meet the country's minau foreign exchanige requiretentdb

- arrangements will be uado for, certain Soviet iports to be paid for in rubles that can be reinveted in the

country's ecord&Y*
- negotiations with the International tfonetary Fund, the European couunities, and leading foreign

governments on finai ad ecoroajo support for the process of perestrika an erket reform will bce copletedf

- settlements with CElIA countries will be at world prices eind in freely convertible currencies as of

JaNlAry 1, 1931;
- the economic assistance provided by the USSR to foreig countries will be reduced and shifted to a

comoercial basis.

It is anticipated that the Suprexe Soviet of the USSR will set a ceiling each year oa the foreign debt of the USSR

and edopt a budget to consistent with it.

The irnpleeentetiof of a package of emergency measures to prevent a decline it oil production and curtail

(Translator's note: a mjsprirt for "xaintain"?) the production of other epari goods is vital to the stabilization of

foreign economic relations. Considering the practical effectiveness of foreign trade, ort the other hand, it is ncCssary

to renpthen the incentives to export coenodities end earn foreign exchang. The questioNs of tortgage low relating to
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enterprise assets and land ust be resolved quickly, thus enabling enterprises to receive secured credits frog foreign

barks for the expension of exports.

S. kasures to Etpblish e farket Eonnv

Syppertfor enttrePreerM den 
t il

possible to convert to a market econosy and expect the self-regulating mechanito of the market to operate effctively onlY

ten most producers of goods-enttrpriSes, organilations, and citizens-enjoy freedos of econeek and entrprcneuril

actIvity, Tny .t Uc 6 n to rortt boio n1"s 5c *o, leac.$ to *thcto,,ferred in them for their use. do

their production planping Independently, choose their suppliers and clients, set their prices, dispose of their potdsa

profits, and decide pthar atters relating to their ewnu.'h. wl ivity end tl jroire5 of thir rro&ctlon'

This will make it possible not only to create the conditions needed for the market cchanise to funtion, but also

t. a is 4e por, .'nm .$ "an lnvolvpmq'--onW of +K0 NAIA r meNrcflr wichi in our conditions can have a relatively

rapid effect, based on people's desire to achieve proper living conditions through their labor and skills,

freedom of economic activity and the development of entrepreneurial activity ore to be proclaimed in the near

future, with a view to enirw4ul different orSonitetiooo end citizcs to conduct econcmic activitIes freely, Permhtbig OW

esteblishaent of enterprises upon their application-based registration, and forbidling agencies of the ote to interfore

in the work of the enterprises, regardless of their fore of ownership and sogcnt.

These position are to be edopted by decree of the President of the MR, which mill also contain positions

supporting freedom of choice aseon forms of ownership and management and equality atong ali of them in their operetiot end

in their access to material, financial, informational, and other resources on a competitive, paying basis. The republics

give concrete fors to these positions in light of their individual circuastances and, jointly with local authorities,

implement seasures to support and expand economic Initiative and entrepreneurial activity,

The Union and the republics will at the saee time adopt lists of types of ativity that are fcrbidden, 8re deemed

monopolIes of the state, or are peritted only with a state liconze.

If free producers of goods are to emerge as a crucial element in the market econowy, soot enterprises must quickly

be removed from state guardianship and privatiation must be impletented. Privatization is understood to mean not only

transition to private ownership, but a sore general process of changing ownership by transferring or selling state property

on various terms to groups of workers, cooperatives, stockholders, foreign fires, or private individuals. Tse anaent

cotegories meet thE requirepents of a market economy most fully, They ere not ony independent in their activity, but

econocelly responsible for its results, m regards both operating revenue and net worth, This fosters the rational use

of resources and retrins their tn justified application to commption rather than to the improvement of pruductive

potential.

De- erruentaliaton together with transfer of cvnerzhip can he brought arout in various wayi, depending upon the

conditions in the republic or region, the characteristics of the sector or banch cf production, the size of the enterprise,

the state of its resources, and other factor;,

tDe-overwntalitation progrags will flow from Union and repubic dcsions in the form of decrees of the President

of the USSR and of the supreme goversental authorities in the union republics. These docunts will specify Iie goas

principles, and basic directions of de-Joverntentalitation, They lay emphasis on the principle of equality of all fors of

property laid down in the USSR law "On Ownership in the USSR." Ne right to privete property is rocognized. Quare uec

are provided for the right of juridical persons and individuale, including foreigners, to ci"n vtoperty.

At the Union level, all concrete work of dr-governentolization is the responsibility of the USSR State Property

fund. 6isilar agencie are cstabliOhcd in the republifc.
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The first de-governentaZ8ItioO and privatization efforts are made in tse figld in which it is most desirable

to have rondtat4 etitioc. These include commerce, the restaurant trade, everyday servioas repair and cofstrJtion

organizations, and sat1 epterprists In othe sectors. At the sate time, the process of transforming terse and tedium-

sized enterpries in various industrial end other sectors into stock companies .l begin this year.

To prevent abuses, Including tic legalization of wealth obtained illegally, state organs and the pulic Vill

stictly agnitor the egVft ~ lel~llf pruuo=. Priority in the purchaoc of rroparty and stocksheres Is; tn he Vlivf

to worker grous end their membrs, end they are to be given assistance In various for, particularly through use of the

enterprise' funds, installent sales, offering of a discount, granting loans, etc.

Broad use should be made of competitions and auctions, lways conducted openly. To protect the mrket value of the

propepty being sold. this process will be carried out In stages, In light of suyply and dePend.

At the present time, the balance-sheet value of the country's ein funds (exvludinu the alu of land, undergroun d

resources, forests, and the personal property of citizens) totals soae a trillion rubles, or about 2 trillion rubles if

depreciation is taken into account. The working capita (f coteipriao and orgenlxotion* acounh to S00 billion ruLCa.P

About 50 percent of the property is in the hands of the tato,

Therefore, the deerAntttOn process can loot a vuq lr ~v Li". vCjri.'UQ ,org t aoc"lo"A it,

consideration of the interests of .ll citizens, will be sought and tested.

Special aeasures will be taken to de-sonopolize the econosy and strengthen cotetition. They will seek to prevent,

limit, and hat the use by transactors of their dainant market position and to prevent unfair competition. Int work will

be the reponsibillity of a specially created Anti-Monapoly Cosmittee, The union republics will establish similar anti-

*onapoly agencies.

At the same time as state ownership is being converted Into other fvrpe of owership, the job of creatins large

number& of mall enterprise is being done.

Lende feure t t foration of arket r-lii Th

main line of action needed to bring about a market economy in the agricultra l domain are as follows

- implesentig land refora and creating conditions for the effective functioning of various forts of

onership end manageent, eliminating the monopoly on land ownership, and establishing a varied econoy in the agricultural

sector;
- elininatin adsinistrative patterns of state control of agricultural production end haltinS the

cdministrethtt setting of compulsory orders for agriwulturol wv podlles;

boas tin hc roc t io of far , rbor, 5tr o il 11w mntivation of farmers, end eocouraging in all

possible ways both the initiative of coriodity producers an hath? competitin among them;

- designing and implemeting specific programs for the developoent of villa~es' product ive end social

infrastructurfe with the finencial support of the stetv;
- conucting social policies that meet the needs and requirements of villagers and creating socio-econotit

guarantes of a dust status for farmers in the society. The union and autonomous republics adopt land codes and other

legislative acts of direct effect that regulate land relationships with reference to the particular circuiatences of the

different regivas of the country end that establish the terms for grantin land to all those wishing and able to exploit it

effectively r ot ar coltu ntrl proantit etalish th! tio a ifO ho, to 5iv offect to k4 a arlror1' right nf free

dcparturr froa dtt, coorerative, nr rithnr t pes of enterprises (associations) with a parcel of land a share of the

accumulated assets, provided he will engage in indepnndent agricultural productufl.

The highest governrental authorities in the republics establh committeei on land rfort to inventory end evaluete

the land, identify ineffic tly used land, and carry out land or-anitln9, consultatiue, end monitoring functicnn
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Efforts are mIde to transform inefficient collective and state farms by grarting their land in full or in -t to

cooperatIves, lessees, pasant fars, or Industrial or other enterprse for industrial farming, for use as personal plots,

or for collective gardening or vegetable farming.

The exeodive agencies of the Union and of the union and autosoous republics and the executive co ittees of the

Councils of People's Deputies implement packages of economic and organizational measures to stabilize the country's food

supplies and to improve the sanagement systct of Ae Wo-icorplex To this and

- by .greement with the union republics, new state procureent prices arc bet for the major agricultural

commdities bought chiefly by the state. The conditions kill be created for transition Lu free contrect price for the

salc of other gricultr l co dites. A e cThnis is establied for possible adjustments of procurement prices in order

to maintain the required equivalency bet agriculture and other sectors, Special funds are set up for the targeted

ftoancing of social end production improvements on farms operating in difficult natural end climatic conditions;

- the productio relations of enterprises and organizations it the agrrindustriol umpIcx with entcrprioes

in other sectors of the econosy are maintained, Limits a the major terial arAtrsvdcfl ttuurces centrall allocated

to agriculture and the processing industry for specific uses are set for 191;
- incentive g esures for enterprises that conclude contracts for delivery of agricultural comadities to the

state are imple"Prted,
- r s ffIcient capital investment funds and material resources are made available for the technical renewal of

enterprises in the flour-milling, groat, meat, dairy, and other processing sectors and for development of a deTet sys0te

for grain, fruits, vegetables, and potatoes, preferably in the areas where ty Wert grown!

- assistance is provided to citiens in the conduct of their private farm plots by offering thea additional

land, selling seed, planting material, young cattle and poultry, and animal feed t o them, and by freely purchoinrn the

Industrial cosmoditico they raisos

- for soderate payent, land for gardening or vegetable-rasing is distributed to a11 city dweller5 and

village workers who so desire.

Since the union and autonceous republics, pursuant to the laws of the USSR, enjoy full power within their

territories and art directly responsible for the condition And supplying of the consumer market, a fundamentally new

procedure to be followed for the procurement of the state's food resources is being established for ISSI.

The republic and local governmental authorities, on an economic basis, obtain food commodities to supply the

populations of the territories under their control and to meet the delivery requirements of the all-tnion level,

An all-Union fund is created to supply food for the army and other 4pecial conmumers, for ewPort under

intuvr~oV~r,"tf~aI £0rodapIS, And far tbr astablishoent and replenishaent of state reerve stocks.

Inter-republic shipments of food and ericultJral raw material are effected under agrements between the uniin

repubics

From the beginning of 1991, the republics, krays, and oblests seek actively to prumote formm of management that are

effective under market canditionraro-industrial 
combines, agro-firms, cooperatives, stock and leased enterprises, and

peosant (tartr) farms. On collective and state farcs, a far-reaching process o leaing it used to bring abaut nev

organizational rtructureo with a high level of independent primary labor collectiveC, The cooperative nature of the

collecuve fruc 13 fully rootered.

The republic carry o-ut prograes in support of industrial peasant (fatter) farmz and other new faors of m"ra5ctent

In rural areas end provide them with econoQic end legal conditions of operation equd1 to those of other ero-industridI

entities. Special attention is paid to their establisbsent in laborshort regions.

-, 8Tt
' n , C t ~ri the u¶';cnCT' and autnrnt repilCs, krstys, and oblasts to de-monerolint the purOhoc and
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located In the very areas where the zouoditles are produced. Processing enterprises will orate ireilY yo frec

producers of poods, buyinq inputs and selling their products ont market conditions. the gvzrnuenttl authorities will

ecourage in eery way the establlshzent of cooperatIve wholesale intermediary firms and services, purchase and rketing

ausociatios, and trade-purchase cooperatives. Large procselng anterprit xill succesoively be converted to stock

companies,

In saet economy conditions, the role of consuter cooperatives will grow PoAedly as a accio-econonic syste in

which market relationships are inherent. Liitations on the growth of censuser cooperatives 1 the cities, where they can

become cowetitors of state and other traders, ore to be removed.

A a compoent part of the overall employment program, purposeful measures are taken to fo&str the mveavit of

families to regions where agriculture is suffering frot a labor shortage, Settlers will be given aterial benefits for the

move and for starting farming. families establishing pesant farts will be exempted from taxes and froe payment for the

land for two to three years following the 5tart of their wrk.

rlicy in the reaof rice foration. Free ,arket prices are an integral ciretu o swikct economy: to-cako

the shift to such prices less painful, especially in econection with the prices for consumer goods and service-, it is

yropoed that they be freed from administrative control in sAgas. In the first stage, the prices of a group of

nonessential goods will be freed.

At Ow ca" fJs, *n pnim snciAl Protection for the people, state prices arc to be retained for the goods and

services making up the pinimum subsistence basket of households (the choice of food items and manufactured goods for these

purpOses will be detersined?, Local prices rises will aisti to pemlerd (v, certain rodo if ho rorAlica se o cidt o

the bsis of local conditions, Republic and local agencIes provide compensation1 insofar as their resources allow, to

protect people's incomes, place orders for additional production of such goods, and if necessary ration their distributio.

Subeauently, controls on retail prices are removed for successive ErOuq' of goos in light of conrete conditiooo

and the market situation, In 1592, it is expected that prices will be controlled for only a email group of essential

consumer goods (certain types of bread end bakery products, meat and dairy products, vegetable oil, sugar, basic wedicinas.

school textbooks, certain children's goods, soe transportation charges, and fees for certain local ocrvices)

The removal of price controls ust be accompanied by tight financial end credit policies, accelerated do-

gavernlentalization and drmonopolization of the econosy, and the development of coapatit iw, onterpriO, and a markt

infrastruetura.

If prices that have been decontrolled should rise excessively, republic and local agencies may decide to set

temporary limits on thea.

In the transition period, the state cannot immediately abandon its policy of supporting low retail prices an

certain goods an, hence, of subsidizing prices. But the method of Paying out the price subaidies on goods must be

fundagentally changed, so that it becomes advantageous to produce and sell those goods end, thus, low-priced goods do nt

imediately find theselves in short *upply

Pursuant to the October 4, 1990 Oecree of the President of the USSR On Imediate Measures of Transition to arket

Condition," it is intended hmt the economy make broad use of contractual wholesale pricing. In the case of contracts for

191, such prires are based on the wholesale prices drawn up pursuant to Decree Ho. 741 of June 14, 1986 of the Council of

Ministers of the USSR, that is, the prices contained in the price litln given to enterprisco.

In this way, the grounduork is laid for accelorating the conclusion of contracts and the arranging of economic

links for next year. To limit price rises, it is propostd that a ciling be set on profitability, with the un drstandirg

that profits eyceedin3 that level will be seized froc the enterprise and be credited ini equal shares tc the union and
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republic budgets. It is elso expected that fixed wholesale prices will be applied to various raw materials, buildins

eatsriale, and other producto for indutrial and technical us.

In the present conditions of large-scale financial and aonetary disequillbria, a shift to contractual wholesale

pricing could cause excessive inflation, 80 intentional boosting of expenses (so as to contribute less to the budget out of

profits) 4nd a lack of interest in increasing production because ProfitabIlity is low,

To prevent these neative trends:

- steps to rehabilitate the financial and credit system are to be accelerated in at effort to reduce sharply

the uaney supply of enterprises and orgenizations. With severe financial cotrerinta on cOnsusers and with suppiers

having trouble selling their products, the level of contractual prices eould be significantly lower and the rise of

inflation could be suoccefully curteiled;
- auvi valid a l ea prieco ohmoI ba cot *a Aon ic peos'mhl nn fiel sm i enery roducts. on the main tyres of

rag and building meterials, and on other production for industrial and technical use for which fixed pricing is to be

retained.

The prices of fuel, energy, ed raw aterial resources and of certain sass-produced itoas that are traded between

republics are to be detersined on the basis of sultilateral agreents aMong the republics, taking into account the

proposals of Union agencies, so that they can be sent to the enterprises as soon as possible. It is advisable to raise the

prices of fuel, energy, and other resources gradually, thus preventing sudden rises in production expenditures and in

expenditures in other areas and giving time for the i1plementation of resourte-econooizing measuros

- special methods of state control will be applied hen enterprizes set contractual prices above the list

prices.

The formation of market prices should increasingly take place through cossodity exchanges and trade fair. The

development of these component* u d mket infrastructuro should be epeeded up through me of tax And other advantages to

encourage ageesnts on transactions on the exchanges and at the faire,

&fpra 9f the, 1nkinq tr A strong ruble is the key to any acceleration of the economic reforms, If the ruble

is to bacose strong, there must be a single monetary systes, and monetary and credit policy must retain centralized. This

requires a prompt conversion of the USSR Gosbank system into a Union Reserve Syte. The Union Reserve System consists of

a Sard of ovrnars (Soviet upravlyeyuschikhl. headed by a chairman appointed by the President of the USSR, and of the

USSR Sosbank and the central banks belonging to the system. The Union Reserve System is e single legal person, that is,

the monopoly on mnetary issue and the uniformity of bank supervIsion principles are prcscrved.

The country needs a banking system of this sort because of the need for a centralized sonttery and credit Policy in

a context of sovereignty of the republics and of a revitalized federated union based on them.

Under this approach, the republirs adopt their own banking leislation, not conflicting with the agreement on the

Union Reserve System, To participate in the system is to renounce any unllateral regulation or limitation of zonetary

circulation and credit, In the republics, the centrel banks art no longer subordinate to the goverments; they report

annually to the Supreme SQviets, which do not interfere in their curreft activitico.

A key element in the credit reform is the comercializetion of the specielied state bonks, They become

independent atack copanies, with the broadest possible dittribution of shares.

Conerciallization assumes that the banks will operate within the limits of thcir uN and attracted resourtec, will

irdependently decide the purposes for which they will lend, at what interest rate and for what term will be subject to the

swe taxes and regulstlcns as all other banks, and will choes their own clientele.
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LAAry Ad credit ci irv ssma fnmdapentally new characteristics in the context of transition to the market. 1o

rehainstte aonetary circulation and credit, regulation of the total %orey supply will replace credit and cah pletaning.

The key in the first months will be to curtail credit sharply and limlt the growth of the money supply.

the initial stage, the basic coporent of the system for regulating money and credit will be the removal of a

portion banks' funds and their deposit in the entral bak. By modifying the reserve requirevznt5, the Reseive

System regulate the credit resources of the cosmercial banks and, hence, influence both tt'W PLy of oney in

icirulat n and inflation,

terest rate policy will be no less important. A new interest rate structure long-ter& higher than short-term,

loan rat higher than deposit rates) ill be introduced adinistratively for the firat -6 wonths, with a tared rise in

the avert rate level 3o as to curb credit depand and reduce noncash Wonetary Itue,

syste* of refinancing will take effect. The money reeoved from the banks In various ways will be lent back to

them at teroat rates set at levels that support onetary and credit policy; as a result, the banks are compelled to link

t!eIr a t tine central ban.A't rvte, whict sut be the stee forl erehero of thc PcoCrvc S

reble aust be defined as the only legal tender oi UMR territory. The Issuanre of other ontary syabols and

surrogat and the circulation of foreign currencies as means of payment are prohibited in order to stabilize the

purchasi power of the ruble. The ever sider presence of foreign currency in doestic circulation deveaun Une ruble.

n of foreign eco , r activitv. Transition to the market requires an open economy in the USSR,

operating in interrelationship and coaPetition with the world economy. The "Basic Directions" therefore assue the unity

of the ei tos territory, foreign exchange system, basic investment regulations, and foreign economic policy, together wth

* a ho 41 toer of +. inipt rmpFrhI i r in thse .nrfas. For these ourposes,. an al-lnion aency to adusniater

foreign uosic relations, with direct representation of the union republics on its board, is created

in the context of transition to the market, the enterprise becomes the ain actor In foreign ecoorit activity,

foreign pocle activity is to be de-goverisentalized and decentralized, with comiercial operations being left t o the

enterprifs, their independence in business tatters being astured, and state agencies focuing on regulating and

encoura ng these operationst

fil, gas, gold, diaonds, precious stones, special technology, and perhaps a few other goods on a list agreed with

the unit republics, are deeeed alli-Union export resources and are transacted separately.

overnsental foreign economic organizatior becnsie Intermediary fire, in sose cases on a stock-holding basis, and

if neesary are broken up aend diversified,

a ,tiulate and rehdhilitde foreign econic adivity'

new customs and foeign exchange laws are passed as dirlytcr enfor-ceable rules, end the rex invest4ent

legisleot begins to take nhape;

the differentiated foreign currency coefficients are abolishcd'

effective January 1, 99l foreign exchange proceeOs are credited dir-ectly tt the enterprises' accmnte a

portionsust be sold to the urIon and republic budgets, pursuant to rules which foster the dutrialization o exnAt

to enlarge the independence of enterprises with respect to fereign exchange, a dusestic foreign exchanse

marke, on which foreign currencies may be freely bought and sold at market prices, is created; republic ard sore

cscerC l banks begin to engage in foreign exchange and credit operations; enterprises are permitted to borrow abroad

in.depently, using their own asocts at collateral;

systems tc insure edierprises against foreign economic risks is in operaion by larch 1531, a union systes

of fcrali economic infordatirn is introduced, and the state certifies busirece schools and consulting firms in order to

raisr the quality ot PrssonneC trai-rs anid professinn serito
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reign economic activities are regulated chiefly through legal and economic Instruvents (customs duties, taxes,

veri the Ohsa-rVance of tHe fnrr.Iun rnonnier lesr, anA tkht rlP of ,YS~bOP+diAT I* .ttA1hllxel. tn.
4 

+60 -.. 4-. -. A

ea aco d to attrao4 on Inf4o. of forin oaito for mreofic two Tho pouibIe fora of irtyoont

are broatned (including full wnership of enterprises, concessions, and free entorprise zones), and Investment priorities

cry oet. lI v inv1wmuoirt grdially Ljvtoses tire main channel for attracting foreIgn funds.

1irough the stabilization of domestic finance, new prices, and the ruble's exchanse rate, and through acievesent

of doees4c convertibility of the ruble on the domestic wholesale and foreign exchange markets, the ruble achieves

convertiblity with foreign currencies in stages, Beginning with foreign capital transactions, it later is extended to all

current eratiana of the coutry's foreign exchange balance,

~I e 0Sue to elipietegh@ph onomylX. The shift to the market is the most effective way to crowd out the

shadow enOOy.

I
fe chief measures for liquidating the shadow economy coincide with the chief directions of the refore. fa the

world's terience shows, over 30 percent of shadow econom volume can be eliminated rather quickly through measures to

establi emarket.

U Is also proposed that steps 6e taker at the republic and all-Union lcvels

- to act up a strong tax inapevtorate;

S to provide legal and practical protection for the ownership of means of production by individuals arcd

groups a41 for their income from thOse mens of pruductlio

7 to overcoe .onopolism In the econoty, chiefly by setting higher tax rates, controlling the prices charged

by Monopolies, and other methods specified in the anti-sonopoly legislation

to introduce gradually the practice of having citizens file income returns each year with the tax

inspectorpte;

4 to reduce as such as possible the use of special dlitribution systems (coupons, orders, clearance sales,

etc.) en4 to keep any such systems completely open and under close control when they have to be used (for nursing infants

or certai categoriea of ill people);
to adopt new criminal, criminal process, civil, civil process, and administrative legislation, raising the

level of ,riminal liability for the most dangerous forms of economic crimes.
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The socially oriented market economy which the 'Basic Directions' are intended to create is an economic system in

which 4ry group and social secgent of the population receives considerable opportunity to realize Its obilities end

aspiratm through free labor and rising income.

jor all those employed in the economy, the opportunity to choose freely where and through what forms of property or

anagemht to apply their knowledse and experience will become a sajor factor in raising the social tone.

The opportunity Is emerging in the ew econonic systee for these who so desire to start their own busintsr-set up

a cooperetive, own a store, restaurant, or private taxi, or establish a smell enterprise or other for of business

The freedom to choose the fort of work they prefer will be en important factor in itproving the living conditions

of peasets as well. They can choose between a large farm (a collective or state fare), a small leased group fars, or en

individdsl farm. It becomes possible for peasants to raise their personal income rapidly, and their interest in doing so

will be trengthened by the ever fully return flow of goods fran the city,

he market economy will offer lntelleectuals considerable opportunity to apply their knowledge and skills. The

strengthing of intellectual property rights will create conditions and incentives for the blossoming of true talent and

originalty. The freedom to choose how to organize the work needed by society and to establish a variety of unions and

assocle ons will expand.

major aspect of the new social policy is the movement toward raising personl income from labor and strengthening

the role of that income in satisfying the people's social and cultural needs and needs for everyday services, thus helping

to elimhate the dependency eyndrose. Social consumption funds will be used to guarantee what is deemed the minimia

accepteae level of social benefits to all segments of the poopulation. A higher level of consumption will usually be

provideeon a nonpaying basis to citizers who are still or now unable to work-children, the disabled, and pensioners. All

people ile to work should raise their living standards mainly be means of their own labor and personal income,

the term real income of the population takes on a fnndasentally new seaning. The main acquisition of all segments

of the population from the transition to the market is a full supply of various goods and services, the chance of any

consuef to chose freely among thee, end, hence, the opportunity to acet his reeds as fully as possible (within the limits

of his qpnetary meens),

,n addition, te range of goods and Services that can be freely acquired with that income will expand

significantly. The acquisitonl of quality housing, not only at oWe's priary place of residence but in the country as

well e nditure on recreation, etc. will play a growing role in the people's spending patterns.

ie rise in the efficiency of the economy entails a contant Improvtt in the social circumstances of citizens

who hba becoMe disabled or who for objective reasons (e.g., having many children) live in straltened circumstances. As we

know, pensios and other benefits will soon begin to rise, pursuant to decisions of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR.

fs the transition to market relationships is tade, sos population grcops will have to be assisted by special

szil yroorasa. The first of these groups is made up of aged and disabled persons living alone and independently,

orphened children,and families with large nusbers of children, The programs thruld enable then to meet their vial

needs::ior food, housing, and redical and other services. Special services should be set up at the regional level (local

SovietsJ to implement such programs with significant help from public and religious organizatioen.

In actuality, only two kinds of pcoople c=n relly lose frcm the shift to the narket--those who are lazy or

dinorganized, whom the market will force to do better, and people engaged ir the shadok econory, which is going to lose

rjn ef its eczoroic base as ihe arket tkes shepe
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n concrete terms1 it is proposed that the following changes be made In the methods and instruments of social

policy conducted until now:

eferhtflabor cnmensation, A major result of the new socia policy will be a consistent growth in the cost of

aanpoet Wages will acre ard core fuily reflect the real cost of producing a qualified labor force; this ill make
investaete in education, training, and the cultural and social development of the individual as effective as possible. As

orkerset given skill levels, Mance, they are compulsory throughout the Union and in all enterprises, regardless of type

of ownethip. Republics and enterprises may set other coopensation rates, based on their own funds, it they so desire, but

not bel the wage scale rates,

this way, the state msige scale systes will be a factor In the social protection of workers and a poerful

to raise prodLtivity.

The new wage scale systen should cover both the industrial and the nonindustrial sectors of the economy, so that

vorkers in culture, health, and education have the sae labor compensation guarartees and do not fall behind Itidtstrlal

workers

'A new system for the hiring of enterprise managers under contract is introduced et the same time, with the state

wage scele again applicable for setting the floor rate,

1 er ucaotlan. of labor coarnoation, o hc ora and oy" of paycht, "Acb, od .J. *"a , "

decided independently by the enterprises, without interference from state agencies. Individual wages are not litited, and

they a¶ regulated only by the income tax.

tividends on stock in enterprises and other incote from property constitute new sources of income. By acquiring

stock, iorkers become owners of their plants, factories, state faras, and other enterprises, creating en additional

Incentife to work productively.

iapleaedted In 199S23, has been passed,

!An important distinguishing feature of the new pension system is its link to the minits consumer budget and to the

thanoind conditions of the market econmav. The measures that change the Penrlon systm will Dprait the avereon oansinn tn

rise ott 1.5 times.

As the economy becomes tore efficient, there will also be centralized increases in various allowances connected

with chIldbirth and child raising and for the disabled. State funds will be used to raise student grents significantly.

The republics may view the centrally set penslons, allowances, and grants os minimus guarantees for the maintenance

cf the tizen categories concerned. They are entitled to raise the payments to a higher level if they can locate the

necssajy funds.

The systeS of pensions, allowances, and study grant can be 5upplemanted by voluntarily Introduced payments by

enterprises to their former eeployees, woen, and young people who wish to pursue their studles.

Z n pnjueer budget and rechanis for a 1 I Protection from Inflation. as an Impertant instrument of the new

social licy, the minimue consumer budget indicator will be actively used. Families with an average per capita income

below t subsistence miniatu will be eligible for iasediate help from local and state agencies.

favorable conditions for enlarging one's rn labor income, For such families, the priority will be to allot land to them
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for usoI a their oun euxiliary or peasant farm, to extend loans to them on preferential terts, etc. Only in special cases

will t he b given direct material assistance and support. The ainifua consumer budget will consist of selected goods,

service41 and other benefits required by an individual to live; it sust offer not simply a sinizus subsistence, but a

chance grow and iprove and sne freedom of consumer choice.

lt I not imediately possible to introduce such a minisum consueer budget at this time. The reason is not just a

iS I jJtiJ;i WLi UVO AIl Lt. Di91 20t Vr.JCii Lii UVit IiCCilt F IJra W14 fISVJi:et4V3*' ~ J.- .. -. ,,

puvry wupu, auM Iuol 10 Wt firwly to Id

hsket iill subse fI y hP repiq'd in accenrre with the mnnau¾ nndJhu i H -

which will adopt their own minimum consumer budgets In light of local conditions.

tThe transition to a parket ecomey in our country is taking place in circuastances of a general consumer glods

shortag, Particularly with respect to state coaerce at state prices. Six months to a year will be needed to rormalize

the corwer arket by saturating It with goods, In some republics, regions and cities, to assure the guaranteed level of

consumpllon of essential goods it will be necessary In this period to resort to rationing, as etertined by Soviet

governeental authorities. In the interests of the people, the state will maintain relatively low fixed prices on essential

goods ddring that time. At the same tine, if price rises are not to worsen people's situation, a system for protecting

their Ifcos from inflation will be required. This is to be done through various kinds of compensation, sainly the

indexation of incre to the index of reteil prices for sonda in the "consumer baket' Tlis will bn upi t:ily.

for pensions, grants, and allowances, indexation will be at the rate of 100 percent. For workers with fixed

salarief or wages (military personnel, teachers, doctors, scientific workers, white collar workers, etc.). it will be at a

rate of up to 70 percent, taking account of the level of their pay. For self-financing enterprises, irdcxation Mill e

done th ough the labor compensetion fund.

-The indexation systcm will be governed by laws of the USSP and the republics,

jeplovent policy, The increase in production efficiency, the liquidation of hopeless and kow-erning enterprises,

ard thetcreation of new industries and branches will lead to a redistribution of ranpower, chiefly into the services

sectorin which new jobs will be created, and into cooperatives and the private sector. In this process sone workers will

temporatily find themselves outside the phere of social production. The task is te keep their unemployeent as shart as

possibli.

'A special state esplaynent service will be established in the local soviets not only to look for vacancies but to

help artange new jobs and reducati n end retrainin, give vocationAl guIdanc, and provide material assistance for people

teporaily without jobs. Local soviets will arrange paid public work for the teaporarily unemployed, It is of

fundapettal importance that the eployment service provide its services to people without charge.

tpecial employment progress uill be igpleaented at the all-Union and republlc levels, especially in labor surplus

areas, Pn employmt asstce fund will Ls established.

In addition to the currently eyisting system of sateIld support for respicloyd persons, a systes of direct

unepo ment benefits is to be introduced for workers who for certaik reasons cannot quickly be given jobs or retraned,

ossinA reform P labor Rarket based on the free movegent of manpower within the counqtry and beyond In accordance

with 5uply and derand cannot function properly if there is no housing market.
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The principles end conditions for isplementinS a housing refore, now being worked out pursuant to a decree of the

Preside of the USR on this subject, will be issued for public discussion in the near future.

tho social dopaip under arket evndintios. A crucial task in the transition to a market economy Is support by the

Union an the reptlica of the nonvarket sector of the economy, that is, of those branches and types of activity which in

principi cannot be guided by commercial criteria, They include a large part of pubic health, educaciun, culturerm-rt,
enironestal protection, fundamental science, etc. The bronches and types of activity composing the nonsarket sector play

a vital fole In the tociety; they create the scientific, social, and cultural potential for its future develosent and
preservethe historical and &oral traditions of the peoples inhabiting our country.

This is the only sector of the emonmy to which financial end other constraints are in principle not going to be

extendedi even in the period of economic stabilitation.

In the area of public health, the principle to be followed consistently is that of universal availability of the

necessar9 preventive end curative assistance, and a natwork of state sedical establlshaents that will provide their

services without charse in to be developed.

for other medical services, the policy should tie to coabine noncomercial institutions and comercial medical
erterprises, which will provide liighr quolity services for pay, engage in all types of "medicine for the healtry,' arid

serve those who need care rather then ctre.

edical insurance will be developed to pay for curative, prophylactic, and care services out of special inaustance

fund: fl4ncd by budgetary allocations and by the contributions of enterprises and citizens.

the area of science, the state asnmac reaponsibility for financing fundamental research, as well as promising

developett projects (jointly with interested partie) that could revolutionize technology in important economic rectors.

The lion's shart of epplicd research and development will be conducted on a comAercial basis. A earket for

scientific end technical production will be formed; the research and developwent institutios will be reorganized by being

broken ti to eliminate the monopoly position of the head institutes and expand entrepreneurial activity and competition.

The creation of small scientific and engineering firms will be encouraged through financial support for irmnvative end risk

capital.

In the area of education, the stote ill finance a network of geteral and specialized secondary educational

institutions end, to a considerable degree, vocational and technical training institutions, retraining of personnel, and

bishcr eXational institutions. Local authorities will be given the power to impose specifIc-purpose taxes on the people

for educAional purposes, Contributions of enterprises' resources for these purposes ust also be encouraged.

Tbgether with free state institutions, the network of corerciaI-type schools that offer especially high-quality

educatiof and vocational training for a fee wll be expanded.

tI the area of cture od ort the policy wil be to upport the preservation and revival of the cultural and

historicl heritage, esthetic education, the creative quet, ard the development of emateur cultural activities.

The role of econemic SippOrt by society and the state for socially sIgnificant kinds of cultural and rtistic

activity tust be strengthened. The btdget of this branch of endeavor will be the main indicator of the real attitude of

society s' legislators to the preservation of culture. In addition to budgetary financing, everything will he d®ne to

encoureot apending for culture by nonhudstory taurtcon

IN the area of enironentai rotection and ecological security, our country faces especially difficult -nd urgent

tasks. Restoring a fundasentally sund environment in the country will require a radical renewal of thr production

apparatus and necesitate that direct expenditure or ecological nerds become one of thO raIn burdens or tre ecorno.
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package of soorea to bowst the ciw1rontental relIability and oefcty of economic fraclitics *Qzt be developtd

and isp irwted without delay. The priority that mut be given to this task results from the high probability of a greng

accident rate due to the anticipated aging of facilities and production surges.

.The local soviets mill play a vital role under market conditions as they set environmental pollution quotas (at the

lowest I.val actually ecievable by existing enterprises), require payents for discharges within the quota, initially at a

low le l (taking into account the enterprises' ability to pay) but rising rapidly based on the level of actual damage when

the dealine set for termnating eNronsentally Intensive facilities has passed, and set fines for abovequota discharges

at a le I equal to all the earnings obtained by violating tho quotas sat.

to improve radically the use of the environtent, a payment (tax) bust be prepared and introduced on the use of

environental resources-land and nonrenewable natural resources-and the payments for water use and forest exploitation

must be raised to an economically justifiable level. A legislatively earmarked shart of the tax on use of notronewahic

natural reurccu is to be allocated to th lUcdl bwdgets.

t.Sr tural and Investment Policy in Conditions of Conersionto the market

.The creation of a modern economic structure is a prerequisite to conversior to a arket eona' and tc its

successful functioning. The drata in the present situation is that the existing distortions are so deep that every effort

to shift to an economy founded on market mechanisms is virtually doomed unless the market is reformed structurally at the

same tloe.

The key directions of structural reform are;

creating an advanced industrial conesumer sector as a necessary basis for sobilling the social reservcs for

economi rowth;

overcosing the structural and technological disequillbrius of the ecorosya major reasOn why the econoey

eortinufa to be so wasteful of resources.

trIzitt? on d4p~ment of the consumer sector of the econoey. Structural investment policy should reduce

inefficient construction while concentrating effort and resources in those fields where they yield the greatest return and

contribOte most to the sovial reoriebtation of the economy.

If commodity resources are to be released rapidly for the consumer market, it is crucial that tne detards piaced by

enterprises and capital construction on material and monetary resources be sharply reduced. To this ad

investment prograbs now under wy +het do not meet economic needs must be halted;

many Industrial construction projects that have been started should be halted to force a structural

turraboit and normalization of the construction sector;

that fogua on nninduriel end housing construct r
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release4 should be aold. A portion of thhe capacity may Immediately be put to use to produce goods and services for the

populat 4.

oreover, limitt on enterprises t use of their own funds will have to be imposed for soe time, This can be done

through fpecial taxes on Invet*ecnts. At the same time, interest rates on loans for investment purposes should be raised

to at 14s 15 percent (the efficiency nor). Also, raising interest rates on bank deposits and differentiating them in

accorda4e with the term of the deposit would limit enterprises' dcvtnd for resources and boost the efficiency of

invstts,

the estimated overall effect of the above measures is that It will cut the budget deficit by 30-40 billion rubles.

Some decline in the value of construction and machine-building output can also be expected, but that Is a natural symptol

of true Otructural chang,

Savings of energy resources are vitally isportant. The task Is to reduce losses and improve the depth of rmsource

processilg, thus stabiliziii the vvluen of resource use for 5-10 years, The practice of expanding eiqorts of energy raw

material must be stopped,

it can be anticipated that the policy of restraining the growth of the fuel and energy industries and of keeping

dozestic energy use almost atable will ultimately hold the annual growth of our country's capital investment in those

industri e to a aoderate level.

e industrial infrestructurr-transportatio 1 comonications, and the sitrage of aterial assets-must play a

special role in structural investment policy. Not only could their present state becose a bottleneck in the formation of

the markt, but it jeopardizes the functioning of the major brandies of our econocy. investeent in this field must have

the saus.priority as the production of consumer goods.

ttraightforvard easen-ants of the possible reduction of investment resource use in inffective areas by hranch and

eovplev"ln Hih o the Sionifiert nrIrtc{.b ehnoc Sn* th t6tknclgeica1 structure of espital imwoctott znd of e

anticipated effect of conversion in the defense industry and economic reform in constructior, indicate a slight reduction

in the vtlue of industrial capital investtent in the econopy to the level of the twelfth five-year plan. At the sare

tise, coital Investment fur the implrentaticn of social prograts will grow.

onversion of the mtrr-indstrial complex. The conversion program must be developed as a general economic

program Mhse content is deeply intertwined with all eletents of the strategy of structural change in the country's

economy,

As a result of Its iwplewenltion new indutries catering to meeting the ecotoy's needs for civilian production

(technollical equipment for the agrv-lndustrial complex, light Industry and trade, medical technology, and construction of

civilianairplanes and ships) will come into being.

OtiliLln3 the powerful scientific and technical potential of scientific research institutes and design
organilations, as well as the existing experimental base, the process of reorienting the defense branches of industry

should yield modern, new Industries that make it possible to carry out the task of strengthening the social orientation af

the econ my and fostering the scientific and technological progress of key industrial branches should emerge,

the exploItetion of the scientific end technical potential of the dcfense branches of industry and the industrial

application of fundamentally new techniques, resource-saving technologies, and protisIng new materials are major components

of the Integration of these branches potential wJth the civil branches of Sovict and foreign industry,

jhis will sake it posible t, iring rI types of high technology to rld carkets and supply the dosestic

market with especially complex, science-intenslve cossuer goods and civil production.
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0 .onvcrcicr will Lnc resLlc if tJrv b.ilrto ergolvu tire rufviito complex trom tne rest or me econozy

are dissantled. This can be combinsd with the retention uA Union property and highly centralized meossemont of the

enterpriia moat-tuoSety-cvnnected with the country's aetrnse capafllites.

In connection with the curtailment of ailitary procurement, the enterprises in the defense complex will experience

difficulties in using 6d selling previously delivered goods and materials, in using and converting their production

tapacityj and in Implementing the major invgotments this requires. These problems will have to be solved in conditions of

tight fipancial and credit policies, with less reliance on the state budget and acre on the creative search for sources of

oney and for arkets, perhaps abroad. At. the same time, the contribution that corrminn m ein therehAM H½tins

of t eronoy should lie chiefly in promoting large-scale savings of resources in the civilian sector. (rIarletor's note:

I am not sure I have underptood these last two lines.)

tgtiri tjn of the structural rerTeni tion of the economy, The driving force of the econocic restructuring
process dust be the economic initiative uf cntrrprises and the entrepreneurial activity of the population, which require

effctiv lescl end economic guarantees. Supported by the state regulatory process, this powerful force must be channeled

chiefly to oupplying the consuter market,

Targeted tate progras, especially iiwestsnl programs, both centralized and decentralized, must play a special

role,

Centralized targeted etate pvgrosst (such as in defense and apace) should be based on rigorous program documents

approvedtby he Suprete Soviet of the USSR (ists of titles, estimates, basic government orders, etc.). For decentralized

programs food, housing, environmental, health protection, etc.), the principles governing them (including the basic

economic *rgulators and benefits, If they are under the jurisdiction of Union agencies) and the amounts to be allocated

from theUniao budget are approved at the all-Union level,

Initially, under conditions of the deficit, it will be necessary, sJultaneously and en an agreed basis, to carry

out tie btdetary financing and material and technical supplying of state programs,

2. Reorpanization of the Managemet Systes

Mhe transition to market relationships ard their effective functioning will be possible only If state power is

strong afd efficiently organized. This Is clear fro& the vxperience of all countries that have managed to establish an

advanced arket economy and high living standard for their people.

In light of the deep crisIs besetting the country and of the spread of destructive processes, the path to

estaolishent of an authoritative, strong governent lies in achieving public agreement and uniting all social forces that

hold de? the fate of tie cournty end it: nencic

de must move decisively toward new Aructure: uf state And cconomic management, directed at farming a market-type
econony dnd fostering the effective interaction of umnion, republic, ar local agencies. To this end, the designing and

implesenition of the economic reforms and of the prograEs of transition to market relationships ust without delay be eade

a special' function of state adeinistration,

rn tis regard, im uS mnic t 1: cede of the parer: reently granted to the President of the USSR by the Suprene

Soviet of the USSR. The role of the Council of the Federation, which must draw up and impleNent decisions agreed to atong

the repubiics through eli-Union ernd republic agencies of government, should be enlarged. To this end, an Inter-republic

Economic tosmittee, composed of plenipotentiary representatives of the republics along with specialists and gcientists, is

te be established under the Council of the Federation.
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he strwture end functions of the executive power, both at the higihet level and elsewhere, must be interpreted in

light of the new tasks and expanded responsibilities of the President of the UBSR and the Council of the federation. lhe

structure of the state's power and administration at the Union level will be decided through the conclusion of the Union

grycses*, The government of the USSR should use its powers to carry out seasures for stabilizing the economy and shifting

Lo a sejet economy. Some renewal of the structure end coqposition of the government will be needed for this purpose.

Above all, the repuklics rust be represented ik the executive agencies of the USSR to create an indissoluble link between

the alilnlon and republic governmental authorities,

vertical chain of ccuand should prooptly be restored among the various executive organs, caking the governments

and exective comittees of the soviets lcouncils3 at the different levels responsible to both their own soviets of workers

deputie and to mperior executive agencies. Decisions made by superior agencies in matters of their competence are

binding on lower agencies. A law to this effect, as we knog, m6s recently adopted by the Supreme Soviet of the R8FSR, A

similar law, amending earlier legislation of the USSR on local self-government, is being considered in the Supreme Soviet

of the LSR.

Things must be done in such a way that the new structures consistently and irreversibly replace those organs that

do not Weet the requirements of a market economv. A dual lob needs to be done--formino the t r nf the, verk.

c;vuiiiy g1nJ uLrnj utt. L cane uJ! sIcetiimly Uvt nmtrwi1es ut Lim uel cluOLI syae , yet not amcpating events or

hroAkin 1r t1njg lirt Mif t enntirlsring the rtmnt +rl Uhr h prrer.i'>itnc fr doino o hje cone into beno in "0

economy,

A number of all-Union and republic agencies will have to be created in the near future to carry out the new

function emerging from the shift to the sarket, A state contracting systes pust be developed--a complex of organizations

that place orders for goods needed by the state, select contractors, and draw up and conclude contracts, Also needed are a

State Property Fund of the USSR, a Etate Supervisory Inspectorate of Securities, a State Inspectorate of Prices and

Standards, a Regional Development Investment Pund, an All-Union Foreign Exchange Fund, an Economic Stabilizatlcn Fund, a

Fund to Promote Employnent of the Population, an Anti-Knonpoly Comittee of the USSR, t USSR State Office of Insurance

Supervision, a Pension Fund of the USSR, a Committee to Promote Stall EnterprAe and fntrepreeuiril Activity, and similar

organiations in the Union republics.

ilth the support of the state, programs must be pushed to establish stock and commodity exchanges, insurance,

auditingi holding, and brokerage copanies, comercial banks, trading houses, comercial middleman firms, commercial centers

and coapbniea, auction houses, fairs etc.

In the crucial period while the country's econoy in being stabilized and the market econosy is cosing into being,

the role of the highest governmental organs of the USSR and of the republics as legislators of the new econoic conditions

till grot.

ills have been introduced in the Supreme Soviet of the USSR to create systems of social guarantees, index monetary

income, lestructure the banking system and adeinister monetary circulation, and create a Cuetois Code. They ere scheduled

for consideration in the current and next sessions of the Supreme Soviet.

To Implement the agreed guidelines for the functioning of the all-Aonic' mar ket, the Suprene Soviets of the union

and autonomous republics and their governments must effect a comprehensive serIes of smtaures, in particular the followns:

de-govrnmenteiizing and privatizing republic tsfd ical property;

- expending end supporting entrepreneurial activity;

de-sonopoljiing the ecoenoy and reorgsiiring the existing structuret

creating organizational and economic conditions conducive to the devElopment of a e inastudte,

puruing structurel investment policies,

liberalizing the syntN Uf pic n
reguilatin the income and social tupport of th. populotion
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The highest legislative bodies in the union and autonmous republics must also set up their wn regionzi systems of

subaordi to adinistrative organs to coordinate the iaplementation of the prograe of transition to a market economy at the

actual site.

jhe republics also have the *ajor job of identifying and appraising ell state sector property. They must arrange

auctions!or the sale to eltitens of such property, in particular unfinished construction projects, uninstalled equipment,

buildingjaterials, means of traeiportation, and enterprises and organizatiom engaged in conerce, the retrant

buiness or the provision of everyday services,

tt is a special teak of reptrblic agencies to draw up the boric uielnes f!r ldand to Sngfefor* od pi t

thee endto put Into practice the program for support of entrepreneurial activity, the agro-industrial complex and the

nontarka{ etor of the economy.

guided by the uniform principles for the functioning of the all-Union market, and in order to achieve the prorpt,

coordinatd Sploeentation of the finarciel rehabilitation measures, the Council of Ministers of the &SSR ard the

governacits of the union republics mutt shortly make the decisions called for by the prgrap:

tightening monetary, credit, financial, and foreign exchange policy, sainly to curtail the budget deficit,

etabiliz6 sonotary circulation, and strengthen the ruble;

setting forth the prInciples underlying state regulatIon of prices for the main gods and serviccs

- requiring strict observance of the uniform custoss rules and forbidding the use of quotas and other

u.% *tioa an the free aolo of Suod -it t Lwt -;

cotabliafluyj unriN mw 1u.b~h-i uecz tur eLvuudrt ryld cturt~topjlg

asure s to rehabilitate the economy and shift to the arket end the tisetable for carrying thee out are directly

linked td the political stability of the society and the proper functioning of the organs of government and administration

The actuil state of affairs talls for prompt changes in the aechanisms for taking and implementing decisions and ir the

for$$ an! methods of operation at all levels of the legislative and executive astructure, and for a heightening of the

personal responsibility of officeholders involved in the haplenentation of these progra easures.
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DATE: 25-Oct-1990 03:01pm

TO: Paul Isenman ( PAUL ISENMAN

FROM: Coralie Bryant, PRDPD ( CORALIE BRYANT

EXT. : 31264

SUBJECT: RE: Military expenditures

Actually I'm a drill sergeant.

We have settled on Dec 10-11 for the meeting. More information to
follow as soon as I get it rounded up. By the way, there are a
series of panels at the annual meetings of the Amer. Econ Assoc
on this topic this year--some heavy weights involved like Arrow.
Afsaneh is checking to see how many of those papers we can get to
add to our data base.

CC: Afsaneh Farzin ( AFSANEH FARZIN
CC: Anupam Khanna ( ANUPAM KHANNA
CC: Sven Sandstrom ( SVEN SANDSTROM
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fischer's home telephone: 617 964-2494

MOSCOW THE STATE BANK OF THE USSR 24.10.90 LAJ\
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND

24 OCT 1990

FOR TECHNICAL REASONS WE CANNOT GET THROUGH TO THE IBRD MACHINES.

PLEASE URGENTLY TRANSIT TO THEM THE FOLLOWING MESSAGE.

QUOTE

TO: INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

FROM: STATE BANK OF THE USSR

ATTN: DAVID BOCK, STANLEY FISCHER

I REFER TO MY CONVERSATION WITH MR. A BOUGROV OF THE MINISTRY OF FOREIGN

AFFAIRS TO CONFIRM THAT HE WILL BE PLEASED TO MEET YOU IN MOSCOW ON
OCTOBER 30-31.

PLEASE CONFIRM IF THIS ARRANGEMENT IS CONVENIENT AND KINDLY LET US KNOW THE

TIMING OF YOUR ARRIVAL.

WE WOULD ALSO APPRECIATE IF YOU COULD FORWARD US A DRAFT MEMORANDUM OF UNDER-

STANDING FOR US TO PREPARE FOR DISCUSSION.

OLEG ?OZHAISKOV
MANAGING DIRECTOR
MONETARY AND ECONOMIC RESEARCH DEPARTMENT
????? BANK OF THE USSR

THANK YOU IN ADVANCE
STATE BANK OF THE USSR



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: 24-Oct-1990 12:37pm

TO: Paul Isenman ( PAUL ISENMAN )
TO: John A. Holsen ( JOHN A. HOLSEN
TO: Stephen Mink (STEPHEN MINK)

FROM: David R. Bock, OPNSV ( DAVID BOCK )

EXT.: 82856

SUBJECT: Briefinq for BBC

The attached refers to the briefing for BBC on the USSR. His
sshedule (British spelling) is very tight. Sven agreed to set up
a lunch to which we would invite Reddaway and others. Apart from
the Brookings chap (whose name I have misplaced), I would like to
invite David Aikman, the Time correspondent that I mentioned
earlier (Aikman has a PhD in Soviet Studies, has covered the USSR
and China for more than 20 years, recently did an extensive one
on one interview with Yeltsin, speaks Russian and Chinese, etc.,
so is not your average journalist).

I will call Reddaway and Aikman.

David



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: 24-Oct-1990 12:39pm

TO: Sven Sandstrom ( SVEN SANDSTROM
TO: Paul Isenman ( PAUL ISENMAN )

FROM: David R. Bock, OPNSV ( DAVID BOCK

EXT.: 82856

SUBJECT: Telex from USSR

I'll have to call Bougrov to find out what this is all
about. I suspect that they want to follow up on the preparations
for Mr. Conable's visit.

The telex is being sent to you separately.



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: 23-Oct-1990 07:58pm EST

TO: David R. Bock ( DAVID BOCK

FROM: Sven Sandstrom, EXC ( SVEN SANDSTROM )

EXT.: 81138

SUBJECT: Soviet lunch briefing

David,

We are aiming for lunch November 12 as we discussed. We'll
confirm asap.

Sven

CC: Chitra Perera ( CHITRA PERERA
CC: Linda Jean McLaughlin ( LINDA JEAN MCLAUGHLIN )
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Date: 24 October 1990

To: JSSE Coordinating Committee:
Francis Colaco, PRSVP (S 5-049)
Enzo Grilli, EAS (E 3-069)
Parvez Hasan, EMNVP (H 12-075)
Paul Isenman, PRDDR (S 13-145)
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1. I attach several background papers for our discussion on
Friday morning (11:00-12:30 in conference room S-8003).

2. The "Issues for Discussion" paper indicates several areas'
where the participant's views will be of particular interest to us.
You should, of course, bring up any other points which you think
are important. The "Background Notes on Task Force Conclusions"
consists of a set of papers that were initially prepared for last
week's meeting in Paris with the leaders of the task forces from
the IMF, OECD, and EBRD. The papers summarize the main findings of
the Bank-led task forces.

4. The third attachment provides information on the economic
reform plan that was approved by the USSR Supreme Soviet last
Friday. It consists of newspaper articles from last Saturday's New
York Times and Washington Post plus the analysis included in the
Oxford Analytica report for Monday of this week. As best we can
tell from these articles, the compromise program (i) maintains the
All Union market (common currency, lack of trade barriers between
republics, etc.) and (ii) maintains the objective of establishing a
market oriented economy, but it is certainly more cautious and less
specific than the Shatalin program regarding privatization and
price liberalization. (We were not able to get the text of the
approved program until this morning, and have not yet had
opportunity to do our own analysis.)
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ISSUES FOR DISCUSSION
(for JSSE Committee Meeting on October 26th)

In the absence of an agreed economic reform program, our
analytical work has focussed on general issues of systemic reform
(but with reference to the competing Abalkin and Shatalin plans).
Now that the USSR Supreme Soviet has approved a program, we will
reformulate our analysis and recommendations as a commentary on the

approved program. Several policy questions have resulted in
substantial discussion among the members of the JSSE task forces.
Some of them, along with our tentative conclusions, are indicated

below. In addition to the issues participants may wish to raise,
you are asked to consider the following issues:

1. In our initial thinking we have placed a great deal of
emphasis on the importance of a broad price liberalization in the
early stages of the reform program. However, even the Shatalin
program is relatively cautious on price liberalization. Especially
in view of the political sensitivities involved, the Government is
now planning to take a more moderate approach to price
liberalization. This, of course, has implications for the speed
with which others kinds of reforms can be implemented (e.g., the
hard budget constraint). We understand that in the first stage
price liberalization will be limited to "luxuries." In the case of
basic materials and consumer goods, there will be many adjustment
in the levels of the administered prices -- but they will continue
to be administered. While we "accept the inevitable" of the
Government's judgment on the politics of pricing policies, we plan
to recommend that (i) the list of "essential" consumers goods which
will be kept under control be as short as possible, (ii) that

Wwholesale and producers prices for this limited list of goods be
Iliberalized [or, as a fallback, adjusted to levels that should call
forth supplies sufficient to meet the demand at the controlled
consumer prices], and (iii) that the government provide subsidies
(the "negative turnover tax") to cover the difference. In
addition, consideration might be given to a ratio card system that
would help reduce diversion of heavily subsidized consumer goods to

unintended uses (e.g., bread used as animal good).

2. The reduction in subsidies, the upward adjustment of many
administered prices, and price liberalization will result in

increases in the COL index. A major issue is the extent to which

there should be "compensation" for these price increases -- through
wage increases and through either general or targeted increases in

transfers (pensions, family allowances, food stamps, etc.). There

is a clear trade off between the extent of compensation and the
control of demand (via restraint on budget expenditures and wages).
Food subsidies amount to over 10% of GDP and thus offer important

opportunities for both subsidy reduction and "getting the prices

right." However, substantial compensation seems politically
inevitable; moreover, it should be economically feasible since

N there seems to be no macroeconomic need to bring about a large
.,/reduction in the real levels of private consumption. We propose to

accept the view that the gains from subsidy reduction will probably



go more to compensation than to reduction in expenditures, but to
argue strongly that (i) some substantial reduction in net
expenditures is needed from a fiscal management point of view and
(ii) that targeted and means tested income transfers should, to the
maximum extent possible, take the place the place of artificially
low prices and non-targeted transfer payments as means of meeting
the objectives of guaranteeing a minimum real income. (We
understand that indexing of wages to the COL index is being
considered; insofar as compensation for subsidy reductions is given
in the form of transfers to households, it will be important to
avoid "double compensation" from indexing wages to the COL. The
general question of wage policy is the responsibility of Task Force
led by the OECD, and will not be taken up in our contribution.)

3. The approach to and pace of privatization are unresolved
issues. There is, given the weakness of central authority, a great
deal of "spontaneous privatization" now going on in the USSR
(through, e.g., the leasing of capital assets to cooperatives).
Much of this has been described as "wheeling, dealing and
stealing," but it probably also means that more efficient use is
being made of the capital assets involved. An attempt to
discipline the process runs the risk that it will slow the pace of
privatization. The absence of some discipline on the process runs
the risk of a political backlash which would also slow the pace of
privatization. A middle way, that regulates but doesn't stifle, is
needed. We propose to recommend (i) rapid privatization of smaller
enterprises, particularly those engaged in retail trade and other
services and (ii) and more controlled process in the case of larger
enterprises which begins with clarification of present "ownership"
and "destatization" (i.e., conversion to joint stock companies and
getting their operations on a commercial basis). Some other points
to be made regarding enterprise management and privatization
include, (iii) there is a need to give greater attention to
strengthening the management of those enterprises that are likely
to remain in the public sector (at least for a substantial period);
(iv) in manufacturing industry there is a spectrum of conditions
ranging from enterprises which could fairly easily be privatized to
subsectors (e.g., steel, petrochemicals) where a subsector rather
than enterprise restructuring program is needed; and, (v) while
some demonopolization and restructuring may have to be undertaken
prior to privatization, in many cases market processes can be used
for demonopolization (e.g., growth of competition between present
regional monopolies).

4. The approved plan appears to continue, at least for some
time, subsidies to loss making enterprises. However, as part of
strengthening both macroeconomic management and enterprise
management, it is desirable to introduce the hard budget constraint
as soon as possible. This can only be done if managers are given
the authority to adjustment to the new situation, including the
ability to change prices, product lines, employment, etc. This is
an argument for accelerating the pace of price liberalization.
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JSSE

Economic Organization Task Force (EOTF)

Principal Issues for Discussion at Paris Meeting, October 15-16, 1990

1. The terms of reference of the EOTF covers legal, institutional,

and policy aspects of Soviet enterprise, financial sector, and price

reforms in the transition to a market economy (corresponding roughly to

items 2a, 2b(ii), 2b(iii), and 2b(v) of the draft outline circulated on

October 1. The discussion here follows the order of that outline.

Legal Framework

2. The legal framework for economic reforms in the Soviet Union is

in substantial disarray. Despite an impressive number of laws drafted

and adopted over the past three years, the system is still characterized

by major gaps in coverage and internal contradictions. Various pieces of

the legal framework (e.g., general enterprise law, law on cooperatives,

law on joint ventures, banking law, property law, anti-monopoly law) have

been or are being drafted by different agencies and groups with no

coordination among them and no unifying concept of the whole fabric to be

woven. Differential advantages, perhaps inadvertent, are being conferred

on different forms of organization and activity, undercutting the "level

playing field" required for market efficiency. Contract law and
bankruptcy law are not yet being addressed. Despite the political

support now given to privatization, there is no law defining and

protecting private property. Equally lacking or inadequate are the

institutions--courts, regulator agencies--needed to enforce economic laws

and to resolve the inevitable contract disputes that accompany market

activity. Regulations affecting market entry are largely ad hoc and vary

among different controlling ministries and levels of government. Given
this legal confusion, much of the transformation of enterprises, creation

of banks, emergence of new supply and trading relationships, etc. that is

occurring in the USSR is of uncertain legal status at best (indeed, much

of it would be illegal as speculation under the unchanged criminal code),

is oriented to short-term, quick profit objectives, and may be planting

the seeds of economic instability and disruption.

3. A crucial aspect of the legal picture is the continuing
uncertainty of intergovernmental relationships and the related division
of legal jurisdictions under the new Union treaty. At the present time,
Republics are disputing the legal jurisdiction over them of Union laws

and institutions; municipalities are declaring their independence from

Republics; districts from cities; etc. Adding to this uncertainty are

the differences already emerging in the laws being adopted in different

Republics, threatening the coherence of the national market.

4. Thus, the legal foundation for orderly and efficient market

activity is still virtually absent in the Soviet Union, raising issues of

speed and sequencing of the other reforms. Some of these are discussed

below in the specific contexts of enterprise and financial sector reform.

Western technical assistance and exposure to western institutions and
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experience can make a major contribution to speeding the necessary legal
reforms and in pointing out the areas of highest priority. Inevitably,
however, there will be much learning by doing and learning from mistakes
over the next several years. Calling a halt to the changes going on
until the legal framework is completed is a nonstarter--the genie is
already out of the bottle.

Enterprise Reform

5. The overwhelming bulk of productive capacity in the Soviet Union
is still "owned" by the State (although which level of government
exercises ownership rights in specific enterprises is subject of
dispute). Most industrial sectors are also characterized by extreme
levels of market concentration, with the production of large numbers of
products exclusive to a single enterprise. However, the last three years
has seen a rapid proliferation and growth of cooperatives, leasing
arrangements and other nonstate forms of organization, usually hived off
from an existing state enterprise by its managers and/or employees,
taking advantage of ambiguities in the law and enjoying greater freedom
from government controls on production, prices, wages, and other aspects
of enterprise management. These transformations and the authority and
incentives they provide to managers appear to have stimulated significant
improvements in enterprise physical productivity and capacity
utilization. However, the continuing lack of definition of ownership and
property rights still results in no one taking responsibility for the
long-term health of the enterprise and the husbanding of its assets.
Moreover, distorted prices, market concentration, the uneven playing
field created by differences in legal treatment, and general
uncertainties about the legal environment all serve to distort the
decisions of these more market-sensitive modes of organization. This
section of the report will emphasize four associated elements of
enterprise reform: the need to define and institutionalize private
property rights in the Soviet Union; the process of privatization; the
demonopolization of the industrial sector; and arrangements to improve
the performance of enterprises that will necessarily remain for the time
being under state ownership.

6. A central issue concerns whether reform of the market-
-particularly, price reform, industrial restructuring, and
demonopolization--should precede privatization of enterprises. The
superior economic performance expected of private enterprises and proper
economic valuation of enterprise assets depend, after all, on price
incentives and competitive markets. As described below, the Task Force
favors more rapid price decontrol and adjustment than currently set out
in either of the Soviet reform programs. Attempts elsewhere, however, to
rationalize industrial structures and enterprises prior to privatization
have not produced encouraging results; they have rather tended to bring
the process of privatization to a halt. Moreover, in an economy the size
of the Soviet Union's, very few examples of market concentration can be
said to rest on natural monopoly. In most cases, therefore, the Task
Force would prefer that privatization proceed as quickly as possible,
allowing the market itself--through freed prices, removal of restraints
on competition, and the lowering of barriers to entry (including rapid
privatization and decontrol of trucking and air transport and the
decriminalization of wholesale marketing and storage activities currently
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vulnerable to laws against speculation) to effect the needed
restructuring. [The implications for the valuation of state assets and
the terms of their transfer to private hands remains to be discussed.}

7. Branch ministries currently serve as cartelizing agents in the
Soviet Union and should be disbanded as quickly as possible, leaving the
enterprises under their control independent and unprotected from domestic
competition. The rationalization and gradual liberalization of the trade
regime, along with movement toward rouble convertibility, can also be
used to increase competitive pressures in the system. The present trend
to form industrial associations, encouraged under the present enterprise
laws, presents a threat of collusion and industrial conglomeration that
should be avoided. Clarification of the enterprise laws in this respect
and the introduction of appropriate antimonopoly laws and enforcement
mechanisms are also required.

8. Despite the increases in enterprise autonomy that have occurred
in recent years, the managers of Soviet state enterprises are still
severely constrained and operate more as -production engineers than
enterprise managers. For those enterprises that will remain for the
time being under public ownership, steps can be taken to improve
managerial incentives and overall firm performance. Among these steps
are (i) the rapid transformation of all SOEs into joint stock companies,
with the shares to be owned by state property agencies established for
that purpose at the relevant levels of government and separated from the
line ministries and agencies; (ii) a clear mandate to those enterprises
to operate as profit-maximizing commercial firms under a hard budget
constraint, with manager and worker rewards clearly tied to financial
performance; (iii) a Board of Directors answerable to the owner and
enjoying full power to appoint and dismiss managers and to define
enterprise policies and managerial guidelines. While awaiting full
privatization, the present process of allowing production units to be
spun off as cooperatives or under leasing arrangements, etc. can be
encouraged and accelerated.

9. Management skills and training suited to market-oriented
enterprises is severely lacking in the Soviet Union. Cost control,
marketing, financial management, etc. are practically unknown, and
profit-oriented accounting and management information systems are
rudimentary at best. Management training courses and institutes are
multiplying rapidly but tend to be directed at top executives and are
often oriented to dealing with foreign investors and enterprises rather
than the nuts and bolts of managing a domestic enterprise. Courses for
middle management, of the sort frequently given in-house in Western
firms, are badly needed and offer an important area of potential
assistance from the West.

Price Reform

10. The freeing of prices to determination by market forces is for
most Soviets, including leading advocates of reform, the most difficult
aspect of the market system to grasp. To many, the freeing of prices
would invite runaway inflation, manipulation and exploitation by
monopolists and speculators, massive industrial dislocations and
liquidations, and drastic decline in the living standards of the weakest
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members of the society. For others, the concept of market means only the

decentralization of controls to lower levels of government. The fears of

those who advocate going slow with price liberalization are, of course,

not unfounded. In the absence of firm macroeconomic management,

competition, appropriate exchange rate and trade policies, and a social

safety net, all of these consequences could come to pass. On the other

hand, without broad and substantial elimination of the gross price

distortions currently in the system, the other proposed elements of

economic reform are unlikely to succeed and could produce worse results

than achieved under the old command economy.

11. In the Task Force's view, rapid price reform is crucial to the

essential restructuring of the Soviet economy and to resolving the severe

resource diversions, supply shortages, and macroeconomic imbalances that

now characterize the system. We would move much faster to free prices

than suggested by either the Abalkin or Shatalin programs, including the

prices of basic consumer goods. In the cases of only a very few

products, which are either natural monopolies and/or vital exceptionally

under-priced inputs to a broad cross section of Soviet industry--e.g.,

energy--whose immediate adjustment to international price levels would

cause major disruption of the economy. For those goods, we would

recommend a time-bound, preannounced schedule of adjustment to world

prices over, say three years, giving the affected industries forewarning

of the need to adjust their technologies, product and input mixes

accordingly. At the same time, the impact of these adjustments on the

viability of Soviet industries can be cushioned by appropriate exchange

rate policy, accompanied by a high, uniform, and gradually declining

tariff level.

12. As regards the impact of the undoubtedly sizeable increases in

the retail prices of basic food staples on the living standards of

pensioners and others on fixed incomes, compensation should take the form

of targeted income supplements--cash, food stamps--rather than

subsidization through the price system. At the same time, the reduction

of what have been, in effect, in-kind payments for labor would be

compensated in the form of increased money wages, as this price too moves

toward market determination. (The reform of housing rents, in

conjunction with the establishment of a market for housing, is discussed

separately.]

Financial System Reform

13. The Soviet banking system is currently evolving on two tracks:

the division and commercialization of the state specialized banks and the

rapid proliferation of the commercial and cooperative banks. Both

tendencies, which can eventually be expected to merge into one

unsegmented banking system, are consistent with the development of an

efficient, competitive financial sector. The present ambiguousness and
weakness of the constitutional, legal and regulatory framework, however,

along side the substantial uncertainties and adjustments yet to be
experienced in the real sectors, introduce substantial risk into the

system. In contrast to its recommendations to speed up enterprise and

price reforms, the Task Force is inclined to recommend caution in the

present pursuit of financial sector reforms.
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14. An overriding concern for the financial system is the continued

lack of definition of the nature and authority of the central bank (and

the uncertainty of fiscal management) to be adopted under the new Union

treaty. Strong central control over the money supply is a sine qua non

for the success of the other economic reforms.

15. Control over the specialized banks is now being claimed by

Republican and municipal levels of government and, as in the case of

state enterprises, clouds their ownership and makes uncertain their

corporate boundaries. All are being converted to joint stock company

form and, at least rhetorically, are to be managed in the future on a

commercial basis. For some governmental authorities, however, the latter

may simply mean financing local projects and deficits rather than Union

projects and deficits. Meanwhile, the banks, while enjoying greater

discretion than before over the allocation of credit, remain highly

specialized and lacking in employee skills and managerial systems

required for commercial banking. The quality of their existing
portfolios, subject to only rudimentary audit and supervision by the

State Bank and its branches, is a large unknown and is vulnerable to the

changes occurring in the real sectors. The principal credit

institutions--the Promstroibank and Agroprombank--remain heavily

dependent on the Savings Bank (via the State Bank) and on largely captive

enterprise deposits for the mobilization of resources. The Savings Bank,

in turn, mandatorily deposits the bulk of its resources into the State

Bank; it has little experience in independent lending. Commercialization

of the Savings Bank is also inhibited by the lack of alternative

mechanisms for financing the fiscal deficit.

16. The commercial/cooperative banks now number more than 400 and

account for about 5% of total credit in the banking system. The legal

status of these institutions remains cloudy, but they generally enjoy

much greater freedom than do the specialized banks in their lending
policies, credit and borrowing terms. Most are limited to a narrow range

of operations, however, by their small size (physical as well as

financial--access to premises is commonly cited as a major limitation on

their growth), the uninsured nature of their deposits (in contrast to the

specialized banks), and by their self-written charters which typically

define their objectives as the financing of a narrow industrial

subsector, usually that of their founders and shareholders. In addition

to state and cooperative enterprises, shareholders commonly include local

branches of the specialized banks, other commercial banks, local

government agencies and city councils, and Party and civic organizations.
Although these banks proclaim very conservative lending policies and

rigorous collateral requirements, conflicts of interest are rife. These

banks are subject to audit and prudential supervision by the State Bank,

which has drafted regulations and set up special departments in the last

two years to perform this function. The quality of supervision is

suspect, however, and our interviews suggest that exceptions are granted

by local State Bank branches to the existing prudential standards.

17. The emphasis of the Task Force's recommendations will be on the

clarification of the banking system's legal status and the strengthening

of regulation/supervision and the institutions responsible therefor. The

modernization of accounting concepts and systems is essential for both

bank managers and supervisors, and there are enormous needs for training
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and technical assistance at both levels. Immediate consideration should

be given to raising the capital adequacy requirements and strengthening
the loan concentration limits for commercial banks. Rigorous evaluation

of the qualifications of top bank executives should also be part of the

approval process for new applications, with particular attention to

interlocking arrangements with borrowing enterprises and conflicts of

interest on the part of government officials and agencies. These

measures could be expected to slow the entry of new banks (as well as the

commercialization of the specialized banks) and to encourage mergers and

ownership changes among existing institutions. Meanwhile, deposit
protection in the specialized banks should, as they commercialize, be

placed on a fully-funded insurance basis, and extended to the existing
commercial banks only as the regulatory/supervisory framework is put in

place and enforced.

18. In short, for the next several years, the Soviet banking sector

will continue to be dominated by a few large state banks. The conversion

of these to joint stock companies and to operation on a commercial, self-

sustaining basis, along the lines suggested above for state enterprises,
should be encouraged. The pace at which they move into full-service
banking activity--the Savings Bank into independent lending and the

credit banks into full responsibility for deposit mobilization--should be

controlled, however, in correspondence with the pace of macroeconomic

stabilization and reform in the real sectors, the establishment of the

regulatory and supervisory framework for commercial banking activity,
and, as necessary, the cleaning of the books of the specialized banks.
The objective is to avoid excessive systemic risk that could bring the
entire reform process to a halt. The existing commercial banks do not
currently represent the same degree of systemic risk, but the building of

public confidence in market institutions will be strengthened to the
extent that their formation and growth are rationalized and regularized.

19. The poor efficiency of the payments system merits priority
attention. Interbank transfers take an average of nine days to complete

at present. The State Bank's efforts to modernize its equipment and

clearing institutions should be supported. Technical assistance from the
West could be highly valuable in introducing the commercial banking
skills required by the reformed system. Joint ventures with foreign
banks can be a vehicle for the transfer of technology and management

skills, but will be difficult to attract until the reforms themselves are

much farther advanced, and the dust has begun to clear.

20. Plans toward the creation of stock exchanges are now fashionable
in the Soviet Union. Securities markets generally can offer needed
mobility to capital and a vehicle for the eventual privatization of the

larger state enterprises. Issues of ownership and contract law remain to

be resolved, however, and a proper regulatory system put in place.
Particular attention needs to be given to the creation of a government

debt market, relieving the State Bank and the Savings Bank of the

obligation to finance the government deficit. The authorities tend to

direct their attention only to the long end of the market. Given the

present uncertainties facing potential buyers, the development of the
short end merits greater emphasis.



Enhancing the Supply Response of Soviet Industry
Reza Amin and Andrew Ewing

World Bank.

I. The Current Situation of Soviet Manufacturing Industry

In many respects, including labor and capital productivity, product

quality, energy efficiency and environmental impact, Soviet industry is

performing poorly. A particular problem at present is the inadequate supply of

consumer goods of acceptable quality. Shortages of industrial products are

widespread; at the same time, some goods produced are not in demand.

A number of factors adversely affect the performance of manufacturing

industry:

- An exceptionally high degree of autarky has insulated industries from

international competition. The central Planning system has further stifled

competition through the creation of monopolies. These have prevented the entry
of new businesses, which are normally the most dynamic sector of Western

economies, into manufacturing industry. Recognising this, in 1987 the

establishment of cooperatives, which resemble Western partnerships, was allowed,

but state trading monopolies continue to act as effective barriers to their

acquiring material inputs.

- Industry is vertically integrated to an excessive extent, with many major

producers producing also most of their components, and high integration along

Ministerial (or more recently Association) lines. This compromises the potential

for scale economies, as well as losing flexibility.

- In the command economy, manufacturing enterprises did not develop a system of

gathering and analysing information regarding the sources of their supplies or

the needs of their clients. Such information systems are central to the

successful performance of firms in a market economy. There is also a dearth of

general information about business developments, financial markets, etc.

Especially when combined with the inadequate communications network in the

country, this puts the Soviet manager at a serious disadvantage when it comes

to reacting to changes in the business environment and identifying new

opportunities.

- Perhaps even more important than the constraints of physical infrastructure

are those of the service infrastructure. Among the most important services

lacking in the Soviet system are financial services and independent consulting

services.
- Under the planned system, measures of efficiency and the tools for' improving

it have not developed. Cost accounting is not employed to measure efficiency,

profit centers are unknown. Certain technological factors are also relevant,

including a high average age of machinery, inadequate quality control and

deficiencies in the process of technology transfer.

- In 1988 state orders accounted for about 89% of output and, although the

intention was to bring this down sharply, this did not materialize. In 1990

state orders in manufacturing ranged from 60% to 100%. Allocated inputs often

do not meet specifications.
- Relative prices are severely distorted, with prices of producer goods

appearing to be low relative to those of final consumer products.

- Because of local concerns over environmental degradation, many enterprises

have been shut down with consequent disruptions to the production chain.



- There are indications that input allocations for 1991 are running well below

expected levels, and this is contributing to a pervasive sense of uncertainty
among managers because of the lack of well-developed market alternatives

Without the authority to procure inputs, distribute outputs and set prices
enterprise management cannot be held responsible for efficient operations. In
sum, the Soviet "enterprise" is still largely an illusion, both because the
economy is still controlled and because managers do not have the measures with
which to effect efficiency gains. Reform measures, such as the Law on
Enterprises and the Small Business Law of 1990 attempt to address these problems,
but a far more comprehensive approach will be needed.

II. Elements of a Successful Market Economy

While there appears to be a genuine commitment to the objective of
transforming the Soviet economy into a market economy to improve efficiency, it

is less clear to what extent there is a common understanding of what constitutes
such an economy. The key elements for the industrial sector are three:

(i) the allocation of resources on the basis of market signals which, in turn,

requires prices to serve as signals, profits to help allocate resources, and
enterprise autonomy,
(ii) competition, with new entry and mechanisms to facilitate exit, and
(iii) supporting infrastructure and services, including information, finance
and legal framework.

There is considerable potential for improvement in Soviet industry. Most
raw materials are in abundant supply, the workforce is skilled and educated
workforce and technologists and engineers are highly trained. To realize this

potential require: dismantling the central allocation system, removing controls
which have constrained initiative and supported inefficiency, and providing the

basic services which are essential for a smoothly-working market.

All of these elements will need to be addressed in a package of reforms
that includes a realistic assessment of feasibility and timing.

III. Policies for Sustainable Improvement

3.1 Macroeconomic and Regulatory Framework

The enabling macroeconomic and regulatory framework for industrial
efficiency generally coincides with the environment for overall economic
efficiency which is discussed elsewhere in the Report. In most respects, there
is little to be gained by delaying the implementation of economic and regulatory
reforms as far as the industrial sector is concerned. In particular:

- Input and output prices should be liberalized as quickly as possible, with
imports and exports allowed subject to declining protective tariffs. Certain
prices, such as those of energy, may need to be adjusted in stages. Pending
full convertibility, access to foreign exchange should be widened through
auction.

- State enterprises should be formed into joint stock companies and corporatised
to facilitate reorganization, restructuring and privatization.
- New entry should be liberalized and direct budgetary supports ended to
facilitate exit from the market of uncompetitive firms.



- Appropriate banking and capital market structures should be developed, and

the current practice of establishing banks owned by enterprises or branch

ministries should cease.

-Wage policies should be decentralized at least to Republic level and wage

controls on private businesses lifted.

-Taxes should be uniform for all types of industry.

3.2 Industrial Policies and the Role of Industry Ministries

A ministerial structure is needed which will support and regulate

industrial activity while being totally separated from production activities.

The most appropriate structure would appear to be one Ministry of Industry at

Union level and single Ministries of Industry in each Republic.

In the longer term, important functions of the Ministries would be to

formulate and administer industrial policy, review and monitor long-term trends

and international developments and disseminate information, following the
prectices of ministries in Western industrial countries. They would promote

Soviet industry abroad, develop and update product standards, work with concerned

agencies and industry in applying environmental and safety standards and assist

regulatory agencies in developing and monitoring controls on monopolies and anti-

competitive practices.

In the shorter term there will be important additional functions during

the transition to a market economy. Specialized agencies will need to be

established to assist with programs of industrial restructuring which will

encompass several elements:

1) Reorganization of Enterprises: existing branch ministries and associations

should be dissolved, and most of the amalgamates should be broken down into

independent joint-stock enterprises, to increase competition and flexibility.

For enterprises which are vertically integrated at a single site, a longer-term

view would be required. Social activities of enterprises should similarly be

separated from productive ones, and transferred to local goverenments who would

then bear full responsibility for their activities.

2) Privatization and Private Sector Development: recourse to several methods

rather than the exclusive use of any one would increase the flexibility and pace

of the privatization effort. Ownership rights and responsibilities must be

clarified, and the structure of ownership should be such as to promote efficient

maximization of the returns to capital. Concurrent steps should be taken to

corporatize those enterprises that will remain within the state sector for some

time to come and to improve their management. Small enterprises, in particular,

should be privatized as soon as posssible, and the entry of small business

fostered.

3) Enterprise restructuring; with suitable management, some segments of industry

appear to be able to adjust quickly to new conditions, but there will probably

be a temporary drop in industrial output with significant restructuring. Some

firms will adjust effectively, some will require liquidation and some will

require restructuring to become competitive. Given past distortions, it is not

practical at this stage to try and assign enterprises into these categories.

However, certain industries may be identified as critical, especially given the

drastic changes in the composition of demand envisaged in current reform plans,



away from military and heavy industrial products and towards consumer goods.

For the steel, hydrocarbon-based chemicals and machine-tools subsectors there

is need to consider restructuring on an industry basis. Some form of

restructuruing agency is necessary to provide a focal point for delivering

technical assistance to firms where required.

4) Training of Managers There is urgent need to institute basic and follow-up

specialized training courses for managers, to expose them to the essentials of

operating in a market environment.

5) Investments Although there is little justification for major state-financed

investments in industries destined for privatization, the state has a

responsibility to maintain certain productive capacities. There may also be a

need for investments which, though relatively small, are required to make

enterprises acceptable and profitable in the new environment. One particular

category of such investments may be in the area of pollution control. Funding

for such investments should not come from the government budget, which should

instead concentrate on funding infrastructural improvements, notably in the

areas of communications and transport.

6. Social Assistance. Industrial restructuring will unavoidably result in

layoffs on a large scale. Programs for retraining, unemployment insurance and

social safety net systems are essential to reduce the negative impact on the

population and facilitate redeployment.

3.3 Rapid Improvement in Priority Consumer Goods

While all of the above measures need to be taken as part of the

comprehensive reform strategy there is a particular need to improve the supply

of consumer durables, not least because of the importance of this for "unlocking"

supplies of agricultural products. Rapid reorganization of this sector should

be a priority. Many of the existing producers of such goods are departments of

large industrial enterprises and associations whose primary products and main

priorities are geared towards heavy and armaments industry. Such departments

should be separated legally, financially, and to the extent possible, physically,

from their parents, converted into autonomous joint-stock companies, and

privatized or leased out as rapidly as possible. This rapid proposed

reorganization offers the potential for abuses through the undervaluation of

assets, but efforts to prevent excesses in this area should not be made to the

extent that they interfere with the dynamism of the process. New entry, whether

of domestic or foreign firms producing durables or their components, should be

facilitated. Input and output prices should be freed, existing State orders

eliminated in favor of market relationships and freedom given to import final

products or components, subject to tariff protection for a defined period.

IV. The Role of External Assistance

There is a tremendous need for material and technical assistance for the

upgrading of Soviet manufacturing industry, but at this stage preference must

be given to measures which support reform rather than investments in new

machinery and equipment. In particular:

- broad-based management training is needed, to supplement the technical and

engineering skills of existing managers
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- information and service centers are needed, to promote private sector

development
- support for industrial restructuring is needed, including studies of some
critical sectors and the channelling of technical assistance to key enterprises
with major potental and needs

- institutional support for the Ministries of industry will be needed, to help
them to redefine their roles

- environmental support and investments will assist industries to address
critical pollution problems and at the same time to develop the capacity to
design and implement an environmental protection policy.



An Agricultural Strategy for the Soviet Union
Odin Knudsen, Ferdinand Kuba, Rory O'Sullivan, Karen Brooks

Soviet agriculture and agricultural marketing systems are at
a critical juncture, but the sector has the basic capability to
respond strongly and quickly without much additional investment.
Production costs are high as is waste (losses are estimated at
between 20 and 30 percent); the sector has been taxed by compulsory
state orders at below market clearing prices and independent
decisionmaking has been limited. The farm sector, dominated by
state and collective farms, is nearly unresponsive to price
incentives, and the state-controlled food processing sector is
inefficient and antiquated. Price reform and fundamental change
from state to cooperative and private ownership are necessary.
The agricultural strategy outlined here is radical but is in line
with some of the major programs for reform currently being proposed
in the Soviet Union. It is more radical than the Shatalin Plan on
price reform and more cautious on land reform.

The Strategy

The proposed strategy envisages a two pronged approach with
safeguards built in. First is the liberalization of both retail
and farmgate prices and second is the restructuring of ownership
at both the agro-industrial and farm level.
- It is proposed that the government withdraw from its strict
control of retail, wholesale and farmgate prices and compulsory
deliveries (state orders) of products. But it is to maintain some
institutional and price structure so as to make the transition to
a more market economy in agriculture as smooth and least painful
as possible.
- At the farm level, it is to encourage and make orderly a process
of land reform, by which state and collective farms can be either
sub-divided into economic units or voluntarily reorganized into
cooperative farms consisting of private or user right landholders.

- Accompanying and supportive measures in the reform process would
include actions on agricultural credit and banking, investment, and
agricultural trade.
- The government would also need to establish a rural and urban
safety-net and to monitor and respond to possible short-term food
shortages. This response would require some additional imports to
cover breakdowns in marketing and distribution and to buffer the
initial price shock, especially in major cities.

Price Reform and Subsidy Reduction

Sbsidies to consumers have increased dramatically with
increases in procurement prices and general inflation. Currently,
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retail food subsidies are at about 115 billion rubles ( nearly
twice the projected budget deficit for 1990 and about 12 percent
of GDP) and are projected to double in the next year. With the
government's inability to maintain procurement through compulsory
state orders, food has become increasingly scarce in the state
retail stores and shortages in major urban centers have grown.
About 30 percent of supplies are estimated to be from free markets
where prices are twice to ten times those in state stores.

Continued price controls maintain the state's responsibility for
prices, require administrative controls especially at the wholesale
level and subject the state to political pressures to again let
subsidies rise. Full retail price liberalization, although a
severe and politically difficult measure, would permit overall
price reform in the sector and the privatization of retail trade.
Retail price liberalization would be followed by reforms at
processing and at the farm. State orders would be eliminated and
be replaced by selective state purchases forfixed quantities off
the market; this would offer some transitional price guidance.
Input markets would also need to be liberalized.

It would not be economically prudent to fully compensate for
these price rises through general wage hikes. But a safety-net
consisting of targeted income supplements to protect vulnerable
groups would be needed immediately (pensions, supplemental school
feeding programs, food stamps).

Land Reform and Privatization of Agro-industry

Incentives are inadequate and responsibility (eg for
maintenance) are now diffused. Equipment is deteriorated and,
while only having 3 percent of the land, private farming is able
to produce 20 to 30 percent of the output. Slowly it is being
realized that there is no substitute for private property or a
close surrogate (for example, transferable long-term user rights)
but this needs to be formally recognised.

Both proposals are predicated on the elimination of state
control of farming, the separation of services from the ownership
of the farms so as to ensure access to inputs for all farmers, and
the privatization of agro-industry.

Proposal-A. Under the more radical proposal, the state or
collective farm would be divided into economic landholdings and
the services -- equipment, tractors and combines, fuel stations,
and associated buildings-- into share packages of roughly equal
value to the landholdings (with the absence of market prices these
divisions by necessity would tend to be crude and based upon rough
judgments) . Individuals would be permitted to sell their shares or
landholdings to others, and could regroup as cooperatives.

Proposal B. Under this proposal state or collective farms
are converted to cooperatives, services are separated into either
cooperatives or share companies, and private plots are slightly
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extended.

Collective and private farms and service cooperatives and
stockholding companies that became bankrupt after conversion would
be liquidated by auction to repay their debts.

Credit and Banking In the past, the banking system has been
primarily a conduit for subsidies with debt forgiveness having been
implemented 23 times since 1965. Interest rates and spreads have
been low. Agrobank has no experience with financial and economic
evaluation. This situation should be addressed, but banking will
require time and attention, and possibly debt forgiveness to place
the sector on a sound footing.

Investment Despite relatively high levels of investment the
capital structure of agriculture is inadequate. Much investment
has been wasted. After initial reform gains, investment will be
needed for continuing growth. Storage and processing are the most
critical areas, also machinery of a scale more appropriate for
medium size private plots. The poor state of the farm machinery
industry means that much of this equipment will need to be
imported. Investment should be channeled through the banking
system to response to private farming and agro-industry. Rural
infrastructure should be the primary focus of the public sector
but this will require establishing capability to do independent
economic and technical analysis of projects. Refocusing current
levels could permit a more than doubling of public investments and
help to maintain employment and economic vitality in rural areas
during the transition.

Agricultural Trade The state monopoly has been challenged by the
declarations of economic sovereignty by the Republics. In a
country as vast and diverse as the Soviet Union, it makes no sense
to maintain central control over trade. An immediate priority is
to begin the process of de-monopolization of trade and the
establishment of uniform tariffs for agricultural products and
inputs. An immediate benefit of this liberalization would be the
imports of protein feed to supplement deficiencies in animal feed
and save grain. Trade liberalization will take pressure off the
internal transport system because exports from one Republic and
imports of the same commodity by another makes more economic sense
than trans-shipment across the Soviet Union.

Safety-Nets and Food Emergency Stocks The transition to a market
economy will impose costs on some groups and government will have
to institute measures to reduce the impact of rising food prices
on the poor and pensioners and to smooth adjustment for farmers
living in low productivity regions. In addition emergency supplies
of food may become necessary in some regions where transport and
distribution break down or farms withold supply because of
accelerating inflation. An inter-Republic council should be
established to monitor food shortages and take corrective actions.
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This council could have as non-official members international aid
agencies. Some extraordinary imports of flour, meat and milk
products may be needed for major urban centers to assist in
buffering the initial shock of price liberalization. But these
imports should be moderate so as not to cause an excess supply and
thereby reduce the incentives to deliver domestic produced
products.

Measures to Improve the Situation Immediately:
- Price and distribution liberalization, with possible import
buffers
- Supplemental, targeted programs
- Announcement of land reform program
- and the liberalization of the imports of protein animal feed and
farm inputs and machinery.

Technical assistance needs will be substantial. Broad areas
include: banking and credit, project and economic analysis, trade
systems and policy, nutrition monitoring, and management and
marketing of agro-industry. Standard information systems such as
statistical collection of private market activity, crop reporting
and trade flows are necessary. Controls and regulation of crop
commodities and livestock products standards for hygienic and
disease will need to be instituted; chemical standards and
practices will also have to be reviewed. Steps should also be
taken to assist in establishing more sophisticated markets such as
options and futures. The research and extension network will also
have to be revamped to take into account the changing structure of
farming and the more independence of some of the Republics. A
longer-term program of training and fellowships should also be
instituted. Legal assistance will be necessary.

Investments in rural infrastructure and agro-industry will
also need to be substantial, in particular, rural roads and
communications are required. Irrigation and drainage systems need
to be upgraded; public investment prioritization requires a
comprehensive review. Large investments are needed in agro-
industry but this should be channeled to cooperative and private
enterprises. The emerging private farm sector will require
suitable farm machinery. However, money alone will not solve
agriculture's problems - a fundamental change in approach and
policy is required.



The USSR Housing System and its Reform

Bertrand Renaud, World Bank

I CURRENT HOUSING CONDITIONS

Due to the neglect of housing during the Stalin era and war destruction,

the USSR emerged with an extremely low per capita housing availability of

4m2 of usable space in the 1950s. Thanks to massive housing production

efforts, especially in the 1960s, the current level is 15.8 m2 of usable

space per capita, still less than half of that in Western Europe and with

major quality shortfalls. Prices per m2 derived from exchanges exceed

construction costs by a factor of four.

- The service quality of the housing stock is deteriorating steadily. Rent

control, unchanged since 1928, produces rents that cover less than 40% of

even low maintenance costs. Rents would have to be raised 6 to 8-fold to

achieve genuine full economic cost recovery.

- Individual housing has been marginalized, although the share of private

investment has risen recently, to 13.1% in 1989.

- Production and rent subsidies are linked to apartment units and not to the

socio-economic characteristics of households; housing, rather than wages, is

a major source of inequality in the USSR.

- Housing allocation mechanisms are unfair and increasingly corrupt.

Typically 15-25 percent of a city's population is on waiting lists even

though registration is limited (by measures including residence permit or

"propiska"). The liabilities accumulated by the government through the

waiting lists and the very important principle of a "socially guaranteed

housing minimum" are important issues in considering housing reform and

privatization plans.

- Production is dominated by large, inflexible and highly integrated

monopolies, which are sustained by the supply and regulatory systems

- Housing availability differs between republics and, within republic,

between cities. The Western and Baltic republics enjoy better housing and

large (especially capital) cities are better off than small ones and rural

areas.

- The housing situation is a major obstacle to labor force mobility,

stability (in Siberia) and economic development.

If HOUSING REFORMS AS PART OF STRUCTURAL REFORM

Housing reforms are needed for macroeconomic stabilization, economic

efficiency, and equity and social stability.

- Macroeconomic stabilization requires reduction of public deficits.

Evidence from other socialist economies suggests that housing subsidies in

,the USSR could easily range between 3% and 6% of GNP. (This compares with

food subsidies of 95.7 Billion rubles or 10.3% of GNP).

- Savings for housing should be promoted and excess household financial

balances converted into real assets. In 1989, the average financial assets

per household were R5,750, of which R4,250 were held in savings accounts;

this compares with the official construction cost of a standard 55 m2 urban

housing unit of R15,000 rubles. For comparison, using an unspecified

methodology, the Shatalin report estimates the effective demand for housing

at R70-75 billion rubles, so that somewhere less than half of involuntary



household savings would be neutralised through the housing sector in the

immediate future.

- considering efficiency and equity, reform is needed to facilitate labor

mobility and to restructure incentives towards productivity-related cash

wages rather than access to housing; it therefore requires wage policy to be

reformed in parallel.

- Reforms need to promote an efficient housing industry (there is potential

to cut construction costs by 30-40% with given materials prices from more

flexible, and competitive construction and revised urban planning) as well

as to free firms from providing housing, an activity in which they have no

comparative advantage. Infrastructure use and energy efficiency could also

be raised.

III REFORM STRATEGIES

From an economic perspective, major increases in rents should precede

changes in property rights, to create an incentive to purchase. However,

from a political perspective, this may not be the shortest path toward

successful market reforms and starting with property rights may be better.

The World Bank's experience over two decades is that tenure security is the

core component of housing market systems and that the clarification of

property rights induces better pricing and cost recovery. In the housing

area, property rights reforms imply at least three simultaneous changes: (i)

strengthening ownership rights; (ii) in the opposite direction, the

conversion of "permanent and guaranteed" administrative tenancy rights to

fixed-term renewable rights; (iii) free and unrestricted exchange of

existing units. These reforms should proceed rapidly as part of more

general defininition of property rights.

Subsidies and allowances should be re-channeled away from the construction

industry directly to households as far as possible. This should be

accompanied by rent reforms, progressively moving towards charging economic

rent, in close coordination with the privatization of various segments of

the state-owned stock. This could follow the lines of proposed reforms,

with some basic minimum given free and a charge levied for housing in excess

of that level.

Introducing competition among producers will be easier as households gain

greater freedom of choice, subsidies are redirected and markets widen for

materials. All preferential treatment for large firms should be eliminated.

Land use codes should be reviewed, and building codes will need to be

revised to accommodate greater diversification of housing types and smaller-

scale construction units.

Wheras many aspects of reform should be implemented on a decentralized

basis, housing finance must be developed from the national level as an

integral component of financial sector reform, and with particular attention

to the viability of mortgage instruments. Special mechanisms may be needed

to increase affordability while minimizing subsidy.

Reforms concerning the existing housing stock and new construction need to

proceed in parallel because of their close interaction. A fairly detailed

framework for reform has been developed for other socialist countries, and

it is generally applicable to the Soviet Union.

1 01
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Constraints on the Speed of Reform

The introduction of a market-based housing system will be a lengthy process

for the Sovie t Union. I t has not begun to organize for the development of

market mechanisms in housing, which is managed as a social service

subordinated to other priorities and with fragmented and uncoordinated

administration. Nowhere are economic, financial, legal and technical issues

brought together.

- Understanding of the implications of developing a housing market is

uneven, even among reformers.

- Few appreciate the nature and magnitude of the legal, institutional,

professional and financial infrastructure that must be developed to support

a housing market.

- The assignment of responsibilities and of assets between different levels

of government is unclear.

- The analytical tools for policy analysis have to be developed and the

information needed to evaluate winners and losers from reform is not

available to support decisionmaking.

- Basic monitoring systems are needed to track the progress and implications

of reforms.

0



Plan16.
Gorbachev's Economic Plan Approved

By HILL KELLER The plan envisions phasing out price Nikolai Y. Petrakov, Mr. Gorba
y [controls, so that within two years only chev's personal economic adviser and

essential consumer goods will be a free-market advocate, asserted that
MOSCOW, Oct. 19 - President Mi- priced by the state Mr. Yeltsm had repeatedly rebuffed

khail S. Gorbachev won an overwhelm- Broad latitude is offered to the re- Mr, Gorbachev's overtures, including
mog parliamentary mandate today for publics and local governments, al- refusing invitations to meet in recent
his plan to transform the destitute though far short of what some of them days
Soviet state from a Communist to a demand. The republics are to set the :aHis popularity is a great force, but
market economy. pace for deregulating prices, transfer- is eed s a groe, Mr.

The vote came after the Soviet ring state enterprises and farms into Petrakov said. "It's time to get to
leader challenged his radical critics private hands, governing wages and so- Work, not to lead people out to deton-
with an urgent appeal for national dis- cial security, among other powers. ostranons "
cipline and a scorching attack on his Even many radicals who said the While Mr. Gorbachev concentrated
chief political rival, Boris N. Yeltsin, program did not move decisively his ire today on Mr. Yeltsin, his pro-
President of the powerful Russian Re- enough to break up the central econ- gram was also intended to head off op-
public, whom Mr. Gorbachev por- omy's autocracy ended up supporting position from those fearful of en-
trayed as a destructive opportunist. it, eager to take at least the first steps croaching capitalism and from those

If Mr. Gorbachev can overcome his toward a free market. nervous about higher prices and unem,
two biggest obstacles - the threat of 'Now We Havelo CalmDown' ployment. Summaries and full texts of
inflation rising out of control and the th plan haveabes and ts ofek
political resistance of the nation's res- Stanislav S. Shatalin, a co-author of the plan have been published this week
tive republics - and achieve his the 500-day crash program favored by in central newspapers.

broadly stated goals, it would mean the Mr. Yeltsin, showed up to urge a con- Getting Control of Prices
most sweeping reformation of the solidation of forces.
Soviet economy in six decades. While saying he still preferred his To hold the support of squeamish

Mr. Gorbachev and his aides said the own, more drastic and detailed eco- Marxists m the Communist Party, he
transition would begin with a period of nomic plan, Mr. Shatalin said he would deftly skirted the ideologically charged

draconian budget discipline, and would remain on Mr. Gorbachev's Presiden issue of whether people will be allowed

reverse the decline in supplies of con- rights are iwd b any-ommu
su mer goods within two years. But they. rights are viewed by many Cornmu-
warned that it would be years - one tial Council to push for rapid expansion I nists as a sellout to the privileged and

top adviser said perhaps a genierationi of private enterprise. to speculators.
- before a "full blooded" market econ- Now we have to calm down and look : Mr. Gorbachev's plan supports pri-

omy is in place. at what can be done, what should be vate ownership of small businesses,
Role on pwersoDadded to the program to speed up stock-ownership plans for large enter-
Rote of Powers of Decree privatization," he said. prises, and lifetime leases of farmland

The final vote, 333 for and 12 against, To succeed, his aides said, Mr. Gor- with the right of inheritance. But full
with 34 abstentions, reflected resigna' bachev must assert control over infla- land ownership, he said, must be de-
tion more than enthusiasm. tion, which has undermined public con- cided by the public, possibly by a refer-

The vote ended months of wi'vering fidence and diminished the incentive tc endum.
between competing economic blue- Mr. Gorbachev s immediate eco 2

prints. One contender was a 500-day tion of the 15 republics, most of which, nomic problem is to get control of
crash program to demolish central have asserted their sovereignty. h have begun careering out
controls, which has already been of control, as goods gravitate from
adopted by the Russian Republic. The Gorbachev Assails Yeltsin price-controlled state stores to the
other is a variant for more gradual The combative Mr. Yeltsi de- i black market.

change drafted by the Government of nounced the plan within hours of its He admitted that "the worst mistake
Prime Minister Nikolai I. Ryzhkov. publication Tuesday as a catastrophe in the years of perestroika" was losing

Mr. Gorbachev's compromise is doomed to failure. He insisted that eco. control of spending and the money sup-
radical in its general direction, but nomic reform should be in the hands of ply,
vague about the mechanics of getting the republics' leaders, like himself, "The crisis of the consumer market
there. ' who have the popular trust to lead the can't be eliminated until the machines

Aides said he would rely heavily on country through hard times. that produce shoes, fabrics and other
the extraordinary powers of decree Today, Mr. Gorbachev tried to por- goods begin working faster than the
given to him this summer to bring the tray Mr. Yeltsin as a spoiler whose mint," he said.
economy under control and create political tantrums are holding up. a This year's deficit, swollen most re-.conditions for a marketplace. That united attack on the economic crisis. cently by a new round of payments to-means tightening the budget and
money supply, creating stock markets "I have the impression that the lead- meat farmers, is estimated to be at

and a more independent banking sys- ership of Russia is retreating from dif- least 85 billion rubles - about 10 per-
tem, clearing the way for more foreign ficulties, and that it wants to lay the full cent of the value of everything the
investment, and protecting private en- responsibility for possible difficulties Soviet Union produces. By that meas-

trepreneurs from state meddling. and consequences on the central au- ure, percentage of the gross national
thorities," Mr. Gorbachev said. "They product, the Soviet deficit is about 10

Republics' Broad Latitude are keeping their path clear for re- times as severe as the United States,

The plan also retains the central au. treat." deficit.
thorities's control over export of natu- "We must all realize that in the cur-' Mr. Shatalin's 500-day plan specified
ral riches like oil and gold, although rent explosive situation, the program deep cuts in the K.G.B. But the chair-

some kind of profit-sharing is to be ne. of stabilizing the economy touches man of the police, Vladimir A. Kryuch-
gotiated with the republics that also upon vital interests of the country, and kov, did not seem worried today that
claim those resources. it is immoral to turn it into a subject of his agency would suffer much cutting.

political games." Asked if the K.G.B. would take sharp
Car Accident and Back Injury cuts, Mr. Kryuchkov told reporters;.

"We'll see."
Mr. Yeltsin was absent from the ses- "' s

sion today. Aides said he was scheduled
to leave Moscow for a sanitarium,
where he will spend 10 days recuperat-
ing from an automobile accident that
aggravated a back injury.



Excerpts From Gorbachev's Speech
Special to The New York Times

MOSCOW, Oct. 19 - Folowmg are Especially sensitive is the eternal In the transition period, the stateexcerpts from President Mikhail S. question of land ownership. Here we will do everything possible to restrain
Gorbachev's speech to the Supreme have to consider not the adapted the growth of retail prices on essen-
Soviet today, as translated by The stereotypes but deep national tradi- tial goods. There will be fixed state
New York Times. tions and our inborn vision of fair- prices on a number of essential

ness Working on the program of re- goods. When prices change, pensions,You have received the 'Main Direc- structuring the land relationships, we stipends, scholarships, fixed incomes,tions in Stabilization of the National will have to find ways of making the including doctors, teachers, militaryEconomy and the Transition to a peasant feel himself master on the servicemen, workers at state officesMarket Economy.'.. land.., .. I think it makes sense to em- will be indexed, That is, they willI would like to spell out why we de- phasize the development of lifelong grow along with the growth of pricesclined a detailed elaboration of the leasing of land with the right to in- on goods in the consumer basket.,
program, and presented only guide- herit it, which will create broad possi-
lines. .. , It is better to formulate the bilities for economic initiative and ex-
general principles and create condi- clude a chance of abusing and specu-
tions for broad initiative in the repub- lating of plots of land. We are speak-
lies and localities in considering their ing only about the general direction. On Yeltsin's Comments
specifics. Where federal leadership is The last word will be pronounced by
required - monetary, fiscal, credit, the people themselves. In its manner. and in the timing,
currency policy, basic social guaran- and by its content and tone, it claims
tees for citizens, structural policy, * * to be a political statement and there-
reorganization of administration at It is important not to cross the line fore it can't be ignored. What do I
the union level - the line must be dividing real decentralization and think about this question? Yeltsin's
simple, exact and clear, sovereignty of the republics from the concerns and worries about the ag-

collapse of all state structure, chaos gravated situation in the country, and.
- in the economy and society. This is about the serious difficulties we are

A few words on fears about the our common responsibility. I think experiencing, are understandable.
market. . .. Popular fears of the un- that the document presented to you
known are understandable and natu- succeeded in achieving such a bal- One can only share his judgment of
ral. We have never lived in a normal ance. For the first time, the republics the need for urgent and extraordi-
market environment and have an ex- are For the suchibroad rights nary measures to change the situa-
tremely distorted understanding of are being given such broad rights, in- tion. ... Unfortunately, other, con-
the market. We know well what the cluding in the area of property, prices frontational motives prevailed in the
bthe marketW is, w s elos chatle- and incomes, social protections of speech. Sharp words, instead ofblack market is, speculators, collec- citizens, formation and use of the sec hr od.ise
tive farm and cooperative markets. budget, development of the credit weighty arguments and propo-ais_ I
We know the empty market of the budget, -d mn of the rdt was told that some kind of speech was
state-run trade, the monopolized . system, and many other things.. being prepared, and that it was pre-
market without competition for the o apared in contradictory conditions
consumer's ruble, without competi- Control of Finances Some were in favor of such a speech,
tion to satisfy the consumers' needs. To establish a full-blooded market some were against it.. . -m afraid
Competition is upside down here, mechanism, we will need a number of that in this case, Boris Nikolaevich
People compete with each other by years, The document solves the most was let down by his consultants and
lining up for hours to buy goods, difficult task of stabilizing the econ- advisers ... I have an impression
which have become scarce.. _ omv and creating the main instru- that the leadership of Russia is re-

Now, against the backdrop of seri- ments of the market.... The most im- -treating from difficulties, and that it
ous economic difficulties, we hear portant thing is in one and one half to wants to lay the full responsibility for
voices. Didn't we rush too fast to two years, maximum, to radically im- possible difficulties and conse-
abandon the administer-by-command prove the state of finances, stabilize quences . .. on the central authorities,
system? Of course, by selling off the the monetary system and to They are keeping a path clear for re-
richest natural resources we could - strengthen the ruble, and on this basis treat. .. . His speech is so full of con-
have attempted to prolong the agony to provide control over inflation, con- frontational fervor and diktat that it
of the old system and tolerate the trol over the liberation of prices, over casts doubt on the sincerity of his in-
growing backwardness compared to the creation of conditions for eco- tentions. In proposing to create a
economically developed countries, to nomic incentives, activating the coalition, Comrade Yeltsin got so
drag out for a number of years the de- mechanisms of market self-regula- wrapped up in this side of ,the busi-
crease in living standards, and' tion. ness, and so wanted to demonstrate
slightly postpone the current crisis. his wrestling ability, that he seemed
But it would be impossible to prevent ' ' * to forget that there are 14 other re-
it this way. I must say this with full We lost control over the financial publics in the union.
certainty: Sooner or later we would :situation in the country. This was our We must all realize that in the cur-
have had to pay for ignoring reason, most serious mistake in the years of rent explosive situation, the program
for our refusal to make use of this in- perestroika. The crisis of the con- of stabilizing the economy touches
strument of common value - the sumer market cannot be eliminated upon vital interests of the country,
market.... until the machines that produce and it's immoral to turn it into a sub-

shoes, fabrics and other goods begin ject of political games. Its failure
Land Ownership working faster than the mint. Achiev- would not bring dividends to anybody.

ing a balanced budget today is the No, It would only bring hardship and suf-
I think we can certainly forecast I task, and the most important one. ferings to all people.that we are moving toward a mixed ... Enterprises in all industries will

economy. Based on a sober evalua- be put under strict financial condi-
tion of the existing situation, we can tions. They will have to abandon the
forecast that the conditions of mod- thought that the budget or the bank
ern production, historical traditions, will always come to help them in the
and social environment will mean the end, and that they can count on free
dominance of public forms of prop- credit. ... But we have to be realistic.
erty: joint stock, cooperative, collec- This problem cannot be solved in a
tive. Judging by our own and world few months. So in the nearest future,
experience, we can say for sure there in order to not allow a drastic drop in
will .be a significant role for state production, we will have to maintain
property. In cases when the private economic ties by administrative
property is competitive and produces methods.
results, it has a right to exist.



In his 50-minute address, Gor-
bachev accused Yeltsin of "playingSoviets A dopt poitical games and trying to es has remained," Shatalin told jour-
cape responsibility for the economic nalists. Private ownership was long

1o b c e ) hardships that would inevitably ac- denounced by Marxist ideologues asG orD chev S company the transition to a market tantamount to exploitation of fellow

economy. He rejected his rival's call humans and therefore unacceptable
Rer rm lana caliiongovrnmnt in which under socialism.

R eform P lan Pfoar would share Paradoxically, the initial phase of
the qu it Presetatves Gorbachev's plan is likely to wit-
Power equally with representatives ness several steps away from a free

Compromise Voted of te radical opposition, saying he market rather than toward one. In
would not bow to "ultimatums."

In Rout of Radicals The plan approved today com-
bines features of a government pro- e g en
gram for gradual reform with a rad- i th overm

By Michael Dobbs Ical plan favored by Yeltsin that

Wawpows Pt Foregn promised to create the foundations

MOSCOW, Oct. 19-The Soviet of market economy within 500 towel a said,
legislature today endorsed Pr4 days. It relaxes the forced-march £Z

en Mikhail Gorbachev's cautious approach of the 500-day plan, main- '1Jateveryvn
economic reform plan to begin a taing a wide range of price con-

gradual transition toward a freie- troift and prolonging subsidies to want, 'we wouldn 't
market economy in place of the dis lsmanng companies through ha had toda s
credited system of central planninit hat ofnext year.

"The time has come to makAd
responsible choice. We cannot post On several key points, such as
pone the decision any longer," GoI¶ the right of the federal government -Prime Minister Nikolai Ryzhkov
bachev told the legislators, windinj to raise taxes and retain control
up a debate that has raged insida over export revenues, the final doc- his address to the Supreme Soviet,

and outside the Supreme Soviet for ument represents a victory for the president warned that the So-

the past three months on how to Prime Minister Nikolai Ryzhkov. viet economy is now in such a chao-

dismantle the economic system con- Denounced by the radicals as a tic state that "administrative meth-

structed by Joseph Stalin. spokesman for the vast Ttate bu- ods"-a euphemism for central di-

The document approved in prm- reaucracy, Ryzhkov has conducted rection of the economy-will be

ciple by the Supreme Soviet today a tenacious and ultimately success- required to avoid a drastic slump in

by a lopsided margin of 356 to 12 Is ful rear-guard action over the past production and complete economic

designed to set the world's first tbreakdown this winter
dsialsg onrn ogadtm two months to preserve some pow- bekonti itr
socialist country on a long and tor- ers of the central government. "The situation on the consumer

tuous road to a Western-style Back in early September, after' market has worsened catastroph-
mixed economy. But, rejecting. Gorbachev said he favored the 500- ically. The reason is clear ...... We

more radical suggestions, Gorba- day plan, the prime minister have begun to print money at sev-

chev and his senior advisers warned seemed a lonely, abandoned figure eral times the rate of previous

fthe t coUike mahdeaes its - on the verge of resignation or dis- years. We have lost control over.:
fore the Soviet Union achieves its missal. Today, however, he had re- the financial situation in the coun-
final goal. gained a jaunty self-confidence, try," said Gorbachev, in a stunting

"To create a real market, deep boasting to journalists that his acknowledgement of the economic
changes will be needed in the struc- "principled position" had paved the mistakes made during tirst five

inusturia o mlexnom yh il way for a sensible compromise. years in power.
industrialopex Ad psychl & f the government had thrown in The Soviet leader cited the grow-
ical stereotypes. 0 this wl fe the towel and said, 'Whatever you ing budget deficit-officially esti-
quire at least 10 years, perhapf want,' we wouldn't have had today's mated at more than 10 percent f
entire generation Deputy PrAio n document, but rather the document the gross national product-as one
Minister Leon d Abakin told a neti I still think is unrealistic," Ryzhkov reason why it was impossible to im-
conference. "But if the Soviet Um'ionw plement the 500-day plan in its

wants to be a great power,44- said. peIent tomHe 500- d plan inis-
The principal author of the 500- original form. He accused the Rus

spected in the world, it has no al- day plan, Stanislav Shatalin, put the sian republic's legislature of co-

ternative but to go down this road." best face possible on the political pounding the country's financial

Although practically all Soviet turnabout. After earlier insisting po the inflationary spiral, by raising

leades now agree on the strategic that the two rival plans could not beeproclrement pira by 50

shift toward a market economy, merged, and that he would not par- percent last month.
there is sharp disagreement over ticipate in "a farce," he claimed to-

tactics. Earlier this week, the pres- day that the final document contains

ident of the giant Russian republic, many of his original ideas.

Boris Yeltsin, denounced the Gor- "For me the most important

bachev plan as a recipe for "catas,- thing is the emphasis on free enter-

trophe," saying it preserves too prise and private ownership. This
many elements of the old command-
administrative system.



nues nder a new committee rep- prices to be freed on nonessential,#
Like the 500-day plan, the Gor- resenting the republics. In a related goods without risk of hyper- 4

bachev proposals promise to slash move, Gorbachev raised the possi- inflation. Fixed prices will be main-
the budget deficit by more than 50 bility of. requiring that any future tained on at least one-third of all,
percent as a prerequisite for ser- foreign -assistance to- the Soviet goods, including oil and raw mate-
ous economic reform. How this goal Union be channeled through the rials. Social security measures, in
will be achieved is, however, u central government to ensure that cluding income indexing, will be'
clear. While the latest plan prom- aid is properly used. 'introduced to protect living stan-ises to consider such measures as Designed to be implemented over dardscutting expenditures on foreign aid, the next 18 to 24 months, the Gor- a Thir Stage: A hodsing m kt
defense and the KGB security po- bachev plan envisages a four-stage wi be developed to help soak up
lce, it fails to set precise targets- timetable for the recovery'of the the vast supply of excess rubles. A

The president's chief economic Soviet economy. Unlike the 500- abor vat ll of estables.eA
adviser, Nikolai Petrakov, said in an day plan, it does not' setVrecise labor market will-be establi shed.
interview that Gorbachev has "sev- time limits for each stage. - - Tp
eral measures up his sleeve* to cut a First Stage: The budget -deficit with consumer goods, but will mam-
the budget.. deficit.- "Journalists. wiR be slashed through cuts in pub- tain centralized controls overx-
should not. know about them as lie spending. An independent cen- ports of raw materis until the end

.they could create an explosion in tral bank will be established to con- of 1992.
society,* he said. trol the money supply. Prices on * Fourth Stage: Further privatiza-

According to Deputy Prime Min-, luxury goods will be freed. Some tion will provide the groundwork
ister Abalkin, the government will state property will be privatized and for a self-regulating market in light
soon announce plans to centralize land distributed to peasants on long industry, food production, agricul-
control of foreign exchange reve- leases. Existing economic ties be- ture and services. Foreign compa-'

tween enterprises will be main- nies will be allowed to reinvest their
tained. ruble profits in the Soviet Union.,
* Second Stage: Tight monetary Full external convertibility of the
control will be maintained to allow ruble will take several more years.
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October 22, 1990

EVENT: On October 19, the Soviet parliament approved Gorbachev's
compromise economic reform plan.

SIGNIFICANCE: The confusion and delays in Soviet economic
reforms have reduced the credibility of the reform process.

ANALYSIS: Although parliament has approved the new plan, there
is no guarantee that it will be implemented or that it will be
successful in establishing a market economy. The key issue is
whether the plan is economically viable and politically
acceptable to the union-republics, particularly the Russian
Republic under the presidency of Boris Yeltsin.

The new plan is a compromise between the Soviet government plan
drawn up by Soviet Prime Minister Nikolai Ryzhkov ('the Ryzhkov
Plan') and the so-called Shatalin Plan (the 500 Days programme).

3 Shatalin group was assigned the task of drawing up a reform
psogramme by a joint decision of Gorbachev and Yeltsin (see OADB,
August 8, 1990, III).

The Shatalin Plan is more radical than Ry2hkov's (see OADB,
September 20, 1990, IV). It envisages an early de-control of
most prices and a faster privatisation of state enterprises.
However, the most sensitive issue is the question of the powers
of the central Soviet authorities versus the powers of the union-
republics.

Much of the thinking of the Shatalin Plan is based on a
acceptance of the fact that 14 out of the 15 union-republics in
the Soviet Union have issued declarations of sovereignty.
Representatives of all the republics (except Estonia) attended
sessions of the Shatalin team and approved the section of the
programme that dealt with "economic union of sovereign
republics". The key principle embodied in that section is that
the union-republics will decide what powers to delegate to the
central government. The aim is to keep a customs union and a
military union, plus whatever other powers republics will agree
to delegate to the central Soviet government.

Yeltsin sought to persuade the union-republics to accept the
Shatalin programme (the Russian parliament approved the Shatalin

in in September) and so make it impossible for Gorbachev to
r.ject or substantially modify it. Ryzhkov denounced the
Shatalin Plan as liable to encourage centrifugalist tendencies,
resulting in the disintegration of the Soviet Union. As a
result, Yeltsin has called for Ryzhkov's dismissal. In order to
avoid destabilising political conflict, and the consequent
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further loss of his own authority, Gorbachev sought to achieve a
compromise between the two plans.

Whilst the compromise was being drafted, Gorbachev used his
presidential powers to issue two decrees (on October 4 and 12)
that run counter to the Shatalin Plan's directives. One
directive called for higher domestic wholesale prices to be
adopted next year. The other called for internal security forces
to be used to protect enterprises from being unlawfully taken
over. This latter decree could be used to prevent union-
republics taking control over all-union enterprises.

Russian Prime Minister Ivan Silaev, and his deputy Grigorii
Yavlinskii (who played a key role in drafting the Shatalin Plan),
have said that the centrally ordained price rises make the
Shatalin programme unworkable, as they undermine its call for
prompt and tough budget cuts. As a result, Yavlinskii has
offered his resignation to the Russian parliament, which will
meet tomorrow to determine whether to accept it or not.

2 published text of the new compromise plan, like both the
,Izhkov and Shatalin plans, aims to accomplish financial
stabilisation and price de-control, and to make a substantial
start on privatising state assets. It aims to accomplish these
objectives within 18-24 months -- less than the Ryzhkov Plan and
only slightly longer than the time period envisaged by the
Shatalin Plan. It is, however, extremely vague on details and
much less specific on time-tabling than the Shatalin Plan.

The published text of the new plan also says nothing about
whether the powers of the central Soviet government will be
delegated to it by the union-republics (as envisaged by the
Shatalin Plan), or whether the central government itself will
determine which powers it will exercise. The full text probably
indicates the latter. Gorbachev probably wishes to retain a
higher degree of central control, as he fears that the Shatalin
Plan will excessively weaken the power of both the central
government, and his own presidency.

This is endorsed by reports that the Gorbachev programme seeks to
maintain central control of key exports -- most of which come
from Russian natural resources (80% of the Soviet Union's exports
of natural resources come from the Russian Republic). It is also
suggested by Yeltsin's reaction to the compromise plan -- he
called it a "catastrophe".

h month ago it looked as Yeltsin's position was dominant, and
that Gorbachev would have to accommodate himself to Yeltsin's
wishes. In economic terms, Yeltsin's position remains quite
strong, as a result of Russia's natural resources base and the
leadership's young and capable economic reform team -- in
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contrast to that of the Soviet government.

Politically, however, Gorbachev is still quite strong. He
probably still has effective control over the armed forces and
the KGB. His finance minister, Valentin Pavlov, has said that
the Russian Republic lacks the legislative backing to pursue its
own economic policies. However, the attempt to preserve greater
central control is only likely to lead to further disaffection
with the all-union government, and so will hinder, rather than
facilitate, economic reform. In turn, this will increase, rather
than diminish, centrifugalist tendencies, and so reduce further
the country's political stability.

CONCLUSION: Gorbachev's determination to maintain the power of
central government has probably set back the already slim chances
of successful reform by several years. Politically, the Soviet
Union is likely to become less stable.

Keywords: EE/SU, Soviet Union, economy, politics, policy, prices,
fiscal, government, opposition, regional
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Ofice Memorandum

To: Mr. Fleming October 23, 1990
Mr. TnalwiTz
tMr - Zecchini

From: L.A. Whittone

Subject: USSR--Production of Study Documents

At the Task Force leaders' meeting in Paris last week,
severaL participants suggested that it would be easier to assemble the

report if the documerts 'ere either produced in, or converted into, a

cor-or word processing package; it was also noted that ideally
presenatior should be standardized as far as possible, both for

aesthetic reasons and to underline the joint nature of this report.
The attached note elaborates these suggestions, based on informal
discussions with Task Force leaders: coments would be welcome.

Two fu rther issues. Firsz, it was I think agreed at the
meeting that the document would be most easily assembled in one place.
On our part, we would be prepared to undertake the task, but would
happily defer to any other who positively wished to do it. Second, as
you will see from the attached note, it would be useful to come to a
prel---nsry ag reement on the ordering of the Task Force documents to
tacilitate table and chart numbering. One siple solution would be to
follow as far as possible the ordering in the outline of the sumary
report, but wirhout breaking up individual Task Force drafts, for
instance:

T. Economic organization (IBRD)

II. Social issues (EOECD)

III. Exteral trade (OCD)

IV. Macroeconomics (fiB)

V Sectoral Policies (IBRD)

VI. Energy and Environment (0ECD) C,:)

VII. Primary industries, etc. (EERD)

VIII. Medium tern (OECD)

One could imagine other variants involving breaking up
individual drafts, although this could pro-:e considerably more
Co arl P:. But please let me know what you: think.
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USSR- -Notes on Coordinating Word Processing Packages
and Presentation of Task Force Studies

1. ord nrocessi_.

Following infomal discussions wtth Task Force leaders, we umderstand
tHaz, with the exception of the EBRD who use Mackintosh Word 4, all either
use ordPerfect 5.1 or can easily convert the package they use into it. We
are ecxploring with the EBRD whether our computer department can assist with
the conversion into WordPerfect; in the meantime, it seems sensible to use
WordPerfect 5.1 as the standard.

2. Presentation

It would be desirable to eliminate the most obvious likely differences
in the textual presentation, such as indentation of paragraphs, and nurber
of headings. The attached note suggests some possible convertions:
comments would be most welcome. Several Task Force leaders added that it
would be advisable to adopt the simplest possible presenrations in the Task
Force studies, especially if they were not produced originally in
tord~erfect and would have to be converted. In particular, footnotes should
come at the end of chapters or sections, and bold print should be avoided.

Given that tables are very difficult to convert from other word
pro cessing packages, and that some teams may wish to use LOTUS tables, or
tables in some other format, we nay need to accept some diversity in
presanzation in this area. The same is clearly true for charts. For these
reasons, it would be best if tables or charts were not incorporated directly
in the text, but put either at the end of a chapter or printed on a separate
page and inserted only if absolutely essential to the understanding of the

It would be useful to coordinate table and chart numberinz conventions.
Assuming that the chapter numbers suggested in the covering rote were
agreeable, one simple convention would be Table 1.1, Table 1.2 . . . in
Chapter I; Chart 11,1, Char: 11.2 in Chapter II and so on.
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Inter-national Monetary Fund
International Bank for Reconstructio. and Development
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development

Eu-opean Bank for Reconstruction and Development

Title of Paper

I. Main Section Headings

Indent first Line of text five spaces. The main section headings are
centered, underlined and identified with Roman numerals. The first word and
principal words are capitalized. No period is placed after the heading.

II. A Main Section Heading Typed on Two Linas Should be
Canteed and Underlined Onl Under the Last Line

The following shows how the headings for subsections and divisions of
subsections are presented.

1. Heading for subsection l

Headings for subsections are underlined and identified with Arabic
niuerals, placed flush with the left margin. Only the first word and proper
names are capitalized. No period is placed after the heading.

Paragraphs within subsections are not numbered.

a. Headinss for d-visions of -subsections 2

These headings are indented five spaces, No period after the heading,-

b- Headings thar are on two lines should be typed
and underlined in this way___

Text for this subdivision would begin five spaces in unless one wanted
to create another subdivision in which case Dlease see below.

(1) Headings for subdivisions

The first line of tet would be indented ten spaces. The
zentifying number of the subdivision is enclosed in parentheses.

Begin alt subsecuent paragraphs here, regardless of indentation of
first paragraph. This is true for all subsections and subdivisions.
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dnnotes

1. Endnotes should be used to provide references etc. throughout the text.

2. Please note that only the first word of this heading is capitalized.
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MULTILATERAL INVESTMENT GUARANTEE AGENCY
0 F F I C E M E M 0 R A N D U M

DATE: October 23, 1990

TO: Mr. Wilfried Thalwitz, Sr. Vice President, PRESV

FROM: Ghassan El-Rifai, Vice President, MIGPA

EXT.: 3-6162

SUBJECT: Issues Paper on Reform in Socialist Economies

Mr. Conable's office sent the above Issues Paper to Members of the
President's Council and asked that we send comments directly to you. Mr.
Terasawa asked me to review it and the following are some suggestions on the
paper.

The outline is a good, well reasoned piece of work, that touches upon
most of the key issues. As a general point, the outline could benefit from a
more systematic distinction between stabilization and adjustment issues. Both
are important as most of the former communist countries in Eastern and Central
Europe not only need to adjust and transform their economies from a centrally
controlled system to a free market system, but also have to rectify
macroeconomic distortions and imbalances. Although, both issues are dealt
with in the paper, a clearer conceptual distinction between them could sharpen
the discussions.

In the paragraph presenting the main elements of reform, trade and
fiscal reforms are not listed among the six key elements of adjustment, but
are only mentioned as appendices to other reform elements, even though in
latter parts of the paper both are mentioned -- rightly -- as essential reform
measures. They merit to be considered key reform measures in their own right
and to receive the corresponding emphasis.

More important, however, is the lack of emphasis given to private
investment and, more generally, to the role of private initiative as an engine
of economic growth and adjustment. This is all the more important because in
the chapter on the preliminary lessons of experience, the importance of
private small-scale business is mentioned prominently. There is no doubt in
my mind that one of the first policy changes to be made in a communist economy
ought to be the phasing out of laws and regulations hampering the free
development of private initiative. Such policy changes can bring rapid --
albeit limited -- results with no cost to the Government budget, no additional
burden on the Government administration and no danger of creating
unemployment. As a next, already more demanding step, governments should
improve the environment for private initiative and investment through changes
in taxation laws, investment incentives, etc.... Considering that the paper
is certainly right in assuming that public enterprise reform and privatization

are "likely to be slower than anticipated" it is essential that measures be
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taken promptly to encourage spontaneous private initiative and
investment, domestic and foreign. This ought to be recognized as one
of the key elements of reform.

Finally, the paper gives too much emphasis on how to turn existing
public enterprises into private ones, and too little on how to
stimulate the creation of new private investments. The two issues
would seem to me to be equally important. While the infamous Polish
traders rummaging through the Balkans might not be the example of
useful private initiative, they do prove that private initiative is
live and kicking even after 40 years of communist rule. What is
needed is the creation of the right environment to channel the forces
of private initiative into the desired directions.

cc: Members of the President's Council

cc: Messrs. Sandstrom, Khanna
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cc: Messrs. Isenmak Mink

WiLfried P. ThaLwitz
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Office Memorandum

To Kr. Flemming/Mr. Fitoussi October 23, 1990
Mr. Thalwitz/Mr. Holsen
Mr. Zecchini/Mr. Tuveri

Fro: L.A. Whittomef

Subjccc: USSR

I attach a note setting down my understanding of the main
points covered during the discussion over lunch at the Task Force
leaders' meeting on October 15 in Paris. Any comments or corrections
would be welcome.

it was agreed that the next meeting which would need to
discuss the first draft of the summary report, would be held in
Washington on November 19-21: I had generally felt that this meeting
should be attended by the PRs and the task force leaders. I would
assume that the first item of the agenda should be consideration of
whether the flow of the argument was satisfactory. Next I think the
meeting should discuss the draft report section by section resolving
outstanding issues and eliminating inconsistencies. This may make for
a long discussion but hopefully an earlier exchange of drafts followed
by the circulation of second drafts which sought to take account of
the major comments of the others could ease the task. Ideally by
November 21 we should have an agreed draft, which could form the basis
for a subsequent discussion with the Soviets.

At acnements

r~
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International Monetary Fund
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development

European Bantk for Reconstruction and Development

eeitnfi PersonalRepresentatives and Task Force Representatives INF
Paris Office. Monday October 15, 1990

During lunch, a short meeting' was held to discuss the recent letter
from Mr. Ivanov; a possible letter from the four Hos to Mr. Gorbachev; the
possible visit of HOs and PRs to Moscow in late November/early December; and
the draft outline of the joint report. The meeting was attended by
Mr. Whittome, Mrs. Ter-Minassian and Mr. Robinson (IE); Messrs. Holsen and
Levy (IBRD); Messrs- Zecchini and Tuveri (OECD); and Messrs. Fitoussi and
.Aghion
(EBzD).

1. Mr. Ivanov's Letter

Mr- Whittome asked for comments on how to respond to Mr. Ivanov's
request that the forthcoming IMF mission complete the factfinding stage of
the study. During a tour de table, Mr. Rolsen and Mr. Fitoussi said that
tneir factfinding was broadly complete: Mr, Zecchini said that the OECD
energy team still required some further information. It was agreed that a
reply should be sent to Mr. Ivanov agreeing to his request. with the proviso
that the IM'F mission could be expanded to include some OECD representatives
(sea arcached reply).

2. A letter to__r. Corbachev

Mr. Holsen suggested that H~s should consider sending a letter to
Mr. Gorbachev setting out some general issues--not conclusions--relating to
reform. A draft had been prepared, and would be circulated to PRs. It was
likely that the compromise reform program due on October 15 would not be
produced on time: and during the Bank's discussions, they had felt that
several key issues- -including price reform, hard budget constraints, and
foreign trade policy--were not being given the attention they deserved.
Mr. Zecchini wondered what the purpose of the letter would be: if it were
to draw Mr. Gorbachev's attention to a few crucial areas, then there should
be an in-depth annlysis: if it were general, he wondered whether
Mr. Gorbachev would not already be aware of the issues. The daniger of pre-

empting the joint conclusions, as well as political considerations, needed
also to be borne in mind. After some further discussion, it was agreed that
HOs would have to make the final decision, but in any case it should not be
sent until after Mrs. Ter-Minassian's mission returned.
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3. HQsLPRs mission to Moscow

There was some discussion of the possible HOs/PRs mission to Moscow,
It was still not clear whether HOs wished to go, but it was generally felt
that they would delegate the task to FRs. In view of an OECD conference on
November 28-30 (and in order to avoid Thanksgiving) the dates were
tentatively changed to December 3-4.

4. Draft outline

Mr. Zecchini said that the draft outline was now broadly satisfactory,-,
although he felt (supported by Mr..Fitoussi) that a section (perhaps halt a'
page) on incomes policy as a stabilization tool would be useful. He also
felt that too large a share of the drafting had been allocated to the IM
and I3RD, and wondered whether the OECD should not undertake the whole of
Chapter IV (including prospects for 1991). After some discussion, it was
agreed to leave the outline as it was, but that Mr. Zecchini would send a
draft to Mrs. Ter-Minassian covering developments in 1991 as an input for
her work. Mr. Whittome said that it would be most helpful if preliminary
drafts of all sections could be circulated as widely and early as possible
(preferably by late October) to facilitate the drafting-
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NFUND 6:0712K
OCTOBER 15s 1990

TO: MR. IVANOV
DEPUTY CHAiRMAN
STATE FOREIGN ECONOMIC COMMISSION
U.S.S.R. COUNCIL OF MINISTERS
MOSCOW

FROM: TERESA TER-MINASSIAN
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND
C/O PARIS OFFICE

DEAR MR. IVANOVs

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR LETTERS OF OCTOBER STH AND 12THi
WHICH 1 HAVE DISCUSSED WITH NY COLLEAGUES FROM THE OTHER THREE
ORGANIZATIONS.

LET ME FIRST SAY THAT WE HAVE ALL BEEN MOST GRATEFUL FOR THE
COOPERATION AND HELP OUR MISSIONS HAVE RECEIVED FROM THE SOVIET
AUTHORITIESY AND THAT WE RECOGNIZE THE HEAVY BURDEN THIS MUST PAVE
IMPOSED AT AN ALREADY VERY BUSY TIME. WITH YOUR HELP:, WE HAVE BEEN
ABLE TO GATHER A GREAT DEAL OF THE INFORMATION NECESSARY FOR OUR
WORKr AND AS YOU REQUEST T WE WILL TRY TO COMPLETE ALL THE REMAINING
FACTFINDING DURING THE OCTOBER 16-26 MISSION. TO FACILITATE THIS--AS
MENTIONED IN MY TELEX OF OCTOBER 8 AND MR. TUVERN'S RECENT FAXES--I
WOULD BE GRATEFUL IF THAT MISSION COULD INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING
RESPRESENTATIVES OF THE OECD:

MR. HAGEMANN OCTOBER 16-23
MR. SHAFER OCTOBER 21-26
ME- CRANZER OCTOBER 16-24
ME. BJORKSTEN OCTOBER 16-24

IF THIS IS AGREABLE TO YOU7 I WOULD BE GRATEFUL IF YOU COULD (IF
THIS HAS NOT ALREADY BEEN DONE) INSTRUCT 'YOUR PARIS EMASSY TO ISSUE
THE NECESSARY VISAS, AND ARRANGE FOR THE NECESSARY HOTEL BOOKINES TO
BE MADE (IF POSSIBLE IN THE SAME HOTEL AS THE IMF TEAM).

I LOOK FORNARD TO SEEING YOU IN MOSCOW.

YOURS SINCERELY,

TERESA TER-NINASSIAN
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Office Memorandum

To: Mr. Flemming October 23, 1990
Mr. Thalwtiz
Mr. Zecchini

From: L.A. Whittoe

subject: USSR

At the Paris meeting there was a brief discussion of the
timing of a possible visit to Moscow, on the assumption that the HOs
do not wish to be present (on this the Managing Director has told me
that for his part he would not wish to go unless his colleagues all
considered that the visit should be at their level) .

The date tentatively suggested was December 3 end 4. It now
seers that this would not be possible for all of us. As far as I can
ascertain November 26 and 27 might be possible although I know
Salvatore would be squeezed if the meeting continued until late on the
27th. Would you please let me know if these dates are possible.

I assume that at this meeting we shall be each accompanied by
one or two colleagues. It has also been suggested that the meeting
migKht be a lot more effective if a short sumary of our views were
sent to Moscow a few days in advance. I can see virtue in this and we
could discuss the suggestion and if it were agreed that text at our
meeting on November 19-21.



10.23.90

cc: Messrs. Isenman, GeLb, HoLsen,

Mink, Lamb

WiLfried P. ThaLwitz



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
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DATE: 22-Oct-1990 07:06pm

TO: See Distribution Below

FROM: Linda Jean McLaughlin, EXC ( LINDA JEAN MCLAUGHLIN

EXT.: 81137

SUBJECT: Visit to USSR

While we still do not have confirmation of dates for
Mr. Conable's visit to the Soviet Union, preparation of briefing
books has begun. Mr. Conable returns from his visit to Africa
and the meetings in Paris on Friday, November 9. He may have to
leave as early as Wednesday, November 14, for the Soviet Union.
Meetings are being sought with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
the central bank and President Gorbachev.

The deadline for written briefings to EXC is COB Thursday,
November 8; verbal briefings will be scheduled during the 12th
through the 14th.

Thank you for your adherence to these deadlines, as time in the
office between trips is very limited.

Linda
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TO: Ibrahim Shihata ( IBRAHIM SHIHATA
CC: Sven Sandstrom ( SVEN SANDSTROM
CC: Anupam Khanna ( ANUPAM KHANNA
CC: Gillian Butler ( GILLIAN BUTLER
CC: Patricia Gallagher ( PATRICIA GALLAGHER
CC: Nonna Ponferrada ( NONNA PONFERRADA
CC: Cleone Hoover ( CLEONE HOOVER )
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DATE: 22-Oct-1990 09:37am

TO: See Distribution Below

FROM: John A. Holsen, PADSS ( JOHN A. HOLSEN

EXT.: 33719

SUBJECT: Discussion of Conclusions of Bank-Led JSSE Task Forces

1. The Bank-led task forces for the Joint Study on the
Soviet Economy returned to headquarters on October 9. On October
15 the Task Force Leaders from the four organizations met in Paris
to discuss their broad conclusions, and to agree on drafting
responsibilities and on the next steps in preparing the report. We
are now working on the draft of our sections of the Main Report
(which has grown for the originally planned 30 pages to more like
75-100 pages) plus a series of background papers.

2. We would like to meet with you on Friday morning,
October 26. Fred Levy, Alan Gelb and I will want to report on the
current status of our work and also hear your comments on the
approach we are taking. To assist in the latter we will send you
(not later than Wednesday, October 24) a preliminary summary of our
analysis and conclusions under each of the topics assigned to the
Bank-led teams. The meeting will take place in DECVP's conference
room, S-9021, beginning at 11:00 am.

3. So far our analysis has concerned the general issues
involved in the proposed reform program, with references to both
the Abalkin and Shatalin programs. Now that the Supreme Soviet of
the USSR has formally approved a compromise between these two,
however, we will need to shift our focus to a commentary on the
approved program. However, because we have not yet obtained a copy
of this program, the papers we will distribute on Wednesday will
necessarily still take the more general approach.

4. The first draft of the Main Report is scheduled to be
completed on November 9. However, we intend to have a "zero draft"
of our contributions ready by November 1; this will let us get a
further round of comments before the contributions of the four
agencies are combined in the official "first draft."

[S0102201.DOC]
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DATE: 22-Oct-1990 08:23am EST

TO: Paul Isenman ( PAUL ISENMAN )

FROM: David R. Bock, OPNSV ( DAVID BOCK

EXT.: 82856

SUBJECT: Soviet Not

Paul,

I am still sitting on the aide memoire. I hope to hear from
Bugrov or Obminsky today re the BBC visit and Soviet requirements
for preparatory work. I would like to then take a fresh look at
the AM and draft a cover letter. I realize that I missed Geoff's
excellent assistance, but am prepared to do the redrafting
myself.

I'll keep you posted.

David
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DATE: October 19, 1990

TO: Distribution

FROM: John Nellis, GECPS2

EXTN: 37482

SUBJECT: Draft of component for the Soviet Economic Study

I attach a draft of my component of this study. Comments welcome.

Distribution:

Messrs/Mmes. J. Linn (CECDR), M. Shirley (CECPS)
I. Newport (LEGPS), A. Ewing(EMTIE), M. Hinds (EMTTF)
E. Folkerts-Landau (FOD1), P. Hasan, C. Michalopoulos (EMNVP)
E. Lari, U. Thumm, G. Zaidan (EM4DR), M. deMelo (CECPE)
P. Nouvel, F. Dhanji, W. Ding, U. Hewer, R. Myers (EM4CO)
A. Sood, N. Fostvedt, I. Zurayk, H. Wackman (EMTIE)
M. Ahmed (EM21E), J. Coudol, K. Dervis (EM2DR)
A. Bouhaouala (EMTDR), B. Milanovic, C. Gray, M. Schrenk,
I. J. Singh (CECSE), A. Golan (EDIDR), R. Lacey (EDICD)
X. Simon, V. Kreacic (EDIFI), T. King (EDIST)
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Draft

Joint Study of the Soviet Economy

Background Report on EnterDrisep: Ownership RiAqts,
Privatization, Performance and Maaagement IMprovement

I. The Problem

1. The overwhelming bulk of productive capacity in the USSR
is, at present, the property of the state. Over the years, the
Soviet state has not acted as a prudent "owner" of this property.
It has not taken the appropriate steps to assure and enhance the
long-run productive capacity of its assets. This failure to
represent adequately the interests of capital is a deficiency that
lies at the heart of socialist economies in general, and the Soviet
system in particular. Property belonging to "the state" -- i.e.,
to society in general -- is often treated as though it belongs to
no one. It tends to suffer from neglect, mis-use and waste.
Substantial financial and economic gains can be expected from
market-oriented efforts to address this problem. This background
paper examines those aspects of the problem that relate to state
enterprises. It looks in turn at ownership rights in state
enterprises, privatization of state enterprises, performance
improvement in enterprises that, temporarily or indefinitely,
remain in the hands of the state, and ministry and enterprise
management.

II. Ownership Rights in Soviet State Enterprises

A. Enterprises

2. In the USSR, non-agricultural production is centered in
the thousands of enterprises that make up the real sector of the
economy. There are a reported 46,000 of these enterprises in the
industrial arena alone. Adding energy, infrastructure and large
service-oriented firms, the number of state enterprises of all
sorts is said to exceed 55,000. Moreover, many of these
enterprises are large "amalgamation," "associations" or "concerns;"
i.e., multi-divisional entities, containing sub-units of
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substantial size that in the West would often be regarded as self-
standing companies. This suggests that the actual number of state
owned productive units is much larger than the official aggregate
indicates.

3. Until the mid-1980s, the Soviet enterprise system
functioned roughly as follows: At the central or "All Union"
level, sectors of industrial and manufacturing endeavor were
identified and isolated as administrative "branches." All Union
Ministries were formed not simply to supervise but to direct and
control the affairs of the enterprises in their branch. By 1985
there were over one hundred branch ministries in industry; e.g.,
the Ministry of Light Industry, the Ministry of Electronics, the
Ministry of Metallurgy, the Ministry of Automobiles, the Ministry
of Machine Building and Machine Tools, etc.

4. These ministries acted in close conjunction with the four
central organizational pillars of the command/planned economy:
GOSPLAN, GOSSNAB, GOSKOMTSEN and GOSBANK; respectively, the State
Planning Commission, the State Supply Authority, the State Price
Commission and the State Bank. Until the onset of the perestroika
reforms, these four central agencies and the branch ministries
determined exactly what (and how much of what) an enterprise would
produce; how much of which inputs it would receive to effect
planned production; what investments were needed to maintain,
expand or alter production; where all current and capital inputs
would come from and what prices the enterprise would pay for them;
and to where and at what price all production would be sold.

5. To complicate somewhat the picture, the All Union
coordinating agencies and the branch ministries were partially
duplicated at the republic level, so that the Ukranian Republic
Ministry of Light Industry (for example) was responsible for a set
of firms, the dealings of which took place within the Ukraine's
borders, while strategic enterprises or those with trans-republic
activities were dealt with from the center. Local government or
city councils too had a set of firms under their jurisdiction; the
relatively smaller entities producing services and items for purely
local consumption. For a perhaps unusual example, 20% of all
enterprises located in the region of the Moscow City Soviet are
"subordinated" to this local authority. But irrespective of the
level of government to which an enterprise was officially attached,
its objectives, inputs, outputs and prices were dictated to it by
government authorities.

6. Under these circumstances the very term "enterprise" was
a misnomer. The firms were simply not independent companies, but
rather were production units that responded to the directives of
superior government offices and decision makers. Firm directors
were much more production engineers than managers; i.e., they were
concerned first with meeting the physical targets of the plan and
second -- often a distant second -- with the quality of the item
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produced. Questions of design, cost minimization and the division
of retained earnings between rewards for the workers/managers and
reserves for the expansion of the firm were not in the control of
enterprise management (and the notion of a "dividend" -- a return
to the owner on the capital invested -- was not even considered).
By the beginning of the 1980s it was widely conceded, within the
Soviet Union itself, that enterprises generally produced poor
quality goods, operated at low levels of efficiency, mostly failed
to maintain high technological standards, and were increasingly
producing negative externalities such as pollution.

B. Current Reforms

7. Changes in the system of enterprise control began in
earnest in 1985, were codified in a 1987 "Law on State
Enterprises," spread and deepened in 1988, and were re-considered
and expanded in a recently passed (June 1990) "Law on Enterprises,"
which will go into effect in January of 1991. The overall intent
of the various changes instituted and contemplated to date is
twofold:

a- to increase the independence of industrial enterprises
by augmenting the autonomy of enterprise managers and
assigning some policy and managerial authority to
enterprise councils of one sort or another; and

b- to permit the existence of non-state enterprise (quasi-
private) forms of production, and to place all production
forms on an equal legal and regulatory footing.

The goal of these changes was to decentralize some decision-making
to the level of the firm, to widen the scope for personal/
private initiative, and to substitute (partially) indirect
financial signals for direct planning as a means to guide
enterprises.

8. Thus, enterprise managers have been given an increased
capacity to negotiate the amount of planned annual production, to
design products in response to consumer demand, to seek foreign
markets for their products and foreign partners in joint venture
and co-production agreements, to retain in the firm increased
portions of foreign exchange earned and to seek financing and
credit arrangements from outside the traditional "official" funding
sources. Starting in 1991, most enterprises will be allowed to
sell non-state order, or above quota, production to non-traditional
customers, in many cases, it seems, at above state prices. (Some
enterprises have been doing this for the last two years.) All
enterprises will enjoy a lighter and uniform rate of corporate tax.
In 1987, enterprise councils were accorded the power to name
managers and given a say in determining the use of retained
earnings. From 1991, a new form of enterprise board -- composed
half of workers' representatives and half of persons appointed by
the "owner" -- will have a potentially powerful role in determining
the direction of the firm, though it will not appoint the managers.
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9. On the question of production forms, since 1988 the state
has tolerated the formation of non-enterprise entities. These
include cooperatives, leasing arrangements, "collectively owned"
enterprises -- these are worker/manager buyouts -- "small"
enterprises employing low numbers (which thus escape certain
regulations) , and "limited" companies. These non-state enterprise
forms are quasi- or semi-private in nature. They are growing in
number and in economic, financial and social importance. There are
reported to be 215,000 cooperatives in operation as of October of
1990, employing 5.2 million people. One source asserted that
cooperative production accounted in 1989 for 5 percent of GNP, and
estimated that they would account in 1990 for from 8-10 percent.
It is reported that for the period 6/89 to 6/90 employment in
cooperatives increased by 70 percent, while output went up by 130
percent. Another source said there were 12,500 leasing
arrangements officially registered.

10. It is reasonable to think that similar or even higher
relative employment and output figures apply to leasing operations
and the growing number of "collectively owned" firms, though these
latter types are far less numerous than the "older" cooperatives.
(Because of their lengthier history and the availability of
information, the discussion below relies heavily on the example of
cooperatives; the surmise is that their behavior reflects that of
the non-enterprise sector as a whole.)

C. Effects of the Reforms

11. For the Soviet ministerial official, enterprise
manager or person in the street, the changes of the last five years
appear major, indeed near revolutionary, when contrasted to the
rigid centralism of the past. The changes have not yet been fully
effected, and data on the results are fragmentary and inconclusive.
Some ministries and firms report production increases; some do not.
Overall production has declined in the past two years; whether
because of or despite the changes is unknown. Nonetheless, this
report asserts that the changes are not sufficient to bring about
large and sustained improvements in enterprise performance. What
is the reasoning behind this assertion? First, with regard to
enterprise autonomy, the announced reforms have not gone far
enough; that is, they do not empower enterprise boards and managers
to deal with the crucial set of parameters that determine
enterprise performance. Managers cannot now set output prices, and
the debate over when they will be allowed to do so -- or even if -
- is unsettled. They cannot hire or fire their management team and
workforce. They cannot chose inputs, locate plants or vary product
lines and runs in accord with cost and demand structures.

12. Second, while the tolerance of new and different types
of production forms is a more positive aspect of the reform process
-- because in these entities assets are being put to more
productive use and incentive wages and salaries are being paid to
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involved staff -- the promised "level playing field" is far from
being established. Cooperatives, for example, pay higher prices
-- sometimes by a factor of 10 -- than state enterprises for many
inputs, much higher taxes on corporate profits, and far higher duty
levels on imports, reportedly to the point where few cooperatives
now import inputs of any sort. This systematic discrimination
against the cooperatives adds greatly to their costs. Nonetheless,
there is considerable evidence that they generally outproduce state
enterprises. Cooperative authorities stated that their average
costs as a percentage of revenues are one half that of enterprises,
even though they pay (on average) double the state wage prevailing
in comparable industries.' The reason offered is that people in
cooperatives work "better, harder and longer."

13. Soviet cooperatives (and the other non-enterprise forms)
are attractive to entrepreneurial officials and managers in state
enterprises, who see a chance to evade bureaucratic controls and
amass wealth; to workers attracted by the higher pay scales; to
state enterprise directors who increasingly rely on cooperatives
and lease holders to produce inputs or finished goods that their
regular workforce or suppliers cannot or will not make; and to
liberalizing intellectuals who see the non-enterprise forms as
eroding the monolithic command system and launching the market
mechanism.

14. However, the cooperatives (at least) have a generally
negative image among the populace as a whole. The public appears
to view those in the service coops -- which make up 63 percent of
the total -- as speculators, gougers, exploiters; i.e., people
taking unfair advantage of the present unsettled circumstances to
charge usurious prices and perhaps even manufacture shortages for
high demand goods. In the production sphere the attitude is a bit
less negative, though even here one often encounters an attitude
that the coops consist of former nomenklatura who have found a way
to enrich themselves by obtaining and using state assets at low
prices.

.- As is discussed below, despite the claimed (and in many
cases real) discrimination against them, some cooperatives are
doubtlessly obtaining inputs at low or zero cost, through fraud
or outright theft. Thus, this claim of generally lower costs to
sales ratios would need examination in detail before it could be
used as unequivocal support of the cooperatives' superior
efficiency.

Not surprisingly, in all the non-enterprise examples
reviewed by the mission, the driving force behind the creation of
a cooperative, a lease, or a buyout was a well-placed manager or
official who perceived an opportunity, and persuaded the workers
that a change in status was in their self collective self-
interest.
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15. Detailed data on cooperative formation, location and
operation are sketchy. One industrial branch ministry visited
comprised a total of 401 enterprises, of which:
370 were state enterprises;
28 lease arrangements;
2 independent cooperatives; and
1 joint stock company.

But in addition, the ministry's enterprises contained 55 "small
enterprises," and some 361 cooperatives "within the framework of
enterprises." Some managers (in other ministries) were somewhat
reluctant to speak openly of the cooperatives in their
organizations. When asked about coops in his firm, one General
Director noted: "I don't tell anyone but we have quite a lot.
Practically every employee is in this coop or that." It is clear
that these quasi-private forms are numerous within state
enterprises, and that they are spreading rapidly.

16. In the past the emphasis on equality, combined with a
need to limit growth in ministerial wage bills in order to minimize
budget deficits, created a system of very small wage differentials
between firms or professions. Still today, enterprises whose wage
bills exceed a stipulated percentage of revenues are subject to a
confiscatory tax on the excess. But the tolerance of quasi-
private production forms creates a large incentive for workers and
managers to organize themselves in-this manner, since they escape
the wage restraints. Enterprise managers either allow their
production units and work teams to form coops or leases, or face
the prospect of having their skilled, experienced workers resign
from the firm and seek coop membership elsewhere. Many enterprise
managers mentioned this new and, for them, disquieting phenomena.
Thus, in order to retain the best portion of the workforce and to
maintain production, managers either actively assist, or at least
turn a blind eye to, the formation of the quasi-private forms. (It
should be noted that the predictable macroeconomic impacts of this
policy change -- large increases in average wages and an increased
budget deficit -- are now in evidence.)

17. One possible microeconomic disadvantage of the quasi-
private arrangements has already been mentioned; the likelihood,
despite the coops' complaints of discrimination, that they are
obtaining some or much of their inputs from the state at
excessively low or zero cost. An even more fundamental potential
problem is that, as yet, none of the quasi-private forms create
real owners of all the capital they work with. A lease group may,
over time, come to own the tools, trucks, etc., that it uses in its
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work, but by definition it does not own the full range of assets
it deals with.3  The production coops often work in the same way.

18. The "collectively owned" enterprises come closer to a
capitalist conception of private ownership, but in none of the
cases encountered could one find any capital involvement or risk
on the part of the new owners. Rather, they "purchased" the assets
by turning over to the parent ministry the reserve fund of the
enterprise in question (with the price of the enterprise being the
depreciated book value of the firm -- a method which may be
systematically undervaluing the long run value of the assets) .
Further, it seems that there is no "leverage" in these buyouts,
which would at least impose a debt discipline on the new owners.
In the vast majority of transactions so far concluded there has
been a cash transfer from enterprise reserves and no debt incurred.
While most of these quasi-private firms will in all likelihood
perform better than state enterprises, and some of these new owners
will undoubtedly perform well by the most rigorous of economic
standards, the fact remains that generally those in the quasi-
private sector are not at risk. They will not suffer personal loss
(other than having to find a new job) if the firm is decapitalized
or goes bankrupt; they are still mainly using other peoples' money.

19. This is the prime reason why the ownership reform process
must be deepened. In order to achieve large-scale, enduring
efficiency and production enhancing effects, the Soviet
government(s) must move beyond the quasi- or semi-private forms of
production and embrace full private ownership. This will entail
changes in legislation (spelled out in the background paper on the
legal aspects of Soviet economic reform).

20. This shift will not be easy. Unlike other reforming
socialist economies, there is in the USSR no portion of the
population that retains memories of a functioning capitalist
system. The level of exposure to the principles of the neo-
classical approach to economics is lower, even among reformers,
than elsewhere in East and Central Europe. For example, a fair
number of officials encountered claimed to support fully the free
market approach, but when asked what should be done to solve a
particular problem tended to respond with an interventionist,
state-dictated solution. An egalitarian ethic appears to have

.* The USSR Union of Lessees is aware of this problem.
Officials of this organization made the point that 75 percent of
existing leases contain an option to purchase for the lessee.
The Union has asked the government to grant this option to the
remaining 25 percent, and to include an option to buy in all
future lease contracts. No data are available on how many
lessees have already exercised their option, but the Leningrad
branch of the Union said that "many" of their members had done
so.
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taken firm root in the Soviet political culture; citizens seem more
concerned with relative differences in wealth than with improving
the general level of opportunity. Overriding these factors is the
question of to whom, to what level of government, do the assets
actually belong? The resolution of these issues is urgently
required, so that the process of privatization can move forward.

III. Privatization of Enterprises

A. why Privatize?

21. The optimal and ultimate solution to the problem of
poorly performing public enterprises -- particularly those
producing tradeables and operating in competitive or potentially
competitive markets -- is to privatize them. By privatization is
meant the sale or transfer of a majority portion of the shares in
an enterprise from a public entity to a private -- individual or
group -- owner." Private owners of capital have the most
appropriate and powerful set of incentives to provide or employ
competent management in the firms, and at the same time to watch
over the long run health of the assets. The performance of
enterprises can often be improved under public ownership, but
privatization appears to be the most effective way to "lock in the
gains." That is, privatization does not in and of itself cure the
disease of poor performance, but it does help in preventing a
recurrence of the problem. Finally, under purely private
ownership, in those cases where wrong decisions on the part of the
owners and managers lead to insolvency and bankruptcy, (a) the
losses are private, not social; and (b) poor performance acts as
a signal for competing entrepreneurs to step in, acquire the
assets, and try to put them back to productive use.

B. Proposals Under Consideration

22. In the Soviet Union, in comparison to every other country
(save perhaps Albania) in East and Central Europe, the level of
debate on these issues is not well advanced. Why is this? First,
the quasi-private production forms in operation in the USSR appear
quite novel, advanced and perhaps even adequate to many actors in
the enterprises. Second, the lack of a legal foundation for full
private ownership (land ownership, for example, remains expressly
prohibited) is a serious obstacle to further practical reform in
this area. Third, there is little understanding among Soviet
officials or citizens concerning just what private ownership is or

.* Some analysts use the word privatization more broadly
to refer as well to lease arrangements, management contracts, the
private purchase of a minority block of shares, etc. Here the
word is taken literally; it means majority private ownership of
the enterprise.
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entails; thus, even the most radical reform plans produced seem
sometimes to confuse steps on the road to privatization with
privatization itself. For example, there is a tendency to equate
turning an enterprise into a joint stock company with
privatization.

23. Some thinking is taking place on privatization mechanics,
but the major and prior question of how enterprise ownership will
be distributed among the levels of government -- Union, republic
and local soviets -- has first to be resolved. Most of what
concrete thinking exists is taking place at the republic and local
soviet levels. Officials interviewed in one republic stated that
privatization would begin in its territory on November 1, 1990;
that the process would apply to all enterprises apart from some
defense and strategic industries such as machine tools; and that
"everybody" -- presumably meaning all citizens in the republic -
- would be given 3000-4000 Rbls worth of shares.

24. No other meeting yielded such specific statements. Most
respondents were quite uncertain as to when privatization would
begin, the number or type of enterprises to which it would apply,
whether the firms would be sold or given away, and how either one
of these approaches would be carried out. Many officials vaguely
thought that a cautious plan would be adopted, whereby enterprises
would first be turned into joint stock companies; their shares
would then be sold to banks, enterprises and other institutions,
and that if the sales experience proved beneficial, then the sale
(or giveaway) of shares first to the workforce, and then to the
general public, would be considered. This complex process would
obviously take some time to unfold. In general, there appears to
be insufficient thinking about the specific mechanics of
privatization, and in particular, on whether or how the population
at large should be involved in the ownership change process.

25. Some local officials interviewed, in both Moscow and
Leningrad for example, assumed and asserted that a substantial
percentage of enterprises located on their territories would be
theirs, to dispose of as they wished.5 One local soviet offered
the following program for privatization:

a- enterprises would be transformed into joint stock
companies and their assets valued by a Special Commission

One reason for this is that local councils are in most
areas facing large financing gaps in their budgets due to massive
reductions in grants from the central government. Since they
have almost no taxing powers, local councils are keen to find
ways to generate revenues from the assets they theoretically
control: local enterprises and real estate. Local governments
are in serious financial straits; for example, Moscow City Soviet
officials anticipate a budget shortfall of 12 billion rbls in
1991, a sum equal to half of total projected expenditure.
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of the All Union Ministry of Finance (asset valuation on
the basis of depreciated, not-adjusted-for-inflation book
value);

b- enterprises selected for sale (there was no mention of
a giveaway) would first be offered to the existing
"collective" -- the workers, technicians and managers in
the firm; they -- or any purchaser -- would buy the
enterprise but only long-term lease the land on which it
stood;

c- the members of the collective would use their own savings
for the purchase, but if more funds were needed banks
would be involved; and these banks would receive shares
in the enterprises for their funding of the collectives'
buyouts;

d- if a collective did not exercise the option to purchase
within 6 months (the Shatalin Plan suggests consideration
time be limited to 1 month) the enterprise would be
auctioned to Soviet legal entities, meaning private
individuals or groups, or other enterprises;

e- priority in the auction would be given to certified
residents of the local soviet area, regardless of their
area of origin within the USSR;

f- if no suitable offer were made by a local resident, then
the firm would be offered to any citizen of the USSR,
regardless of area of residence; and finally,

g- if no suitable offer were made by a Soviet citizen, then
the enterprise would be offered to foreign buyers.

26. These proposals of the republican and local officials
are revealing. They indicate a lack of an agreed-upon approach to
privatization, a very optimistic view on the availability of paying
purchasers, both domestic and foreign, and an equally rosy
assessment of how easily the process can be organized. In the
main, they seem aimed more at minimizing political opposition than
maximizing financial and economic returns. The notion of offering
the enterprise first to its collective, and only broadening the
market successively as preferred buyer groups decline the purchase
option, is an illustration of this: the approach may make sense
politically but it sacrifices possibilities of raising revenues
from the sale, and relegates to the background the bringing in of
managers with needed experience and fresh capital.

27. In Yugoslavia, Poland and Hungary, enterprise-
controlling workers' councils have established claims or rights
that severely complicate the privatization process. The
difficulties of resolving these claims, combined with widespread
fears that uncontrolled or "spontaneous privatization" was
resulting in illegal and unjust transactions, has complicated and
sometimes halted divestiture efforts in those countries. In the
USSR, workers councils have not had as much legal power, nor have
they exercised what powers they possess for a lengthy period (since
1987 only) . Soviet workers do not seem to have developed as strong
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a sense of ownership rights as workers in the three countries
mentioned. However, as noted, a number of radical voices are now
advocating giving free of charge the enterprises to their existing
collectives; and this position is, not surprisingly, finding a
receptive audience among workers.

28. A competing claim, expressed by some managers and
ministries, is that the Soviet experience with "free" property has
been disastrous, and that any and all transfers of ownership must
involve payments. To add to the concern, there is considerable and
growing public unease over the supposed illegalities and perceived
inequities of the quasi-private sector. But all of these
discussions are preliminary and unsettled; they have not yet
reached the stage of deliberation found in the three countries
named above (or Czechoslovakia). Except for the single case
mentioned, the mission encountered no talk of distribution
mechanisms; i.e., of "voucher schemes," "ownership coupons," or
widely-held holding companies. The reason for this is that
discussion of the extremely unsettled union/republic situation has
taken precedence over consideration of technical details.

29. However, the issue of privatization techniques/ mechanics
will probably soon come to the fore, at the local soviet and
republican, and perhaps the all-Union level as well. If the notion
of giving or selling enterprises to their collectives takes root,
complaints will start to surface from the large number of people
whose work positions would not automatically confer ownership
rights under such a transfer system. These people include
professionals, administrators, intellectuals; i.e., articulate
groups. To assist in the process of formulating an appropriate and
workable privatization policy, and to minimize the possibility of
disruptive disputes, Soviet authorities at all levels could
profitably examine the experience in ownership change carried out
or envisaged in neighboring reforming socialist countries, with a
view to applying the lessons so far learned to the Soviet scene.

30. Even if the legal and policy frameworks were immediately
settled and made conducive to sales, it would not be possible to
sell 46,000 enterprises overnight; indeed, it would be hard enough
to give them away all that fast, even assuming that one could find
competent people to take them. Nonetheless, many parts or bits of
these enterprises could and should be divested with extreme
rapidity. In Poland, more than 6,000 state owned small retail
shops and service units were transferred to private owners --
usually those who had been working in the units -- in the course
of a few months in 1990. Such activities are envisaged in the
Shatalin reform plan; they could in many cases be implemented by
local and republican authorities without waiting for the resolution
of Union/sub-Union relations. This process should begin as soon
as possible.
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C. Problems with the Quasi-Private Sector

31. An absolutely critical question is whether and how to
regulate the quasi-private sector. The dilemma is as follows:
On the one hand --
* the existing quasi-private sector appears to be more efficient

and productive than the state enterprises.
* The larger it grows the more productive it will become; and
* the more numerous the units within the quasi-private sector

the greater the likelihood that competition, and all its
attendant benefits, will emerge.

Therefore, the quasi-private sector should be unleashed, meaning
the bureaucratic barriers to entry in this sector should be
eliminated, the discriminatory tax, credit, pricing and customs
policies should be abolished, and the process of "hiving off" parts
of enterprises, or entire firms, and turning them into quasi-
private operations should be not grudgingly tolerated but actively
encouraged.
On the other hand --
* not being complete owners the quasi-private operators may tend

to reward themselves and their workers at the expense of the
long range health of the capital they employ;

* the quasi-private sector has in many instances obtained the
assets it controls or "owns" for an excessively low price
(sometimes zero cost) , and this, as noted, may be a major
reason for its higher productivity;

* it often consists of enterprise employees doing at night, for
a higher salary, that which they are supposed to -- but do not
-- do during the day for their normal salary;

* through "under the counter" barter deals and outright
corruption some quasi-private operators are diverting a
substantial flow of inputs to their own production needs, at
the expense of the planned production schedules of many state
enterprises; and finally, (a problem of a quite different
sort),

* the widespread negative attitudes of the public toward quasi-
private operators in general, and service cooperatives in
particular, could be used as a rallying point for
conservatives who wish to return to the administered security
of the command system.

Therefore, the quasi-private sector needs to be regulated, so as
to ensure that a reasonable price is obtained for state assets
transferred, to see to it that the state is not paying twice for
inputs, to minimize monopolistic practices of the quasi-private
operators, to prevent other abuses so easy to perpetrate in an
economy of scarcity and distortions, and to preclude the
possibility of a backlash against what is perceived as theft and
gouging. (The critical first issue; i.e., shifting the sector from
quasi- to full private ownership is a matter not of regulation, but
of a fundamental change in legislation.) Faced with this dilemma,
what should the Soviet authorities do?
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32. Ideally, to deal with these issues the authorities
should at the same time deepen and regulate the quasi-private
sector. That is, they need to establish in law a full set of
property rights that allows individuals and legal entities to
purchase assets, including land, and to receive a legal, tradeable
title to the assets bought. This by itself would open the
floodgates to further and beneficial privatization transactions.'

33. However, Soviet authorities also need a review mechanism
to assure that assets and enterprises are being privatized in a
transparent and fair manner. Other reforming socialist
governments, facing similar problems, have established a State
Property Agency7 , a Ministry for Ownership Changes or republican
level Development Funds (in Hungary, Poland and Yugoslavia
respectively). The purposes of these bodies are to see that the
assets up for sale receive a valuation by someone outside the
enterprise (other than the bidder, of course); that the valuation
method used is reasonable, consistent and transparent; and that
there is a process to examine the bidder's background, sources of
funds and/or credit, and potential competence in running the
enterprise." Finally, these government bodies either retain or
share with legislatures the responsibility for the final acceptance
or rejection of an offer. The divestiture issue is normally so
sensitive that it must be decided by the higher political levels;
it is not a decision to be left to administrators.

.- It would not eliminate all remaining problems. For
example, in a number of Soviet cities, it has become possible in
the last two years to purchase the apartment in which one dwells.
To date, very few have exercised the option. Why? Because the
cost of housing is highly subsidized; the average citizen pays
about 5 percent of total income for rent, heat, lights and local
phone charges. Since there has been no move or threat to remove
the large degree of subsidy, there is little incentive to
purchase an apartment. Indeed, there is a disincentive, in that
obtaining the materials to effect repairs is both time consuming
and expensive. Until the subsidy is removed and rents move
upward sharply few Soviets will see any point in buying their
apartments.

.* In the USSR legislation has already established a State
Property Agency, but it is not functioning, and cannot until the
question of what level of government owns what is settled.

.* In capitalist countries the best general method for
determining these factors is a bidder's willingness and capacity
to pay a higher price than other bidders. This means that the
larger the number of bidders in a sale, the greater the chances
that the seller will maximize his objectives. This is another
reason to be concerned over the suggestion in the USSR that
privatization will proceed from narrow to broader markets.
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34. All this sounds quite reasonable and straightforward; it
seems to impose a tolerable minimum of review and control on an
unavoidably contentious topic. The problem is that in Hungary and
Poland (and elsewhere in non-socialist countriesi attempts to
rationalize and regulate the privatization process have resulted
in delaying it. That is, rather than make sales transparent and
fair, regulation of this nature has brought divestiture to a halt.
This is everywhere regrettable. But it would be particularly
unfortunate in the Soviet Union, which is in desperate need of
enhancing levels of efficiency and production, and where, to date,
the quasi-private sector is performing comparatively well.'

35. Thus, finding a way to promote the productive aspects of
the quasi-private sector while preventing the chaotic grabbing of
assets is a top priority. While recognizing the risks involved,
this report recommends that Soviet authorities tilt the scale in
favor of deregulation, unleashing and indeed actively encouraging
the quasi-private sector. The reasoning behind this recommendation
is as follows: First, despite the explosive growth of the quasi-
private sector in the last few years, the state enterprise position
remains absolutely dominant. Second, the chances for diminishing
this dominance through the channels of legal reform followed by the
sale of individual enterprises, are slight. At the very least,
this type of reform would take years to effect. Given these
circumstances, the costs of the quasi-private sector's operations
are outweighed by its production and efficiency benefits.
Moreover, the larger the size of the quasi-private sector, the
greater the possibility that internal competition will begin to
mitigate its deficiencies.

36. The only alternative would be to wait for the resolution
of the present political crisis, to wait for the promulgation of
more appropriate laws, and then to wait for the definition and the
implementation of a rationalist privatization policy. It seems
evident that the wait would be interminable. It is preferable to
support the growth of the quasi-private sector.

37. Still, some measures could be contemplated to guard
against serious abuse. One possible mechanism would be to require
existing branch ministries to review all quasi-private operations
proposed in the framework of their enterprises, and to have the
capacity to refer to republican and All Union ministries of finance
cases of dubious utility or legality. The branch ministries would
not have any power to stop a proposed operation; rather they could

.- This illustrates yet again the urgency of addressing
the underlying legal issues, as some of these problems are muted
or disappear as soon as the qualifier is removed, and the quasi-
private becomes simply the private sector, able to operate as an
owner.
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only refer questionable cases to higher decision-making
authorities. The idea is to avoid the creation of a licensing or
administrative vetting agency with power to approve or disallow any
proposal. Making every transaction or transformation reviewable
by such authorities would create administrative delays and
overwhelm the reviewers; better that they should review only
questionable cases referred to them.

38. Another possible guarding mechanism would be to require
all quasi-private operations coming into being to publish in the
press a statement listing the names and addresses of the members
of the cooperative, those involved in a lease-holding, or those
participating in a "collectively owned" enterprise; to list the
capital they have contributed, the assets they have obtained, the
price paid for those assets, the cash/debt ratio of the payment,
where the credit was obtained and under what conditions. This is
a transparency requirement.

39. Some will argue that these proposals are too strict and
constraining for quasi-private operators; others will see them as
too lenient and permissive. It is admitted that it is difficult
to find ways to both encourage and control the quasi-private
sector. Whatever position the Soviet's adopt, what they must not
do is let the situation drift in its present unsettled manner.

IV. Performance Improvement in State Enterprises

40. The private and quasi-private sectors may expand very
rapidly, but given the present lack of clarity concerning basic
policy, and the sheer number and weight of state enterprises, it
is simply inevitable that the various levels of the Soviet state
will -- temporarily or indefinitely -- remain responsible for a
large number of firms. What can be done short of ownership change
to improve performance in this mass of companies?

41. Two prefatory points: the first is that in both
socialist and non-socialist countries improvement efforts short of
privatization have generally yielded only modest results.
Nonetheless, it is possible to recommend a reform package that has
a chance both of being implemented and of improving performance.
The second is that, as noted, the Soviet authorities have already
initiated a set of reforms; but these are reminiscent of efforts
tried earlier in other socialist economies, particularly Hungary
and Poland, both in terms of the type of changes instituted and
meagerness of achievements. To reiterate: the problem with past
Soviet reforms is that they did not create an "owner" protective
of the capital employed; they did not formulate a limited set of
achievable, commercial goals for enterprises; they did not provide
sufficient autonomy to managers at the level of the firm, nor did
they create mechanisms by which the representatives of the owner
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could monitor performance, reward success and punish failure.
This, in essence, is what further reforms must do.

42. The achievement of these further reforms requires a
number of inter-related steps. These are:
a- All state enterprises should immediately be transformed into

joint stock companies. Their shares should be held by
portfolio management agencies brought into being at each level
of government (that is determined by the political and
legislative process to be an owner of firms) . These agencies0

represent the owner of the enterprises.
b- The owner's representatives should issue clear policy

statements stipulating that enterprises will henceforth be
run as profit maximizing, commercial operations.

c- In conjunction with the introduction of price liberalization,
a hard budget constraint should be imposed on all enterprises;
i.e., as prices start to represent scarcity values the
transfer of government funds to the enterprises -- in the form
of unjustified capital injections or credit at concessionary
or negative interest rates -- will end.

d- The notion of "non-commercial objectives" should be
introduced. Most Soviet enterprises have long been burdened
with non-economic goals, including educating their workers
and surrounding residents, providing health care for workers
and surrounding residents, selling "socially desirable"
products at less than cost, producing consumer items for which
their technology and workforce is unsuited, locating plants
for regional equity rather than commercial concerns, etc. In
the future the assignment of such objectives to firms must be
minimized. Where the owner determines that there is both an
acute need for such an objective to be filled, and that there
is no superior, lower cost alternative to the work being
carried out by an enterprise, then such objectives may be
assigned to an enterprise. However, their special nature must
be noted in writing, the cost of carrying out these activities
should be calculated, and the firm directly compensated for
their fulfillment.

e- The general point is that the performance of managers and
workers should be evaluated on the basis of transparent
commercial factors within their control. They should neither

.0 These portfolio management bodies might be called State
or Republican Property Agencies, or that name might be reserved
for the agencies in charge of the privatization process.
Experience elsewhere indicates that it is difficult to combine in
a single agency the portfolio management and privatization
responsibilities, regardless of how related the activities appear
on the surface. The plural, agencies, is used because it is
likely that both the political process and the overwhelming
workload will necessitate a number of these bodies, probably at
the republican level.
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be rewarded for improvements in performance caused by shifts
in exogenous variables, nor should they be punished for losses
brought about by efforts to achieve the socio-political goals
of the government/owner.

f- The owners' agents should guide and assess enterprises by
naming the members and supervising the performance of the
enterprise Board of Directors." Ideally, a majority of the
Board of Directors should be drawn from the private sector;
but this is patently impossible in the present Soviet
circumstances. Still, the boards could be composed of
technical experts in the field of the enterprise's activity,
of legal and banking experts, and of persons representing the
firm's clientele, creditors or suppliers.

g- The board should have full power and capacity to appoint,
evaluate, reward and dismiss enterprise management. The owner
has the same rights over the board, and in particular the
chair of the board. The board deals with the enterprise; the
owner deals with the board. The owner has no direct dealings
with enterprise management. Enterprise management has the
power to set output prices, hire and fire, determine product
line and run, and plant location. Salaries and rewards for
managers and board members should be commensurate with their
talents and responsibilities (i.e., not dictated by government
pay scales).

h- It is the board's responsibility, working with and through
management, to establish and then monitor a formal system of
annual statements of corporate intent, specifying the
commercial objectives, clear targets against which performance
shall be judged, a dividend policy, the non-commercial
objectives imposed and their compensation, and details of the
rewards or sanctions handed out if the objectives are -- or
are not -- achieved.

i- In cases where managers fail to perform well -- in areas under
their control -- they should be dismissed by the board. In
cases where boards prove incapable of eliciting good
performance from managers, the boards should be dismissed by
the owner. Conversely, good performance deserves rewards.

j- In this schema, the role and powers of the branch ministries
would be greatly reduced. Many of their responsibilities
would be taken over by the portfolio management agencies, the
emerging commercial banks, and the revamped boards of
directors. A possible organizational variation would be for
the branch ministries to assume the portfolio management role;
this is not the preferred solution.

1 ' The type of Board of Directors suggested here may
conflict with the composition of enterprise boards in the Law on
Enterprises that comes into force in January of 1991 (see para.
8).
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43. This reform package has proven its capacity to effect
substantial performance improvements in enterprise sectors to which
it has been applied. However, it has to be acknowledged that there
is much in the above list of steps that the mass of Soviet
bureaucrats and enterprise managers would find difficult to
understand, much less enact. The very notion of an enterprise as
a unit isolated from the larger "branch" in which it is situated,
having a commercial life of its own separate from the interests of
the workers in the firm, succeeding or failing as its sales and
prices fluctuate -- these are alien conceptions to many in the
Soviet system. Even if one assumes that the lack of widespread
understanding of these issues delays or complicates, but does not
preclude a transition to market mechanisms, there are many specific
legal and policy preconditions that must be fulfilled, or issues
that must be addressed, before the proposed enterprise reforms
could take place.

44. To list the most salient:
* Transformation of all enterprises to joint stock form assumes

that the "state" is defined as the sole or controlling owner;
this has not been easily accepted elsewhere in reforming
socialist economies, and the issue is by no means resolved in
Soviet law or thinking.

* Price liberalization has to precede the imposition of a hard
budget constraint; otherwise some good firms with output
prices set below costs would disappear. The extent and pace
of price liberalization has not yet been determined."'

* Minimizing non-commercial objectives requires that legitimate
social functions be undertaken by other bodies, either public
or private. This issue is just beginning to be addressed.

* Turning management and supervision activities over to firm
level bodies -- the board and the enterprise managers -- means
finding a mass of people with the competence to take on these
new and different roles. People with the requisite skills do
not exist in the needed numbers.

45. The point in listing these issues is not to dwell on how
difficult reform will be; rather it is to show the inter-related
nature of the reform process, and to shed light on the manner in
which it might usefully be phased. For the issues under review
then, step one is specification in law of ownership rights, step
two is movement on price liberalization, step three is attention
to the social safety net to deal with those negatively affected by
reform, and step four is providing the firms with capable directors
and managers. The first three steps are dealt with by other

.* This discussion ignores the issue of monopoly pricing;
the topic is covered in other background reports.
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background papers in the joint study; the fourth issue is addressed
below.

V. Ministry and Enterprise Management

A. Perceptions and Reactions

46. The bulk of higher level enterprise personnel encountered
by the mission were production engineers and technicians, not
managers. That is, they were more at home describing the design
and quality of the items they produced than they were in discussing
firm finances. Financial directors, both in the firms visited and
in branch ministries, not surprisingly had a better grasp of levels
of profits, debt structure and types and amounts of government
support. But even here there were several surprises: one
financial director of a very large plant stated that annual average
revenues of the enterprise were "a mystery" to him; while the
financial director of another firm of 3500 employees did not know
the rate of interest the firm was paying on a 10 million ruble
loan.

47. Every one of the managers met saw that the rules of the
game had been altered. But rather than take steps to position
themselves and their enterprises to deal with, or take advantage
of the changed set of rules, many were waiting to be told -- by
the ministry, by other central authorities, by anybody -- what to
do next. Management trainers interviewed said that a "wait to be
told" attitude typified Soviet managers, who were previously not
expected and are now generally not prepared to take decisions, to
seize opportunities and to act in a self-reliant manner. This
assertion was backed by several ministerial officials, who said
that the new system was fine for the bold and the brave, but made
more difficult the life of the average manager.

48. Nonetheless, the mission encountered a number of
managers, and ministerial officials, who perceived possibilities
in the unsettled, flexible scene, and were taking positive steps
to position themselves in order to survive, and perhaps even
thrive, in the newly emerging environment. One manager, for
example, was using a new found latitude on paying workers to form
"flexible production teams" in his assembly plant. This method
allows core teams of workers to determine the pace of production
and the number of supplementary workers to be brought into the
team; the teams choose how many people to involve and how many
hours to work, and are rewarded financially for quantity and
quality of production and cost minimization measures. This, and
several other incentive systems linking significantly higher pay
with higher individual or small group output, is very new in Soviet
firms. The initiating manager noted that workers in the teams
earned 2.5 times the average wage, that there was keen competition
to join the teams (the foremen are told to take only the best) , and
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that by allowing him to start such teams he now had a way to
compete with the cooperatives.

49. A number of other managers encountered are going farther
(without crossing the line and joining the quasi-private sector).
There is a generalized and almost feverish effort on the part of
innovative managers to involve a foreign partner/investor in their
operations. There is considerable wishful thinking in this on the
part of managers who hope to find market access and hard currency
capital through foreign -- read western -- participation in their
enterprises. But they generally have unrealistic estimates as to
the interest and willingness of western firms to invest in domestic
operations, and most (not all) of the goods produced are not
competitive in foreign hard currency markets. In a few cases --
machine tools, for example, where firms attach western-made
controls to a Soviet chassis -- jointly produced items are selling
well in the west.

50. The point is that the reaction to the unsettled but
clearly altered rules of the game varies greatly from ministry to
ministry, sector to sector, company to company. Several ministries
visited announced intentions to turn themselves from allocative
central planners and policemen of production quotas to sector
policy analysts, facilitators of contacts with foreign firms,
investors and buyers, and R&D centers. A few ministries have
already changed their names, from the All Union Ministry to the All
Union Committee on Light Industry (for example). The innovative
Minister of Machine Tools announced his intention to turn his
ministry into a joint stock company, owned by its constituent
firms, obtaining its revenues purely by selling services to the
enterprises, and competing with other providers of the same
service, public and private -- no firm would be required to use
the services.

51. Still on the positive side, the mission interviewed some
managers who were eagerly awaiting joint stock company status so
as to sell shares (in the first instance to banks and other
enterprises) and raise capital. One firm visited held shares in
a Finnish industrial firm, had sent several hundred of its workers
to Finland for training, and it was paying for the training by
having the trainees work part time in the very plant in which they
held shares. Contacts with western financial and business
organizations are booming and intensely sought after. Many
enterprises are tapping their flush social development funds and
enrolling, at firm expense, their middle level managers in one of
the many new management training centers.'3 In short, there is a

There reportedly exist over 120 private management
training institutes/schools/centers, ranging from very
inexpensive and unstructured weekend courses to 20,000 ruble --
or more -- a year MBA programs, complete with foreign teachers
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great deal of positive activity taking place, as the more spirited
managers and officials respond to the limited degree of autonomy
they have been awarded, and try to envisage what the next openings
will be so that they will be in a position to profit from them.

52. Some are not responding. The mission met officials who
deplored the instability and chaotic nature of the present
situation; they hesitated to convert enterprises to joint stock
form until there was complete clarification on the legal front;
they defended the need for certain "important" sectors to continue
to receive allocations from the planning system; they insisted that
private owners have only a short term view which must be balanced
by the long and general view of the planners; a few were hostile
to any notion of privatization; and a number of respondents said
that "limits" on enterprise freedom and behavior were desireable
and necessary. One official went so far as to characterize the
changes of the last few years as the result of a "temporary
euphoria" which would soon dissolve. These attitudes constitute
a considerable obstacle to a smooth transition to the market.

B. Specific Improvement Measures

53. In these circumstances, what needs to be done to improve
the quantity and quality of managers and board members? First with
regard to managers: The highest management levels are already
relatively well-served. They have increasing access to a number
of courses that expose them to the practices and approach of
western private business firms. This is all well and good;
marketing, advertising, cost-effective production techniques, and
issues of quality control are basic themes in western business,
and they have been largely ignored in Soviet industry. The efforts
underway aimed at CEOs and their closest deputies thus deserve
support and expansion.

54. However, the key areas requiring improvement are at less
than general director level. The installation of a "business
orientation" in firms cannot be the task of one CEO or a few
leaders. Large numbers of middle and lower level managers must
understand what is at stake in the changed environment. They will
need training, not so much in an academic, MBA-type approach, but
more in the manner of the training provided "in-house" in western
firms. It can be seen at once that this is an enormous task; no
matter how few people an enterprise picks for training, the total
number will be very large, given that the multiplier is between 46
and 55 thousand.

55. To facilitate the management improvement process, the
Soviet authorities, at all levels, might take advantage of the
experience accumulated by other reforming socialist economies, and

and internships in western firms.
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the technical assistance/training agencies that have been working
in these countries. The Soviet authorities should inquire of the
Polish, Hungarian and Yugoslav governments as to the methods they
have devised or applied to turn civil servants who were receivers
of orders into managers who seize opportunities. Particularly
useful from the enterprise perspective is the well regarded Polish
"company doctor" program. Working with a private management
consultant firm, the Poles are training teams that make a rapid
triage of enterprises, dividing them into the comparatively
healthy, the hopeless -- and thus candidates for liquidation -- and
those in which restructuring would prepare them for sale or healthy
performance. While the thought of launching a similar process in
the massive number of Soviet firms is daunting in the extreme,
first steps have to be taken.

56. The Soviets should also expand and deepen their contacts
with the multi-lateral and bi-lateral funding and assistance
agencies; i.e., the OECD, the IMF, the IBRD, the EBRD, and the
British Know-How Fund, all of which can offer information, advice
and -- either now or in the future -- grant or loan financing to
undertake studies, and hire or obtain consultants, technical
assistants and advisors.

57. The Soviets might consider the use, perhaps at first in
a few pilot or experimental enterprises, of management contracts.
These would hire managers, or entire management systems, from
abroad and turn over the selected firms to their direction. If
the authorities were able to grant the hired managers near complete
latitude, and if the contract contained incentives for good
performance, then the Soviets might gain expanded production and
internal efficiency gains in the contracted firms, plus a
substantial amount of practical information on what they had to
do, and how to go about it, in other enterprises. One could even
go farther along these lines: in the innovative New Zealand
enterprise reform program, it was decided to abolish citizenship
requirements for enterprise CEOs, and to recruit internationally
for these key posts. At present, several New Zealand public
corporations are headed by non-citizens, frequently coming from
the private sector (they are paid accordingly).

58. The Soviets should seek assistance for, and set about
the creation of a training program for members of boards of
directors. This would be necessary if the approach suggested above
in section III is adopted (see para. 42); but it would also be
needed to render effective the "enterprise boards" supposedly
coming into being as of January, 1991 (see para. 8). Indeed, all
members of all supervisory boards, of whatever type, require
instruction on the objectives of the owners, the functioning of
the firm, the rights and duties of the board and the information
that has to be submitted to the board and how to interpret it.
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SUBJECT: Mr. Conable's Visit to the Soviet Union

Sven,

I spoke to Obminsky's office. Apparently, the 12th is not
workable for Gorbachev and they are still waiting for
confirmation for the 16th. Both the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
and the central bank are already on board for the 16th. They
could not give me an estimate as to when they would be able to
firm up a visit with Gorbachev. I told them it was urgent due to
his other travel arrangements and commitments.

David
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1. Professor Shatalin, member of the Presidential Council of the
USSR, one of Mr. Gorbachev's economic gurus, addressed the Second
Committee of the UN on the subject of "The transition to a market
economy in the Soviet Union. "

2. In his remarks, Professor Shatalin made the following points:

Profound changes had taken place in the past year in
the Soviet Union, but primarily in political terms. While
it was clear that a new economic system had to be built in
the Soviet Union, it was also evident that economic
restructuring could not be effected overnight. The radical
economic reforms called for in the earlier proposals were
not comprehensive. Moreover, no one anticipated how far-
reaching and complex the process would be, Republics were
currently erecting barriers between themselves which could
lead to the economic collapse of the country if this were
not checked, He said that he was working on an economic
program which would serve as a compromise among three
programs (Gorbachev's, Yeltsin's, Shatalin's). The Supreme
Soviet will discuss this "harmonized" program next Monday,
October 15. The main principles and underlying factors of
the program are as follows:

a. A free enterprise system should be implemented.

b. A convertible rouble, at least internally. The
Government deficit had to be brought under control.
Government expenditures had to be cut back with
spending on defense and national security being
reduced.

C. Acceptance that the Soviet Union was a union of
sovereign states. The political reality was that the
USSR as a unitary state with control from the top no
longer existed. The heads of the various states bad
to play significant roles in the planning and
implementation of any economic program. However, it
was also recognized that some form 4-central control
must be applied on issues like defense, outer-space
activities, national strategic matters, some
infrastructure projectEa health aitd communications.
There would have to be special fufds for development
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and for social development and assistance to the lss
developed republics.

d. Agrarian retutmn was essential. Farming techniques
were outdated. A third of this year's harvest would
be lost due to incompetence. Private ownership of
farmland would be permitted, but the extent of land
purchased, which would be available even to city
dwellers, would be strictly limited. Neo-capitalism
would not be permitted.

e. A shift to a market system demanded sacrifice. It was
,-necessary, therefore, to protect the poorest groups in

society. The current program had been criticized for
not going far enough in the protection of vulnerable
groups. The problems were of varying degrees among
the regionu,

f. There was a lot of "hot money" floating around, which
if harnessed could provide a boost in the shift to a
market economy.

g. They were convinced that they would not succeed
without cooperation from the world community, both in
the east and west. While the USSR had paid bills on
time in the past, this was no longer the case.
Current and upcoming payments would be postponed.
Thus, the country was in dire need of credit and
looked to the international community to provide
economic assistance,

h1. Very few people in the USSR knew what a market economy
was, let alone how to manage one. Not having lived,
worked or studied in a market economy, Soviet
economists found it difficult to develop comprehensive
plans for moving towards one. They were generally
poorly trained. The USSR, therefore, needed financial
and economic experts to train its people, and wanted
to commence sending its graduate students to the west.

i. In the past, assistance to Third World countries had
been given on an ideological basis. Billions of
roubles had been provided to countries strictly
because of their ideological slant. This had to
change. The USSR would join the rest of the world and
provide assistance on the basis of need,

3. In summing up, Mr. Shatalin asserted that the USSR had moved very
far and very expeditiously in putting a new political system in place.
The country was moving towards democracy. While a new economic order
will be given genuine political support from the highest levels,
economic reform would take time. It would not be accomplished in "500"



days. Indeed, it was difficult to place a time-frame on it.

4. M hatalin's addzess was followed by a short question and answer
per Id

Q. What criteria would be used in guiding pricing policy?

A. The USSR needs to use every instrument to eliminate the
budget deficit and stabilize the consumer market. If the
stabilization program was successful, it would be possible
to let prices float.

Q. What will be the role of the exchange rate?

A. Until the economy is stable, the rouble cannot be made
completely convertible. As expected, the rouble will soon
be devalued. A free market will be created gradually, and
when this Is done, the rouble could be traded on the open
market, and its true value assessed.

Q. How close are you to the target budget deficit of 60 billion
roubles?

A. The budget deficit is much larger than 60 billion roubles,
It is likely to be of the order of 150 billion roubles, or
85 billion according to western calculations. The USSR had
to take strict measures in eliminating the deficit. They
wished to copy the Federal Reserve Bank system of the United
States, incorporating the 15 Central Banks of the USSR Into
a single federal system, - the Union Reserve Bank, which
would be a single juridical body.

Q. What about Soviet membership in GATT, IMF, World Bank and
G7?

A. He maintained that he was not an expert in this area.
Nevertheless, he foresaw the USSR becoming a full member of
GATT and adhering to its decisions at the Uruguay Round. He
said, tongue in cheek, that they would like to join the G7
if they were considered a developed country. He did not
comment on the issue of joining the Bank and the Fund,
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OVERVIEW

1. The contrast in Europe between economic performance in the
west and in the erstwhile centrally planned economies of the east
has become even more marked in the first half of 1990. Economic
growth continues strongly in the market economies while in the
east there is general and deepening recession.

2. The economic performance of western Europe and North America
remained quite favourable in 1989, although on average the pace
of expansion tended to moderate. This reflects largely the
impact of tighter monetary policies designed to prevent inflation
from accelerating. Output growth slowed down in North America
but remained broadly unchanged in much of western Europe. There
was also a deceleration in the pace of economic activity in
Japan, although GDP growth was still higher there than in the
other two regions. Growth differentials between these three
regions tended to narrow in the course of 1989. Total output in
the market economies grew on average by some 3.5 per cent,
compared with over 4 per cent in 1988.

3. Expectations for 1990 are for a continuation of relatively
strong performance in the ECE market economies. There will be
some further slow-down in output growth, and this will tend to
ease the strains which high activity levels have put recently on
the utilization of available resources. Fixed investment will
again be the major support for growth. In western Europe the
forecast deceleration in output growth is small, except for the
United Kingdom. The outlook for the United States is surrounded
with some uncertainty, but growth in 1990 is now expected to be
around 2 per cent. Inflation rates have generally tended to
stabilize since last October and in many countries there have
been tentative signs of deceleration in recent months.
Nevertheless, official concerns are focused on the high rates of
capacity utilization in western Europe and on the possible
inflationary consequences of the German monetary union. Although
fears of the latter may well be exaggerated, monetary policies
are likely to remain cautious and avoid any general reduction in
interest rates until there is a decisive downturn in average
inflation rates. Nevertheless, despite high interest rates,
private consumption growth and fixed investment in western Europe
generally remain strong: forecasts for growth in the Federal
Republic have been raised since the beginning of the year and the
secretariat now expects average west European growth to be about
3 per cent this year. For the ECE market economies as a whole,
GDP growth in 1990 is expected to average 2.5 per cent, compared
with 3 per cent in 1989.

4. Economic activity in eastern Europe and the Soviet Union
slowed progressively throughout 1989 and went into a recession in
the final months of the year, which has continued and generally
deepened in the first quarter of 1990. In the Soviet Union,
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output rose by less than 2.5 per cent in 1989, down from 4.5 in
1988. Output fell in absolute terms in three of the six east
European countries in 1989 and declined by 1.5 per cent for the
group as a whole. Worsening output trends were accompanied by
rising inflationary pressures or open inflation, which turned
into a classical hyper-inflation in Poland. Together with the
domestic balance, external balances generally deteriorated.

5. Many of these processes accelerated in 1990, but for reasons
which varied much more widely among the countries of the region
than was the case last year. In the first quarter of 1990,
output was below the level of the same period of 1989 in all the
eastern countries, with very sizeable falls in some. In
aggregate, the region's industrial production declined by almost
5 per cent. Inflation, open or repressed; accelerated in most
countries. Exports generally fell steeply, largely because of
supply problems; imports also declined in most countries, but
much less than exports, or increased -- notably in Romania and
the Soviet Union -- and balance-of-payments constraints tightened
considerably in the region.

6. Social or political upheavals played an important role in
the 1989 downturn, but deteriorating macro-economic control --
central planning systems are being dismantled, but have not yet
been replaced by viable market institutions -- and the
inflationary impact of growing fiscal deficits appear to have
been the main causes. The resulting internal market imbalances
were transmitted among the eastern countries through the
intra-CMEA trading system, which has shown signs of
disintegration as member countries strove to avoid incurring
surpluses in transferable roubles that might never be convertible
into goods.

7. Economic policies set for 1990 were very diverse: they range
from those assigning priority to radical and very rapid systemic
change in conjunction with fiscal and monetary austerity to
eliminate inflation (the Polish "shock therapy") to those giving
short-term priority to stabilization as a prerequisite for more
far-reaching measures of systemic reform in the future (the
Soviet case). Many of the new interim governments in eastern
Europe merely struggled to keep their economies running, pending
mandates for systemic change from the elections in the first half
of 1990. If the austerity policies, where attempted, have
largely achieved their initial goals -- although, particularly in
Poland, at the cost of a far deeper recession than expected --
policies aimed at stabilizing economic activity in the old
economic framework have generally failed. This became clear by
mid-1990, but governments have encountered considerable
difficulties in obtaining a consensus for new solutions. The
policy landscape at mid-year is thus dominated by uncertainty.
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The only certain element appears to be that the recession in
eastern Europe and the Soviet Union is far from having run its
course.

1. Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union

(i) Developments in 1989 and early 1990

8. The objectives that the countries of eastern Europe and the
Soviet Union had laid down in their respective national economic
plans for 1989 envisaged an acceleration of NMP growth, from an
average 3 per cent reported for eastern Europe in 1988 and the
4.5 per cent registered in the Soviet Union to some 4.5 per cent
and 6 per cent, respectively. These targets were predicated on
the expectation of substantial efficiency gains and fairly strong
output growth in industry as well as in agriculture throughout
the area.

9. Policy targets on the utilization of national output
(domestic absorption) tended towards austerity in eastern Europe,
while in the case of the Soviet Union the policy stance appears
to have been still fairly permissive. By late 1988, when these
plans were being formulated, inflationary pressure -- and the
state budget deficit which was feeding it -- had become a serious
policy concern in the Soviet Union, yet policy makers still found
it very difficult to face up to the full dimensions of the
problem. In most of the east European countries (apart from
Hungary and Poland), the inflationary problem and its monetary
policy and public deficit origins were still kept under wraps in
the policy statements for 1988-1989, but the evident worsening of
balance-of-payments constraints (in part also revealed in the
public statistics only in early 1990 after the changes in the
power structure) forced the hand of policy makers.

10. Within the constraints on total domestic absorption,
consumption appears to have been favoured relative to
accumulation in the plans for 1989. Targets for average wages
and retail sales volume indicate that fairly high growth was
aimed at in Bulgaria, the German Democratic Republic, Poland and
the Soviet Union, whereas a more restrictive stance prevailed in
Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Romania. Investment targets, by
contrast, were restrictive (negative or below planned NMP growth)
in Czechoslovakia and the Soviet Union, but appear to indicate
that some rise in the investment rate may have been intended in a
number of other countries (Hungary, Poland, Romania). However,
given the tense situation in consumer markets combined with the
priority assigned by policy makers to consumption to ease social
tensions, as well as balance-of-payments pressures, the leeway
for investment outlays was evidently quite narrow everywhere.
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11. Regarding the overall pace of output growth, the policy
stance for 1989 varied substantially among countries. In eastern
Europe, the countries most actively engaged in economic reform --
Hungary and Poland, and also Czechoslovakia, anticipated some
slowing of NMP growth, whereas in Bulgaria, the German Democratic
Republic and Romania the targets implied a pronounced upswing
from the 1988 performance. In all countries, efficiency gains
were to feed this expansion, as indicated by sectoral targets,
formulated in gross output terms, which generally were lower
than those for NMP.

12. At the same time, most countries hoped to gain some
flexibility in the foreign trade sector by placing a lid on total
domestic absorption and by boosting exports. This was to enable
countries to continue with their external adjustment efforts,
first introduced in the early 1980s, as well as with structural
change and economic reform.

13. The growth objectives for 1989 over a wide range of output
and consumption targets proved, in retrospect, to have been
overly optimistic. In early 1989, the ECE secretariat had
suggested that a target of 3.5 per cent aggregate growth for the
group as a whole would be more realistic. Official growth rates
were deemed to be too ambitious, in part because of prevailing
internal market imbalances and difficulties with the reform
programmes in countries that had already put them in train. It
was already evident that the constraints on intra-CMEA trade were
tightening, largely because of adverse changes in the Soviet
Union's terms of trade at a time of slowing or declining Soviet
export supplies. This in turn would restrict the ability of
eastern Europe to export and, in some cases, to operate near full
capacity.

14. Even that judgement in the end proved to have been
optimistic. In eastern Europe, aggregate NMP actually fell in
1989 (see table 3), reflecting performances ranging from 1-2 per
cent growth in Czechoslovakia and the German Democratic Republic
to a- 10 per cent fall in Romania. Three countries (Bulgaria,
Hungary and Romania) reported a decline in NMP produced. In
Poland it stagnated. In the event, only Czechoslovakia almost
succeeded in reaching its 1989 aggregate output target. In the

Soviet Union, growth in 1989 slowed to just under 2.5 per cent,
and perhaps less if the widespread doubts of Soviet economists
about the official deflators are warranted.

15. On the whole, the 1989 output results were the worst since

the post-war stabilization. In addition to three countries
actually in recession (defined as a fall in net real output),
several others were clearly close to it, as indicated by the
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downward trend of output in successive quarters of 1989 and the
results for the first three to four months of the current year.

16. The socio-political events of 1989 were only in part
responsible for the economic deterioration. Labour disputes,
demonstrations and chaotic emigration obviously contributed to
the slow-down. But the current weakness had deeper roots in the
continuing inability of policy makers in eastern Europe and the
Soviet Union to regain a growth path with sustained significant
increases in output per head. The paltry gains in average labour
productivity reflected largely low capital- and resource-use
efficiency. This is a phenomenon of long standing in all the
economies that used to rely mainly on detailed central planning
for resource allocation.

17. Most large production sectors contributed to the downturn.
Aggregate gross industrial output stagnated in eastern Europe in
1989. In the Soviet Union it grew by less than 2 per cent, the
lowest growth rate registered in the post-war period; however,
the output of consumer manufactures ("sector B") advanced faster
than industry as a whole, by 4.5 per cent -- a reflection of the
high priority that the Soviet leadership has recently been
placing on improving consumer market supplies. The weakness of
aggregate east European industrial production reflected a
significant contraction of output in Hungary, Poland and Romania
(-2 per cent) and near stagnation in Czechoslovakia. Only
Bulgaria and the German Democratic Republic reported real growth
in 1989 (above 2 per cent), in both countries in spite of a
substantial outflow of skilled workers since mid-1989 and the
disorganization caused by political disturbances later in the
year. The cumulative effect of these factors, however, was
increasingly felt in both countries in the last quarter.

18. Generally, industrial production deteriorated throughout
1989. In the last quarter, output fell in absolute terms in all
eastern countries but Czechoslovakia. It declined further,
generally at increasing rates, in all countries in the first
three to four months of 1990. In the first quarter of 1990,
output was below the level of a year earlier by 8-9 per cent in
Bulgaria, 3 per cent in Czechoslovakia, 5 per cent in the German
Democratic Republic, 8 per cent in Hungary and by almost

In the context it should be noted, however, that
conclusions about recent trends are somewhat hazardous
owing to the large changes in statistical reporting
practices now occurring in the region. The downturn in
a number of countries may in fact have occurred earlier
but have been hidden by deceptive statistics.
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one-third in Poland and one fifth in Romania. An absolute
downturn occurred also in the Soviet Union (see table 1).

19. Agricultural performance also remained well below
expectations in 1989. The construction sector probably
registered a sharp contraction, judging from the information on
investment activity in 1989, as did the transport sector in a
number of countries.

20. Information on developments in the allocation of national
income in 1989 is still sketchy. There is little doubt, however,
that intentions regarding absorption levels could not be
implemented in most countries. In Hungary and Poland, austerity
was maintained -- as originally planned -- but at levels of
aggregate absorption sharply lower than intended. Elsewhere in
eastern Europe and in the Soviet Union, however, widening
consumer market imbalances and measures to improve supplies to
ease social tensions resulted in worsening external balances --
in some cases by sizeable margins -- in spite of cut-backs in
investment outlays.

21. Aggregate consumption grew very little in real terms in most
countries in 1989, or contracted -- as in Hungary, Poland and
Romania. Although rising fast in nominal value, retail sales in
real terms increased only marginally in several of these
economies. Money incomes generally grew more rapidly than
nominal retail sales, which further aggravated domestic market
imbalance. This occurred in spite of efforts to boost production
for the domestic market, to increase consumer imports and
encourage savings through more differentiated interest rates. An
especially large increase in retail sales was reported by the
Soviet Union. A substantial share of the overall rise stemmed,
however, from the rapid increase in the sale of alcoholic
beverages, an item that had deliberately been placed under
official supply constraints for social reasons in the mid-1980s,
with deleterious consequences for macro-economic balance. Though
part of the increase was made possible by the earmarking of
defence industry capacities and inventories for civilian uses,
emergency imports -- which contributed to a sharp deterioration
of the external accounts -- also had to be called upon. None the
less the consumer markets remained severely disturbed throughout
the year, as is suggested by the rapid spread of local rationing
schemes and other non-market arrangements to "distribute the
shortages".

22. The volume of gross investment (and in some cases nominal
investment outlays) clearly contracted in eastern Europe in 1989;
in the Soviet Union it grew only marginally. This marked a sharp
break with the trends of the preceding three years, when
investment volume growth had outpaced the expansion of total
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output. Policy makers in several countries, including the Soviet
Union, have been looking for ways of curtailing investment
outlays. In that sense, the results of 1989 must have been
encouraging. However, the micro-economic aims associated with
the easing of the investment ratio -- improved efficiency in the
investment process and in the use of capital -- were not
achieved. Moreover, in the reforming countries the hoped-for
replacement of budget financing by enterprise financing does not
appear to have improved investment discipline. This has been
mainly due to chronic rigidities in the distribution system for
investment goods and unabated administrative controls over
investment activity.

23. The foreign trade sector remained a constraining factor in
all countries of the group in 1989 and early 1990. Although
import volume in most countries increased faster (or fell less)
than export volume, which eased domestic market imbalances,
balance-of-payments concerns generally held this in fairly narrow
boundaries. None the less, the external balances deteriorated in
both eastern Europe and -- substantially -- the Soviet Union.

24. In CMEA relations, the trade-constraining tendencies
inherent in a structure of predominantly bilateral arrangements
appear now to be moving the system onto a downward spiral. At
its origin is the deterioration of the Soviet terms of trade
vis-a--vis eastern Europe which stemmed from the lagged
introduction of world market prices into the CMEA trade price
structure and caused the Soviet trade balance with eastern Europe
to swing into deficit in the second half of the 1980s. In 1989
and early 1990 several east European countries (notably Hungary
and Poland) took special measures to curb rouble exports in an
attempt to stave off sizeable surpluses in transferable roubles.
The Soviet Union, on the other hand, introduced export
constraints of its own on manufactured consumer goods to protect
the supply to domestic markets. In addition, Soviet deliveries
of fuels and raw materials fell short of commitments owing to
production and, probably, transport difficulties.

25. In the event, the volume of Soviet exports to eastern Europe
appears to have contracted slightly in 1989 -- by perhaps 1-2 per
cent -- while Soviet imports from eastern Europe fell somewhat
more steeply -- by 2-3 per cent; nonetheless, the Soviet trade
deficit rose from 2.5 billion roubles in 1988 to over 4 billion
roubles in 1989. The downturn became much steeper, and the
imbalance widened, in the first quarter of 1990, when intra-CMEA
trade declined by some 10 per cent in volume (table 2).

26. External payments constraints were largely responsible for
the weak trade performance with non-CMEA partners in 1989.
Imports from these partners increased in both eastern Europe and
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the Soviet Union, in some cases as a consequence of the
deliberate choice of policy makers around mid-year to improve
domestic supplies through consumer goods imports. Asa result,
the trade balance of the Soviet Union with the convertible
currency area registered a $6 billion turnround, swinging from
surplus to a deficit of about $1.5 billion. A substantial
proportion of this change -- roughly $2 billion -- was on account
of a declining Soviet surplus with the developing countries.
Matters were less dramatic in eastern Europe's relations with
third partners. None the less the trade surplus of $2.5 billion
with the market economies in 1988 contracted to some $2 billion
in 1989. The early months of 1990 produced a sharp deterioration
in these balances (table 2.)

(ii) Prospects for 1990

27. Policy objectives for 1990 for most countries of the area
are in a state of flux in mid-1990. Only the Soviet Union had
adopted an explicit annual plan of the old variety that is still
-- at least formally -- in force. It attempted to stabilize the
economy, but this effort clearly has not worked. Remedial
measures are under consideration, but they impose serious costs
for which social acceptance has to be found. Similar issues
arise with the transformation plans of some east European
countries.

28. Current economic policy in the eastern countries is
dominated by preoccupation with regaining economic, social and
political stability, in conjunction with preparations for
systemic change. In some countries, notably Hungary and Poland,
with Czechoslovakia lagging only as regards the scheduling, a
social consensus already prevails, and formal economic
stabilization programmes are at the heart of short-run economic
policy or are being formulated. In these cases, regaining order
in monetary and fiscal affairs is considered a prerequisite for
moving towards a more market-oriented environment. In other
countries, particularly Bulgaria and Romania, official intentions
have.been more conservative in the early months of 1990, but more
radical changes appear to be in the making after the recent
elections. In Romania, the new government has announced the
intention of turning decisively towards market-oriented reforms,
presumably without central planning.

29. Economic reforms under way in the eastern countries
accelerated dramatically in 1989, together with political change.
In the economic sphere, these aim, to one degree or another, at
improving performance through increased use of markets and
through closer integration into the world economy.
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30. In the Soviet Union, and probably also in Bulgaria and
Romania (where the formulation of objectives is still at an early
stage), reforms basically envisage a transformation of the
existing centrally planned system through the use of monetary and
financial instruments and market channels to replace the
"command" system of physical resource allocation and output
determination. Much increased enterprise autonomy,
demonopolization of the enterprise structure, room for non-state
economic activity alongside the dominant state sector, improved
price systems (with better links to world market prices), and the
"hardening" of financial constraints are expected to bring
significant efficiency gains. All reforms include measures to
achieve a substantial opening to the outside world, ranging from
decentralization of the authority to trade abroad to liberalized
provisions for the entry of foreigners into the domestic economic
system (mainly in the form of joint ventures or free trade
zones).

31. In Hungary and Poland, the reform agenda was extended
radically in 1989, and now aims at the establishment of
fully-fledged market economies in which the role of state
planning is reduced to largely macro-economic functions. Broadly
similar aims came to the fore in Czechoslovakia after the
political overturn at the end of 1989, but are still in the
course of being formulated. These countries now envisage a
significant and rapid reduction of state-owned industries through
privatization and a substantial role for foreign direct
investment. The difficult issue facing these countries is how to
manage the transition from centrally planned to market systems,
and this -- especially in Poland -- in the face of sharply
deteriorating economic performance. Poland has opted for a shock
cure in the hope of thus shortening the transition period,
whereas in the other two countries the appropriate pace is still
to be decided.

32. In the German Democratic Republic, central planning of any
kind is of course no longer on the agenda, and the issue is now
largely one of how best to manage integration with an existing
and strong market economy and not how to re-fashion a separate
economic entity -- a task which has its own difficulties, but
should be incomparably easier. With the currency unification at
the beginning of July 1990, economic policy autonomy has
essentially been abandoned.

33. The immediate prospects for eastern Europe and the Soviet
Union are bleak. Governmental programmes for 1990 focus on the
twin aims of transforming economic systems and stabilizing
economies in disarray. These are tasks of a large order and
frequently involve contradictory demands. Inflationary processes
are likely to yield only slowly to moderate deflationary policy
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measures, and where policy is strong (as in Poland) the cost of a
recessionary downturn will be high. Balance of payments
constraints have increased for most.countries, including now the
Soviet Union, and this reduces the leeway for domestic policy.

34. Although the problems and prospects facing the eastern
countries are fairly daunting, the ability to implement effective
policies to deal with them and reap the longer-term benefits
could be greatly increased by the adoption of consistent reform
measures. In eastern Europe, the political legitimacy conferred
on the governments that emerged after the free parliamentary
elections in 1990, and by a significant programme of technical
and financial support by the western market economies, should
help in facing the costs of reform.

2. East-west trade and payments

35. East-west trade in 1989 was characterized by a slackening of
eastern export growth and a substantial pick-up in the volume of
eastern imports. Both trends became more pronounced in the early
months of 1990. They evolved against the background of a rapid,
although slowing, expansion of world trade and momentous changes
in the political environment of east-west relations.

36. After rising some 8 per cent in value and perhaps 5 per cent
in volume in 1989, total eastern exports to the west contracted
in the firgt quarter of 1990 by an estimated 8 per cent in volume
(table 3). Export performance varied considerably between the
eastern countries. In Czechoslovakia and Hungary, exports to the
west grew rapidly in 1989 and early 1990, while Poland's
deliveries to the west recovered sharply in 1990 after having
come to a standstill in the second half of 1989. The exports of
the other east European countries fell in the first quarter of
1989, as did those of the Soviet Union. The fall was
particularly large in Bulgaria and Romania.

37. Eastern imports from the west, which had expanded strongly
in 1989, quickened to some 16 per cent in volume in the first
quarter of 1990. This reflected mainly the very fast expansion
of Soviet imports, which is now in its third year. In eastern

2 Unless otherwise noted, growth rates for the first
quarter of 1990 reflect change from the same period in
1989. The value data shown in table 3 derive entirely
from eastern national sources, since the western data
used in the more detailed analysis in United Nations
Economic Commission for Europe, Economic Survey of
Europe in 1989-1990, New York, 1990 (chapter 4.2) are
not yet available for the most recent period.
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Europe, where import growth had been moderate in 1989, only
Czechoslovakia and Romania registered an upswing in early 1990.
In Romania the increase follows nine years of contraction that
saw imports from the west drop from $4 billion in 1980 to $900
million in 1989. The imports of Bulgaria, the German Democratic
Republic and Hungary stagnated or declined in 1990 after
substantial growth in 1989, whereas those of Poland contracted
sharply.

38. The trade surplus with the west of the east European
countries increased in 1989, but the surplus in convertible-
currency trade narrowed owing to a sharp fall in the surplus with
developing countries. The Soviet Union incurred a
convertible-currency deficit in 1989, owing to a steep rise (to
$6.5 billion) in its trade deficit with the west and a fall in
its surplus with developing countries. As a result of the
changes in trade flows in the first quarter of 1990, eastern
trade balances with the west and with the convertible-currency
area as a whole deteriorated considerably. The east European
surplus in convertible currencies swung into deficit (a $1
billion turnround), and the Soviet Union incurred a $3.4 billion
first-quarter deficit, more than twice as large as that for all
of 1989. The deterioration of the external balance was
particularly pronounced in Romania, followed by Czechoslovakia,
the German Democratic Republic and Bulgaria. Hungary and Poland,
on the other hand, improved their external position in the first
quarter of 1990, Poland registering a convertible-currency
surplus of $0.8 billion which exceeded that for 1989 as a whole.

39. In 1989, the east's current account in convertible
currencies swung from a surplus of $3 billion in 1988 to a
deficit'of $6 billion, owing to unfavourable movement? in the
accounts of both eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. The
trade results for the first quarter of 1990, together with higher
net interest payments -- stemming from higher international
interest rates in 1990 and rising levels of external indebtedness
-- suggest that the convertible-currency current account deficits
of most eastern countries widened in the early part of the year.
Hungary and Poland were exceptions. In Poland, in particular,
the steep rise of the trade surplus more than offset higxer net,
interest payments and yielded a current account surplus. This

3 See United Nations Economic Commission for Europe,
Economic Survey of Europe in 1989-1990, New York, 1990,
table 4.3.1.

Rynki zagraniczne, 17 May 1990.
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allowed the authorities to build up reserves by $1.7 billion,5

although it should be noted that only a small share of interest
obligations were settled.

40. A host of factors -- the development of output and demand,
changes in trade policies, and the implementation of reforms and
macro-economic stabilization policies in the east -- shaped the
eastern countries' trade flows with the west, although the
influence of each factor appears to have varied considerably from
country to country.

41. The import demand of the developed market economies, the
major convertible currency market for eastern goods, appears to
have remained buoyant in the early part of 1990, perhaps slowing
somewhat from the rapid pace of the preceding two years.
Hungarian and Polish exports have also benefitted from the
liberalization of western trade restrictions since the beginning
of 1990.

42. All of the eastern countries experienced varying degrees of
decline in industrial production in 1989-1990, which in certain
cases appear to have directly reduced their exports. This
appears to have been the case in the German Democratic Republic,
where the fall in output has been due in part to labour force
emigration. In the Soviet Union, the production of oil, still the
predominant source of convertible currency revenues, has
continued to diminish. Oil production fell a further 5 per cept
(and coal by 6 per cent) in the first four months of the year,
which probably led to further reductions in the country's cgude
and petroleum product deliveries to the west in early 1990. To
some extent, east European output and exports were constrained by
shortfalls of imports from the Soviet Union, including crude oil.
Preliminary data for the early months of 1990 indicate that
exports of petroleum products to the west from these countries,

Financial Times, 1 June 1990.

6 Rynki zagraniczne, 17 May 1990.

Financial Times, 11 June 1990.

8 Soviet deliveries of petroleum and petroleum products
declined by some 13 per cent in the first two months of
1990 relative to the same period in the previous year.
IEA, Monthly Oil and Gas Statistics, Paris, 17 April
1990, and previous issues.
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refined largely from Soviet crude, continued to fall.9 However,
another cause of the decline in east European industrial
production -- the fall in Soviet import demand -- seems to have
actually fostered the growth of exports to the west. East
European enterprises have made greater efforts to redirect
deliveries to the convertible currency area in order to
compensate for the drop in their exports to the Soviet Union.
This was clearly the case in Poland, where exchange rate policy
supported such efforts by a steeper devaluation of the zloty
against the dollar than against the rouble. Aside from lower
Soviet demand, east European exports to the Soviet market also
fell because of trade policy measures taken by the east Europan
countries to avoid the buildup of trade surpluses in roubles.
It is believed that, in general, the scope for such a shift is
not large in the short term because of the limited appeal to
westerners of goods produced for the Soviet market. However,
certain products -- food, raw materials, some semi-manufactures
and consumer goods could be redirected if their prices were made
sufficiently attractive.

43. The implementation of macro-economic stabilization policies
and economic reforms has had a considerable impact on the
external sectors of several eastern countries. Hungary and
Poland have adopted IMF-approved programmes. The resulting
compression of domestic demand has curtailed imports and induced
producers to compensate by boosting exports (largely to the west
since the eastern market is so weak). As a result, Hungary's
imports stagnated in the first quarter of 1990, despite a further
liberalization of the trade r6gime at the beginning of the year.
Unlike in recent years, there was little use of the exchange rate
in Hungary to promote exports. Elements of Poland's radical
economic reform, including the introduction of internal currency

During January-February, east European exports of crude
oil and petroleum products declined by 29 per cent
relative to the same period in 1989. IEA, Monthly Oil
and Gas Statistics, loc cit. Some east European
countries are reported to have contracted for
additional supplies of Middle East crude to make up for
the shortfall in supplies from the Soviet Union, but on
the whole these appear to have been insufficient to
maintain petroleum product deliveries.

10 For example, the Hungarian authorities temporarily
suspended licences for exports of Ikarus buses to the
Soviet Union. International Herald Tribune, 17-18
February 1990.
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convertibility and a large real devaluation of the zloty (much

sharper against the dollar than against the transferable 
rouble)

contributed to the upturn in exports to the convertible currency

area. On the other hand, Polish imports, which had been climbing

steeply, plunged in the first quarter of 
1990. The combination

of restraints on domestic demand, zloty devaluation and the

activation of Poland's tariff schedule (and taxes on certain

imports) le4 to an unexpectedly large reduction in the quantity

of imports. consequently there was a trade surplus in the

first quarter instead of the deficit which had 
been expected.

44. However, aside from Hungary and Poland, recent trade regime

changes in eastern Europe have not been 
significant. After the

recent elections, reforms are expected to accelerate in

Czechoslovakia. In Bulgaria, and Romania, discussions indicate

that real reforms may begin soon. In Czechoslovakia, the

currency retention scheme, introduced several years ago, and the

more recent acquisition of foreign trade rights 
by enterprises

are believed to have had a positive impact on exports. 
On the

other hand the devaluation of the koruna at the 
beginning of the

year probably had little effect on trade. 
In Romania,

administrative measures were used to cut exports (which may also

have been affected by the drop in industrial production) and

sharply raise imports so as to improve internal supply,

particularly as regards foodstuffs. 
Overall, it appears that

foreign trade reforms have had only a limited 
effect on the

shaping of the east's trade flows with 
the west. Macro-economic

stabilization measures appear to have been more 
important.

45. Given the financial markets' unfavourable assessment 
of

economic developments in the east in recent months, it is

probable that some eastern countries 
running current account

deficits in convertible currencies will have 
to implement

adjustment measures because of growing limits 
to the availability

of credit. Already at the beginning of the year commercial 
banks

were reported to be scaling down their lending 
to the eastern

The term "internal currency convertibility" as used
here refers to an exchange regime under 

which domestic

companies are obligated to surrender all foreign

currency earnings to the domestic monetary authority at

the prevailing rate of exchange. By the same token

they and residents have the right to purchase 
foreign

currency, at the same rate of exchange, in order to

import.

Polish imports from the convertible currency 
area had

been expected to rise by 13 per cent in 1990.

Rzeczpospolita, 14 December 1989.
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area, owing to a perception of greater risk identified with theprocess of economic reform and, in the case of several countries,to rapidly growing indebtedness, The cautiousness of banks wasreinforced when news of payments difficulties in several easterncountries emerged. In March, Bulgaria -- where indebtedness hadbeen increasing rapidly -- announced the su-pension of paymentsof principal on its commercial obligation . This was followedby reports that the Soviet Union had fallen behind on thesettlement of short-term trade credits and that some creditorbanks had withdrawn deposits from Hungarian banks. The resultingilliquidity led the Hungarian government to request a $500million bridging loan from the Bank for International Settlementsuntil funds from the IiMF and the World Bank become available. Inthe wake of the publicized payments problems 'of these threecountries, international banks were reported to have curtailedlending to them and to have lowered their credit ratings. It isthus likely that in the near future the access of all easterncountries to commercial credits will be constrained and will bemore costly. In these circumstances, new officially-backedcredit lines and, for those countries which are already membersof the Bretton Woods organizations, multilateral facilities willtake on additional importance. Financing from the new EuropeanBank for ReFonstruction and Development will not be availableuntil 1991. A successful rescheduling of bank obligationswill be necessary i Bulgaria is to obtain the breathing space topursue its reforms.

46. The recent rapid growth of Soviet imports from the westpresumably reflects decisions to alleviate growing domesticshortages and the increasing enterprise autonomy in the sphere offoreign trade and borrowing rights. In 1989, Soviet imports fromthe west had risen by some 20 per cent in value, which increasedthe country's trade deficit with the west to $6.5 billion andcontributed to an estimated $10 billion rise in external

13 In negotiations with creditor banks, Bulgaria is askingfor a postponement of repayments of principal comingdue until 1993. The country intends to pay scheduledinterest payments, amounting to some $600 million in1990. Financial Times, 22 June 1990.
14 It should be remembered that Bulgaria andCzechoslovakia will not become members of the IMF untilthe autumn of 1990 and credits will be available onlylater.
15 Poland's debts have already been rescheduled. SeeUnited Nations Economic Commission for Europe, EconomicSurvey of Europe in 1989-1990, New York, 1990, p.219.
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indebtedness. Mainly because of a further large increase in
imports, the Soviet Union's trade deficit reached a record $3.8
billion in the first quarter of 1990. In May 1990, reports of
widespread delays in Soviet repayment of short-term suppliers
credits began to surface. Although the Soviet authorities have
announced that they are taking steps to resolve these
difficulties, it appears that international banks have not
reversed their purely commercial decision to curtail lending.
Among other repercussions, the international credit rating of the
Soviet Union slipped, raising the costs of borrowing.

47. The question arises why payments by the Soviet Union were
delayed when it had some $15 billigx on deposit with BIS
reporting banks at the end of 1989 and gold reserves estimated
at over $30 billion. One explanation centres on the implications
of the economic reforms which opened the way to a
decentralization of foreign borrowing away from Vnesheconobank to
individual enterprises and ministries. It seems that Soviet
enterprises had obtained non-guaranteed credits from foreign
suppliers, byond their capacity to repay, without the guarantee
of the Bank. Consequently, western creditors would have to
evaluate risks of lending to Soviet enterprises more carefully,
however difficult that might be under present circumstances.

48. Beyond these "technical" problems it also appears that
Soviet demand for financing increased rapidly when the government
resorted to imports to meet pressing internal needs. It is
likely that the Soviet Union financed at least part of its large
first-quarter trade deficit by drawing heavily upon its BIS
assets. As regards the Soviet Union's gold stock, it has been

16
See United Nations Economic Commission for Europe,
Economic Survey of Europe in 1989-1990, New York, 1990,
p.211.

17 BIS, International Banking and Financial Market
Developments, Basle, May 1990.

18 According to Deputy Prime Minister S. Sitarian,
Chairman of the State Commission for Foreign Economic
Relations, the stereotype of the Soviet organization,
backed in all cases by the government, was not valid
today. Western firms will have to build up the same
kind of financial relations with Soviet enterprises as
prevail among themselves. Izvestiya, 22 May 1990.

BIS data for the end of the first quarter are not yet
available. It might be noted that some seasonal
drawdown of assets is normal.
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reported that some of it has been used as collateral to raise
short-term credits to pay for imports.

49. Although internal pressures for a further increase in
imports may be building up in 21the Soviet Union, it is doubtful
whether they can be financed. Further declines of both Soviet
oil production and international oil prices have tended to
aggravate the country's trade position (although some relief has
been forthcoming from lower prices for cereals). Low and falling
gold prices have reduced potential revenues frgu gold sales as
well as the collateral value of gold reserves.

50. Since multilateral financing is not currently an option for
the Soviet Union, and its access to commercial credits is
apparently constrained (or at least more expensive), the country
will have to rely increasingly on official bilateral sources of
credit. However, for western governments to make available new
credit facilities on the scale required to support the level of
net borrowing undertaken in 1989 would require major and rapid
policy decisions. The DM5 billion ($3 billion) government
guaranteed bank credits recently announced by the Federal
Republic of Germany falls into this category; similar loans
from other western countries will presumably be under discussion
at the Group of Seven meeting in Houston. Unless these are
forthcoming, it seems likely that the Soviet authorities will be
obliged to cut the growth rate, and possibly even the level, of imports.

20 Financial Times, 27 June 1990.
21

An extrapolation of trade trends in the first quarter
to the entire year would yield a trade deficit of the
Soviet Union with the west of some $16 billion.

22 The recent fall in gold prices has been attributed to
factors other than the operations of the Soviet Union.
Financial Times, 13 June 1990.

23 Financial Times, 27 June 1990.
24

It might be noted here that the large increase in
Soviet imports during the past two years (from $21
billion in 1987 to $33 billion in 1989, plus an
additional large increment in the first quarter of
1990), has not reduced domestic shortages. This may
indicate the seriousness of the overall supply
situation, at least for certain goods, and suggests
that any import cutback could further aggravate the
situation. On the other hand, the failure of imports

(continued...)
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51. It is against the background of the trade prospects and the

deteriorating Soviet economy, which at the initial stages may be
weakened even further as more radical reforms are undertaken,
that the case for economic assistance is increasingly 2 eing

discussed in the west and in the Soviet Union itself.

52. Any international support measures for the Soviet Union
which may emerge are likely to reflect an approach similar to

that of the PHARE initiative of the Group of 24. Launched in

July 1989 and co-ordinated by the Commission of the European

Communities, the objective of the programme has been to provide

support for economic reform and restructuring in Hungary and

Poland. To this end many western countries are liberalizing
access to their markets, establishing new credit lines, offering

to provide a variety of technical assistance, taking measures to

stimulate foreign direct investment and, in the case of Poland

and Romania, providing emergency food aid. The G-24, working

24( . .continued)

to noticeably improve supplies may simply reflect
various internal problems (e.g., in the distribution

system), in which case a curtailment of imports might
not have an immediate visible effect on retail sales.

Until recently Soviet commentators limited
consideration of aid to technical assistance. For

example, see M. Maximova, "How can the west contribute

to perestroika (A Soviet economist's perception)",
paper presented to the Malente Symposium VII, On the

Way to Stronger East-west Economic Relations &m.

Opportunity and Challenge, Malente, Federal Republic of

Germany, 16-18 October 1989. More recently, Professor

Stanislav Shatalin, an adviser to President Gorbachev,
has come out in favour of assistance (Financial Times,

29 May 1990). In the west, Chancellor Helmut Kohl and

President Frangois Mitterand have emerged as strong
supporters of an aid initiative in favour of the Soviet

Union. The issue was discussed by heads of state at

the EC Summit in Dublin on 23 June 1990, but no

consensus on a course of action emerged. EC President

Delors indicated that the EC may be ready to offer a

substantial aid package to the Soviet Union (Financial

Times, 23 June 1990).

26 See United Nations Economic Commission for Europe

Economic Survey of Europe in 1989-1990, New York, 1990,

section 4.4, "International Initiative in Support of

- Eastern Reforms".
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closely with the IMF and the World Bank, have adopted a
case-by-case approach, tailoring relief packages to the
specific conditions and needs of each country. Conditionality
has played a central role, as aided countries are required to
undertake meaningful reforms and democratizat on and to adopt
stabilization programmes approved by the IMF. Following the
political changes of last year, other eastern countries --
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic Republic, Romania
and Yugoslavia -- have now been invited to join the PHARE
programme. The European Community is presently examining
requests for financial assistance from these countries amounting
to over $10 billion.

3. The effects of the eastern reform process on
the rest of the world

53. The underlying objective of the economic reforms in the
eastern economies is to raise their productivity and standards of
living to levels approaching those in western Europe. Real
output per head in the countries of eastern Europe in the
mid-1980s was on average some 40 per cent lower than in the
Federal Republic of Germany -- and given the uncertainty
surrounding such estimates, the actual figure could be much
lower. Moreover, their relative position has almost certainly
deteriorated since then. The population of the six countries of
eastern Europe is roughly equal to that of France and the United
Kingdom combined, while that of the six plus the Soviet Union is
only about three per cent lower than the population of OECD
Europe. Clearly, if these countries were to succeed in
significantly narrowing the gap between themselves and the west,
even at a more modest rate than western Europe has narrowed the
economic distance between it and the United States in the
post-war period, then they would constitute a significant source
of growth in the world economy. Moreover, since such a

27
The G-24 has relied heavily upon the IMF in the
execution of the support packages for Hungary and
Poland, making the disbursement of various credits to
these countries conditional upon their acceptance and
implementation of reform and stabilization measures.
The reasoning has been that this support is intended to
promote fundamental reform (which may first require
stabilization measures to be taken) rather than to
simply prop up existing inefficient structures. The
absence of Soviet membership in the IMF would seemingly
preclude a similar role for that institution in any
international support effort.

Z8 International Herald Tribune, 12 June 1990.
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development would be accompanied by the gradual inclusion of theeastern countries into the global, multilateral trading system,it could make an important contribution to world-wide utilitythrough a more efficient allocation of global resources.

54. These effects will be evident over the long run. Theproblems facing the reforming economies are immense and theirsolution will take time and require considerable assistance fromthe west. Nevertheless, once the process of reform is under way,east-west trade is likely to receive a major boost. Althoughwest European investment in the east may eventually replace someinvestment in the west, in the short to medium term it is likelyto depend on capital goods produced in the west. This is adevelopment which is likely to get under way during the 1990s.The unification of Germany will also provide a separate boost todomestic investment in the early 1990s insofar as unificationleads to a re-organization of production in both economies.

55. Improved growth and the entry of the eastern countries intothe multilateral trading system will also improve the prospectsfor .trade between the reforming economies and the developingcountries. However, it is likely that improved competitivenesswill enable the countries of eastern Europe to regain some or allof the market share they have lost to the newly industrializedeconomies of South East Asia, especially in the west Europeanmarket for manufactured goods. The east Europeans'
competitiveness will also benefit eventually from their beinggradually drawn into the more specialized division of labourwithin an integrated European economy. (This refers to thespontaneous integration that is likely to occur amonggeographically close, industrialized (or industrializing)
economies. Special institutional arrangements between theeastern countries and the EC or EFTA would, of course, acceleratethe process.) This, again, is a development which could getunder way during the 1990s.

56. The more immediate concern of some developing countries isthat financial resources may be diverted from them to easternEurope and the Soviet Union. Since commercial bank lending tothe developing countries is already low or non-existent and isunlikely to expand in eastern Europe in the near future, theirconcern is mainly to do with foreign direct investment by privatecompanies and with official development assistance. It isprobable that there will be some switch of western privateinvestment to eastern Europe, although on what scale isimpossible to say at present. However, the switch to the eastmay be as much at the expense of western Europe and North Americaas the developing countries. Again, such a switch is likely todevelop slowly. Foreign enterprises will remain cautious about
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investing significant sums in eastern Europe until the reform
processes are firmly established and until progress has been made
in the areas of property rights, convertible currency regimes,
and in building the institutional infrastructure necessary for
efficient market economies. Only when changes have been made in
these areas will it be possible to obtain reasonable calculations
of rates of return on investments in the east.

57. The matter of grant aid is likely to be the more immediate
issue for developing countries. Some organizations expressed the
view that aid for easterg Europe will have to be at the expense
of developing countries. The President of the Commission of
the European Communities has suggested that aid to the six east
European countries would require a large addition to the
Community's budget, but as yet it is not clear whether all member
countries would support such an increase. Fiscal policy in the
market economies is still dominated by the objectives of lowering
budget deficits and cutting the size of public expenditure.
Within this context the member countries of the OECD have not
made any special effort to reallocate public expenditure so as to
be able to meet the OECD development aid target of 0.7 per cent
of GNP. Unless specific measures to the contrary are taken, it
appears that the fears of developing countries about the
diversion of foreign aid are not altogether without foundation.

58. The most immediate effect on the rest of the world, and on
the developing countries in particular, is likely to be higher
interest rates. Bond yields in the Federal Republic of Germany
have already risen as a result of fears that unification of the
two German states will boost inflation and, because of the close
integration of the European economies, this has already had a
generally hardening effect on west European interest rates in
general. Insofar as reductions in defence expenditure (the
"peace dividend") are used to reduce government expenditure, theconsequent tightening of fiscal policy should eventually ease the
upward pressures on interest rates.

59. Some of the concerns about the effects of German unification
appear to be exaggerated, as noted above in sections 1 and 4, but
the essential point about unification in particular, and the
eastern reform process in general, is that there is bound to be
an increase in the demand for investible funds. In recent years
the main international sources of loanable funds have been Japan
and the Federal Republic itself. If real rates of return are
high in eastern Europe then foreign private capital will switch
from countries such as the United States (and, in Europe, from
France, Italy, the United Kingdom and southern Europe). As a

29 Financial Times, 12 December 1989.
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result of German unification, the Federal Republic's current
account surplus is likely to be invested at home rather than
abroad. This does not mean that German nominal interest rates
have to remain high. Bond yields may have risen because of the
perception that Federal Government expenditure will increase as a
result of the transition costs after unification (social security
support, subsidized training, housing, etc.) and, given the
anti-inflationary stance of monetary policy, this will have to be
financed by government borrowing. But if rates of return to
private investment in the east prove to be as high as some
observers think, then private capital will eventually take on
most of the task of restructuring. Insofar as this attracts
private capital from the rest of the world German nominal
interest rates could fall while the exchange rate remains firm.
However, countries which have to attract foreign capital in order
to finance large budget deficits, may be forced to raise interest
rates still further in order to compete with higher rates of
return elsewhere. Thus, the reduction of the United States
budget deficit, a process which may now be helped by large cuts
in defence expenditure, could help to relieve the upward pressure
on world interest rates. This would directly benefit the
indebted developing countries and ensure that an increasing
proportion of world savings can be employed in the development of
both eastern Europe and the developing countries. But the global
competition for foreign direct investment will be more intense
than ever before.



TABLE 1

Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union: Basic economic indicators, 1976-1990
(Average annual and annual growth rates, in percentages)

1976- 1981- 1990
Country or group, indicator 1980 1985 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 Jan-

March

Eastern Europe

Net material product . . . 3.6 2.2 3.7 4.6 3.2 3.0 -1.5
Industrial output . . . 5.6 2.8 4.1 4.6 3.5 3.6 -0.2 -13.4
Agricultural outputo . . . 1.9 1.1 -1.1 5.3 -0.8 1.4 -0.1

Gross investment . . . . . 2.7 -0.7 3.9 3.9 4.7 2.5 -2.2

Exports . . . . . . . . . 6.5 4.8 2.4 0.3 1.2 4.0 -3.0 -14.2
Imports . . . . . . . . . 4.1 0.4 5.5 5.3 1.8 2.9 0.2 -5.8

Soviet Union

Net material product . . . 4.3 3.2 1.6 2.3 1.6 4.4 2.4 -2.0
Industrial outputo . . . . 4.5 3 .6  3.4 4.4 3.8 3.9 1.7 -1.2
Agricultural outputa 1.7 1.1 0.1 5.3 -0.6 1.7 0.8

Gross investment 3.3 3.5 3.0 8.3 5.7 6.2 0.6 -5.4

Exports . . . . . . . . . 4.9 1.5 -4.3 10.0 3.3 4.8 -0.3 -7.0
Imports . . . . . . . . . 5.9 5.8 4.7 -6.0 -1.6 4.0 8.9 6.0

Source: Secretariat of the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe,
based on national statistical publications and plan fulfilment reports.

Gross output

b
Annualized change in the five-year average production levels
from the average of the preceding five years.



TABLE 2

Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union: Trade balances, 1985-1990

(Billion US dollars or transferable roubles)

Jan-March
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1989 1990 1990s

Eastern Europe with:

World . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.9 1.2 3.0 6.1 5.2 2.0 0.5 -1.3
Socialist countries (billion TR) . -0.4 -2.4 0.5 4.3 4.1 1.5 1.6 5.6
Developed market economies . . . . 3.7 0.8 0.5 0.3 1.4 0.9 0.1 -2.4
Developing countries . . . . . . . 2.4 1.8 2.3 2.2 0.5 -0.1 -0.3 -0.5

Soviet Union with:

World . . . . . . 3.9 8.1 11.7 3.4 -5.4 -2.1 -6.0 -22.3
Socialist countries (billion TR). 2.0 3.8 2.1 -0.5 -2.4 -1.1 -1.6 -4.6

Eastern Europe (billion TR) . 0.9 2.6 0.1 -2.4 -4.1 -1.0
Developed market economies . . . . -0.9 -3.9 0.5 -2.7 -6.5 -1.6 -3.8 -15.7
Developing countries . . . . . . . 2.4 6.6 7.9 6.9 5.0 1.3 0.4 0.8

a Extrapolated from first-quarter trends of exports and imports.



TABLE 3

East-west trade: value, volumes and trade balances, 1989-1990

(Percentage change and million US dollars)

Value change Volume change
Exports Imports Exports Imports Trade balance

1989 1990a 1989 1990 1989 1990 1989 1990 1989 1989 1990
QI QI QI QI QI QI

Bulgaria . . . . . . 4.8 -20.3 -1.7 1.7 3 -25 -1 -2 -1373 -350 -415
Czechoslovakia . . . 10.9 8.9 -1.6 30.3 10 7 - 28 71 209 52
German Dem. Rep. 9.5 -9.4 6.7 -3.8 8 -13 8 -5 -1032 33 -70
Hungary . . . . . . . 12.6 15.3 10.8 0.6 12 12 13 -1 283 -38 79
Poland . . . . . . . 5.2 8.5 6.3 -19.0 5 10 -6 -19 364 211 576
Romania . . . . . . . -1.1 -40.1 -5.3 329.1 -3 -44 -9 290 3081 821 -138

Eastern Europe 8.3 -4.5 4.3 9.4 7 -6 2 7 1395 888 84

Soviet Union . . . . 7.8 -1.3 21.1 27.2 3 -10 22 24 -6516 -1 574 -3791

Eastern Europe and
the Soviet Union . 8.1 -2.9 12.8 19.9 5 -8 12 16 -5121 -686 -3707

Source: ECE Common Data Base. Data refer to trade with "developed market economies" in
the grouping employed in the national statistics of eastern countries
(i.e., excluding Yugoslavia). Value change is measured in US dollars.
Values and trade balances reflect eastern trade reports; volume changes
are ECE secretariat estimates.

8 Relative to first quarter of 1989.
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1. ProfessoL Shatalin, member of the Presidential Council of the
USSR, one of Mr. Gorbachev's economic gurus, addressed the Second
Committee of the UN on the subject of "The transition to a market
economy in the Soviet Union."

2. in his remarks, Professor Shatalin made the following points:

Profound changes had taken place in the past year in
the Soviet Union, but primarily in political terms. While
it was clear that a new economic system had to be built in
the Soviet Union, it was also evident that economic
restructuring could not be effected overnight. The radical
economic reforms called for in the earlier proposals were
not comprehensive. Moreover, no one anticipated how far-
reaching and complex the process would be, Republics were
currently erecting barriers between themselves which could
lead to the economic collapse of the country if this were
not checked, He said that he was working on an economic
program which would serve as a compromise among three
programs (Gorbachev's, Yeltsin's, Shatalin's) . The Supreme
Soviet will discuss this "harmonized" program next Monday,
October 15. The main principles and underlying factors of
the program are as follows:

a. A free enterprise system should be implemented.

U. A coT.vertible rouble, at least internally. The
Government deficit had to be brought under control.
Government expenditures had to be cut back with
spending on defense and national security being
reduced.

c. Acceptance that the Soviet Union was a union of
sovereign states. The political reality was that the
USSR as a unitary state with control from the top no
longer existed, The heads of the various states had
to play significant roles in the planning and
implementation of any economic program, However, it
was also recognized that some form 04-cantral control
must be applied on issues like defense, outer-space
activities, national stra_tsgic tters, some
infrastructure projectK health an communications.
There would have to be spectaifurids for development
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and foL social development and assistance to the less
developed republics.

d. Agrarian refoLm was essential. Farming techniques
were outdated. A third of this year's harvest would
be lost due to incompetence. Private ownership of
farmland would be permitted, but the extent of land
purchased, which would be available even to city
dwellers, would be strictly limited, Neo-capitalism-
would not be permitted. -

e. A shift to a market system demanded sacrifice. It was
,.rnecessary, therefore, to protect the poorest groups in

society. The current program had been criticized for
not going far enough in the protection of vulnerable
groups, The problems were of varying degrees among,
the regions.

f. There was a lot of "hot money" floating around, which
if harnessed could provide a boost in the shift to a
market economy.

g. They were convinced that they would not succeed
without cooperation from the world community, both in
the east and west. While the USSR had paid bills on
time in the past, this was no longer the case.
Current and upcoming payments would be postponed.
Thus, the country was in dire need of credit and
looked to the international community to provide
economic assistance.

h. Very few people in the USSR knew what a market economy
was, let alone how to manage one. Not having lived,
worked or studied in a market economy, Soviet
economists found it difficult to develop comprehensive
plans for moving towards one. They were generally
poorly trained. The USSR, therefore, needed financial
and economic experts to train its people, and wanted
to commence sending its graduate students to the west.

I. In the past, assistance to Third World countries had

been given on an ideological basis. Billions of
roubles had been provided to countries strictly
because of their ideological slant. This had to
change. The USSR would join the rest of the world and
provide assistance on the basis of need.

3. In summing up, Mr. Shatalin asserted that the USSR had moved very
far and very expeditiously in putting a new political system in place.
The country was moving towards democracy. While a new economic order
will be given genuine political support from the highest levels,
economic reform would take time. It would not be accomplished in "500"
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days. Indeed, it was difficult to place a time-frame on it.

4. Mr. Shatalin's address was followed by a short question and answer
pe iod :

Q. What criteria would be used in guiding pricing policy?

A. The USSR needs to use every instrument to eliminate the
budget deficit and stabilize the consumer market. If the
stabilization program was successful, it would be possible
to let prices float.

Q. What will be the role of the exchange rate?

A. Until the economy is stable, the rouble cannot be made
completely convertible. As expected, the rouble will soon
be devalued. A free market will be created gradually, and/
when this is done, the rouble could be traded on the open
market, and its true value assessed,

Q. fHow close are you to the target budget deficit of 60 billion
roubles?

A. The budget deficit is much larger than 60 billion roubles.
It is likely to be of the order of 150 billion roubles, or
85 billion according to western calculations. The USSR had
to take strict measures in eliminating the deficit. They
wished to copy the Federal Reserve Bank system of the United
States, incorporating the 15 Central Banks of the USSR into
a single federal system, - the Union Reserve Bank, which
would be a single juridical body.

Q. What about Soviet membership in GATT, IMF, World Bank and
G7?

A. He maintained that he was not an expert in this area.
Nevertheless, he foresaw the USSR becoming a full member of
GATT and adhering to its decisions at the Uruguay Round. He
said, tongue in cheek, that they would like to join the G7
if they were considered a developed country. He did not
comment on the issue of joining the Bank and the Fund,
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OVERVIEW

1. The contrast in Europe between economic performance in the
west and in the erstwhile centrally planned economies of the east
has become even more marked in the first half of 1990. Economic
growth continues strongly in the market economies while in the
east there is general and deepening recession.

2. The economic performance of western Europe and North America
remained quite favourable in 1989, although on average the pace
of expansion tended to moderate. This reflects largely the
impact of tighter monetary policies designed to prevent inflation
from accelerating. Output growth slowed down in North America
but remained broadly unchanged in much of western Europe. There
was also a deceleration in the pace of economic activity in
Japan, although GDP growth was still higher there than in the '
other two regions. Growth differentials between these three
regions tended to narrow in the course of 1989. Total output in
the market economies grew on average by some 3.5 per cent,
compared with over 4 per cent in 1988.

3. Expectations for 1990 are for a continuation of relatively
strong performance in the ECE market economies. There will be
some further slow-down in output growth, and this will tend to
ease the strains which high activity levels have put recently on
the utilization of available resources. Fixed investment will
again be the major support for growth. In western Europe the
forecast deceleration in output growth is small, except for the
United Kingdom. The outlook for the United States is surrounded
with some uncertainty, but growth in 1990 is now expected to be
around 2 per cent. Inflation rates have generally tended to
stabilize since last October and in many countries there have
been tentative signs of deceleration in recent months.
Nevertheless, official concerns are focused on the high rates of
capacity utilization in western Europe and on the possible
inflationary consequences of the German monetary union. Although
fears of the latter may well be exaggerated, monetary policies
are likely to remain cautious and avoid any general reduction in
interest rates until there is a decisive downturn in average
inflat'ion rates. Nevertheless, despite high interest rates,
private consumption growth and fixed investment in western Europe
generally remain strong: forecasts for growth in the Federal
Republic have been raised since the beginning of the year and the
secretariat now expects average west European growth to be about
3 per cent this year. For the ECE market economies as a whole,
GDP growth in 1990 is expected to average 2.5 per cent, compared
with 3 per cent in 1989.

4. Economic activity in eastern Europe and the Soviet Union
slowed progressively throughout 1989 and went into a recession in
the final months of the year, which has continued and generally
deepened in the first quarter of 1990. In the Soviet Union,
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output rose by less than 2.5 per cent in 1989, down from 4.5 in
1988. Output fell in absolute terms in three of the six east
European countries in 1989 and declined by 1.5 per cent for the
group as a whole. Worsening output trends were accompanied by
rising inflationary pressures or open inflation, which turned
into a classical hyper-inflation in Poland. Together with the
domestic balance, external balances generally deteriorated.

5. Many of these processes accelerated in 1990, but for reasons
which varied much more widely among the countries of the region
than was the case last year. In the first quarter of 1990,
output was below the level of the same period of 1989 in all the
eastern countries, with very sizeable falls in some. In
aggregate, the region's industrial production declined by almost
5 per cent. Inflation, open or repressed, accelerated in most
countries. Exports generally fell steeply, largely because of
supply problems; imports also declined in most countries, but
much less than exports, or increased -- notably it Romania and
the Soviet Union -- and balance-of-payments constraints tightened
considerably in the region.

6. Social or political upheavals played an important role in
the 1989 downturn, but deteriorating macro-economic control --
central planning systems are being dismantled, but have not yet
been replaced by viable market institutions -- and the
inflationary impact of growing fiscal deficits appear to have
been the main causes. The resulting internal market imbalances
were transmitted among the eastern countries through the
intra-CMEA trading system, which has shown signs of
disintegration as member countries strove to avoid incurring
surpluses in transferable roubles that might never be convertible
into goods.

7. Economic policies set for 1990 were very diverse: they range
from those assigning priority to radical and very rapid systemic
change in conjunction with fiscal and monetary austerity to
eliminate inflation (the Polish "shock therapy") to those giving
short-term priority to stabilization as a prerequisite for more
far-reaching measures of systemic reform in the future (the
Soviet case). Many of the new interim governments in eastern
Europe merely struggled to keep their economies running, pending
mandates for systemic change from the elections in the first half
of 1990. If the austerity policies, where attempted, have
largely achieved their initial goals -- although, particularly in
Poland, at the cost of a far deeper recession than expected --
policies aimed at stabilizing economic activity in the old
economic framework have generally failed. This became clear by
mid-1990, but governments have encountered considerable
difficulties in obtaining a consensus for new solutions. The
policy landscape at mid-year is thus dominated by uncertainty.
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The only certain element appears to be that the recession in
eastern Europe and the Soviet Union is far from having run its
course.

1. Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union

(i) Developments in 1989 and early 1990

8. The objectives that the countries of eastern Europe and the
Soviet Union had laid down in their respective national economic
plans for 1989 envisaged an acceleration of NMP growth, from an
average 3 per cent reported for eastern Europe in 1988 and the
4.5 per cent registered in the Soviet Union to some 4.5 per cent,
and 6 per cent, respectively. These targets were predicated on'
the expectation of substantial efficiency gains and fairly strong
output growth in industry as well as in agriculture throughout
the area.

9. Policy targets on the utilization of national output
(domestic absorption) tended towards austerity in eastern Europe,
while in the case of the Soviet Union the policy stance appears
to have been still fairly permissive. By late 1988, when these
plans were being formulated, inflationary pressure -- and the
state budget deficit which was feeding it -- had become a serious
policy concern in the Soviet Union, yet policy makers still found
it very difficult to face up to the full dimensions of the
problem. In most of the east European countries (apart from
Hungary and Poland), the inflationary problem and its monetary
policy and public deficit origins were still kept under wraps in
the policy statements for 1988-1989, but the evident worsening of
balance-of-payments constraints (in part also revealed in the
public statistics only in early 1990 after the changes in the
power structure) forced the hand of policy makers.

10. Within the constraints on total domestic absorption,
consumption appears to have been favoured relative to
accumulation in the plans for 1989. Targets for average wages
and retail sales volume indicate that fairly high growth was
aimed at in Bulgaria, the German Democratic Republic, Poland and
the Soviet Union, whereas a more restrictive stance prevailed in
Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Romania. Investment targets, by
contrast, were restrictive (negative or below planned NMP growth)
in Czechoslovakia and the Soviet Union, but appear to indicate
that some rise in the investment rate may have been intended in a
number of other countries (Hungary, Poland, Romania). However,
given the tense situation in consumer markets combined with the
priority assigned by policy makers to consumption to ease social
tensions, as well as balance-of-payments pressures, the leeway
for investment outlays was evidently quite narrow everywhere.
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11. Regarding the overall pace of output growth, the policy
stance for 1989 varied substantially among countries. In eastern
Europe, the countries most actively engaged in economic reform --
Hungary and Poland, and also Czechoslovakia, anticipated some
slowing of NMP growth, whereas in Bulgaria, the German Democratic
Republic and Romania the targets implied a pronounced upswing
from the 1988 performance. In all countries, efficiency gains
were to feed this expansion, as indicated by sectoral targets,
formulated in gross output terms, which generally were lower
than those for NMP.

12. At the same time, most countries hoped to gain some
flexibility in the foreign trade sector by placing a lid on total
domestic absorption and by boosting exports. This was to enable
countries to continue with their external adjustment efforts,
first introduced in the early 1980s, as well as with structural
change and economic reform.

13. The growth objectives for 1989 over a wide range of output
and consumption targets proved, in retrospect, to have been
overly optimistic. In early 1989, the ECE secretariat had
suggested that a target of 3.5 per cent aggregate growth for the
group as a whole would be more realistic. official growth rates
were deemed to be too ambitious, in part because of prevailing
internal market imbalances and difficulties with the reform
programmes in countries that had already put them in train. It
was already evident that the constraints on intra-CMEA trade were
tightening, largely because of adverse changes in the Soviet
Union's terms of trade at a time of slowing or declining Soviet
export supplies. This in turn would restrict the ability of
eastern Europe to export and, in some cases, to operate near full
capacity.

14. Even that judgement in the end proved to have been
optimistic. In eastern Europe, aggregate NMP actually fell in
1989 (see table 3), reflecting performances ranging from 1-2 per
cent growth in Czechoslovakia and the German Democratic Republic
to a 10 per cent fall in Romania. Three countries (Bulgaria,
Hungary and Romania) reported a decline in NMP produced. In
Poland it stagnated. In the event, only Czechoslovakia almost
succeeded in reaching its 1989 aggregate output target. In the
Soviet Union, growth in 1989 slowed to just under 2.5 per cent,
and perhaps less if the widespread doubts of Soviet economists
about the official deflators are warranted.

15. On the whole, the 1989 output results were the worst since

the post-war stabilization. In addition to three countries
actually in recession (defined as a fall in net real output),
several others were clearly close to it, as indicated by the
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downward trend of output in successive quarters of 1989 and the
results for the first three to four months of the current year.

16. The socio-political events of 1989 were only in part
responsible for the economic deterioration. Labour disputes,
demonstrations and chaotic emigration obviously contributed to
the slow-down. But the current weakness had deeper roots in the
continuing inability of policy makers in eastern Europe and the
Soviet Union to regain a growth path with sustained significant
increases in output per head. The paltry gains in average labour
productivity reflected largely low capital- and resource-use
efficiency. This is a phenomenon of long standing in all the
economies that used to rely mainly on detailed central planning,
for resource allocation.

17. Most large production sectors contributed to the downturn.
Aggregate gross industrial output stagnated in eastern Europe in
1989. In the Soviet Union it grew by less than 2 per cent, the
lowest growth rate registered in the post-war period; however,
the output of consumer manufactures ("sector B") advanced faster
than industry as a whole, by 4.5 per cent -- a reflection of the
high priority that the Soviet leadership has recently been
placing on improving consumer market supplies. The weakness of
aggregate east European industrial production reflected a
significant contraction of output in Hungary, Poland and Romania
(-2 per cent) and near stagnation in Czechoslovakia. Only
Bulgaria and the German Democratic Republic reported real growth
in 1989 (above 2 per cent), in both countries in spite of a
substantial outflow of skilled workers since mid-1989 and the
disorganization caused by political disturbances later in the
year. The cumulative effect of these factors, however, was
increasingly felt in both countries in the last quarter.

18. Generally, industrial production deteriorated throughout
1989. In the last quarter, output fell in absolute terms in all
eastern countries but Czechoslovakia. It declined further,
generally at increasing rates, in all countries in the first
three to four months of 1990. In the first quarter of 1990,
output was below the level of a year earlier by 8-9 per cent in
Bulgaria, 3 per cent in Czechoslovakia, 5 per cent in the German
Democratic Republic, 8 per cent in Hungary and by almost

In the context it should be noted, however, that
conclusions about recent trends are somewhat hazardous
owing to the large changes in statistical reporting
practices now occurring in the region. The downturn in
a number of countries may in fact have occurred earlier
but have been hidden by deceptive statistics.
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one-third in Poland and one fifth in Romania. An absolute
downturn occurred also in the Soviet Union (see table 1).

19. Agricultural performance also remained well below
expectations in 1989. The construction sector probably
registered a sharp contraction, judging from the information on
investment activity in 1989, as did the transport sector in a
number of countries.

20. Information on developments in the allocation of national
income in 1989 is still sketchy. There is little doubt, however,
that intentions regarding absorption levels could not be
implemented in most countries. In Hungary and Poland, austerity
was maintained -- as originally planned -- but at levels of
aggregate absorption sharply lower than intended. Elsewhere an
eastern Europe and in the Soviet Union, however, widening
consumer market imbalances and measures to improve supplies to
ease social tensions resulted in worsening external balances --
in some cases by sizeable margins -- in spite of cut-backs in
investment outlays.

21. Aggregate consumption grew very little in real terms in most
countries in 1989, or contracted -- as in Hungary, Poland and
Romania. Although rising fast in nominal value, retail sales in
real terms increased only marginally in several of these
economies. Money incomes generally grew more rapidly than
nominal retail sales, which further aggravated domestic market
imbalance. This occurred in spite of efforts to boost production
for the domestic market, to increase consumer imports and
encourage savings through more differentiated interest rates. An
especially large increase in retail sales was reported by the
Soviet Union. A substantial share of the overall rise stemmed,
however, from the rapid increase in the sale of alcoholic
beverages, an item that had deliberately been placed under
official supply constraints for social reasons in the mid-1980s,
with deleterious consequences for macro-economic balance. Though
part of the increase was made possible by the earmarking of
defence industry capacities and inventories for civilian uses,
emergency imports -- which contributed to a sharp deterioration
of the external accounts -- also had to be called upon. None the
less the consumer markets remained severely disturbed throughout
the year, as is suggested by the rapid spread of local rationing
schemes and other non-market arrangements to "distribute the
shortages".

22. The volume of gross investment (and in some cases nominal
investment outlays) clearly contracted in eastern Europe in 1989;
in the Soviet Union it grew only marginally. This marked a sharp
break with the trends of the preceding three years, when
investment volume growth had outpaced the expansion of total
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output. Policy makers in several countries, including the Soviet
Union, have been looking for ways of curtailing investment
outlays. In that sense, the results of 1989 must have been
encouraging. However, the micro-economic aims associated with
the easing of the investment ratio -- improved efficiency in the
investment process and in the use of capital -- were not
achieved. Moreover, in the reforming countries the hoped-for
replacement of budget financing by enterprise financing does not
appear to have improved investment discipline. This has been
mainly due to chronic rigidities in the distribution system for
investment goods and unabated administrative controls over
investment activity.

23. The foreign trade sector remained a constraining factor in
all countries of the group in 1989 and early 1990. Although
import volume in most countries increased faster (or fell less)
than export volume, which eased domestic market imbalances,
balance-of-payments concerns generally held this in fairly narrow
boundaries. None the less, the external balances deteriorated in
both eastern Europe and -- substantially -- the Soviet Union.

24. In CMEA relations, the trade-constraining tendencies
inherent in a structure of predominantly bilateral arrangements
appear now to be moving the system onto a downward spiral. At
its origin is the deterioration of the Soviet terms of trade
vis-a-vis eastern Europe which stemmed from the lagged
introduction of world market prices into the CMEA trade price
structure and caused the Soviet trade balance with eastern Europe
to swing into deficit in the second half of the 1980s. In 1989
and early 1990 several east European countries (notably Hungary
and Poland) took special measures to curb rouble exports in an
attempt to stave off sizeable surpluses in transferable roubles.
The Soviet Union, on the other hand, introduced export
constraints of its own on manufactured consumer goods to protect
the supply to domestic markets. In addition, Soviet deliveries
of fuels and raw materials fell short of commitments owing to
production and, probably, transport difficulties.

25. In the event, the volume of Soviet exports to eastern Europe
appears to have contracted slightly in 1989 -- by perhaps 1-2 per
cent -- while Soviet imports from eastern Europe fell somewhat
more steeply -- by 2-3 per cent; nonetheless, the Soviet trade
deficit rose from 2.5 billion roubles in 1988 to over 4 billion
roubles in 1989. The downturn became much steeper, and the
imbalance widened, in the first quarter of 1990, when intra-CMEA
trade declined by some 10 per cent in volume (table 2).

26. External payments constraints were largely responsible for
the weak trade performance with non-CMEA partners in 1989.
Imports from these partners increased in both eastern Europe and
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the Soviet Union, in some cases as a consequence of the
deliberate choice of policy makers around mid-year to improve
domestic supplies through consumer goods imports. As a result,
the trade balance of the Soviet Union with the convertible
currency area registered a $6 billion turnround, swinging from
surplus to a deficit of about $1.5 billion. A substantial
proportion of this change -- roughly $2 billion -- was on account
of a declining Soviet surplus with the developing countries.
Matters were less dramatic in eastern Europe's relations with
third partners. None the less the trade surplus of $2.5 billion
with the market economies in 1988 contracted to some $2 billion
in 1989. The early months of 1990 produced a sharp deterioration
in these balances (table 2.)

(ii) Prospects for 1990

27. Policy objectives for 1990 for most countries of the area
are in a state of flux in mid-1990. Only the Soviet Union had
adopted an explicit annual plan of the old variety that is still
-- at least formally -- in force. It attempted to stabilize the
economy, but this effort clearly has not worked. Remedial
measures are under consideration, but they impose serious costs
for which social acceptance has to be found. Similar issues
arise with the transformation plans of some east European
countries.

28. Current economic policy in the eastern countries is
dominated by preoccupation with regaining economic, social and
political stability, in conjunction with preparations for
systemic change. In some countries, notably Hungary and Poland,-
with Czechoslovakia lagging only as regards the scheduling, a
social consensus already prevails, and formal economic
stabilization programmes are at the heart of short-run economic
policy or are being formulated. In these cases, regaining order
in monetary and fiscal affairs is considered a prerequisite for
moving towards a more market-oriented environment. In other
countries, particularly Bulgaria and Romania, official intentions
have been more conservative in the early months of 1990, but more
radical changes appear to be in the making after the recent
elections. In Romania, the new government has announced the
intention of turning decisively towards market-oriented reforms,
presumably without central planning.

29. Economic reforms under way in the eastern countries
accelerated dramatically in 1989, together with political change.
In the economic sphere, these aim, to one degree or another, at
improving performance through increased use of markets and
through closer integration into the world economy.
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30. In the Soviet Union, and probably also in Bulgaria and
Romania (where the formulation of objectives is still at an early
stage), reforms basically envisage a transformation of the
existing centrally planned system through the use of monetary and
financial instruments and market channels to replace the
"command" system of physical resource allocation and output
determination. Much increased enterprise autonomy,
demonopolization of the enterprise structure, room for non-state
economic activity alongside the dominant state sector, improved
price systems (with better links to world market prices), and the
"hardening" of financial constraints are expected to bring
significant efficiency gains. All reforms include measures to
achieve a substantial opening to the outside world, ranging from
decentralization of the authority to trade abroad to liberalize'd
provisions for the entry of foreigners into the domestic economic
system (mainly in the form of joint ventures or free trade
zones).

31. In Hungary and Poland, the reform agenda was extended
radically in 1989, and now aims at the establishment of
fully-fledged market economies in which the role of state
planning is reduced to largely macro-economic functions. Broadly
similar aims came to the fore in Czechoslovakia after the
political overturn at the end of 1989, but are still in the
course of being formulated. These countries now envisage a
significant and rapid reduction of state-owned industries through
privatization and a substantial role for foreign direct
investment. The difficult issue facing these countries is how to
manage the transition from centrally planned to market systems,
and this -- especially in Poland -- in the face of sharply
deteriorating economic performance. Poland has opted for a shock
cure in the hope of thus shortening the transition period,
whereas in the other two countries the appropriate pace is still
to be decided.

32. In the German Democratic Republic, central planning of any
kind is of course no longer on the agenda, and the issue is now
largely one of how best to manage integration with an existing
and strong market economy and not how to re-fashion a separate
economic entity -- a task which has its own difficulties, but
should be incbmparably easier. With the currency unification at
the beginning of July 1990, economic policy autonomy has
essentially been abandoned.

33. The immediate prospects for eastern Europe and the Soviet
Union are bleak. Governmental programmes for 1990 focus on the
twin aims of transforming economic systems and stabilizing
economies in disarray. These are tasks of a large order and
frequently involve contradictory demands. Inflationary processes
are likely to yield only slowly to moderate deflationary policy
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measures, and where policy is strong (as in Poland) the cost of a
recessionary downturn will be high. Balance of payments
constraints have increased for most.countries, including now the
Soviet Union, and this reduces the leeway for domestic policy.

34. Although the problems and prospects facing the eastern
countries are fairly daunting, the ability to implement effective
policies to deal with them and reap the longer-term benefits
could be greatly increased by the adoption of consistent reform
measures. In eastern Europe, the political legitimacy conferred
on the governments that emerged after the free parliamentary
elections in 1990, and by a significant programme of technical
and financial support by the western market economies, should
help in facing the costs of reform.

2. East-West trade and payments

35. East-west trade in 1989 was characterized by a slackening of
eastern export growth and a substantial pick-up in the volume of
eastern imports. Both trends became more pronounced in the early
months of 1990. They evolved against the background of a rapid,
although slowing, expansion of world trade and momentous changes
in the political environment of east-west relations.

36. After rising some 8 per cent in value and perhaps 5 per cent
in volume in 1989, total eastern exports to the west contracted
in the firt quarter of 1990 by an estimated 8 per cent in volume
(table 3). Export performance varied considerably between the
eastern countries. In Czechoslovakia and Hungary, exports to the
west grew rapidly in 1989 and early 1990, while Poland's
deliveries to the west recovered sharply in 1990 after having
come to a standstill in the second half of 1989. The exports of
the other east European countries fell in the first quarter of
1989, as did those of the Soviet Union. The fall was
particularly large in Bulgaria and Romania.

37. Eastern imports from the west, which had expanded strongly
in 1989, quickened to some 16 per cent in volume in the first
quarter of 1990. This reflected mainly the very fast expansion
of Soviet imports, which is now in its third year. In eastern

2 Unless otherwise noted, growth rates for the first
quarter of 1990 reflect change from the same period in
1989. The value data shown in table 3 derive entirely
from eastern national sources, since the western data
used in the more detailed analysis in United Nations
Economic Commission for Europe, Economic Survey of
Europe in 1989-1990, New York, 1990 (chapter 4.2) are
not yet available for the most recent period.
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Europe, where import growth had been moderate in 1989, only
Czechoslovakia and Romania registered an upswing in early 1990.
In Romania the increase follows nine years of contraction that
saw imports from the west drop from $4 billion in 1980 to $900
million in 1989. The imports of Bulgaria, the German Democratic
Republic and Hungary stagnated or declined in 1990 after
substantial growth in 1989, whereas those of Poland contracted
sharply.

38. The trade surplus with the west of the east European
countries increased in 1989, but the surplus in convertible-
currency trade narrowed owing to a sharp fall in the surplus with
developing countries. The Soviet Union incurred a
convertible-currency deficit in 1989, owing to a steep rise (to'
$6.5 billion) in its trade deficit with the west and a fall in
its surplus with developing countries. As a result of the
changes in trade flows in the first quarter of 1990, eastern
trade balances with the west and with the convertible-currency
area as a whole deteriorated considerably. The east European
surplus in convertible currencies swung into deficit (a $1
billion turnround), and the Soviet Union incurred a $3.4 billion
first-quarter deficit, more than twice as large as that for all
of 1989. The deterioration of the external balance was
particularly pronounced in Romania, followed by Czechoslovakia,
the German Democratic Republic and Bulgaria. Hungary and Poland,
on the other hand, improved their external position in the first
quarter of 1990, Poland registering a convertible-currency
surplus of $0.8 billion which exceeded that for 1989 as a whole.

39. In 1989, the east's current account in convertible
currencies swung from a surplus of $3 billion in 1988 to a
deficit of $6 billion, owing to unfavourable movement? in the
accounts of both eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. The
trade results for the first quarter of 1990, together with higher
net interest payments -- stemming from higher international
interest rates in 1990 and rising levels of external indebtedness
-- suggest that the convertible-currency current account deficits
of most eastern countries widened in the early part of the year.
Hungary and Poland were exceptions. In Poland, in particular,
the steep rise of the trade surplus more than offset higier net.
interest payments and yielded a current account surplus. This

See United Nations Economic Commission for Europe,
Economic Survey of Europe in 1989-1990, New York, 1990,
table 4.3.1.

Rynki zagraniczne, 17 May 1990.
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allowed the authorities to build up reserves by $1.7 billion,5

although it should be noted that only a small share of interest
obligations were settled.

40. A host of factors -- the development of output and demand,
changes in trade policies, and the implementation of reforms and
macro-economic stabilization policies in the east -- shaped the
eastern countries' trade flows with the west, although the
influence of each factor appears to have varied considerably from
country to country.

41. The import demand of the developed market economies, the
major convertible currency market for eastern goods, appears to
have remained buoyant in the early part of 1990, perhaps slowing
somewhat from the rapid pace of the preceding two years.
Hungarian and Polish exports have also benefitted from the
liberalization of western trade restrictions since the beginning
of 1990.

42. All of the eastern countries experienced varying degrees of
decline in industrial production in 1989-1990, which in certain
cases appear to have directly reduced their exports. This
appears to have been the case in the German Democratic Republic,
where the fall in output has been due in part to labour force
emigration. In the Soviet Union, the production of oil, still the
predominant source of convertible currency revenues, has
continued to diminish. Oil production fell a further 5 per cept
(and coal by 6 per cent) in the first four months of the year,
which probably led to further reductions in the country's cgude
and petroleum product deliveries to the west in early 1990. To
some extent, east European output and exports were constrained by
shortfalls of imports from the Soviet Union, including crude oil.
Preliminary data for the early months of 1990 indicate that
exports of petroleum products to the west from these countries,

Financial Times, 1 June 1990.

6 Rynki zagraniczne, 17 May 1990.

Financial Times, 11 June 1990.

8 Soviet deliveries of petroleum and petroleum products
declined by some 13 per cent in the first two months of
1990 relative to the same period in the previous year.
IEA, Monthly Oil and Gas Statistics, Paris, 17 April
1990, and previous issues.
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refined largely from Soviet crude, continued to fall.9 However,
another cause of the decline in east European industrial
production -- the fall in Soviet import demand -- seems to have
actually fostered the growth of exports to the west. East
European enterprises have made greater efforts to redirect
deliveries to the convertible currency area in order to
compensate for the drop in their exports to the Soviet Union.
This was clearly the case in Poland, where exchange rate policy
supported such efforts by a steeper devaluation of the zloty
against the dollar than against the rouble. Aside from lower
Soviet demand, east European exports to the Soviet market also
fell because of trade policy measures taken by the east Europan
countries to avoid the buildup of trade surpluses in roubles.
It is believed that, in general, the scope for such a shift is
not large in the short term because of the limited appeal to
westerners of goods produced for the Soviet market. However,
certain products -- food, raw materials, some semi-manufactures
and consumer goods could be redirected if their prices were made
sufficiently attractive.

43. The implementation of macro-economic stabilization policies
and economic reforms has had a considerable impact on the
external sectors of several eastern countries. Hungary and
Poland have adopted IMF-approved programmes. The resulting
compression of domestic demand has curtailed imports and induced
producers to compensate by boosting exports (largely to the west
since the eastern market is so weak). As a result, Hungary's
imports stagnated in the first quarter of 1990, despite a further
liberalization of the trade regime at the beginning of the year.
Unlike in recent years, there was little use of the exchange rate
in Hungary to promote exports. Elements of Poland's radical
economic reform, including the introduction of internal currency

During January-February, east European exports of crude
oil and petroleum products declined by 29 per cent
relative to the same period in 1989. IEA, Monthly Oil
and Gas Statistics, loc cit. Some east European
countries are reported to have contracted for
additional supplies of Middle East crude to make up for
the shortfall in supplies from the Soviet Union, but on
the whole these appear to have been insufficient to
maintain petroleum product deliveries.

10 For example, the Hungarian authorities temporarily
suspended licences for exports of Ikarus buses to the
Soviet Union. International Herald Tribune, 17-18
February 1990.
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convertibility and a large real devaluation of the zloty (much

sharper against the dollar than against the transferable 
rouble)

contributed to the upturn in exports to the convertible currency

area. On the other hand, Polish imports, which had been climbing

steeply, plunged in the first quarter of 1990. The combination

of restraints on domestic demand, zloty devaluation and the

activation of Poland's tariff schedule (and taxes on certain

imports) leS to an unexpectedly large reduction in the quantity

of imports. Consequently there was a trade surplus in the

first quarter instead of the deficit which had been 
expected.

44. However, aside from Hungary and Poland, recent trade rdgime

changes in eastern Europe have not been significant. 
After the

recent elections, reforms are expected to accelerate in

Czechoslovakia. In Bulgaria, and Romania, discussions indicate

that real reforms may begin soon. In Czechoslovakia, the

currency retention scheme, introduced several years ago, and the

more recent acquisition of foreign trade rights by 
enterprises

are believed to have had a positive impact on exports. 
on the

other hand the devaluation of the koruna at the 
beginning of the

year probably had little effect on trade. In Romania,

administrative measures were used to cut exports (which may also

have been affected by the drop in industrial production) and

sharply raise imports so as to improve internal supply,

particularly as regards foodstuffs. Overall, it appears that

foreign trade reforms have had only a limited effect 
on the

shaping of the east's trade flows with the 
west. Macro-economic

stabilization measures appear to have been more 
important.

45. Given the financial markets' unfavourable assessment 
of

economic developments in the east in recent months, 
it is

probable that some eastern countries 
running current account

deficits in convertible currencies will have to 
implement

adjustment measures because of growing limits 
to the availability

of credit. Already at the beginning of the year commercial 
banks

were reported to be scaling down their lending 
to the eastern

The term "internal currency convertibility" 
as used

here refers to an exchange rdgime under 
which domestic

companies are obligated to surrender all foreign

currency earnings to the domestic monetary authority at

the prevailing rate of exchange. By the same token

they and residents have the right to purchase 
foreign

currency, at the same rate of exchange, in order to

import.

12 Polish imports from the convertible currency area had

been expected to rise by 13 per cent in 1990.

Rzeczpospolita, 14 December 1989.
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area, owing to a perception of greater risk identified with theprocess of economic reform and, in the case of several countries,to rapidly growing indebtedness The cautiousness of banks wasreinforced when news of payments difficulties in several easterncountries emerged. In March, Bulgaria -- where indebtedness hadbeen increasing rapidly -- announced the sugpension of paymentsof principal on its commercial obligations. This was followedby reports that the Soviet Union had fallen behind on thesettlement of short-term trade credits and that some creditorbanks had withdrawn deposits from Hungarian banks. The resultingilliuidity led the Hungarian government to request a $500million bridging loan from the Bank for International Settlementsuntil funds from the IMF and the World Bank become available Inthe wake of the publicized payments problems of these threecountries, international banks were reported to have curtailedlending to them and to have lowered their credit ratings. It isthus likely that in the near future the access of all easterncountries to commercial credits will be constrained and will bemore costly. In these circumstances, new officially-backedcredit lines and, for those countries which are already membersof the Bretton Woods organizations, multilateral facilities willtake on additional importance. Financing from the new EuropeanBank for ReAonstruction and Development will not be availableuntil 1991. A successful rescheduling of bank obligationswill be necessary i Bulgaria is to obtain the breathing space to
pursue its reforms.

46. The recent rapid growth of Soviet imports from the westpresumably reflects decisions to alleviate growing domesticshortages and the increasing enterprise autonomy in the sphere offoreign trade and borrowing rights. In 1989, Soviet imports fromthe west had risen by some 20 per cent in value, which increasedthe countrys trade deficit with the west to $6.5 billion andcontributed to an estimated $10 billion rise in external

13 In negotiations with creditor banks, Bulgaria is askingfor a postponement of repayments of principal coming
due until 1993. The country intends to pay scheduledinterest payments, amounting to some $600 million in1990. Financial Times, 22 June 1990.

14 It should be remembered that Bulgaria andCzechoslovakia will not become members of the IMF untilthe autumn of 1990 and credits will be available onlylater.

15 Poland's debts have already been rescheduled. SeeUnited Nations Economic Commission for Europe, EconomicSurvey of Europe in 1989-1990, New York, 1990, p.219.
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indebtedness.16 Mainly because of a further large increase in
imports, the Soviet Union's trade deficit reached a record $3.8
billion in the first quarter of 1990. In May 1990, reports of
widespread delays in Soviet repayment of short-term suppliers
credits began to surface. Although the Soviet authorities have
announced that they are taking steps to resolve these
difficulties, it appears that international banks have not
reversed their purely commercial decision to curtail lending.
Among other repercussions, the international credit rating of the
Soviet Union slipped, raising the costs of borrowing.

47. The question arises why payments by the Soviet Union were
delayed when it had some $15 billi g on deposit with BIS
reporting banks at the end of 1989 and gold reserves estimated
at over $30 billion. One explanation centres on the implications
of the economic reforms which opened the way to a
decentralization of foreign borrowing away from Vnesheconobank to
individual enterprises and ministries. It seems that Soviet
enterprises had obtained non-guaranteed credits from foreign
suppliers, beyond their capacity to repay, without the guarantee
of the Bank. Consequently, western creditors would have to
evaluate risks of lending to Soviet enterprises more carefully,
however difficult that might be under present circumstances.

48. Beyond these "technical" problems it also appears that
Soviet demand for financing increased rapidly when the government
resorted to imports to meet pressing internal needs. It is
likely that the Soviet Union financed at least part of its large
first-quarter trade deficit by drawing heavily upon its BIS
assets. As regards the Soviet Union's gold stock, it has been

16
See United Nations Economic Commission for Europe,
Economic Survey of Europe in 1989-1990, New York, 1990,
p.211.

1? BIS, International Banking and Financial Market
Developments, Basle, May 1990.

18 According to Deputy Prime Minister S. Sitarian,
Chairman of the State Commission for Foreign Economic
Relations, the stereotype of the Soviet organization,
backed in all cases by the government, was not valid
today. Western firms will have to build up the same
kind of financial relations with Soviet enterprises as
prevail among themselves. Izvestiya, 22 May 1990.

19
BIS data for the end of the first quarter are not yet
available. It might be noted that some seasonal
drawdown of assets is normal.
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reported that some of it has been used2 as collateral to raise
short-term credits to pay for imports.

49. Although internal pressures for a further increase in
imports may be building up in the Soviet Union, it is doubtful
whether they can be financed. Further declines of both Soviet
oil production and international oil prices have tended to
aggravate the country's trade position (although some relief has
been forthcoming from lower prices for cereals). Low and falling
gold prices have reduced potential revenues frwn gold sales as
well as the collateral value of gold reserves.

50. Since multilateral financing is not c'urrently an option fot
the Soviet Union, and its access to commercial credits is
apparently constrained (or at least more expensive), the country
will have to rely increasingly on official bilateral sources of
credit. However, for western governments to make available new
credit facilities on the scale required to support the level of
net borrowing undertaken in 1989 would require major and rapid
policy decisions. The DM5 billion ($3 billion) government
guaranteed bank credits recently announced by the Federal
Republic of Germany falls into this category; similar loans
from other western countries will presumably be under discussion
at the Group of Seven meeting in Houston. Unless these are
forthcoming, it seems likely that the Soviet authorities will be
obliged to cut the growth rate, and possibly even the level, of imports.

20 Financial Times, 27 June 1990.

21 An extrapolation of trade trends in the first quarter
to the entire year would yield a trade deficit of the
Soviet Union with the west of some $16 billion.

22 The recent fall in gold prices has been attributed to
factors other than the operations of the Soviet Union.
Financial Times, 13 June 1990.

23 Financial Times, 27 June 1990.

24 It might be noted here that the large increase in
Soviet imports during the past two years (from $21
billion in 1987 to $33 billion in 1989, plus an
additional large increment in the first quarter of
1990), has not reduced domestic shortages. This may
indicate the seriousness of the overall supply
situation, at least for certain goods, and suggests
that any import cutback could further aggravate the
situation. On the other hand, the failure of imports

(continued...)
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51. It is against the background of the trade prospects and the

deteriorating Soviet economy, which at the initial stages may be
weakened even further as more radical reforms are undertaken,
that the case for economic assistance is increasingly2 being
discussed in the west and in the Soviet Union itself.

52. Any international support measures for the Soviet Union
which may emerge are likely to reflect an approach similar to

that of the PHARE initiative of the Group of 24. Launched in

July 1989 and co-ordinated by the Commission of the European
Communities, the objective of the programme has been to provide

support for economic reform and restructuring in Hungary and

Poland. To this end many western countries are liberalizing.,
access to their markets, establishing new credit lines, offering

to provide a variety of technical assistance, taking measures to

stimulate foreign direct investment and, in the case of Poland

and Romania, providing emergency food aid. The G-24, working

24( ...continued)

to noticeably improve supplies may simply reflect
various internal problems (e.g., in the distribution

system), in which case a curtailment of imports might

not have an immediate visible effect on retail sales.

25 Until recently Soviet commentators limited

consideration of aid to technical assistance. For

example, see M. Maximova, "How can the west contribute

to perestroika (A Soviet economist's perception)",

paper presented to the Malente Symposium VII, On the

Way to Stronger East-west Economic Relations &m.

Opportunity and Challenge, Malente, Federal Republic of

Germany, 16-18 October 1989. More recently, Professor

Stanislav Shatalin, an adviser to President Gorbachev,
has come out in favour of assistance (Financial Times,

29 May 1990). In the west, Chancellor Helmut Kohl and

President Frangois Mitterand have emerged as strong

supporters of an aid initiative in favour of the Soviet

Union. The issue was discussed by heads of state at

the EC Summit in Dublin on 23 June 1990, but no

consensus on a course of action emerged. EC President

Delors indicated that the EC may be ready to offer a

substantial aid package to the Soviet Union (Financial

Times, 23 June 1990).

26 See United Nations Economic Commission for Europe

Economic Survey of Europe in 1989-1990, New York, 1990,

section 4.4, "International Initiative in Support of

Eastern Reforms".
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closely with the IMF and the World Bank, have adopted a
case-by-case approach, tailoring relief packages to the
specific conditions and needs of each country. Conditionality
has played a central role, as aided countries are required to
undertake meaningful reforms and democratizatson and to adopt
stabilization programmes approved by the IMF. Following the
political changes of last year, other eastern countries --
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic Republic, Romania
and Yugoslavia -- have now been invited to join the PHARE
programme. The European Community is presently examining
requests for financial assistance from these countries amounting
to over $10 billion.

3. The effects of the eastern reform process on
the rest of the world

53. The underlying objective of the economic reforms in the
eastern economies is to raise their productivity and standards of
living to levels approaching those in western Europe. Real
output per head in the countries of eastern Europe in the
mid-1980s was on average some 40 per cent lower than in the
Federal Republic of Germany -- and given the uncertainty
surrounding such estimates, the actual figure could be much
lower. Moreover, their relative position has almost certainly
deteriorated since then. The population of the six countries of
eastern Europe is roughly equal to that of France and the United
Kingdom combined, while that of the six plus the Soviet Union is
only about three per cent lower than the population of OECD
Europe. Clearly, if these countries were to succeed in
significantly narrowing the gap between themselves and the west,
even at a more modest rate than western Europe has narrowed the
economic distance between it and the United States in the
post-war period, then they would constitute a significant source
of growth in the world economy. Moreover, since such a

27
The G-24 has relied heavily upon the IMF in the
execution of the support packages for Hungary and
Poland, making the disbursement of various credits to
these countries conditional upon their acceptance and
implementation of reform and stabilization measures.
The reasoning has been that this support is intended to
promote fundamental reform (which may first require
stabilization measures to be taken) rather than to
simply prop up existing inefficient structures. The
absence of Soviet membership in the IMF would seemingly
preclude a similar role for that institution in any
international support effort.

International Herald Tribune, 12 June 1990.
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development would be accompanied by the gradual inclusion of theeastern countries into the global, multilateral trading system,it could make an important contribution to world-wide utilitythrough a more efficient allocation of global resources.

54. These effects will be evident over the long run. Theproblems facing the reforming economies are immense and theirsolution will take time and require considerable assistance fromthe west. Nevertheless, once the process of reform is under way,east-west trade is likely to receive a major boost. Althoughwest European investment in the east may eventually replace someinvestment in the west, in the short to medium term it is likelyto depend on capital goods produced in the west. This is adevelopment which is likely to get under way during the 1990s'.The unification of Germany will also provide a separate boost todomestic investment in the early 1990s insofar as unificationleads to a re-organization of production in both economies.

55. Improved growth and the entry of the eastern countries intothe multilateral trading system will also improve the prospectsfor .trade between the reforming economies and the developingcountries. However, it is likely that improved competitivenesswill enable the countries of eastern Europe to regain some or allof the market share they have lost to the newly industrializedeconomies of South East Asia, especially in the west Europeanmarket for manufactured goods. The east Europeans'
competitiveness will also benefit eventually from their beinggradually drawn into the more specialized division of labourwithin an integrated European economy. (This refers to thespontaneous integration that is likely to occur amonggeographically close, industrialized (or industrializing)
economies. Special institutional arrangements between theeastern countries and the EC or EFTA would, of course, acceleratethe process.) This, again, is a development which could getunder way during the 1990s.

56. The more immediate concern of some developing countries isthat financial resources may be diverted from them to eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union. Since commercial bank lending tothe developing countries is already low or non-existent and isunlikely to expand in eastern Europe in the near future, theirconcern is mainly to do with foreign direct investment by privatecompanies and with official development assistance. It isprobable that there will be some switch of western private
investment to eastern Europe, although on what scale isimpossible to say at present. However, the switch to the east
may be as much at the expense of western Europe and North Americaas the developing countries. Again, such a switch is likely todevelop slowly. Foreign enterprises will remain cautious about
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investing significant sums in eastern Europe until the reform
processes are firmly established and until progress has been made
in the areas of property rights, convertible currency rtgimes,and in building the institutional infrastructure necessary for
efficient market economies. Only when changes have been made in
these areas will it be possible to obtain reasonable calculations
of rates of return on investments in the east.

57. The matter of grant aid is likely to be the more immediate
issue for developing countries. Some organizations expressed the
view that aid for eastern Europe will have to be at the expense
of developing countries. The President of the Commission of
the European Communities has suggested that aid to the six east
European countries would require a large addition to the
Community's budget, but as yet it is not clear whether all member
countries would support such an increase. Fiscal policy in the
market economies is still dominated by the objectives of lowering
budget deficits and cutting the size of public expenditure.
Within this context the member countries of the OECD have not
made any special effort to reallocate public expenditure so as to
be able to meet the OECD development aid target of 0.7 per cent
of GNP. Unless specific measures to the contrary are taken, it
appears that the fears of developing countries about the
diversion of foreign aid are not altogether without foundation.

58. The most immediate effect on the rest of the world, and on
the developing countries in particular, is likely to be higher
interest rates. Bond yields in the Federal Republic of Germany
have already risen as a result of fears that unification of the
two German states will boost inflation and, because of the close
integration of the European economies, this has already had a
generally hardening effect on west European interest rates in
general. Insofar as reductions in defence expenditure (the
"peace dividend") are used to reduce government expenditure, theconsequent tightening of fiscal policy should eventually ease the
upward pressures on interest rates.

59. Some of the concerns about the effects of German unification
appear to be exaggerated, as noted above in sections 1 and 4, but
the essential point about unification in particular, and the
eastern reform process in general, is that there is bound to be
an increase in the demand for investible funds. In recent years
the main international sources of loanable funds have been Japan
and the Federal Republic itself. If real rates of return are
high in eastern Europe then foreign private capital will switch
from countries such as the United States (and, in Europe, from
France, Italy, the United Kingdom and southern Europe). As a

29 Financial Times, 12 December 1989.
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result of German unification, the Federal Republic's current
account surplus is likely to be invested at home rather than
abroad. This does not mean that German nominal interest rates
have to remain high. Bond yields may have risen because of the
perception that Federal Government expenditure will increase as aresult of the transition costs after unification (social security
support, subsidized training, housing, etc.) and, given the
anti-inflationary stance of monetary policy, this will have to be
financed by government borrowing. But if rates of return to
private investment in the east prove to be as high as some
observers think, then private capital will eventually take on
most of the task of restructuring. Insofar as this attracts
private capital from the rest of the world German nominal
interest rates could fall while the exchange rate remains firm.
However, countries which have to attract foreign capital in otder
to finance large budget deficits, may be forced to raise interest
rates still further in order to compete with higher rates of
return elsewhere. Thus, the reduction of the United States
budget deficit, a process which may now be helped by large cuts
in defence expenditure, could help to relieve the upward pressure
on world interest rates. This would directly benefit the
indebted developing countries and ensure that an increasing
proportion of world savings can be employed in the development of
both eastern Europe and the developing countries. But the global
competition for foreign direct investment will be more intense
than ever before.



TABLE 1

Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union: Basic economic indicators, 1976-1990
(Average annual and annual growth rates, in percentages)

1976- 1981- 1990
Country or group, indicator 1980 1985 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 Jan-

March

Eastern Europe

Net material product . . . 3.6 2.2 3.7 4.6 3.2 3.0 -1.5
Industrial output . . . 5.6 2.8 4.1 4.6 3.5 3.6 -0.2 -13.4
Agricultural outputa . 1.9 1.1 -1.1 5.3 -0.8 1.4 -0.1

Gross investment 2.7 -0.7 3.9 3.9 4.7 2.5 -2.2

Exports . . . . . . . . . 6.5 4.8 2.4 0.3 1.2 4.0 -3.0 -14.2
Imports . . . 1 - - . . . 4.1 0.4 5.5 5.3 1.8 2.9 0.2 -5.8

Soviet Union

Net material product . . . 4.3 3.2 1.6 2.3 1.6 4.4 2.4 -2.0
Industrial outputa . . . . 4.5 3.6 3.4 4.4 3.8 3.9 1.7 -1.2
Agricultural outputa . . 1 . 7 b 0.1 5.3 -0.6 1.7 0.8

Gross investment . . . . . 3.3 3.5 3.0 8.3 5.7 6.2 0.6 -5.4

Exports . 9 . . - . . . • 4.9 1.5 -4.3 10.0 3.3 4.8 -0.3 -7.0
Imports . . . . . . . . . 5.9 5.8 4.7 -6.0 -1.6 4.0 8.9 6.0

Source: Secretariat of the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe,
based on national statistical publications and plan fulfilment reports.

a Gross output

b
Annualized change in the five-year average production levels
from the average of the preceding five years.



TABLE 2

Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union: Trade balances, 1985-1990

(Billion US dollars or transferable roubles)

Jan-March
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1989 1990 19908

Eastern Europe with:

World . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.9 1.2 3.0 6.1 5.2 2.0 0.5 -1.3
Socialist countries (billion TR) . -0.4 -2.4 0.5 4.3 4.1 1.5 1.6 5.6
Developed market economies . . . . 3.7 0.8 0.5 0.3 1.4 0.9 0.1 -2.4
Developing countries . . . . . . . 2.4 1.8 2.3 2.2 0.5 -0.1 -0.3 -0.5

Soviet Union with:

World . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.9 8.1 11.7 3.4 -5.4 -2.1 -6.0 -22.3

Socialist countries (billion TR) 2.0 3.8 2.1 -0.5 -2.4 -1.1 -1.6 -4.6
Eastern Europe (billion TR) 0.9 2.6 0.1 -2.4 -4.1 -1.0 ..

Developed market economies . . . . -0.9 -3.9 0.5 -2.7 -6.5 -1.6 -3.8 -15.7

Developing countries . . . . . . . 2.4 6.6 7.9 6.9 5.0 1.3 0.4 0.8

a Extrapolated from first-quarter trends of exports and imports.



TABLE 3

East-west trade: value, volumes and trade balances, 1989-1990
(Percentage change and million US dollars)

Value change Volume change
Exports Imports Exports Imports Trade balance

1989 1990 1989 1990 1989 1990 1989 1990 1989 1989 1990
QI QI QI QI QI QI

Bulgaria . . . . . . 4.8 -20.3 -1.7 1.7 3 -25 -1 -2 -1373 -350 -415
Czechoslovakia . . 10.9 8.9 -1.6 30.3 10 7 - 28 71 209 52
German Dem. Rep. . 9.5 -9.4 6.7 -3.8 8 -13 8 -5 -1032 33 -70
Hungary . . . . . . . 12.6 15.3 10.8 0.6 12 12 13 -1 283 -38 79
Poland . . . . . . . 5.2 8.5 6.3 -19.0 5 10 -6 -19 364 211 576
Romania . . . . . . . -1.1 -40.1 -5.3 329.1 -3 -44 -9 290 3081 821 -138

Eastern Europe . . 8.3 -4.5 4.3 9.4 7 -6 2 7 1395 888 84

Soviet Union . . . . 7.8 -1.3 21.1 27.2 3 -10 22 24 -6516 -1 574 -3791

Eastern Europe and
the Soviet Union . 8.1 -2.9 12.8 19.9 5 -8 12 16 -5121 -686 -3707

Source: ECE Common Data Base. Data refer to trade with "developed market economies" in
the grouping employed in the national statistics of eastern countries
(i.e., excluding Yugoslavia). Value change is measured in US dollars.
Values and trade balances reflect eastern trade reports; volume changes
are ECE secretariat estimates.

a Relative to first quarter of 1989.
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Soviet representatives IMF representatives

Mr. Stepanov 
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Ms. Dubrovina 
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Mr. Seiyonov began a discussion of economic relations with Eastern

Europe. He expected the trend of falling trade to continue- There were two

factors involved, one was the drop in contractual prices 
of energy

resources. Also, because of economic difficulties, the volume of oil and

raw material exports has declined by 10-20 percent compared to contractual

values. The price of oil sold to CMEA in 1990 was rub 70/mt ($16+/bl.) 1/

The price is determined on the basis of a five-year 
moving average of world

prices, and this year was less than $15 per barrel at the official rate

(sic.).

Exports of oil products to some countries declined sharply because they

have their own refining capacity. But the situation revealed the

constraints involved in switching by CMEA countries to other sources of

supply (lack of storage tanks and railway transport 
capacity). Countries

with port facilities fared better than Czechoslovakia 
and Hungary.

The Soviets intended to meet contractual 
commitments, but because of

force majeure could not. To fill the gap, efforts have been made to

establish direct contacts between producers and CMEA purchasers to mobilize

marginal production; although not significant in individual 
cases, in the

aggregate it has contributed significantly 
to total deliveries. For

example, contacts between Czechoslovakia and the producers of the Tyumen'

region have resulted in additional deliveries of 1/2 mint. Another approach

has been to offer sales for hard currency--which was, in any case, the

alternative market for the Soviet producers. Such sales have taken place

outside of protocols. A total of around 300 thousand mint have been sold to

two or three countries on this basis.

1/ Mr. Okovokov provided data in a subsequent meeting that indicated

prices generally in the range of rub 90-100 per ton.
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Mr. Revyakin wished to elaborate on this topic, noting that he hoped

that the Fund would accurately reflect the situation in its report. One

aspect of the situation was that both the demand for and production 
of oil

had been affected by the changes in the productive system brought about by

perestroika. Production will decline further in 1991, despite efforts to

stabilize it at the 1990 level through strong stimulus for exports; a

significant portion of foreign exchange earnings will be retained by

producers. Still, planners are worried that domestic obligations will not

be met. A 25 percent retention for oil producers is under consideration;

this would be colossal stimulus.

The intention to convert to world prices and hard currency payment in

1991 is firm. This will not be a problem for the former GDR but other CMEA

members will have difficulties.

The reason for the decline in oil production was related to the rate of

investment. To maintain output, it is necessary to drill about 100 new

wells every five years. There was difficulty in meeting this rate in the

current plan and this is a major reason for the decline in output. Output

is likely to decline by 10 percent over the next five years for this reason.

Oil output for 1990 will be down by 5 percent, about the same as the decline

in the first nine months of the year. It is hoped that production may be

expected to be equal to that of 1990.

The Yamburg Agreement provides for natural gas deliveries to East

Europe from the Tyumen field through 1998. Up to 90 percent of deliveries

are based on this long-term agreement. In 1991, the USSR will make full

delivery of contracted volumes; somewhat up from 1990.Regarding the CMEA

non-energy trade, no significant changes are expected, although some change

in composition may occur. USSR deliveries are based on protocols; although

there has been little deviation from these agreed amounts, pulp deliveries

have been affected by the Green movement. This has been offset somewhat by

expanded trade through direct economic contracts.

Future non-energy trade will be in two categories; (1) state

orders for which the income received will be retained by the Union for

purposes such as investment and debt service; (2) the rest will be carried

out through direct contracts, and is harder to predict; this trade is

expected to be two-thirds of total exports in 1991. Because of

restructuring, the composition of trade may change and the Soviets may lose

some regular customers, as East European countries redirect their imports.

For this reason, the Soviet export volumes of non-energy imports to drop.

Regarding the terms of trade with East Europe, the authorities were

reluctant to venture opinions. Mr. Revyakin thought that the major portion

of trade would be in a market framework. If suppliers on both sides are

able to be flexible on prices and other conditions, chances are that trade

flows could be maintained. The parties know each other and there is an

infrastructure in the form of maintenance arrangements and spare parts 
that

imparts an inertia to these flows. Ikarus buses are an example of how trade

could be maintained if prices are revised; much of this production has no

ready market in Western Europe.
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External Sector Issues

As promised in the previous meeting, information was provided on joint

ventures. As of January 1, 1990 1,274 joint ventures were registered with

an aggregate authorized capital of rub 3.3 billion, of which rub 1.4 billion

had been subscribed in foreign currency. Somewhat more than 10 percent of

the foreign capital subscriptions had been received by 
VEB. Altogether

joint ventures had received 68 foreign currency credits amounting to rub 760

million in total. About rub 110 million of these credits (15 percent) were

extended by VEB, the remainder was received from foreign banks, including

rub 180 million (27 percent) with VEB's guarantee. The maturities of these

credits ranged from several months to more than 10 years. 
According to

Coskomstat data, of the 1,274 firms registered on January 1, 1990 only 473

were operational.

The following oil prices for exports to CMEA countries in 1990 were

provided by Mr. Okorokov (c.i.f. 
prices in rubles per ton):

Romania 95.13

Hungary 96.3

Bulgaria 
108.61

CSFSR 96.8

CDR 95.28

Poland 
93.81
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Small amounts had been sold against convertible currency or bartered (e.g.,

against meat with Hungary). The gas price was about rub 70 per m 3 in 1990.

Debt to CMEA countries was limited to joint gas investment projects

(Yamburg) and somewhat more than rub 2 billion under 
IBEC clearing.

The discussion was devoted primarily to the balance of payments

pro ection for 1991. Gosplan had not made its own forecast yet but had

begun to discuss it the preceding Saturday. A copy of the staff's scenarios

for 1991 and its sensitivity assumptions was given and 
explained to the

Gosplan representatives. Mr. Reviakin said that by and large his views

coincided with those of the Fund staff, especially with respect to 
energy

export volumes. The price for oil exports (US$30/barrel), however, appeared

high. The value of imports seemed alright but its realization would depend

on the mobilization of financial resources in the international capital

market. To maintain imports in convertible currencies at their nominal 1990

level in 1991, new borrowing of rub 3-4 billion would be required.

Mr. Reviakin thought that the services account had not been..well

projected. It would be useful for the Fund staff to follow the format of

the settlements balance, as supplied by the Ministry of Finance. The staff

explained that this was indeed the case. The main items had been assumed

unchanged from 1989 except that: (i) interest payments were higher because

they included interest on the financing gap and (ii) DM 3.5 billion of

disbursements from the German loan and grant package had been assumed for

1991, of which DM 2.2 billion had been assumed to represent additional

imports of services. Mr. Reviakin agreed with this approach and said that

the inflows from Germany had been correctly estimated. However, his

estimates of possible financial resources were higher if both existing

agreements and negotiations underway were taken into account. Debt service

obligations were particularly heavy in 1991, but 
he did not foresee a

continuation of the deposit loss that had occurred in 1990. He therefore

supported the staff's assumption that rub 3 billion of short-term debt would

be rolled over in 1990. There was also likely to be some reduction in

medium- and long-term debt service but Gosplan's calculations had not been

finished yet and "one more meeting" was required. On debt service owed to

the USSR, Mr.Reviakin said that he expected only rub 
0.3 billion in 1991,

mainly in the form of services. The USSR's own arrears, however, would be

repaid, as assumed by the staff.

With regard to the staff's projection for trade with CMEA, Mr. Reviakin

wanted to know what the East Europeans were thinking about the issue of

settling in convertible currency. The possibility of offsetting part of the

USSR's surplus with converted TR claims against the USSR aside, j/ he did

not see any justification in continuing with clearing arrangements for the

settlement of trade with Eastern Europe. He thought that Eastern European

countries should either borrow in international capital markets or adjust

their economic policies. He asked the staff to reflect this view in its

report. Mrs. Ter-Minassian replied that the East Europeans 
were likely to

disagree with the trade projection because they believe that the terms of

L/ The staff's scenario envisaged that for Poland, CSFSR, Hungary and the

former GDR.
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trade loss will be greater. The oil price shock on top of the transition 
to

world market prices might be too much for these countries 
and thus require

transitional clearing arrangements. The objective should, however, remain

to establish a multilateral system of payments within one or two years.

With regard to the effect of exchange rate policy 
on the bop outlook,

Mr. Reviakin said that with the pending devaluation, the direct effect of

the exchange rate would be felt for the first time. Much preparatory work

had been done for this to happen. The devaluation cum withdrawal of DVKs

would mean that enterprises would lose liquidity. In the past, when a

producer sold for export, the intermediating FTO paid him immediately in

rubles, irrespective of the timing of the actual export. In the past two

years, the corresponding amounts had been credited to the exporter's account

on the basis of the world market price and the applicable DVK. Now, there

would be no more automatic crediting. The producer would need to borrow if

he wanted to produce for export and he would 
receive U.S. dollar proceeds

(with a surrender requirement) when he 
sells his exports. Part of the

dollars retained would presumably have to be 
sold to repay the credit.

However, per U.S. dollar received, the exporter 
would obtain more rubles

than before. 1/

1/ While the process described is logical, it is not clear how the

liquidity tightening would come about. One possibility is a tightening of

credit in the economy. The other one is the delayed receipt of payments

resulting from decentralization of trading rights as exporters export

directly and provide export financing instead of the FTOs.
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Mr. Seltovski began with a survey of developments concerning 
trade

data, including a number of methodological changes that will be put into

effect in 1991. Overall, the changes will serve to bring Soviet data more

into line with international reporting standards. These changes are also

motivated by the need to respond to the changing administrative 
structure of

foreign trade over the past four years. In 1986 only ten organizations had

foreign trade rights. On August 27, 1986 this authority was extended to

include many ministries and large industries. This scale was further

expanded in a directive of the Council of Ministers on 
December 2, 1988.

More recently, on April 1, 1989, the right was extended to all organizations

deemed competent to operate in this area. So far some 20,000 participants

are registered, although of these perhaps only 6,000 are really active. Of

total trade, some 60 percent is still conducted by MVES. Large industries

account for most of the rest. Small industry trade participation has grown

from 2 percent in 1989 to 8 percent in the first half of 1990.

The right to trade involves essentially the right to enter into

contracts for foreign trade. While one can import anything except for a

short list of mostly internationally proscribed goods, licenses are required

for many export operations. The system of regulation has three parts: (1)

registration; (2) licensing; (3) providing customs declarations.

The foreign trade statistical methodology in 1991 will reflect the

following changes:

a. Next year there will be a single administrative document for

customs, designed along EG standards. This will replace the present system

made up of reporting by customs forms for the majority of new and small

firms and the direct reporting by large enterprises.
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b. Next year coverage will be extended to movement of all goods 
and

production affecting national income. This will close the gap that existed

because of non-reporting of noncommercial transactions 
(gifts, unrequited

transfers, disaster relief, etc.).

c. Nonmonetary gold exports will be included for the first time in

category 28, although it is not known whether it will be separately

identified or merely be contained in the aggregate as are 
diamonds, platinum

and precious stones, gold exports, said Mr. Seltsovski were on the order of

$1.7 billion a year or so ago. The staff cited estimates of this figure was

$3-3 1/2 billion. He acknowledged that it may have grown. The staff also

noted that Coskomstat officials had stated quite clearly that gold 
was

included in the trade data. Mr. Seltsovski said that as author of its red

book on trade data he was sure of his facts. Gold sales he noted were

managed by Gosbank.

d. Re-export transactions that do not transit Soviet territory will

no longer be included in trade data. The case of Iraqi oil, was used as an

example. The total of such trade (exports plus imports) were the 4 billion

in recent years. A query about the swapping of USSR oil deliveries to Cuba

for Venezuela oil sales to Spain was met with surprise. Current methods

would reflect the physical movements and thus reflect 
only oil exports to

Spain.

e. Imports will be switched from an f.o.b. to a c.i.f. basis. Exports

will remain f.o.b. This is expected to raise imports by rub 3 billion.

f. Exports and imports of large projects (including turnkey) will no

longer be registered in gross terms which include services but also goods of

different categories. Instead, service costs will be excluded and

appropriate classifications will be given to 
the constituent parts. The

affected amounts have been about rub 1.0 billion in imports and rub 0.8

billion in exports.

g. Timing of trade movements in 1991 will be recorded 
according to

the stamp of customs approval following international practice. Previously,

trade recording coincided with crossing of the border.

h. The classification scheme will be changed from the CMEA's Unified

Commodity Classification to the international standard, or Harmonized

System.

As a result of these (and some other minor) changes, 
Soviet data will

be on an internationally comparable basis beginning in 1991. Data for 1990

will be published in both new and old formats.

Mr. Seltsovski provided the staff representatives with data showing;

the seasonal patterns of trade in oil, oil products, gas, and grain trade.

(He noted that grain imports in the first 
half of 1990 were 26 mmt out of a

contractual volume of between 40 and 45 mit).

Remarking on oil trade, Mr. Grekov noted that the Soviets stood to gain

very little in 1990 from the higher 
oil prices. It seems large volumes of
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oil exports were diverted from CHEA to hard currency markets in mid year,

apparently as a result of the payments crisis. For the remainder Of 1990,

the direction of oil exports would be predominantly toward 
CeA in order to

try to meet contractual obligations by year end. Soviet interests were

guided in part by ensuring needed deliveries of GEA exports to the USSR.

He estimated total crude oil exports this year at 110 mt and oil products

at 50 mmt, compared to 127 mmt and 57.4 mit last year. Gas exports might be

somewhat better than last year's 101 bem.

Gr. Crekov felt reasonable estimates of 1990 exports could be obtained

by extrapolating 1990 H1 data. However, in 1991, this picture was very

unclear. MVES needs data from Gosplan in order to enter into trade

contracts for next year. So far those figures, usually available by this

time of the year, have not been produced. If they are received by mid-

November, there need not be a disturbance in trade flows. Even if they are

further delayed, it is unlikely that things will simply break down; the

Soviets have longstanding trade contacts, and in any case an increasing

amount of direct trading will take place.

The authorities were reluctant to discuss the DVK or exchange rate

matters, and suggested MinFin as the best source. DVKs, introduced three

years ago, were intended to provide differential export incentives to

manufacturers of finished goods but have not been very effective, because of

the constraints imposed by the system of state 
orders for domestic

consumption. DVKs averaged about 1.5 for exports and about 1.7 for imports,

yielding a modest net income to the 
budget. Complaints have been that many

of the high coefficients for machinery 
exports were not justified. Far more

effective as an incentive has been 
the foreign exchange retention scheme,

Whereby exporters can retain between 15-80 percent of their export earnings

in foreign exchange. The higher percentages went to products containing a

higher value added. The problem with this scheme had to do with fairness

and that the biggest export earners-raw materials producers-didn't 
receive

it.

Import taxes have existed on paper 
since 1981 but with half the rates

set at zero and the rest--up to 
5 percent- -not collected, the system has no

practical significance. On August 13, 1990, Dicree No. 815 imposed

significant taxes on a wide range 
of imports for the remainder of 1990,

retroactive to July 1. This apparently was undertaken as a revenue measure

rather than in the hope of stanching the flow of imports.

The staff noted that in the MVES export statistics presented by major

commodity groups, the share of unclassified and other had increased from 23

percent in 1980 to 30 percent in 1989, and wondered if this could be

evidence of increasing diversification of Soviet exports. 
The Soviet

officials had no such evidence, exp ning that this phenomenon resulted

mainly from classification problems associated with 
lack of proper

completion of customs forms 
by new exporters.

The Soviet officials were unable to explain the observed jump in the

net transportation, insurance, and freight item in the balance of payments

for 1986-87.
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Documents received:
1. Tables on seasonality of oil, gas and grain imports
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The meeting was devoted to the trading system and its regulation, and

how it would be affected by the reform process.

There were no drastic changes so far in the arrangements for trade

licenses. The most recent figures were 8,000 export and 3,500 import

licenses issued by KVES and about 1,600 by other ministries. They expected

that in the reform period, MVES, in consultation with the republics would

prepare a list of licensed trade flows that would then be approved by the

government. The list of items involved would be very short; 15-20 items,

including energy, cotton, fertilizers, timber and wood pulp. This would

constitute the all-union list, to which republics could, by agreement with

the customs office, add items of their own choosing. No political problems

were anticipated in this area.

Quotas on exports would be spelled out for each republic. The

authorities believed that over time export quotas would be replaced by

import quotas. These would not be for balance of payments reasons, but

social-political reasons arising from concerns over standards, ecology.

On October 15, licensing requirements were imposed for imports from

Hungary and Czechoslovakia (the intention was to include GDR, but this was

omitted by a drafting error).' This was done to avoid further running up of

the trade deficit which on January 1 will have to be negotiated in hard

currency. The restrictions applied only to goods imported in excess of

protocol amounts. There have been no other measures to restrict imports.

Applications for licenses have reached 16,000 at MVES; 12,000 have been

issued (see above), 2,100 rejected and 2,000 are under consideration. The

normal lag is 7-10 days. Only 100-150 take more than 30 days because of

special circumstances or lack of proper information.
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Import licenses did not (except in the cases 
of Hungary and

Czechoslovakia) cover commodities, but a small set of items 
including

printed matter, audio-visual-use material, 
artists' work, bank operations,

and other services. Also, Republics have imposed limits (quotas) on barter

trade, which are not controlled by MVES.

A new import tariff regime was in preparation 
(Mr. Kamyshnikov was the

principal author) as was a new schedule of export taxes 
for introduction on

January 1, 1991. Import tariffs will be uniform for all partner 
countries

except for the United States, in which 
case tariffs are twice as high, until

the MFN issue is resolved. The customs law will be approved by the Supreme

Soviet and will give authority to set rates 
to the Council of Ministers.

The Harmonized System will be employed and rates will 
be set for 1,590

items, with a range from 5-100 percent. The system is modeled closely on

other tariff systems (such as in the EC) which 
were studied carefully in the

course of this work. The average (unweighted) tariff will be 15-20 percent.

The authorities noted that in the consultation process, none. of the

Republics had any challenges to the draft. Only after it is implemented

will the real impact become visible, they thought. They agreed that the

tariff system in isolation from the exchange rate policy 
was not very

revealing. They also felt a value of rub 3 or even 6 per U.S. dollar was

not a sufficient devaluation.

The authorities acknowledged that the structure of the new system would

bias imports toward finished goods. An article summarizing the proposed tax

system was given to the missiosn.

The authorities also provided a copy of the August 
13 decree on import

taxes and emphasized that the indicated tariff rates 
were for 1990 only.

I These rates (up to 2,000 percent) were imposed for revenue purposes,

rather than to slow imports they thought.

The authorities also provided lists of prohibited goods, both for

imports and for exports.

Documents received:

(1) Decree No. 815 of August 13, 1990

(2) List of prohibited imports and exports

(3) Summary of the New Trade Taxes (article)

Mr. Voitenkov (Gosbank) informed us separately 
that these taxes would

be maintained in 1991 at rates that would offset the effect of the

devaluation (i.e., at presumably one-third 
the current level). The separate

rates for imports from Socialist countries 
would be abolished.
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On the part of the Fund, the meeting had been requested to learn more

about near-term prospects for production, consumption and net exports of oil

and gas. The Fund staff and Mr. Shafer left for other meetings after these

issues had been discussed. A separate minute of the entire meeting will be

prepared by Mr. Granzer.

Mr. Lishinets said that he would answer all questions relating to the

competence of his ministry. The ministry is in charge of the development of

oil deposits, production and delivery of oil to the refineries for refining

or to Sovneftexport for exporting. The production of gas falls under the

purview of Casprom, a separate, independent state concern. Refining and

processing of oil are under the control of the Ministry of the Petrochemical

Industry. Hence the functions of the Oil Ministry are limited to crude oil.

As to gas, the Ministry was only involved with the production of associated

gas and small gas deposits enclosed within the oil regions. These amounts

of gas account for 15 percent of national output.

Under the Ministry's supervision, 45 independent conglomerates deal

with the production of oil. Mr. Lishinets provided the following output

data (in millions of tons per annum):
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1989 1990 1991

Oil 589 560 528
Gas liquids 19 19

Total 580 547

In addition, to the 547 mt to be produced under state orders, there

would be another 13 mt from the Oil Ministry (8 mt), Gasprom (1.5 mt) and

the Ministry of Geology (3.5 mt).

Mr. Lishinets provided the following reasons for the decline in output.

First, a reduction of capital investment. Outlays for operational drilling

were cut by 10 percent for 1989 and by another 10 percent in the first nine

months of 1990. To maintain output at a level of 600 million tons a year,

however, capital investment would have to be raised by 10 percent a year to

offset the falling tendency of the average yield of wells. Capital

investment data were as follows (in billions of rubles a year):

1989 1990 1991 L/
Plan Estimate

Total 15.8 15.6 14.6 16.0

Of which:
Central investment .,. ... 6.0 3.9

j/ Not approved yet.

Second, interethnic strife in Azerbaijan affected the production of oil

drilling machinery in 1990. As a result of equipment shortages, 15,000 out

of 160,000 operational wells are lying idle. Third, because of lack of

funds 100 out of 1,500 drilling brigades were dissolved in 1989. Fourth,

the rising level of the Caspian Sea had corroded drilling platforms and

other oil pipeline infrastructure. As a result, wells producing 1.5 mt had

to be discontinued. Fifth, because of lack of funds, development of the

Tengiz deposit is delayed. By 1995, the field had been projected to yield

30 mt, with an increase to 50 mt thereafter. Now, only 3 mt would be

produced by late 1990. Similarly, the Okhotski shelf was not producing

anything yet, against a projected output volume of 2.5 mt for 1990. 2/

The rest of activity was still exploratory, including the Barents Sea where

only two gas fields had been found so far. Except for Tangiz's, no new

developments were envisaged for the near future and therefore production had

to fall. By 1995, national production would at best be 540 mt. Only

I/ It would seem that natural gas liquids of 19 mt would be missing to

bring output to the officially reported total of 607 mt in 1989.

2/ This deposit would be the only producing off-shore deposit with the

exception of the Caspian Sea.
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Western capital could lead to a substantially higher level of output. Mr.
Lishinets mentioned Chevron (joint venture in the Tangiz field) and the
recent visit by oilmen to Azerbaijan. Technologies to deal with heavy oil
extraction and complex geologies were badly needed, as were hydraulic
rupture, horizontal drilling and thermal technologies.

Future increases could come from untapped reserves (no data given) and
an increase in "depth of refining" from its current low level of 60-63

percent. Domestic consumption was assured for the medium-term future but

exports would decline, e.g., by 50 percent (sic!) or 50 mt in 1991.

Mr. Lishinets confirmed that wholesale prices for oil would be raised
on January 1, 1991 by 130 percent from rub 30/ton to rub 70/ton. With the
new corporate tax of 45 percent, hoVsever, the principle of self-financing
would not be achieved for the oil industry. There should be tax relief for

one year to boost investment. Beyond that, he hoped that the planned
continued increase in domestic prices, as envisaged in President Gorbachev's

guidelines, would provide resources for investment.
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Mr. Mozhaiskov outlined the new exchange rate system that was expected

to take effect on January 1, 1991. The Gosbank's proposal was before the

Council of Ministers which would have the final say on the issue. There

would be four rates: the official rate, the commercial rate, the special

rate and the market rate. The official rate (about rub 0.6 - US$1) would

be maintained. The Ministries of Finance and Foreign Affairs had questioned

the wisdom of this proposal, but Mr. Mozhaiskov defended it by pointing out

that it was the only rate with a solid economic underpinning because it was

based on purchasing power parity with the United States, although admittedly

at controlled prices and excess demand on the USSR side. Later in the

discussion, it became clear that the true reason appears to have been the

desire to shelter Soviet external claims in rubles from the forthcoming

depreciation of the ruble. No transactions will in future take place at the

official rate.

A new commercial rate of rub 1.8-2.0 - US$1 would be introduced. All

transactions included in the foreign exchange allocation plan including

service on government foreign debt would be effected at this rate. Initial

capital investment of joint ventures also can be repatriated at the

commercial rate. Their profits can be remitted from foreign exchange

retained or the necessary foreign exchange can be acquired in the free

market (see below). Also, joint ventures without exports, which can

demonstrate that they engage in import substitution, could apply to the

State Commission for Foreign Exchange to get approval to acquire foreign

exchange for profit remittances. Exchange surrenders could be made at this

rate, too. The proposed level of rub 1.8-2.0 would ensure that 90 percent

of exports are profitable (in the sense that at this rate, the exporter's

local currency proceeds are at least as high as the domestic wholesale

price). A rate of rub 3.5 - US$1 would have made 100 percent of exports

profitable. The proposed rate would also mean that budget efficiency would

remain, although at a reduced rate since domestic resale prices would not be

raised to pass on the devaluation to consumer and industrial users. Budget



efficiency, currently at 4-5, meant that each invaluta ruble of imports
yields more than one ruble (currently, rub 4-5). If highly subsidized

children's clothing is excluded, current budget efficiency rises to 6-8.

The commercial rate wold also apply for accounting and customs valuation

purposes.

The special exchange rate for tourists would be maintained at ten times

the level of the official rate.

The free market rate would reflect supply and demand. Supply would
come from foreign exchange retention and sales of officially held foreign

exchange acquired at the commercial rate. Only juridical persons would have

access, to acquire exchange for payments not contemplated in the foreign

exchange allocation plan. Gosbank had considered two alternatives for the

free market. First, a central market could be set up in Moscow with

republic exchanges that would be coordinated so as to avoid large
discrepancies in sales. Second, instead of coordination, the various

markets could be limited by arbitrage conducted by authorized banks that
could operate in these markets subject to proper prudential guidelines. Mr.
Mozhaiskov preferred the second option.

The DVK system will be withdrawn with the introduction of the

commercial exchange rate.
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CMEA Trade

The meeting dealt with developments in CMEA trade during 1990 
and 1991.

1. Developments in 1990

Mr. Demchuk summarized the basic features of CMEA trade in the past:

five-year plans in each member country supplemented with bilateral five-year

cooperation plans between individual countries, 
annual plans and trade

protocols. In the last annual protocols covering 1990, the following trade

turnover was envisaged:

(In billions of transferable rubles)

Planned Trade Estimated Annual of which:

Turnover Trade Turnover Exports Imports

Bulgaria 11.3 9.7 4.7 5.0

Czechoslovakia 11.3 10.5 4.7 5.8

Cuba 9.0 7.4 3.8 3.6

GDR 13.0 8.0 3.4 4.6

Hungary 7.9 7.3 3.4 3.9

Mongolia 1.3 1.2 0.8 0.4

Poland 10.6 9.6 4.0 5.6

Romania 5.9 4.7 2.6 2.1

Vietnam 2.3 2.0 1.2 0.8

Total 72.6 60.4 28.6 31.8

Total planned trade turnover (exports and imports) for 1990 was TR 73

billion, which was significantly less than envisaged in the five-year plan.

For example, planned turnover with the GDR and Poland was some TR 2 billion

less than in 1986 (the first year of the five-year plan) and in both cases
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increases had been foreseen. The estimated trade turnover for 1990 was much

smaller than planned at TR 60 billion reflecting a sharp drop in Soviet

exports to the CMEA area, which was partly reflected in reduced imports

(Note: the projected outcome for 1990 does not appear to take into account

latest trade data. For example, for the CDR, the actual trade turnover for

January-August 1990 exceeded the turnover projected for 1990 as a whole).

Mr. Demchuk also mentioned that oil production was expected to be

significantly reduced in the fourth quarter of 1990 (no figures mentioned)

and there would be no step-up in exports to the CMEA countries in that

quarter as had been reported in the Western press. For 1990 as a whole,

export deliveries of oil to socialist countries would be 75 percent of the

1989 level.

Only a very small part of trade with CMEA countries had hitherto been

conducted on an enterprise-by-enterprise basis; most trade was still taking

place according to state orders.

2. CMEA trade in 1991

From 1991 there would no longer be five-year trade agreements between

CMEA countries and trade would become decentralized. The developments in

CMEA trade based on freely convertible currencies and world market prices

were difficult to predict. Although balance in trade with individual

countries would be aimed at, realistically it would be difficult to achieve

with some countries (e.g., Vietnam and Mongolia). Moreover, the USSR had to

run trade surpluses with some countries to pay for non-trade expenditures

(including stationing of troops) and repayment of debt. Trade through state

bodies would account for about 32 billion valuta rubles (half of trade

turnover in 1990). On the import side, state trade would cover basic needs

such as spare parts and components (the USSR economy was highly dependent on

specific supplies from other CMEA countries) and some finished manufactured

products (e.g., locomotives and ships). On the export side, oil, cotton,

and other raw materials would be covered by state trade. Soviet goods,

particularly finished goods, would face severe competition from abroad.

State exports of oil would be halved to all countries and perhaps reduced by

more than one half to the Socialist countries. Production of oil would

amount to 540-550 million metric tons. In practice, however, the total

reduction would be smaller because of non-state trade. As an example was

mentioned recent deals of Czechoslovakia, one with the Russian Republic to

provide oil from the Tyumen region in Central Siberia (1.5 million tons 
of

crude oil) and another with enterprises (500,000 tons), in both cases

supplies over and above state orders.
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The projected trade turnover covered by state trade for 1991 was:

(In billions of valuta rubles)

Bulgaria 4.8

Czechoslovakia 6.1

Cuba 4.1

GDR 2.0

Hungary 2.7

Mongolia 0.9

Poland 4.6

Romania 5.4

Vietnam 1.1

Total 317

The payments situation vis-a-vis CMEA countries would 
not be favorable

because of debt from large current account deficits of the USSR during 1990

with all European CMEA countries except Romania which would be partly

repaid. The following current IBEC liabilities of the USSR were

outstanding:

GDR: More than TR 3.5 billion, but it was tentatively agreed 
that the

repayments should be dealt with after 1995.

Poland: More than TR 3 billion. This balance was not so great a

concern to the Soviets because Poland owed another TR 5 billion in

investment loans and the Soviets hoped that this would partially 
cover the

current account debt. However, the Polish government was of a different

opinion.

Czechoslovakia and Hungary: Those two countries were of greatest

concern since the current account deficit totaled more than TR 1 billion

with each country and there were no offsetting Soviet claims as in the 
case

of Poland. In addition, the USSR had another loan outstanding with

Czechoslovakia because it also ran a deficit in 1989.

Bulgaria: The current account deficit accumulated during 1990 
was not

major.

Romania: The USSR had claims on Romania.

Non-European CMEA countries: The USSR had a surplus vis-a-vis those

countries, which had already high debt outstanding vis-a-vis the USSR.

Other socialist countries: The current account deficit with China was

growing rapidly and that with Yugoslavia not diminishing. Settlement in

hard currency, replacing settlement in clearing Swiss francs, had already

been agreed with China.
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There was only agreement with Hungary on the exchange rate 
to be used

for the IBEC balances. That rate (TRs 0.92 per U.S. dollar) had been

arrived at by comparing prices in CMEA trade with world 
market prices when

the original debt was contracted. With Cuba, Mongolia and Viet Nam that had

liabilities of TR 36 billion outstanding against the USSR, 
it would be

necessary to use "soft" exchange rates.

A new intergovernmental agreement had been signed with Germany

concerning the former GDR in which it was agreed that the 
rate to convert

transferable ruble balances into U.S. dollars had to be agreed by July 1,

1991. With Bulgaria, the rate was to be agreed within three months (but the

balances were small); the rate for Czechoslovakia was to be agreed within 2-

3 months--there was major disagreement; the Soviet preferred a rate close to

US$1 - TR 1 while the Czechoslovak Government argued for US$1.3 
- TR 1; the

negotiations with Hungary were protracted--there 
were two particular

problems: the Hungarians insisted on preferential agricultural 
prices which

the Soviets did not reject but did not want included in the agreement; 
in

addition, the Hungarians wanted a credit agreement because 
they expected to

run large deficits vis-a-vis the USSR; the position of the USSR was that

such deficits were difficult to predict and possible credit 
arrangements

would have to be negotiated when they occurred. With Poland, there were

also major disagreements and the negotiations were expected 
to be

protracted. There was no agreement with Romania.

More generally, the bargaining stance of the USSR toward transitional

arrangements had toughened during 1990. When the Prime Minister 
had

announced in Sofia in January 1990 that world market 
prices would be used in

CMEA trade from 1991, he also stated that a transition period was envisaged.

However, since then the position had changed with the 
deterioration in the

USSR's own balance of payments position. Nevertheless, the USSR would not

succeed in pure settlements in convertible currencies. 
Thus, state trade

would mainly be conducted through clearing accounts 
although at world market

prices. Clearing mechanisms were also envisaged for 
Cuba, Mongolia and

Viet Nam with a large share of state orders; otherwise commitments would not

be honored.
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The discussion covered matters relating to the exchange rate system,

the DVKs, foreign currency accounts, retention accounts, and the effect 
of

devaluation on these arrangements.

Mr. Voitenkov stated that the impending devaluation would probably

occur through the introduction of a new commercial rate rather than a change

in the official rate. (He noted that he himself had opposed this idea when

he was at MinFin.] This arrangement was defended by Mr. Mozhaiskov as

necessary to provide a favorable basis for negotiating the 
settlement of

Soviet Union's claims abroad. The major debtor involved was India 
which owed

some rub 9 billion. At present, there is an arrangement with India by which

the ruble rate is set with respect to a basket of 5 currencies. Some sort

of compromise would likely be reached in any eventual settlement 
of these

claims. He said there was unlikely to be any such hard bargaining with

debtors such as Pakistan and Syria. Remaining claims totalled rub 15

billion and were held by various African countries as a result 
of arms

shipments and were considered uncollectible.

Apart from this context the "official" rate would 
have no practical

significance. All current account and capital transactions would take place

at the new commercial rate. A "special" rate, 10 times that of the

commercial rate, would continue to be available to tourists. 
[The volume of

these transactions was limited--estimated at rub 300 million a year.]

As to the choice of the threefold devaluation of the exchange rate, one

rationale given was the criterion of providing profitability 
to 90 percent

of exports. It was clear, however, that this would not be an equilibrium

rate in terms of equating supply and demand, but rather stemmed 
from a PPP

approach to the exchange rate which was rather embedded 
in the minds of

decision makers who had studied this topic back in the 1960s.
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Transactions would continue to be made in the foreign exchange auction

market but this form of internal convertibility would likely be very

limited. Supply of foreign exchange was provided from enterprise retention

accounts, from joint ventures, and, in principle, by government

intervention. Regardless of the rates set in the auction market, the

commercial exchange rate would be used for accounting and customs valuation

purposes at all times.

With respect to the foreign exchange accounts--A, B, and V, these had

no relation to the ER. Mr. Voitenkov reviewed the nature of these accounts

as background; A accounts were for. foreign exchange deposits by non-

residents, B and V were for residents, depending on whether the source of

foreign exchange was a regular flow or a one-time transfer. Basically,

these accounts could be used to buy foreign exchange for travel abroad, to

use in hard currency stores, or to buy rubles. The mission was given to

understand that the conversion rate for foreign travel was the official

exchange rate, that for the hard currency shops was 4.6 to 1, and for buying

rubles was 10:1; the 1 being the official rate. These accounts cannot be

traded among citizens nor can they be used for the foreign currency

auctions.

In the new system, A accounts (denominated in FE), would be unchanged

while the ruble-denominated amounts of B and V accounts would grow threefold

so that no one is punished. 1/

For travel to capitalist countries there was a limit of rub 2,000 per

citizen that could be utilized once per year. For travel to socialist

countries the amount of currency that could be purchased was 2 or 3 times

higher. The problem was that reserves were inadequate to meet the potential

demand. In the reform program it is proposed to have an all-Union foreign

exchange reserve fund. As it is now, republics don't want to spend their

own foreign exchange for Union purposes; nevertheless, people come from all

the republics to Moscow to purchase their foreign exchange. The idea behind

the all-Union fund was to establish some sort of norms for the use of these

funds. One worry was that the new immigration law would provoke an enormous

increase in demand for foreign exchange. Because of this, consideration was

being given to allowing individual citizens access to the foreign exchange

auctions. This demand could easily be handled through the Savings Bank,

which could take applications to determine demand, and purchase appropriate

sums in the auctions. Much remained to be decided in this area. For now it

was envisioned that such an foreign exchange exchange would exist only in

Moscow. The exchange would be made up of 5-10 banks and forex dealers.

The DVK system would be dismantled; however if the devaluation took

place on November 1, it would be hard to implement all the institutional

/ According to Mr. Voitenkov, B and V accounts can be held in foreign

currencies and in valuta rubles. The statement refers to the latter type of

accounts.
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changes before the end of the year. The DVK system It covered only a small

portion of trade (less than 1/5) and it never worked as intended.

Introduced by decree #1992 in 1986, it was supposed to intermediate between

domestic and external prices. Budget income from the existing price

equalization scheme was on the order of rub 40-50 billion. The idea was to

introduce an incentive for exports by providing higher profitability. In

fact, some additional rub 5-6 billion was channeled to enterprises as a

result, but had little stimulative effect of its own. Firms already

received bonuses for meeting export targets, premiums, and other benefits.

In principle, the DVK system differed from the equalization scheme; the

former was a fixed parameter calculation, whereas the latter was essentially

a residual. This meant that changes in world prices would impact firm

earnings if mediated through the DVK system. In practice, this was a

fiction because DVK coefficients were being changed all the time. Moreover,

the goods covered did not have volatile prices like gas and oil, and were

usually sold under long-term contractual arrangements.

Prediction of the effects of the forthcoming devaluation were difficult

because of the changes taking place simultaneously in the trading system.

The devaluation per se was not so important as the changes in trade taxes

and subsidies accompanying the devaluation when determining new taxes.

Account wa taken of the shift in CMEA trade terms and the recnetly declared

sincrease in domestic whoelsae prices. Crude oil at the old exchange rate

would bring rub 70 per ton, after devaluaton it woull111d bring rub 210

per ton. 1/ This will be a tremendous windfall for the industry, and

because it is based on mineral deposits that are part of the country's

resource endowment it will be taxed at a rate of about 70 percent. [Mr.

Voitenkov confirmed that industry costs are calculated on a variable cost

basis, leaving out the cost of capital.] The amount of oil that could be

diverted to export markets is limited by transportation and storage

capacity, and in any case would be confined to amounts remaining after

fulfilling state orders.

For export taxes a distinction would be made betwen two categories:

(1) oil, gas, coal, ferrous metals, and lumber for which profits would be

taxed by 70 percent and (ii) other export goods, where no export tax would

be applied.

A sample calculation for machinery exports was given: machinery

produced was worth rub 8 billion at external prices but rub 13 billion at

domestic prices. The budget paid rub 5 billion in subsidies to equalize

prices. Now, after devaluation, the earnings would be rub 24 billion (3 x

8). This rub 24 billion would be retained by the industry and the budget

deficit could decline by rub 5 billion.

]j At the same time, the domestic price of oil will rise from R 30/ton to

R 70/ton.
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[Mr. Voitenkov noted that no one had calculated the weighted average of

DVK rates.]

On the import side, costs would initially rise 3 times. The original

idea was to eliminate subsidies. Some industries will have to be modernized

and for this imported capital goods will be needed. At present, planning

for this requires a 2-year lead time for foreign exchange requests.

However, because of the external payments problem a lot of these capital

goods orders will have to be cut back. As it is, much waste has occurred

because of lack of internal communication and coordination; equipment

ordered long ago arrives for a factory now closed down, and sits and rots.

This occurs because of division of responsibility and accountability.

Other imports of necessities such as medicines and grain will continue

to enjoy subsidies, but these will not be automatic and will have to be

shared by republics. The subsidies will be decreased over time, but

gradually. Other imports such as consumer goods will receive no subsidies.

Previously such goods if imported at a cost of rub I were sold at rub 5,

with rub 4 going to the budget; now they will be imported at rub 3 and still

sold at rub 5, so the budgetary revenue is cut in half but consumer prices

will be unchanged. This adjustment in the future will likely be done

through import taxes. Retail prices may go up anyway, but not because of

the devaluation. It is expected that revenue from import taxes will drop to

1/3; with taxes on imports from socialist countries being reduced 
to zero.

The devaluation is not expected to have the same effects as in a full

market economy, in part because of the existence of monopolies; and the

auction rate for foreign exchange would continue to differ from the new

commercial ER. Over time, the right policies will bring these two rates

together. Higher taxes would limit the excess profits of firms. Closing

off-balance accounts will increase the flow of hard currency sold on the

exchange. Fiscal policy could further reduce the auction rate, but would be

unpopular.

Regarding retention coefficients, Mr. Voitenkov said there had been

many proposals, but the current version had rates ranging from 20-80 per-

cent. The exact rate depended on the product, not the industry, and was

correlated with the amount of value added. It was acknowledged that the

current system of retention rates was quite chaotic and ad hoc.

With respect to the retention balances of enterprises, there exist both

"on" and "off" balance accounts. Both will be protected from devaluation,

but time limits will be given for the conversion of "off" balance accounts.

There is a total of rub 2 1/2 billion in these accounts.

On the effects of pre-announcing the devaluation on the timing of

payments, Mr. Voitenkov remarked that payments were already being advanced

or retarded to the maximum possible extent.
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Mr. Voitenkov also provided the mission with a draft of his forthcoming

article on exchange rate developments and plans for Economics and Life.
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Mr. Okorokov, Head of the CMEA section of Gosplan, discussed: (1) the

general principles for CMEA trade in 1991; 
(2) prospective developments in

trade; and (3) relations with individual CMEA countries.

1. General principles for CMEA trade in 1991

World market prices would be applied on a strict 
basis in trade with

all CMEA countries from the beginning of 1991. 
While this implied that the

USSR would benefit from higher receipts of exports 
of oil and gas at current

world market prices, it also implied that the USSR could not expect 
to

receive any preferential treatment on its exports of machinery and 
equipment

which might face severe competition.

CMEA trade would be affected not only by changes in relative prices and

in the payments system, but also by changes in 
the organization of trade.

In the USSR (as in CMEA partner countries), increasing emphasis would be put

on direct enterprise trade deals. State trade would encompass oil, gas and

other raw materials on the export side and raw 
materials, components

(according to certain specifications), 
medicine, and means of transportation

(locomotives, vessels, and aircraft) on 
the import side. However, state

order trade would not necessarily encompass the 
totality of trade in these

products. For example, it was envisaged that besides state exports 
of oil,

there would exist direct regional (republican) or enterprise exports of oil.

The trading partners of the USSR were interested in settling part of

their trade with the USSR through a clearing account. 
In the trade

agreement with Czechoslovakia, for example, 
there was reference to an

indicative list of traded goods between the two 
countries. Although the

clearing mechanism was not mentioned explicitly, 
the Czechoslovak

authorities interpreted the agreement as settling payments for exports and

imports for the indicative list through 
a clearing account. The Soviet

authorities, however, preferred not to view the list as an obligation,

stressing the "indicative" nature of the agreement. 
Similarly, they did not

necessarily envisage payments through a clearing account. They recognized,

however, that the lack of appropriate banking facilities 
in both countries

might necessitate such arrangements on a temporary basis.
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2. Developments in trade

The developments in 1991 were discussed on the basis of the staff's

illustrative scenario. For exports of oil and oil products Mr. Okorokov

confirmed that a slight decline in volume terms could be expected in 
1991.

The 50 percent decline which had been mentioned in other meetings of the

mission referred to the share of oil trade to be conducted under state

orders. In addition, direct enterprise trade deals were expected. The

exports of raw materials were expected to stagnate (in volume terms) at

best. In particular, the behavior of the republics was unpredictable. For

exports of machinery, equipment, chemicals and light industry products, the

experience with Soviet trade performance in Yugoslavia could 
serve as an

example, as trade was conducted in clearing dollars which was close to

convertible currencies. Soviet exports of machinery and equipment had

declined considerably due to lack of competitiveness (price and quality).

It could be expected that some categories of goods would hardly be sellable

abroad in any market (CMEA or non-CMEA). Consequently, either existing

production would have to supply the domestic market or some production 
lines

be discontinued. In terms of the likely decline in ruble prices (at the

present exchange rate), the staff's assumption of a decline by 40 percent

from the present level for all exports, excluding oil, gas and raw

materials, and unchanged ruble prices for raw materials seemed reasonable.

Mr. Okorokov suggested considering a range of price declines of 30-50

percent for these products. On the import side, some decline in the volume

could be expected, as a large share of trade would be conducted directly by

enterprises through retained foreign exchange. These enterprises would want

to diversify their sources of foreign supplies to satisfy domestic

consumers. The price assumption of the staff (a decline in the ruble price

by 40 percent at the official exchange rate) seemed to be 
in the right order

of magnitude, although it was difficult to make exact projections.

3. Relations with individual CMEA countries

In trade with the former GDR, significant changes could be expected.

Soviet exports of metallurgical products were expected to decline

substantially. Similarly, exports of oil and oil products would decline by

14 percent, as Germany was interested in reducing its reliance on the 
USSR

as a supplier of oil. There was still no agreement on the use of the

outstanding transferable ruble balances with Germany but the USSR would

argue for debt forgiveness or long maturities. It was confirmed that trade

with the former GDR continued to be settled through IBEC during the 
second

half of 1990 with the exception of certain transactions agreed beyond 
the

annual protocols. The framework for trade with the former GDR in 1991 was

not yet agreed. Shortly, a Soviet delegation would go to Germany to

negotiate this framework. From the Soviet side, it was hoped that the

indicative lists for traded goods be maintained for those goods which were

of primary importance to the USSR. Such lists might indicate either the

volume or the value (preferably the latter) to be exchanged during 1990.

Such an agreement would ensure stability in trade.
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In relations with other CMEA countries such as Cuba, 
Mongolia and

Viet Nam, the USSR would strive for balance in trade. However, inevitably

it would run surpluses. Mr. Okorokov mentioned that relations 
with Cuba were

particularly complex and the USSR would still 
have to support it.



MEMORANDUM FOR FILES

October 25, 1990

Subject: Treatment of Gold Exports in Trade Statistics

During the September and October missions, the staff has received

conflicting information about whether gold exports were included in the

published statistics for total exports. Officials from the Ministry of

Foreign Economic Affairs claimed that gold was excluded while

representatives from Goskomstat argued that gold was included in the

officially published statistics.

On October 23, 1990, the Goskomstat representatives were asked

once again to verify whether gold exports were in fact included, as they

had claimed before. The end result was as follows. According to the

present statistical methodology, gold exports should be included. Each year

a report form was sent to Vneshekonombank (by the gold exporter) -which,

however, never responded. Therefore, de facto gold exports were excluded

from the published trade statistics.

B. Vibe Christensen

cc: Mrs. Ter-Minassian
Mr. Calvo
Mr. Blejer
Mr. Flickenschild
Mr. Kopits
Mr. Wolf
Mr. DeMilner



MEMORANDUM FOR FILES

October 24, 1990

Subject: USSR - External Debt and Debt Service, Foreign Exchange

Accounts and Auctions

On October 18, 1990, Messrs. Flickenschild and DeMilner and I met

with representatives of the Vneshekonombank (VEB), which was followed up by

a meeting on October 23 attended by myself. The Soviet representatives

included Mr. Vishnev, Senior Manager, Mr. Potemkin, Head of the Foreign

Currency Auction Department, Mr. Chicherin, Manager of Money Markets, Mr.

Kolatukhim, Manager of Banking Development and Research, and Mr. Zabazhoz,

Manager of Credit and Analysis. The meetings dealt with further information

on arrears, external debt and debt service, foreign currency accounts,

foreign currency auctions and forward cover transactions.

1. Arrears

The staff received an updated table on external arrears showing the

stock outstanding at rub 2.9 billion or US$5.3 billion on October 15, i.e.,

an increase by US$0.9 billion since September 6, 1990 (Attached). The

arrears comprised arrears to foreign suppliers while there were no arrears

on financial credits. The figure included only those payments which 
had been

presented to the VEB but not other outstanding obligations 
between domestic

and foreign enterprises. It was thus a minimum estimate of arrears. The

largest amount of arrears were vis-a-vis Germany (US$0.7 billion), Japan and

Italy (each US$0.7 billion) and Switzerland and the United States (each

US$0.4 billion). The VEB confirmed that no arrears were outstanding on 
debt

contracted or guaranteed by the VES. The arrears covered not only payments

relating to direct enterprise imports but also to imports by ministries

which had continued to follow planned imports despite the lack of foreign

exchange.

2. External debt service obligations

The debt service projections of the authorities given to the staff

during the Annual Meetings through the EC Commission (Mr. Larsen) did not

reflect the latest projections, which the staff received from Mr. Ivanov.

According to the latest calculations, debt service obligations on medium-

and long-term debt would remain almost unchanged from US$7.8 billion in 1990

to US$7.7 billion in 1991. The future debt service obligations took into

account outstanding obligations projected by end-1990. The following

disbursements could be expected in the second half of 1990. De Beers:

US$1.0 billion (of which US$0.7 billion remained undisbursed), Germany: DM 5

billion plus DM 1 billion (agricultural credit) plus DM 2 billion (October

disbursement) of the DM 3 billion loan which was part of the DM 
15 billion

financial package agreed prior to German unification. From Italy, no

disbursements were expected during 1990 because of parliamentary 
and other
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internal difficulties in approval of the loans (US$2.5 billion). However,
they could be expected in 1991. Finally, some minor loans had been

disbursed (presumably from Kuwait and Oman as mentioned by Mr. Ivanov).

Because of the present political situation, nothing could be expected from

Japan. But new commitments might be forthcoming from France in connection

with the forthcoming visit of Mr. Gorbachev (October 28-29). The debt

service projections took into account debt service repayable in commodities

(which was relatively small) with the exception of the de Beers loan against

diamond imports.

The situation on short-term debt remained critical. Reductions in

credit lines and deposits totalled rub 6.3 billion from the beginning of the

year. For 1990 as a whole the decline was projected at rub 7.8 billion

leaving only rub 3.0 billion in outstanding short-term obligations. The

almost elimination of short-term debt had resulted in a severe drain on

reserves, which were now at an absolute minimum level. Although no figures

could be provided on reserves, it was confirmed that reserves had fallen

further since in the first half of 1990 (a decline by US$6 billion from end-

December 1989 to end-June 1990 to a level of US$8 billion, according to the

BIS). Foreign banks were unwilling to renew credit lines/deposits when

reserves were falling. It was hoped that rub 3.0 billion could be rolled

over in 1991 if reserves remained stable, but it was uncertain.

The figure for the reduction in short-term debt did not take into

account gold swaps. While it was confirmed that gold swaps of different

varieties were used during 1990 (again no figures), gold was not used as

collateral for loans, as had been suggested in the Western press.

The staff had requested statistical clarification concerning the debt

service obligations for commercial credits which were not broken down into

interest and principal. After contacting foreign trade organizations to

obtain information about the average interest rate, the VEB representatives

mentioned that the interest component could be estimated by assuming an

interest rate ranging 7.6 percent to 10.0 percent per annum (following

international trends) between 1985-90. While borrowing costs usually was

1/4-1/2 percentage points above LIBOR, in 1990 the margin had increased to

4-5 percentage points on some new credits.

3. External debt

A clarification was given on the breakdown of debt between short-term

and medium-term debt (provided through Mr. Ivanov) since the totals of those

debts differed from earlier figures given to the staff. The new totals

included undisbursed commitments of "operational balances" and therefore

were higher than the previous external debt figures. With adjustments to

reflect disbursed debt only, the outstanding stock of short-term credit was

as follows:
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USSR: External Debt

(In billions of rubles; end of period)

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Total external

debt 22.1 21.3 23.9 26.1 32.9 29.9 1/

Of which:
Short-term 5.3 5.0 5.0 6.8 10.8 3.0 2/

(In % of total) (24.0) (23.5) - (21.8) (26.1) (32.8) (10.0)

1/ Staff projection.

2/ Official projection.

No exact information was available on external borrowing which had not

been contracted or guaranteed by the VEB. Such borrowing required licensing

from VEB. Between the beginning of 1989 (when such transactions had been

allowed) and October 1990, total licenses issued amounted to rub 1.7

billion. The actual use of these licenses, however, was not known.

On final maturities for new medium-term and long-term financial

credits, the following information was provided:

1985 5.9 years 1988 7.4 years

1986 7.2 years 1989 6.8 years

1987 6.6 years 1990 8.2 years

4. Foreign currency accounts

In October 1990, the deposits in the foreign currency accounts for

juridical and physical residents and nonresidents, including joint ventures,

amounted to rub 0.5 billion (accounts A, B and V). In addition, the on- and

off-balance sheet obligations of the VEB to provide foreign exchange to

enterprises (retention rights) amounted to rub 2.6 billion. The ruble

amount of the on-balance sheet deposits would be adjusted in line with any

further depreciation (i.e., if the official exchange rate changed from rub

0.6 to rub 1.8 per U.S. dollar, the deposits would increase to rub 7.8

billion). It was also intended to treat off-balance sheet claims in the

same way.Finally, rub 0.5 billion were deposits held for commercial letters

of credit issued in the favor of foreign suppliers to the USSR. The VEB

representatives hinted that the sum of these three official obligations (rub

3.6 billion or US$6.5 billion) corresponded to the size of outstanding

foreign exchange reserves of the VEB.

5. Foreign currency auctions

The staff received up-to-date information on the amount and exchange

rate of each of the convertible currency auctions held up to October 1990
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(attachment). The amounts remained minimal and the exchange rate (latest

rub 24 per US dollar) could not be considered indicative for market

equilibrium rates. As from October 1990, auctions would be conducted twice

a month compared with once a month previously. To date, the VEB had not

intervened in the auctions although it was under consideration for the

future if the exchange rate remained high. 1/ From October 25, 1990,
access to the auctions would be widened to include joint ventures and

manufacturing cooperatives.

Further changes were under consideration for 1991. There would be

foreign exchange auctions in several (not all) republics and in free-trading

zones. This might give rise to different exchange rates although it was

hoped that arbitrage would reduce the differences in rates. It was not yet

clear which share of total foreign exchange earnings would be channeled

through the official or free markets. The Soviet officials were studying

the experience of other countries, including China and Yugoslavia, but had

so far received no technical assistance from the West.

6. Forward cover

Forward contracts in foreign exchange had been minimal. The

transactions had taken place mainly in rubles against U.S. dollars and

deutsche marks (90 percent). At the moment, no forward claims or

liabilities of the VEB were outstanding. The VEB always covered itself

against any forward commitments.

B. Vibe Christensen

cc: Mr. Whittome

Mrs. Ter-Minassian

Task Force Members

Mr. Robinson

1/ This information conflicts with that obtained from Mr. Potelev (VEB)

during the first staff visit in August 1990.
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Table 1. USSR: Arrears

Country In millions of rubles

Australia 45.7

Austria 205.1

United Kingdom 164.9

Belgium 71.9

Hong Kong 27.7

Greece 7.6

Denmark 27.9

India 17.6

Iran 1.5

Iceland 0.5

Spain 15.8

Italy 377.7

Canada 4.8

China, People's Dem. Republic 9.5

Luxembourg 0.7

Malaysia 15.3

Malta 5.0

Netherlands 116.1

New Zealand 106.0

Norway 12.7

Pakistan 4.4

Portugal 6.6

United States 221.8

Singapore 26.8

Turkey 26.9

Uruguay 7.8

Germany (Federal Republic) 391.3

Finland 161.9

France 161.3

Switzerland 240.2

Sweden 67.3

Sri Lanka 0.5

Japan 380.4

Total 2 L932 1/

Note: Arrears against import documentation (no financial credit arrears).

Ij Excludes clean transfer of funds against invoices presently directly

to Soviet enterprises.
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Table 2. USSR: Foreign Exchange Auctions

Date of Total Amount Sold Price at Currency Auctions

Currency Auction at Currency Auctions in Soviet Rubles to

(iln. hard currency rubles) 1 hard currency 1 U.S. dollar
ruble ($1 - rub 0.6)

17/01/90 8.2 17.5 10.50

21/02/90 9.0 21.0 12.6

05/04/90 9.6 23.05 13.83

10/05/90 9.8 27.11 16.266

22/06/90 6.8 35.1 21.06

19/07/90 9.0 41.2 24.7

31/08/90 11.7 41.2 24.7

09/10/90 9.5 40.0 24.0
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Soviet representatives IMF representatives

Mr. Bunich, Vice Chairman Mrs. Ter-Minassian
Commission on Economic Reform Mr. Calvo

of the Supreme Soviet Mr. Blejer

Mr. Bakarinov Mr. Flickenschild
Mr. Kopits

Mr. Wolf*

Ms. Christensen

European Communities

Hr. Maslen

The meeting was devoted to a discussion of the reform program that

President Gorbachev had submitted to the Supreme Soviet. Mrs. Ter-Minassian

began by 'aing Mr. Bunich what his views would be of what would constitute
an adequate reform program and how closely the program presented by Mr.
Gorbachev would correspond to these views, which elements of this program
would most likely attain the support of the Supreme Soviet, and what would
be the implications of such a program for the economy in 1991.

1. Political background

Mr. Bunich noted that Mr. Gorbachev had attempted to reconcile the

different proposals of the Abalkin and Shatalin groups by calling on an ad

hoc group under the chairmanship of Mr. Aganbegyan. This team had worked
out a program that was 90 percent based on the Shatalin proposal. Mr.

Gorbachev had personally worked with the Aganbegyan team for at least 50

hours in elaborating this program.

Mr. Bunich said that the Gorbachev program differed from that of

Shatalin in the following respects. First, it had transformed Mr. Shatalin

ideas into more of a conceptual; ideological document. Second, the period

of transition was now viewed as two years, rather than the 500 days

envisaged in the Shatalin plan. Third, the new program had to take into

account economic developments since the Shatalin plan had been conceived.

Specifically, the Government had announced that agricultural procurement

prices were to be raised effective January 1, 1991, which had led the

peasants to withhold deliveries to state procurement agencies. The RSFSR

had felt compelled, in the meantime, to advance the procurement price hikes

to October 1, 1990 and to increase their size. These price rises had
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already, according to Mr. Bunich, had an impact on wholesale prices. 1/
The implication--although Mr. Bunich did not mention this explicitly--was
that the initial price freeze aspect of the Shatalin plan would have to
yield, and retail prices would have to be increased early on in the reform
program.

The lack of specificity of the Gorbachev program had caused "outrage"
in the RSFSR parliament, according to Mr. Bunich, and one could wonder what
would be the reaction of the other republican parliaments. If the Supreme
Soviet were to ignore these dissenting voices, relations between the union
and the republics could deteriorate even further. But if execution of a
reform program were to be delayed again, the population--which felt let down
after years of promises--could be expected to react as well. Mr. Bunich's
Commission had adopted a resolutionthat very morning to urge Mr. Gorbachev
to enter into discussions with the Yeltsin group as soon as possible.

Mrs. Ter-Minassian asked whether the other republics would be willing
to go along with a deal that was struck simply between the union and the
RSFSR. Mr. Bunich said that until now all the republics, except the
Baltics, had supported the Shatalin and then the Aganbegyan programs, but he
could not say whether they would necessarily go along with a new compromise
between the union and the Russian republic.

2. Economic aspects of the program

Mrs. Ter-Minassian asked for clarification of the pace of price
liberalization envisaged in the new program. Mr. Bunich suggested that most
of the liberalization of prices would occur in mid-1991, after which time
some 70 percent of all prices---both producer and consumer--would be free.
The Gorbachev plan would retain the feature of the Shatalin plan under which
some 30 percent of prices--essentially staple consumer goods and "strategic"
products--would be negotiated at the union level for application by all the
republics. 2/ Mr. Bunich said that as the economy was opened up there
would be a convergence of such prices, including for energy, towards world
market prices, but he could not specify how quickly this opening up might
take place.

He acknowledged that those goods that would continue to have
administered prices tended to be those that were already highly subsidized.
He appeared to indicate, however, that these prices would be raised so as to
eliminate the price subsidies and that subsidies to loss-making enterprises
would be reduced by 70 percent. In effect, the elimination of price
subsidies on consumer goods would be replaced by income supplements, whereas
the reduction of subsidies to loss-making enterprises would constitute a net
gain to the budget. Mr. Bunich was unable to specify at this point the
mechanism by which the population would be compensated for the abolition of

1/ Presumably he meant wholesale prices in the food processing industry.
2/ This issue was left somewhat unclear. Mrs. Ter-Minassian had asked

whether the prices of basic fuels and raw materials would be negotiated
among the republics, as provided for in the Shatalin plan. Also, the
mechanism by which these prices would be negotiated was left unspecified.
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price subsidies. Most likely, in his view, there would be a program of full
compensation for some groups of the population and partial compensation for
others.

Mr. Bunich also pointed to possible budgetary savings through a 40
percent reduction in the government bureaucracy and a decline in state-

supported investments. The 40 percent reduction did not mean simply a

transfer of employment from the all-union to the republican bureaucracies as

responsibilities were shifted. Asked whether such a decline was really
feasible, he said there was no choice; it was an objective which might or

might not be achieved. He did not view such personnel cuts as causing an
unemployment problem, as there was a high demand in industry for well-

qualified people.

As to the size of the budget deficit in 1990, Mr. Bunich thought it

might amount to as much as rub 80 billion. In 1991, the deficit could reach

rub 30-40 billion; in other words, more than the Shatalin plan had projected
because it had not taken into account the aforementioned increases in

agricultural procurement prices.

Asked what impact the freeing of 70 percent of all prices would have on

the price level, Mr. Bunich said estimates had been made but in the end he
did not divulge them. He noted a number of measures that would be taken to
limit the upward movement in prices, including: (1) increasing the interest
rate on household deposits; (2) programs of prepayment for consumer goods
for later delivery at current prices; (3) the sale of assets to the
population; (4) the sale of housing, garages, agricultural machinery and
land for small garden plots (sales of the latter to some 6 million people
were expected shortly); (5) diversion of construction materials to the

housing sector; and (6) the further conversion of military production to
consumer goods.

Asked how realistic it was to assume that asset sales could absorb

significant amounts of household liquidity, Mr. Bunich suggested that in the

first year of the program some rub 50 billion of an overhang of rub 240-250

billion could be so absorbed. The plan was to give away the majority of

housing assets by transferring free of charge 20 square meters per person.

If a family wanted housing space above this norm, it would face the choice

of higher rents or buying the excess space.

Asked how the remaining rub 200 billion would be prevented from being
channeled into the consumer goods market and putting upward pressure on the

price level, Mr. Bunich said the interest rate on deposits--to be set at 15

percent to reflect the current inflation rate of 10 percent 1/--would be
raised even higher if necessary.

Mr. Bunich maintained, in response to a question, that the prices to be

liberalized in 1991 would be truly free and not subject to any type of
regulation. Asked if he was not afraid of pricing abuses by monopoly

1/ By this, Mr. Bunich probably had in mind an estimate of the underlying

inflation rate; in other words, including repressed inflation.
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producers, he noted that monopoly was not a problem unique to the Soviet
Union and that in any event it would be relatively easy to quickly break up
existing monopolies. Moreover, enterprises would effectively be subject to

a progressive profits tax, and anti-monopoly agencies would be established
at both the union and the republican levels. He considered that all such
measures could easily be taken by mid-1991, when prices were liberalized.
The main problem, in his view, was how to "saturate the market" with goods
within a short period. In this connection, he expressed the opinion that at

the present time the effective standard of living in Moscow was worse than
in the rest of the country, which was a reversal of the traditional
situation. Mr. Bunich was not specific about how the market could be
effectively saturated with consumer goods within the next nine months. In
this connection, Mrs. Ter-Minassian wondered what effect the announcement of
the price liberalization to take place only after 6-9 months would have on
the supply of goods. To this, Mr. Bunich said there was no easy answer, but
also reminded the staff that the published reform program did not mention

any figures. He did not preclude, however, the general adoption of a

hoarding mentality.

Asked what role was envisaged for increased imports in restraining
inflation. Mr. Bunich said that policy makers were rather concerned with
the need to reduce imports in 1991 in view of debt service obligations of

some rub 12.5 billion; indeed in some consumer good markets a decline in
supply of 20 percent was foreseen. Nonetheless, the objective would be to
try to at least sustain the present level of imports. Mr. Bunich did not

view the increase in Soviet terms of trade due to higher oil prices or the
change in the CMEA mechanism as having much of a positive effect on balance,

since he was under the impression--although he pleaded lack of expertise in

this area--that the decline in oil production and thus in export volumes

would generally offset the positive terms of trade effects. Asked to

comment on exchange rate policy in the Gorbachev reform program, Mr. Bunich
noted that he was no expert in this area either and had no precise views.

Mrs. Ter-Minassian asked whether, if imports of consumer goods could be
stepped up, they could be easily distributed given the present distribution

bottlenecks, and how could this situation be improved in the short run. Mr.
Bunich responded by noting that in his view the main problem was the lack of
work incentives. In his role as president of the association of lease

holders--in addition to his activities in the Supreme Soviet--he noted the
above average productivity of workers employed in leasing activities- -some
10.3 million he said--and of the 3.8 million workers in the cooperatives.

Efficient distribution, in his view, depended on inputs being channelled

through such non-state-owned entities. Mrs. Ter-Minassian agreed with the
need to expand the scope for private initiative- -including in road transport
where presumably relatively little capital would be required--but that this
would depend heavily on specifying property rights more clearly. Mr. Bunich

noted, in this connection, that the President had recently issued a decree

declaring the inviolability of all types of property, including that
belonging to foreign investors.
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Mrs. Ter-Minassian and Messrs. Calvo, Blejer, Flickenschild and Wolf
met with Mr. Ivanov of the Council of Ministers to discuss the mission's

work program and learn about the status of efforts to arrive at a reform

program acceptable to union and republic governments.

Mrs. Ter-Minassian said that the mission needed greater

cooperation from the authorities in obtaining information in the external
area and on military expenditure. However, the main focus of the present
mission was a thorough discussion, at a technical level, of the reform

program and the government's policy stance for 1991. In view of a remark by
Mr. Ivanov that this was a difficult moment for the government in which it
had to change its decisions and positions from day to day, Mrs. Ter-
Minassian she suggested that, in the absence of a definitive program,
technical discussions could be held on reform options. The main options
needed to be evaluated in the areas of price and incomes policies;
privatization and decentralization; and fiscal, monetary, exchange rate and

external trade and payments policies. Mrs. Ter-Minassian outlined briefly
the time schedule for the preparation of the report, which would require one

more visit by the Personal Representatives of the four institutions involved

in the study. This visit would probably take place in the week beginning
December 3, 1990 and concluded by stressing the need for a more thorough

assessment of external financing requirements, for which the assistance of

the Soviet technical experts was indispensable.

Mr. Ivanov promised that a meeting would be arranged with the

group that had prepared the latest version of the government's program. Mr.

Yavlinski had offered his resignation on October 17 in protest over the

government's recent price policy measures that had undermined the chances

for success of the 500-day program. According to Mr. Ivanov, the parallel

discussion of the reform programs by the Parliaments of the USSR and the

RSFSR--although politically inevitable at this juncture--was a disaster

technically.
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Mr. Ivanov then explained the reasons for his two letters, noting
that the Soviet authorities had been overburdened in recent months, with
about one-half of their experts away on holidays while the reform debate was
raging in Moscow. At the same time, additional demands had been brought to
bear on them by the visits of the two groups (the EC Commission staff and
the four organizations involved in the G-7 study) preparing studies on the
Soviet economy. Several government agencies had refused to receive further
visits. Mr. Ivanov then praised the "good example of the EC," which had
already completed its study. On October 19 he would accompany Mr. Sitarian

to Brussels to discuss its findings and recommendations with Mr. Delors.

Because of the enormous uncertainties, the government had not made
any medium-term projections. Outside the government, Mr. Yurinenko (?) of
the Institute for Forecasting had made his own projections and the mission
was free to see him. For 1991, Mr. Vid of Gosplan had made some
projections, which were still being discussed, and the mission could talk to
him.

As to the government's latest reform proposal, the price section
was the weakest part of the document. It was not clear and the Russian
parliament was subjecting it to justified criticism. Mr. Yavlinski's
resignation was mainly triggered by it. The version of the Committee on
prices had been rejected. As to incomes policy, it was also weak. If price
policy remained unclear, incomes policy also had to remain vague. The new

version of the reform program contained no data on privatization. However,
with an estimated rub 3 trillion of assets, the government was likely to
absorb easily a liquidity overhang estimated at rub 400 billion. There was

consequently no need for complete privatization. Foreigners would get

national treatment and could acquire stocks and lease land. Under a new

draft investment law (a copy was provided), foreigners could obtain 100
percent ownership in companies and long-term leases for the exploitation of
natural resources. The draft law omitted portfolio investment by foreigners
and granted incentives only to companies with a foreign participation of
more than 30 percent. This threshold was seen as too high to attract

foreign participation in large companies (i.e., Magnitogorsk). For this

reason, the Committee that had prepared the draft had been disbanded and a

new one had been formed to prepare another draft.

As to the balance of payments projections, Mr. Ivanov said that
the Gosbank and the VEB had prepared several scenarios. The scenarios had

shown that the poor infrastructure limited the growth potential for

exports. The oil price increases had so far produced additional revenues of

rub 1.5 billion, almost entirely as a result of the "switch of shipments
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from CMEA to Rotterdam,"I/ At the same time, however, the USSR had lost

exports resulting from the cessation of debt service payments in the form of
oil by Iraq and Libya of 11 million tons. 2/

Pressed once more by the staff, Mr. Ivanov admitted that the

Council of Ministers had prepared its own balance of payments projection for

1991. He promised to let the staff read it in his office on October 19 and

have his experts answer any questions.

Mr. Ivanov provided a few more numbers, whose context and mutual

consistency were not entirely clear. For all it is worth, he said that:

-- CMEA trade will contract by 30 percent in 1991;

-- there would be a trade surplus with CMEA-5 of US$4 billion in

1991. An expected surplus of rub 2 billion with the territory of the former

GDR would be spent entirely in Germany;

-- the estimate of the additional export value attributable to

the oil price increase had been raised from rub 16 billion to rub 20 billion

for 1991;

-- convertible currency exports of rub 20 billion and debt

service obligations of rub 12.5 billion would limit convertible currency

imports to rub 7.5 billion in 1991;

-- apart from this problem, the balance of payments problem

boiled down to how to distribute export revenues between the union,

republics and enterprises;

-- debt service would drop from rub 12.5 billion in 1991 to rub

6.5 billion in 1992 and rub 5.5 billion in 1993 if there was no new

borrowing; 2/

-- that rub 5 billion was needed until the end of 1990.

1/ Presumably, additional revenues of convertible currency (some US$2.6

billion) was meant without deducting the lost revenue in transferable

rubles. If an average oil price of $35 per barrel is used, this would

amount to about 10 million tons, an extremely high amount for a period of

about two months if entirely attributed to switching oil from CMEA to the

convertible currency market. Data for the first half of 1990 indicate

average shipments for two months of 13 1/2 million tons to all Socialist

countries and of 12 million tons to CME.A.
Z/ Presumably, the annual rate of such imports was meant.

3/ These are the numbers already provided by VEB.
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Mr. Ivanov also mentioned (i) that no gold pledges had been made

because this would set a precedent on which all future lenders would insist
and (ii) that Mr. Vid of Gosplan had prepared a list for foreign investors

offering uncompleted projects, plants suitable for conversion, and 800 of
1,000 firms closed for environmental reasons. The latter, of course, would
have to be upgraded to be environmentally acceptable.
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Mrs. Ter-Minassian asked Professor Shatalin about his views on plan,

presidential program, its differences with the original Shatalin plan, and

his assessment about the steps that should be taken to make it operational.

Professor Shatalin started by mentioning that in his speech, the President

said that the principles, ideology and logic of the guidelines are based on

the original program of academician Aganbegyan presented by the President on

September 10 to the Supreme Soviet and transmitted to all Republics and

Autonomous Republics. In fact, four programs were received by the Republics

and the Supreme Soviet: the Government (Ryzhkov) program, the Aganbegyan

group program, the Shatalin program and the Aganbegyan analysis of options.

Shatalin mentioned that the Aganbegyan Program was 99 percent based on his

proposal, an assessment shared by the Abalkin group. The President

established then a working group since the program was not adopted by the

Supreme Soviet. That commission was to present a new program on October 15.

On the Shatalin program itself, Professor Shatalin said that the

premise was to start with financial stabilization including some market

intervention, such as sales of property, unfinished construction, and

imports. After these steps, there would be liberalization of prices. That

is the main difference with the Government program that starts with

administrative price changes. What happened before October 15? The

Government established a-new list of administrative wholesale prices,

something opposite by the Shatalin group. The Union Government increased

the administrative price of grain while the Russian and other Republics

increased the price of meat, a step legalized by the President. This is

regarded as completely opposed to the 500-day program. These steps are

conditioning already the new program.



The increase in administrative wholesale prices require a similar

increase in retail price and that is why it was opposed by Shatalin. In

fact, these steps are equivalent to implementing the Government program.

What was being planned has, de facto, happened. Another 500-day program is

needed now to stabilize the situation, but given the steps taken, and in

order to avoid the inflation to be caused by the Presidential decrees, it

will be necessary to be much more restrictive and new measures would have to

be taken. For example, the process of privatization would have to be

speeded up and the social programs would have to be revised.

In these circumstances, the implementation of the 500-day program would

require that all the Republics agree to the simultaneous introduction of

stabilization measures. But the discussions in the various parliaments do

not appear likely to lead to a single, well-defined program. Professor

Shatalin had expected more support for his program in the Republics, given
his close working relation with many of these.

The problem that is being discussed now with the Republics is the

single currency fund issue. But, in order to create conditions for

agreement of the Republics to a specific stabilization program, it is

necessary to have time. In the meantime, the only thing possible-was to

issue the general guidelines contemplating a single monetary, fiscal and

exchange policy. The guidelines keep the spirit of the previous version of

the Presidential program (Aganbegyan) and also of the 500-day program. But

things have been sacrificed and the situation is more difficult.

The main thing about the Shatalin program that largely remains in the
guidelines is the principle of free entrepreneurship and private property,
as well as private ownership of land, and these are the core issues also in

the 500-day Program. The President has now given up the idea of holding a

referendum on land ownership and, although there will be some opposition,

but this is very important progress. Also, the international cooperation

issue has been well addressed by calling for the creation, with

participation of the Republics, special fund to oversee the use of Western

assistance to the country. It is important that Western aid is channelled

to increase productivity in the economy and not to prolong the agony of the

previous system. Without using Western methodology capabilities, it would

not be possible to create a new efficient economy.

Mrs. Ter-Minassian remarked that the latitude given to the Republics in

the determination of pace of reforms might not be consistent with

maintaining the single economic space throughout the Union and sought

Professor Shatalin's assessment of the likely macroeconomic effects of the

the prsidential program, including thos of the planned price increases, the

proposed tightening of financial policies and the likelihood of reducing the

budget deficit to the targeted 3 percent of GDP level.

Professor Shatalin acknowledged that in the current political situation

there must be serious doubts about the likelihood of containing the state

budget deficit to that level. This is especially the case because output is

likely to be lower than hoped for.

Mr. Kopits said that in the original Shatalin program the fiscal gap

was to be eliminated. What was included in that program that could be

incorporated into the present guidelines? Professor Shatalin answered that
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the conditions have changed and that the inflation prospects have worsened

making the budget objective more dificult to achieve. Perhaps the original

program was over-ambitious, although it was premised on coordinated

policies.

Professor Shatalin emphasized the importance of foreign credit and

foreign aid in restructuring and reforming the economy. The original

program was counting on a more generous flow of foreign credits.

Mr. Shafer asked about the inflationary respects. It appeared to him

that the presidential program involved price increases larger than he would

have thought politically tolerable. Had the political and social changed?
Professor Shatalin said that it is likely that the first prices to be

liberalized would be non-essentials.- The price of the basket of minimum

necessities would be maintained. The issue that arises here is the

compensation that would have to be introduced for the price rise of those

goods which fall between the two categories. This has not been decided

(indexation or other system). The more vulnerable groups in the-population

would have to be protected from price increases. At the same time, the

stabilization measures and privatization would be introduced to limit the

price increase of the unregulated goods.

Currently, we are witnessing the introduction of rationing to maintain

a minimum standard of consumption in some regions but in fact it is not

necessarily true that the rationing cards would be backed by an adequate
supply of goods.

Mrs. Ter-Minassian questioned the desirability of large increases in

wholesale prices, as oppposed to their liberalization. Professor Shatalin

said that he shared this view but he stressed that the first step is the

implementation of stabilization measures together with the maintenance of

fixed prices for necessities. He said that following the introduction of a

rigid structure of higher wholesale prices, it would not be easy to

introduce also flexible economic policies leading to a market mechanism. In

fact, 95 percent of the current program is based on administrative measures

and makes it difficult to provide incentives to the market.

Mr. Wolf asked if the 30 percent increase in agricultural procurement

prices this year does not in fact indicate that a new round of increases

would be needed next year given that the retail prices are expected

(according to Gosplan) to rise by 60 percent. Professor Shatalin said that

there are many problems in agriculture that prevent a rapid supply response

(infrastructure, transport, distribution, etc.) so the price increase

probably would not raise production in the short run but in the longer run

some response would be more likely. Therefore, within the next two years

prices could be liberalized and would help to increase supplies. At the

present time, the supply constraints include also the unavailability of

imported inputs so that an increase in producer price may not have an

important supply response. He said that more important than prices are

property rights and improvements in the extremely poor agricultural

infrastructures.
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MEMORANDUM FOR FILES

October 31, 1990

Subject: Meetings with Academician Aganberyan

Members of the mission met with Mr. Aganbegyan on October 23 and

25, 1990. The main points emerging from the discussions can be summarized

as follows:

1. Political content

Mr. Aganbegyan, who is reportedly a close and trusted adviser to

President Gorbachev, painted a cautiously optimistic picture of the evolving

political situation, in particular the relations between the Union and the

republics. He said that, although the Government was largely discredited

and lacking strong leadership and therefore unable to carry out effectively

a reform program, the President's standing remained strong, even in the face

of republican posturing, as witnessed by: (a) the strong support in the

Supreme Soviet of the USSR for both the emergency powers and the

presidential reform program which had been just approved; (b) the fact that

republican politicians, including Mr. Yeltsin, spoke quite differently in

public and in private; and (c) the republics had agreed to sit down and

discuss with the Union authorities their plans and budgets for 1991 and to

participate in the inter-republican "currency fund committee" to deal with

foreign exchange matters, including the administration of Western

assistance.

The price for this more cooperative attitude had been, in part, the

decision by the President to present guidelines, instead of a blueprint, for

reform which left considerable leeway for individual republics to shape the

context and pace of the reforms. Mr. Aganbegyan was hopeful that

consultation and negotiations in the framework of the above mentioned

committee on economic policy would prevent excessive and potentially

disruptive differences in the speed of reforms among the republics.

2. Overview of reform program

Mr. Aganbegyan said that the first two imperatives of the reform

program were to prevent major disruptions of production, especially in

strategic sectors of the economy, and to stabilize the financial situation.

The recent presidential decree ordering enterprises to maintain existing

supply links and honor previous contracts until the end of 1991 was aimed to

the first end. To the second end, the presidential program envisaged early

action to absorb existing excess liquidity and to contain the budget

deficit, and thus the rate of monetary growth in 1991. Various approaches

were under consideration to tie up liquidity: a possible freezing of a part

of deposits of enterprises with the banking system; increases in interest

rates to a range of 6-10 percent initially and higher subsequently, if
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necessary; sales of bonds redeemable in consumer goods and of various types

of government properties, including land plots and dwellings. 1/

As regards budgetary prospects for 1991, Mr. Aganbegyan recognized that

the announced target for the state deficit of rub 30 billion bordered on the

impossible, but he thought it should be possible--albeit difficult--to

contain the deficit below the level (rub 60-70 billion) projected for this

year. The measures envisaged to this end included: a reform of turnover

taxes; sharp cuts in some types of spending (public investments to be nearly

halved), defense (-20 percent) and administrative expenditures of the union

(-40 percent). Subsidies to state enterprises would be cut by 70 percent, a

move which would require the closing of some hundreds of firms. Foreign aid

(except humanitarian aid) would be slashed, and efforts would be made to

collect (or sell on the secondary market) some outstanding credits towards

LDCs.

Mr. Aganbegyan recognized, however, that these measures would be

insufficient to ensure adequate containment of the budget deficity unless

accompanied by a substantial cut in consumer subsidies. This would require

increases (on the order of 30-40 percent) in the prices of such essential

foodstuffs as milk, meat and grain products, on which subsidies are

concentrated. Mr. Aganbegyan thought that these increases would take place

in February-March of next year and would have to be accompanied by increases

in social benefits (pensions and family allowances) sufficient to preserve

living standards of the lower income groups. As for wage earners,

compensation should not be full but limited to 50-70 percent. He noted,

however, that it may be difficult to secure wage moderation, given the

growing militancy of the trade unions.

Queried about the scope of price liberalization, Mr. Aganbegyan said

that he expected that about 15-20 percent of retail prices would be freed

before the end of this year. This percentage would increase during 1991 and

might reach 70 percent by year end, if efforts to tighten financial policies

and stabilize the economy proved successful. He did not feel confident to

venture quantitative forecasts for output, inflation or the balance of

payments for next year.

Teresa Ter-Minassian

cc: Mr. Whittome
Task Force
Ms. Christensen
Mr. Robinson

1/ Mr. Aganbegyan recognized that sales of housing were not likely to be

successful until rents were increased.
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Opening Meeting

The meeting covered administrative arrangements for the fiscal team,

and a preliminary discussion of the likely 1990 budget outturn and prospects

for 1991.

Estimates for 1990

According to most recent Ministry of Finance estimates, the state

budget outturn for 1990 is likely to be on target, so that no extra

financing is necessary. The budget plan called for a deficit of R 60

billion, and the latest estimates (October 14) show a deficit of R 59.3

billion. This accuracy, however, hides large movements in the composition

of the deficit. Most importantly, the Union budget deficit will be R 67

billion, instead of R 49 billion as planned, while the Republics' budget
will show a surplus of R 8 billion rather than the planned R 11 billion

deficit.

On the revenue side of the state budget, unexpected revenues of R 7

billion will be collected, offset by unplanned shortfalls of R 10.6 billion.

Thus, the net revenue shortfall is expected to be R 3.6 billion. Turnover

tax is expected to be R 1.4 billion greater than planned (because of higher

than estimated production of alcohol and of cars); individual income taxes

will be R 2.7 billion above budget (because of unanticipated wage

increases); income from cooperatives will be up R 1.7 billion compared with

plan; income from foreign activity will be R 0.4 billion higher than plan

(with an increase of about R 2 billion in Customs revenue, offset by a

shortfall of about R 1 1/2 billion in oil revenues, mainly because of a drop

in volume, due to production constraints); and other revenues are expected

to be up by R 0.8 billion. Despite the higher wages in the economy, social

insurance contributions are projected to remain as in the Plan (because

forecasts were excessively high).
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The shortfalls are to come in enterprise taxation--with profit tax down

by R 6.2 billion, because of an R 19 billion profits shortfall from R 250

billion in 1989, due to declining productivity in all branches of industry;

the excess wage tax--down by R 1.1 billion, because 
of the many exemptions

granted from the policy; levies and other nontax revenues--down 
R 3.1

billion; and other miscellaneous items down by R 0.2 
billion. The

authorities fear that the decline in enterprise 
taxation will continue

through 1991.

Most of the unplanned revenue gains occurred in the republics 
(who, for

instance, retain 3/4 of the turnover tax), while most of 
the shortfalls

affected the Union budget. Of the R 6.2 billion shortfall in enterprise

profit taxes, R 4.9 billion should have 
come from enterprises subordinate to

the Union. Information on social insurance contributions is available 
only

for the Union, so far, and at that level, contributions are broadly on

track--expected to amount to R 30.1 billion compared with a 
planned figure

of R 29.7 billion.

State budget expenditure is projected closely on track, with an

increase of only R 0.3 billion compared to target. Again. however, the

republics performed well while the Union 
performed poorly. Union

expenditure originally planned was R 241 billion, while, after amendments,

the outturn is projected to be R 279 billion. There were two main

offsetting influences on expenditure: the decree 
of August 14, 1990, which

cut spending in the second half of 1990, and a recent decree authorizing 
R

12.7 billion in extra outlays. Some further savings in expenditure--the

deferral of some cultural projects, and savings 
on meat and milk subsidies

due to under-production and -delivery--also 
help to explain the projected

outturn.

The expenditure-cutting decree reduced expenditure 
by around R 4

billion, by annulling unspent allocations from the first half 
of the year,

and permitting the Ministry of Finance 
to list--and have the Council of

Ministers withdraw--non-essential expenditures 
for the rest of 1990. No

funds will be allocated to construction projects 
for industrial use that

have not already begun (the social sphere, especially housing, 
is exempt

from this measure), and R 0.6 billion in grant aid to abroad has been cut.

Of the R 12.7 billion in additional spending, R 5.8 billion was voted

to liquidate the 1957 loan, R 4.2 billion to cover the cost of higher

procurement prices for cereals, R 1.5 billion to cover higher benefits 
for

World War 11 veterans under the new Pension Law which came (partially) 
into

effect on October 1, and R 1.2 billion for the Chernobyl clean-up. Outlays

for foreign activity are also slightly higher 
than projected.

A complete set of figures for budgets of the 
republics has not been

prepared, but the aggregate data for 
the Union budget are as follows:
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USSR: Union Budget, 1990

(billion roubles) Approved Amended Expected

Revenue 192.2 219.9 211.8

Expenditure 241.3 278.7 278.8

Deficit -49.1 -58.8 -67.0

The outlook for 1991

Budgets are at present being prepared for all levels of government,

though only the Union budget will be passed by the Supreme Soviet. At the

beginning of next week, budget details will be sent to government, and by

the end of the month the Ministry of Finance will have prepared its report

on the 1991 Budget.

However, the budget preparers are working very much in the dark,

because the President's Program, presented this week, will have budgetary

implications if adopted. It calls for the state budget deficit not to

exceed 2.5 to 3 percent of GNP (or R 25-30 billion). The feasibility of such

a target has already been called into question, by Boris Yeltsin, who

claimed yesterday (in a speech to parliament reported in today's

newspapers)that the figure was too low. (Mr. Pushkin noted that the

Shatalin program, which called for a zero deficit in 1991, had been too

extreme, and was no longer under serious consideration.)

Initial budget requests for 1991, collected from lower levels of

government, have been startlingly high, implying a state budget deficit of R

340 billion, if implemented. (Yeltsin denounced these as well, calling them

"a crime against the nation".) Even the more realistic outlines being

prepared in the Ministry of Finance (prior to incorporation of elements of

the President's Program) suggest a big budgetary deterioration next year.

The Union deficit would remain around the level of 1990 (i.e. R 67 billion),

but given the new revenue-sharing and expenditure responsibility plans, the

deficit of the republics would amount to R 100-120 billion, giving an

overall state budget deficit of R 167-187 billion. 1/ Such a deficit

while it takes into account wholesale price increases, does not assume any

increase in retail prices. If retail prices do not change, subsidies could

more or less double, to perhaps as much as R 230 billion. It must be noted,

j/ The revenue-sharing assumptions used are based on Union Laws that have

already been passed, notably the "Law on the Distribution of Powers between

the Union and the Republics". The budget projection assumes, in general,

that all reform laws passed by the Supreme Soviet (for instance, on

individual and enterprise income taxes) remain in force during 1991.
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however, that Ministry of Finance estimates were made without reports from

the Russian and the Baltic republics, and from some ministries (who say they
are self-financing and therefore did not even report revenue estimates).

1/

The task of budget preparers is also hampered by not knowing what the

distribution of powers between the Union budget and the Republics' will be

in 1991. On one extreme, the President's Program stresses the unity of the

USSR, with a single market and a single currency, while, on the other,
Yeltsin is considering even separate currencies, and borders around the

republics. The President's Program envisages that defence, internal

security, the single energy system, railroads and other communications, R &

D, etc. will remain in the domain of the Union. However, even taking that
assumption as given, there is room for differences in interpretation. For

instance, the law allocating powers for the single energy system can be

understood to imply only that management of the system (today's Ministry of
Energy) will be subordinate to the Union, or, immensely more broadly, that

the whole energy complex will be the responsibility of the Union.- . The 1991

draft Budget assumes the latter. And, the draft Budget includes a provision

at the Union level for machine-building industries though the President's

Program suggests that all machine-building except defence would become

subordinate to the republics (implying, if so, a large revision in the

budget).

The draft Budget also assumes that centralized measures to improve

living standards will be carried out by the Union. However, these could

well become the responsibility of the republics. The Budget splits

educational expenditures so that all outlays that are important for the USSR

as a whole are done by the Union, while, for instance, regular secondary and

vocational schooling is run at the level of the republics. In any program,
the social insurance system and pension funds will be moved off-budget.

The exact implementation of the new pension Law is still under

discussion. While the pension law calls for a contribution rate of 37

percent, this rate is to be phased in only by 1993. Pensions in 1991 can be

covered by a 26 percent tax (which would even generate a surplus of up to R

5 billion). One proposal is that the 37 percent rate should be introduced

straight away, but 11 percentage points used to finance the economic

stabilization funds, which could also receive revenue from a newly

introduced tax on depreciation.

Finally, Mr. Pushkin clarified that expenditures on investment are

scattered throughout the budget. Included in "investment in the economy"

are industrial construction, and non-industrial construction (such as

housing), carried out by budgetary institutions. Capital expenditure on

defence is part of defence spending; investment in schools and hospitals is

in socio-cultural outlays; and some investment activities are covered in

"science" and "administration".

j/ Here Mr. Pushkin remarked that he felt the command system was being
dismantled too rapidly, with a consequent loss of control by government of

the system, its monitoring and its policies.
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Turnover taxes

Ms. Babureena explained that at present turnover taxes are set as

variable wedges between fixed retail and wholesale prices. The wholesale

price consists of an average producer cost plus a mark-up--the latter

ranging between 15 percent and 23 percent. More precisely, the tax wedge is

the difference between (a) the retail price less the wholesale and retail

margins, and (b) the average cost plus mark-up. More than 80 percent of

consumer goods are currently subject to this method of taxation.

Effective January 1991, the mark-up will be set at 25 percent (with

some variation permitted between the lowest rate for major urban centers and

the highest for remote rural areas) and the average cost will be determined

by the most efficient producer of a given commodity. Moreover, the tax

wedge will be calculated as a last step, i.e, only after both wholesale and

retail margins have been determined.

Ms. Babureena noted that the President's draft guidelines envisage free

retail prices on a number of commodities, making difficult the calculation

of turnover tax wedges. A list of goods is under preparation for which both

the retail price and turnover tax would be set by republic or local

authorities. (According to Mr. Zverev, Deputy Finance Minister of the RSFR,

the Russian authorities intend to control all retail prices and collect all

turnover taxes levied within their territory.) However, to the extent that

the increases in key wholesale prices envisaged for 1991 are not matched by

retail price hikes, turnover tax wedges will be reduced significantly,

resulting in up to a 30 percent drop in turnover tax revenue, to R 80



billion. In any event, an attempt is underway to gradually adopt fixed ad

valorem rates for an increasing number of goods. 
Domestic indirect taxation

is not expected to be imposed on imports until the 
introduction of a value-

added tax--scheduled to take place at the earliest in 1993.

Taxation of foreign trade

Mr. Zhoukov clarified the present import tax regime as consisting of

three levies: the import tax proper, customs duty, and foreign exchange

coefficients (DVK). At present, all three levies operate as wedges between

domestic and world prices of imports. This implies that the revenue yield

explains most of the difference in the value of imports 
expressed in

ordinary rubles and invaluta rubles. Further, in practice, the import tax

and customs duty are hardly distinguishable from each other. Both are

determined by the controlled domestic retail price level, so that changes in

the foreign price expressed in invaluta rubles alter the implicit tax or

duty rate. Neither applies to capital goods imports, but the customs duty

has a broader commodity coverage (at lower rates) than the import tax, which

is imposed on less than 5 percent of the number of imported--all consumer--

goods (at rates of up to 2,000 percent). Mr. Zhoukov confirmed that if

there are domestic retail price differentials between domestically produced

and imported goods, these are due for the most part to quality

differentials.

In contrast, the implicit DVK rates are to be determined by foreign

prices, whereby the rate or coefficient reflect changes in foreign prices.

Although when introduced, in 1987, the DVK was applied to some 5,000 import

items, its coverage has been gradually reduced; presently, it covers only

machinery and equipment (including motor vehicles). Mr. Zhoukov observed

that neither the DVK nor the import tax nor the customs duty served

protective purposes.

The revenue from the three sources of import taxation cannot 
be

disaggregated, except by broad product category. For 1990, the R 36.1

billion projected revenue can be broken down as follows: R. 17.4 billion

from nonfood consumer goods, R 7.7 billion from foodstuffs, and R 11.0

billion from other goods. Mr. Zhooorikov indicated that only a small

portion of the latter is attributable to the DVK, while the remainder is

probably generated more or less evenly by the import tax and the customs

duty.

As of January 1, 1991 [or November 1, 1990?], the DVK will be abolished

and import taxation will take the form of fixed ad valorem rates. An import

tax schedule covering about 200 items [95 commodity groups] was issued on

August 13, 1990, under two columns (for goods originating in CMEA countries

and for others) with rates ranging up to around 2,000 percent. Although in

the future, the rates will not be adjusted to compensate for changes in

foreign prices (whether due to changes in the exchange rate or in prices in

foreign currency), concurrent with the scheduled depreciation of the ruble

(from R. 0.6 to R 1.8 per U.S. dollar) import tax rates are to be reduced.

Rates initially set at 300 percent or less will be lowered to zero, and

those above 500 percent will be capped at 500 percent, so that they will

range from 100 percent to 500 percent. Meanwhile, ad valorem duty rates,
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with a wider commodity coverage--up to 10,000 items classified according to

the BTN--will average 7 to 10 percent [under MFN treatment], ranging up to

100 percent for a few goods. Despite the application of lower rates on

semifinished goods, neither the tax nor the customs duty can have 
a

protective role at a time of widespread commodity shortages, according 
to

Mr. Zhoukov. Imports from CMEA partner countries and LDCs will be exempt

from the duty.

The level of imports is expected to fall next year because 
of the

foreign exchange constraint. At the current exchange rate, total imports

are projected at R 45 billion, as compared to R 64 billion this year.

Partly as a result of this decline, but given the offset 
of the devaluation

with the reduction in rates, import tax revenue is projected to reach R 14.6

billion in 1991, made up by only R 2.1 billion from nonfood consumer goods,

R 6.6 billion from foodstuffs, and R 5.9 billion from other goods. Customs

duty yield is expected to reach R 6.1 billion.

On exports, the DVK coefficients also account for the difference

between domestic and foreign prices. Such coefficients are applicable, just

like for imports, on machinery and equipment, including motor 
vehicles. Tax

coefficients range around 0.3 to 0.5, for equipment exports 
to CMEA where

prices are relatively high. On the other hand, raw material exports,

particularly oil and gas, are subject to implicit 
export taxation. On

average, the implicit rate is around 60 percent, given by the difference

between invaluta ruble prices and domestic producer prices. As of January

1991 [or Novmeer 1990?], the DVK system will be abolished also for exports.

Consideration is being given to converting export taxes to explicit ad

valorem rates on raw materials, but no decision has yet been 
taken in this

area. Mr. Zhoukov mentioned that in 1991 oil and gas are projected to yield

R 30 billion (following the devaluation), as any increase in foreign prices

is likely to be more than offset by a significant fall 
in export volume.

Mr. Zhoukov did not elaborate on the construction of the estimate, citing

confidentiality reasons.

Foreign trade subsidies

Besides taxation, the DVK system involves subsidies both on imports and

exports. Export subsidies granted through DVK coefficients 
include 2.5 for

automobiles and 1.3 for trucks. All told, in 1990, out of a total of R 10

billion in budget outlays on these subsidies, R 5-6 billion account for

import subsidies and R 5-4 billion for export subsidies. 
In addition,

"subsidies to industry" have been granted for Intourist operations 
and

merchant shipping. Mr. Zhoukov indicated that all such subsidies will be

ended in 1991 [or in November 1990?], at the time of the devaluation and

adoption of a more flexible exchange rate.
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Soc-ial Security

This meeting had several objectives: (i) to clear up some points of

detail regarding social security; (ii) to get Mr. Ametov's opinion regarding

certain assumptions that might be needed in making medium and long-term

simulations; (iii) to request additional data, in particular related to

beneficiary populations and benefits; and (iv) reconcile the social security

data with the state budget figures. (While much of the requested information

was provided, not all data requirements were met.) These minutes are laid out

by first presenting the questions posed, and then reporting the answers.

1. During their recent mission to Moscow, our colleagues learned from

Coskomtrud that the pension reform proposal for a 37% payroll tax rate

had been conditional on the freeing up of prices, so that enterprises

could shift these costs to buyers.

Questions: (a) Can you confirm that this is the case?; (b) Has any
decision been reached as to the contribution rate that would apply?

(Mention was made of a rate in the 25-26% range.)

Answer: A decision had been reached to reduce the contribution rate

from the planned 37% to 26%, and employees will as originally planned
pay 1% from their wage toward social security. These rates would yield

approximately Rb 117 billion in 1991. Of this total, 14% will be
earmarked for the social security fund, and 86% will be assigned to the

USSR Pension Fund. The pension fund will be used to pay (a) pensions,
(b) an allowance for children up to age 1.5 (equal to 100% of the

minimum wage for working mothers and 50% of the minimum wage for non-

working mothers), and (c) the new family grant (equal to 50% of the

minimum wage for each child age 1.5 to 6 if the per capita family
income is less than Rb 140/month. All other social insurance benefits

(family allowances, grants and allowances to low-income families,
grants to single mothers, and burial expenses) are to be paid out of

the social security fund. Republics will pay, from their own sources

of revenue, such items as outlays for retirement homes, allocations to

organizations which provide assistance to disabled at home, and the

operational costs of local social security offices. These expenses

amount to about Rb 2 billion.

2. Concerns have been raised by some union republics about the way in

which the funds would be administered. In particular, many prefer that

the money collected from the payroll tax remain in the republic in

which it is collected, given the diversity of demographics across the
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union. It has been suggested that there would be 15 affiliated funds,

each republic having its own account with the central pension fund. Can

you please elaborate on this?

Answer: For the moment, no republic has the status of an affiliate, as

the "Union Treaty" that is currently under debate does not call for

this. Goskomtrud remains favourable to the "affiliate fund plan,

however. In Mr. Ametov's opinion, if the Russian proposal for social

security pensions (see below) is enacted, the USSR plan as adopted in

May will not be achievable.

3. Can a table of the state social security budget be provided showing the

planned outlays and receipts, along with (a) information 
with which to

accord this with the consolidated (ie. state) budget, and (b) the

assumptions on which the projections are based?

Answer: Mr. Ametov provided a table (attached). The estimates for 1991

incorporate no assumptions about inflation or unemployment, and reflect

benefit increases associated with policy only. The estimates do not

reflect, however, any of the provisions called for in the guidelines

proposed by Gorbachev (notably indexation and social assistance). 
As

for a concordance with the state budget, he helped (see below), but

suggested that the persons in charge of incorporating social security

and social insurance in the state budget be contacted for details.

4. Have medium-term projections for balances of the Pension Fund of the

USSR been updated based on the most recent data and policy 
measures?

In relation to these, are the following available: (a) the average wage

in each period on which the contribution receipts are based; (b) the

number of pensioners and/or the average pension, and some indication of

why the total differs from some of the figures provided to us in August

(see Table 5 of draft); (c) number of beneficiaries and/or the average

benefit of recipients of "allowances"?

Answer: Mr. Ametov indicated he would provide an updated table based

on the new contribution rate noted above, along with the number of

"covered" workers (ie those against whose wages the contributions are

collected).

5. The receipts shown in the 1988r column of the historical table (big

table) do not add up. Can this be cleared up?

Answer: Mr. Ametov said he would provide revised tables.

6. To date, separate pension programmes have existed for soldiers

(responsibility of the union republics), military officers 
(in defense

budget), collective farmers (law of 1964), and employees and state

farmworkers.

Questions: (a) To what extent does the pension reform pull all of these

groups? (b) Which remain separate and how are they to be financed?

(c) Do the estimates provided to Mr. Kopits in September include these?

(d) Are figures available for average military pensions (soldiers and

officers) and average pay for these? (e) Are similar data available for

kolhkoz workers?
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Answer: It has been the clear intention of the overall reform of

pensions to bring the population under more uniform pension provisions.

The "Law on Pensions" passed in May indeed brings the collective

farmworkers into the same programme as employees and state farmworkers.

The "Law on Pension Security for Military" was approved by the Supreme

Soviet in May of this year at the same time as the "Law on Pensions."

Military pensions are to be financed from general revenues.

7. The average replacement rate of state pensioners, including working,

non-working and the disabled from World War II, has been declining
since the early 1980s. Based on data provided during our mission in

August, the following replacement rates, defined as the ratio of the

average pension to the average- wage, are obtained for 1989 and 1990:

Year Working Disabled WW- Non-working All

pensioners II pensioners pensioners

pensioners

1989 0.419 0.195 0.405 0.408

1990 0.392 0.415 0.387 0.392

Question: These are of course based on the basic marginal statutory

replacement rate of 50%. Given the fact that the pension reform

increases the replacement rate to 55%, the average will increase as

well. (a) What is the rate at which the average will settle, and by

what year? (b) What are the average wage rates that underlie the table

you provided Mr. Kopits in September?

Answer: When he provides the revised simulations of the medium-term

outlook for social security, Mr. Ametov will also provide the data

needed to calculate average wages and, hence, average replacement

rates.

8. Insofar as the pension reform will increase benefits, this is likely to

lead to a rise in the rate of retirement among persons who have reached

the age of retirement.

Question: Can some indication be provided of the extent to which the

government believes this might happen? Do the figures provided to

Mr. Kopits during his second trip reflect any presumed increase in the

rate of retirement?

Answer: The pension programme on the one hand increases incentives to

retire via the higher benefits, but at the same time eliminates the

ceiling on the earnings that a pensioners can retain by remaining

employed. Thus, no one knows the degree to which these will offset

each other.

9. In the past, the number of contributing workers as a proportion of the

total labour force has been under 90%. Based on the data for 1989 and

1990 that were provided in August, the figures are as shown in the

table below:
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1989 1990

Labour force (SLF) 137,900 138,702

Covered workforce (CI!) 120,100 118,900

Ratio of CW to LF 0.87 0.86

u-estions: (a) To what extent is it reasonable to assume that this

ratio will remain constant over the future? (e) if not, to what extent

do you expect it to approach 1 ? (c) Can you provide the labour force

projections on which the projected surpluses were made? (d) What

unemployment rates were assumed in the medium-term simulations?

Answer: It seems reasonable to Mr. Ametov to assume that the ratio will

remain stable. He said that he would provide either average wages

and/or the number of 
workers on which the 

medium-term simulations 
are

based. Lastly, the simulations make no assumptions about unemployment

rates.

10. Strictly speaking, the Soviet social security scheme is a pay-as-you-go

(PAYG) one; the fact that potential surpluses are projected derives

from the immediate introduction of the high contribution rate

juxtaposed against a phase-in 
of benefit increases.

Has the government made 
estimates of the contribution 

rate

(i.e. payroll tax rate) that would be required simply for pay-as-you-go

financing? Have separate estimates been made for each component of

social security (pensions, temporary disability, maternity &

childbirth, and family allowances)?

Answer: The 26% rate noted earlier is just sufficient, according to

their estimates, to yield a small (Rb 1 billion) surplus. Separate

estimates have not been made for 
each category, however.

11. Are estimates available of the replacement rate that is likely to apply

in the determination of temporary disability payments? Is it

reasonable to assume that the range of 77.3% (1990) to 79.8% (1989)

will apply in the future? What are the projected number of days of

absenteeism per 100 workers for 1991?

Answer: Mr. Ametov's initial response was that he was 
glad to no longer

have the responsibility for making temporary disability estimates,

which will presumably be made in the future by the social security fund

staff. He indicated that the replacement rates are likely to rise

somewhat, as legislation recently enacted provides for an increase

from 50% to 60% of wages, rgardless of tenure. Mr, Ametov suggested

that the average number of days 
of sick leave (which appear low 

to us

by international standards) 
had been falling in recent 

years,

question: Can estimates be made available of the number of working and

non-working mothers? Are there any estimates of the numbers of

beneficiaries of universal child 
care allowances?

Answer: Mr. Ametov said he would try to get these data, although he

could not promise anything.
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12. In the tables that were provided in August, there is a source of

financing entitled "withdrawals from trust funds." This is to amount

to roughly Rb 500 million in 1990. Is this included in the entry in

the state budget called "social insurance taxes" ?

Answer: Yes, the use of trust fund resources to finance expenditures

has traditionally been classified as social insurance taxes in the

state budget.
1

13. In the state social security budget tables, what are the sources of the

receipts entitled "Funds from Union Budget" -- which are apparently

"earmarked" to pensions and support for raising children? Where do

these sources appear on the state budget?

Answer: In the past, contributions were not earmarked; contributions

were included in general revenues, and all social expenditures came

from the general budget.

14. In reconciling the figures related to the social security budget and

the state budget, there are discrepancies on the revenue and

expenditure sides. According to the social security budget,

expenditures for 1990 are expected to be Rb 69.4 billion, 
whereas the

sum of expenditures of the budget of state social insurance (Rb 29.0

billion) and social security on account of national social insurance

(Rb 41.2 billion) equals Rb 71.0 billion. Likewise, revenues in the

state budget are Rb 44.8 billion, while social security data show

Rb 43.7 billion.

(a) What is the source of the difference? (b) What are the

differences between "budget of national social insurance" and "social

security on account of national social insurance?" (c) To what

precisely do the Rb 5.6 billion called "other" under social security

expenditures in the state budget refer?

Answer: There were subsequent revisions to the table he provided in

August, and he would try to get these to me. The differences on the

revenue side come from the addition of Rb 0.5 billion in receipts from

the sale of tickets to sanitaria, and an Rb 0.5 billion surplus in the

trust fund to the state budget. On the expenditure side, the Rb 1.3

discrepancy is the reserve of the budget committee for activities

planned for the current-year but not yet begun. The Rb 5.6 billion

include (i) military pensions for compulsory service, (ii) expenditures

on rest homes for the elderly, and (iii) grants to organizations

providing assistance to disabled, and (iv) costs of operating local

social security offices. These are included in the state budget but

not in the social security table because they are paid out of the

budgets of the republics. Also in the state budget but not in the

social security tables are grants for social insurance to kohlkozes,

and support for single mothers & large families. From 1991, these will

be in the pension fund and social security fund, respectively.

I Note that in the IMF presentation of the budget, this item should thus

be reclassified as "financing."
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15. Mr. Pushkin indicated that as of October 1 this year, pension spending
for veterans of WW-II have been increased by Rb 1.5 billion.

(a) Where do these show up in the state budget? (b) Does this imply
that such spending will be Rb 6 billion higher than would otherwise
have been the case? (c) Are they already included in the tables you
gave me in August?

Answer: Mr. Pushkin will have to say where the spending is classified.
Yes, this is a quarterly rate of increase, so that next year's
additional spending for these pensions would be, other things equal,
Rb 6 billion.

16. It appears that many of the benefits recently adopted will be
means-tested rather than universal. To which benefits does this apply,
and how does this affect the replacement rates?

Answer: Mr. Ametov was unaware of any means-testing proposals.

17. The Russian Republic has just enacted a pension programme of its own.
Can you tell us about it and how you think it will affect prospects for
the union-wide scheme passed in May by the Supreme Soviet?

Answer: Mr. Ametov said that the additional benefits provided for by
the Russian pension programme (which passed on a first reading, but may
not pass on the second one), would increase pension outlays by Rb 5-7
billion. The benefit increases arise from an increase in the minimum
pension to Rb 100 per month (instead of Rb 80) which is not fully
compensated by a reduction in the ceiling. He also indicated that the
pension would be based on the last 24 months of wages, as opposed to

the high (consecutive) 5 from the past 15 years. He does not think
that any surpluses in the Russian system, were they to arise, would be

transferred to the Pension Fund of the USSR, and that this would
effectively kill the chances for implementation of the reform enacted

in May. Lastly, when asked if there were any union republics which
could not be "self-supporting", he indicated that only 4 (although he

said he wasn't sure which) would run deficits.



Current and Projected State Spending on Social

Security and Social Insurance

(billions of rubles)

1990 1991

Category

Benefits for single mothers and poor 2.1 2.2

families

for single mothers 0.8 0.8

-- for children in poor families 1.3 1.4

Grants to institutions & other social 1.5 2.0

security measures

Pensions, including those of 65.6 88.0

collective farmers

Benefits for raising children to age 1 5.6 5.6

and a half

Benefits for raising children from age 0.8 10.0

1.5 to age 6

Sick pay, maternity, childbirth, 16.3 22.0

burials and outlays for sanitaria

stays

Benefits to single mothers & one time 
- 0.3

benefits for birth of a child

Total 91.9 130.1
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The meeting was devoted to clarifying various conceptual and data

issues regarding the relationship between the budget and the enterprise

sector.

1. Budgetary financing of investment

Mr. Petrov said that "budgetary financing of state investment" (Finansy

SSSR (1987-88), p. 193) referred to total financing of investment--except

for a small amount of capital repair--by the state budget which included:

(1) transfers to self-financing enterprises and state organs for investment

(so-called Article 24 financing); (2) financing of investment by budgetary

institutions (Article 16); and (3) possibly financing of investment

connected with deep-well geological drilling. It was the last item that he

thought possibly accounted for the fact that the Finansy SSSR figure (which

incidentally Mr. Petrov said included all military construction) was

regularly several billion rubles higher than the figure in the budget for

"expenditures on the national economy: capital expenditures." L/ He

promised to deliver to the staff, later in the mission, a table that would

break out "budgetary financing of state investment" among the three

categories, for the period 1985-89 (Table 1).

1/ "The expenditures on the national economy" category in general

excludes budgetary investment expenditure on military construction, housing,

schools, hospitals and certain other outlays, such as those related to

science and research and development.
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2. Payments of state enterprises and

organizations to the budget out of profits

Mr. Petrov explained the breakdown of "payments of state enterprises

and organizations to the budget out of profits." 1/

a. Payments against productive basic funds and working capital

These payments, which were to disappear with the advent of the uniform

profit tax rate on January 1, 1991, had represented the most universal form

of profit tax under the system of "full self-accounting" of enterprises

which had been introduced in firms belonging to five ministries in 1987, to
an additional twenty ministries in 1988, and to all enterprises by 1989.
The payments were established as a fixed rate against the value of fixed

assets (or production basic funds (osnovnye fondy)) and working capital of

enterprises. The rates were differentiated across enterprises, however,

with a maximum rate of 6 percent but lower rates for enterprises with low

profitability.

b. Payments for labor resources

These payments would also cease as of January 1, 1991, with the

revenues directed to finance infrastructural investment in connection with

the employment of state enterprises henceforth to be collected as part of

the 23 percentage points (of the total 45 percent) profit tax to be levied

by the republican and local governments. This tax had been levied on the

basis of individual wages and paid by enterprises, with a basic wage of less

than rub 80 a month being exempt and a progressive rate structure applied to

higher wages with a maximum rate of 13 percent.

c. Residual profit payments

These payments (vznosy svobodnogo ostatka pribyli) represented the

remittance to the budget of "excess" (presumably above-plan) profits earned

by those enterprises not yet subject to full self-financing. Because

increasingly more enterprises had become self-financing in recent years,

revenues from this tax had fallen sharply (from rub 47.1 billion in 1985 to

rub 4.8 billion in 1989) and would presumably soon disappear altogether.

d. Deductions from profits (incomes) and other payments

These payments, which were more than twice as high in 1987-89 than in

1985, were said by Mr. Petrov to refer to the taxation of enterprises

operating under "special conditions." Examples given were the taxation of

"excessive" profits earned by Ukrainian sugar beet processors and defense

1/ See the budgetary tables; also Narkhoz (1988), p. 624 and Table 2 of

Memorandum for Files on the financial position of enterprises of Sept-

ember 11, 1990.
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industries which registered very high profitability by producing civilian

goods with inexpensive military labor).

3. Other budgetary transfers to state enterprises

Other than capital transfers (section 1), Mr. Petrov could think of

only one other category of budgetary transfer to state enterprises and 
other

self-accounting organizations that was more than negligible. This was the

category of "operational expenditures" under the heading of "expenditures 
on

the national economy," which amounted to rub 12.7 billion in 1988 and rub

8.0 billion in 1989 and which were "mainly" made to self-financing

enterprises and other entities. These consisted of allocations for a wide

range of specific activities considered to be in the interest of the union,

including geological prospecting, the use of herbicides and pesticides in

agriculture, and pest and fire control in forestry. The list of such

activities is determined by the Council of Ministers.

Mr. Petrov noted that most, but not all of the "expenditures on the

national economy" in the budget were directed to self-financing entities;

remainder was allocated largely to budgetary institutions.

4. Behavior of net indirect taxes in 1980-85

Asked why the share of net indirect taxes (turnover taxes less price

subsidies) in NMP fell so sharply between 1980 and 1985--from 14.8 percent

to 6.9 percent 1/--Mr. Petrov cited two main factors. First, wholesale

prices were raised in general in 1982 and given the continued fixity of

official retail prices, turnover taxes correspondingly declined. Second,

following the May 1983 plenary session of the Central Committee,

agricultural procurement prices were raised which contributed to a sharp

increase in food subsidies. The decision to raise procurement prices was

due to rising agricultural costs of production on account of higher wages

and prices for agricultural machinery.

5. Rising shares of enterprise profits in GDP in 1988-89

Mr. Petrov did not have a ready answer for why the share of gross

operating surplus of enterprises in GDP had risen by over 4 percentage

points of GDP between 1987 and 1989 2/ despite an increase in the share of

socialized wages in GDP by 1.5 percentage points over the same period. 3/

He admitted that possibly inflation and the growth of nominal output could

have been understated, due to the introduction of bogus new products by

enterprises to justify price increases.

I/ See Table R.17 of the background paper on the domestic economy.

2/ Table R.27.

3/ Gross operating surplus rose by a cumulative 25 percent in this period

while CDP, in current prices, increased by 12 percent.
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6. Enterprise profit and loss figures

Mr. Petrov was unable to reconcile the figures he had provided the
August mission on net enterprise profits (i.e., after subtracting losses)
and those provided by Goskomstat in Finansy SSSR. JJ He thought the
difference might be attributable to the fact that the Ministry of Finance
tables excluded the profits of collective farms (and cooperatives), but
closer inspection of the data and consulting Narkhoz (1988) did not bear out
this explanation. He said that the Ministry's figures in any event

constituted the basis for the payment of various profit-related taxes.

The "losses" recorded in the Ministry of Finance table were, according
to Mr. Petrov, "gross" in the sense of being the total losses of loss-making
enterprises before their subsidization- -which he noted was virtually
complete--by the relevant branch ministries. To the extent these losses are
not covered by profit redistributions by the branch ministries, they were
written-off against the "basic funds" of these enterprises.

Mr. Petrov considered that the "loss" figures in the Ministry of
Finance table were significantly smaller than those in the Finansy SSSR
tables (rub 4 billion against rub 25 billion in 1989) due to the fact that
the former did not include the losses of the collective farms--which he

thought were substantial- -nor the losses associated with major disasters
such as the Chernobyl accident.

7. Enterprise "funds" and the branch ministries

a. Enterprise "funds"

The Ministry of Finance still sets norms for the allocation of

enterprise profits and depreciation charges to the various enterprise funds,
the most notable of which were typically the fund for production and
scientific and technical development, the material incentive fund and the

fund for social-cultural measures and housing. Because it sets the norms,
the Ministry is interested in the allocation of monies into these "funds,"

but not particularly in the expenditures from them. The budget estimate for

these allocations in 1990 was rub 218 billion. 2!

Asked what accounted for the difference between the deductions from

enterprise funds for material incentives (1988: rub 55 billion, excluding
collective farms) and recorded premia paid out of after-tax profits (1988:

rub 17.5 billion) 3/ Mr. Petrov noted that a long list of other payments

./ Table R.26.
2/ Observe that this is much less than the allocation of rub 334 billion

in 1989 (Table R.26); Mr. Petrov's figure may have excluded the allocations

of collective farms, but it still looks small.

3/ See Memorandum for Files of September 11, 1990 on the financial
position of enterprises.
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were made out of these funds, including housing loans, catering for night

shift work, and so forth.

Mr. Petrov promised to supply the mission a schematic table of the

allocation of after-tax profits (Table 2).

b. "Centralized funds"

Historically, the state enterprises had to pay over a certain share of

their depreciation charges and after-tax profits to their respective branch

ministries. Since 1962 branch ministries had been allowed to redistribute

the working capital of enterprises among their subordinate firms and in

effect manipulated the enterprises' funds at will--often based on the

personal connections between the ministerial and enterprise personnel--as

some 15 percent of the reserves in such funds were completely at the

disposal of the ministries. The Law on State Enterprises, which went into

effect on January 1, 1988, ended the more arbitrary redistributions,

enterprises no longer had to turn over a share of their depreciation charge

to their branch ministries, and the allocation of after-tax profits to the

ministries fell sharply. Nonetheless, allocations to the ministries

continued, into so-called "centralized funds," and the losses of loss-making

enterprises continued to be covered through allocations to these companies

from the "centralized" funds for the development of production, science and

technology and to a lesser extent, from the other two major centralized

funds. According to Mr. Petrov, such losses had fallen to only rub 4

billion by 1989 (1985: rub 13.2 billion).

Mr. Petrov thought that the Ministry's accounts for these funds did not

in general add up--in the sense of the changes in the stock in those funds

equalling the difference between allocations to and expenditures from the

funds--chiefly due to the shifting of monies from one fund to another. 1/
He did not consider that the change in the ownership status of enterprises

(e.g., to cooperatives) had much of an effect in this regard.

As of January 1, 1991, the branch ministries would no longer be able to

establish such centralized funds. Asked whether it was not intended to

abolish most branch ministries in 1991, Mr. Petrov said he did not know, but

that it was necessary to proceed with the budget as if they would still

exist in 1991. If it were decided to abolish the branch ministries in the

interim, the budget item that provided for them--which, incidentally

amounted to no more than rub 990 million, including wage payments--would be

eliminated and transferred to the functional ministries. Mr. Petrov did not

directly answer the question of what would be the cost to the budget of

taking over the burden of supporting loss-making enterprises in the event

that the branch ministries were to disappear.

]1/ It was unclear why such shifts would still not have been recorded in

the flows. Incidentally, Mr. Petrov noted that no data were available on the

"centralized" funds for 1986.
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The main effect of abolishing the centralized funds, he thought, would

be to increase the liquidity of the profit-making enterprises.

8. The 1991 budget

Incidental discussion of the 1991 budget preparation process yielded
the comment by Mr. Petrov that it was difficult to elaborate a budget

without a quantified price policy. The goal was to restrain the deficit to

2-3 percent of GDP, but Mr. Petrov thought that this was an unrealistic
goal. He observed that to halve the 1990 budget deficit of rub 60 billion
would necessitate, for example, a complete cutback in budgetary financing of

investment, which would run counter to the Parliament's directive to avoid

cutting social programs and related investment. Likewise, it was difficult

to conceive of achieving actual budgetary savings from a cut in defense

expenditures, since there would be a need to spend large sums on the

conversion program. Also assumed was continued investment in new state

enterprises, to which rub 13.5 billion was allocated in 1990. He thought it

was unrealistic to imagine the economy moving to a full-fledged market

system overnight.



Table 1. U.S.S.R.: Expenditure of the State Budget

on Capital Investment, 1985-89

(In billions of rubles)

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

State enterprises and

organizations

Self-accounting 55.9 59.1 63.4 69.0 61.5
Bdeay1,4 14.7 16.6 16.7 17.1

Budgetary 14A L 1Qk L

Subtotal 70.3 73.8 80.0 85.7 78.6

Collective farms 7 .7 1.8 1-4 0-4

Total 72.0 75.5 81.8 87-1 79.0



Table 2. U.S.S.R.: Illustrative Example of the Distribution

of Profits of Self-Accounting and Self-Financing
Enterprises (Prior to January 1, 1991)

(In rubles)

1. Profits 1,000
2. Payments to budget for use

of production funds 150

3. Payments to budget for labor resources 30
4. Interest payments on bank loans 40
5. Accounting profits (1-2-3-4) 780
6. Normative payment to the budget

from accounting profits (28 percent) 218
7. Profits remaining "in the economy"

(with the enterprise) (5-6) 562
8. Transfer to centralized fund for the

development of production, science
and technology 100

9. Pure profit (chistaia pribyl')
(-7-8; also -10a+10b+10c) 462

10. Allocations of pure profit to:
a. Fund for material stimulation 90

b. Fund for social development 120

c. Fund for development of production,
science and technology 252
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Prospects for 1991

This meeting covered the economic outlook for 1991. Another minute has

been written, covering all but the fiscal aspects of the meeting. This note

confines itself to budget issues.

The state budget in 1991

Among the emergency measures in the first stage of the program

envisaged in the President's Guidelines is a sharp cut in the budget

deficit, to 2 1/2 - 3 percent of GDP, from its 1990 level of 6.3 percent of

GDP (according to the USSR presentation). Mr. Petrov agreed with Mrs. Ter-
Minassian that several problems stood in the way of achieving such a deficit

target.

1. Enterprise tax reform, implying a fall in the effective tax rate,
may be expected to cost the budget rub 40 billion.

2. While wholesale prices are to rise definitely and immediately, the

pace of retail price increase is to be gradual and appears not to be

envisaged at all for the main commodities that are currently subsidized.

Thus subsidies will have to rise, and turnover tax will fall. The cost to

the budget of the increased subsidies is estimated at rub 50 billion, of

which rub 10 billion is on account of the increases in procurement prices

that became effective on October 1, 1990 (i.e. one quarter earlier than the

other intermediate price adjustments). Foregone turnover tax is estimated

at rub 30 billion.
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3. The reform of pensions and extension of social assistance, including
unemployment benefits, is likely to have budgetary costs. 1/

4. Increases in interest rates may be expected to have an effect on
government debt service.

Added to last year's rub 60 billion deficit, the first two issues alone
(tax and price reform) imply that the 1991 deficit, without policy change,
will amount to rub 180 billion.

Recognising the inconsistency, technicians have begun to shape policies
to bring down the deficit.

1. A major policy will be a- sharp cut in budget-financed investment.
Investment will be shifted to enterprises, who can finance it from bank
credit. The banking sector will be in a better position to oversee it and
assess its potential rate of return. A cut of rub 15 to rub 17 billion in
state budget investment is envisaged (though officials cautioned-that from
now on they could speak only for the Union budget, and republics might
prefer a higher investment budget).

2. Enterprise performance is expected to improve radically in 1991, so
that subsidies to loss-makers can be cut by 80-90 percent. These subsidies
at present amount to rub 5-6 billion.

3. Costs of administrative personnel are to be cut by around 30
percent, with a saving of up to rub 2 billion. The reform of the structure
of government has been going on for some years. Now, some more ministries
will be eliminated, and the personnel of branch ministries will be cut back
(perhaps transferred to their subordinate enterprises).

4. Expenditure on science will shift from applied research to basic
rub & D. This should allow for some saving.

5. Defence expenditure will be cut in accordance with international
treaties. The benchmark figure for cuts is 1988. By the end of 1991,
procurement has to be 19.5 percent lower than 1988, and the draft budget has
been prepared consistent with this target. However, all of the reform
programs have envisaged even more drastic cuts: Shatalin wanted defence
expenditure to be cut by 20 percent overall; and the President's Program
wants defence to be cut by rub 5 billion in nominal terms, compared with
1990. Ryzkhov has now asked Gosplan and other ministries to prepare cuts of
rub 5-7 billion.

1/ To some extent, the budget costs of the pension reform show up
indirectly, because the new wholesale prices were constructed at least in
part to incorporate the increase in payroll tax exacted from enterprises to
finance the reforms in social programs, with the idea that, thus,
enterprises could pass on the tax. Had the wholesale prices been reflected
in increased retail prices, the public would have financed its own social
programs. As it is, however, the budget in effect finances the whole of the
expanded social schemes.
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6. State financial assistance to other countries is to be cut by the
maximum. The target is that loans should not be greater than the repayment
flow. This would allow a cut of around 70 percent in concessional aid.

7. The authorities are going to re-examine tax preferences in areas
such as banking, research, charities, etc. Cuts in these preferences,
however, would be difficult to implement, because the new tax laws, so
recently adopted, would be difficult to amend.

On the broader issue of price liberalization, no decision has yet been
made, nor on any accompanying policies, such as income compensation to the
population affected by withdrawal of subsidies. If prices were liberalized,
the incomes arising from the higher prices would have to be distributed
between the state and the people. -Officials were at present studying a
sales tax that would capture revenue from free prices. What was most likely
was that prices would be liberalized stage by stage, starting with luxury
items and non-essential consumption goods, for which price hikes would not
need to be compensated.

The planned stabilization funds (which in the President's Program are
to be set up both at the Union and republics' levels) should not be a drain
on the budget, because they are to be financed by destatization of property
and perhaps by new contributions from enterprises. Together, the funds
should not amount to more than rub 10 billion.

Mrs. Ter-Minassian noted that, on a deficit that looked as if it might
reach rub 180 billion, savings of, at most, rub 40 billion had been
identified. Such a deficit, equivalent to 14-15 percent of GDP, would most
definitely create a large jump in prices. Hence, the conclusion was
inescapable that, if the President's Program deficit target was to be
achieved, drastic action on prices and the turnover tax would be required,
to cut at least 100 billion from the budget. Gosplan officials agreed that,
as things stood, the target deficit could not be met.
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The principal purpose of this short meeting was to collect from
authorities population data which _I had requested by phone during the previous
week. As promised, Mrs. Manykina provided me with total fertility rates and
population by age groups for the Soviet Union as well for each union republic.
Unexpectedly, I was also given population projections (to 2016) for each

republic and the union.

I took the opportunity to discuss very briefly some social statistics.

Mr. Guriev said that the Soviet Union's approach to the measurement of poverty
is based primarily on the minimum consumer budget. The latter is a mix of
normative and observed measurement. The normative component is the food
budget, the cost of which is estimated for various locations based on state
prices and Health Ministry standards for nutritional requirements. While this
varies between republics, the average for the union is estimated at Rb 42 per
month. A poverty line is then drawn at the level of income at which the
absolute food expenditure is equal to that in the minimum budget. Based on
the available data, Mr. Guriev indicated that this income level is around
Rb 100-120 per month. On the basis of this, about 43 million people would be

considered to be in poverty. Two thirds are thought to be in the middle asian
republics and Azerbaijan. However, the estimates are distorted by the fact

that many persons have to purchase food from collective farms, where there is
greater availability than in state stores but where prices are higher. While
the poverty line differs across the USSR, any compensation will be based on

the determination of poverty lines using the same methodology in all

republics. Also, an all-union minimum should be guaranteed.
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This meeting was aimed at obtaining information on Gosplan's estimates
of the potential cost of unemployment compensation and social assistance in

1991. Unfortunately, because of the limited amount of time that was

available, it was not possible to go into sufficient depth. There has been

a follow-up by telephone via the Chief of Protocol at Gosplan, Mr. Zhelizniak,

and hopefully the information will be available in a brief delay.

Unemployment compensation

Mr. Ananiev indicated that in 1990 there are approximately 2 million

unemployed, according to Goskomstat. This refers mainly to women looking for

part-time work and about 100,000 high school graduates who failed to enter

university and who are looking for a job. The 2 million figure is a weak

estimate, he said, as there exist no outlets in which job-seekers to register.

For 1991, Gosplan had two scenarios. The first, the so-called "shock

therapy" scenario, would result in 40 million unemployed. In the second,

which corresponds to the Gorbachev "guidelines," there would be 6 to 8 million

unemployed. But this refers to the labour turnover -- the flow each month.

Over the year, as many as 70 million (8 times 12) will have been unemployed

for a short while. He said that Gosplan expected several policies to "help

relieve the problem," such as the law on pension (i.e. increased retirement

rates), and the various increased payments to single mothers and poor families

with children. In other words, they hope to alleviate the problem by reducing

the size of the labour force.

Mr. Ananiev said that they estimated the cost of unemployment

compensation and retraining at Rb 5 billion in 1991, of which 50% would be for

retraining, Rb 300 million would be earmarked for the creation of public works

jobs, and the remainder would be for direct cash assistance. I indicated to

him that this figure seemed too low, but that this may be because the

projected number (ie the stock) of unemployed seemed low.

I also asked what the replacement rate would be. Mr. Ananiev said that

there was considerable debate underway on this issue, and that it has not yet

been settled by the Supreme Soviet. Goskomtrud prefers a 50% replacement of

the tariff wage, while the trade union wants a 50% replacement of full

compensation (including bonuses). The latter would raise the Gosplan estimate

by 2 to 3 times.

As for financing, there are currently two proposals being debated. The

first would have enterprises and organizations pay 1% of the wage fund, but

the source would be profits (this is Goskomtrud's preference). The second,

proposed by the trade union, would be 1% of state budget expenditure, but no

specific source of financing was specified. I asked if it was fair to say

that there was an implicit suggestion to use general revenue in this proposal,

Mr. Ananiev agreed.
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Social assistance

Mr. Ananiev said that work was still underway on draft legislation on

indexation. According to the law, he said, all categories of the population

are to be compensated for price increases. The population was being
disaggregated into three categories:

(1) low income families, which are those in which income per capita

is less than or equal to Rb 70 per month. This group would get
100% compensation.

(2) middle income families, in which family income is about Rb 260
per month (or, he said,-about Rb 150 per capita per month), would

get 70% compensation.

(3) high income families, in which per capita monthly income exceeds

Rb 200, would get 30% compensation.

Mr. Ananiev said they estimated the cost at Rb 15 billion, on the basis

of an 8-10% inflation rate. He said that there are approximately 40 million

persons considered to have low income, and that about 35 million are

considered to have average income. Mr. Ananiev said he would provide figures
for each of the three groups.
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unemployed. But this refers to the labour turnover -- the flow each month.

Over the year, as many as 70 million (8 times 12) will have been unemployed

for a short while. He said that Gosplan expected several policies to "help

relieve the problem," such as the law on pension (i.e. increased retirement

rates), and the various increased payments to single mothers and poor families

with children. In other words, they hope to alleviate the problem by reducing

the size of the labour force.

Mr. Ananiev said that they estimated the cost of unemployment

compensation and retraining at Rb 5 billion in 1991, of which 50% would be for

retraining, Rb 300 million would be earmarked for the creation of public works

jobs, and the remainder would be for direct cash assistance. I indicated to

him that this figure seemed too low, but that this may be because the

projected number (ie the stock) of unemployed seemed low.

I also asked what the replacement rate would be. Mr. Ananiev said that

there was considerable debate underway on this issue, and that it has not yet

been settled by the Supreme Soviet. Goskomtrud prefers a 50% replacement of

the tariff wage, while the trade union wants a 50% replacement of full

compensation (including bonuses) . The latter would raise the Gosplan estimate

by 2 to 3 times.

As for financing, there are currently two proposals being debated. The

first would have enterprises and organizations pay 1% of the wage fund, but

the source would be profits (this is Coskomtrud's preference). The second,

proposed by the trade union, would be 1% of state budget expenditure, but no

specific source of financing was specified. I asked if it was fair to say

that there was an implicit suggestion to use general revenue in this proposal,

Mr. Ananiev agreed.
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Social assistance

Mr. Ananiev said that work was still underway on draft legislation on

indexation. According to the law, he said, all categories of the population
are to be compensated for price increases. The population was being
disaggregated into three categories:

(1) low income families, which are those in which income per capita

is less than or equal to Rb 70 per month. This group would get
100% compensation.

(2) middle income families, in which family income is about Rb 260
per month (or, he said,-about Rb 150 per capita per month), would
get 70% compensation.

(3) high income families, in which per capita monthly income exceeds

Rb 200, would get 30% compensation.

Mr. Ananiev said they estimated the cost at Rb 15 billion, on the basis

of an 8-10% inflation rate. He said that there are approximately 40 million

persons considered to have low income, and that about 35 million are

considered to have average income. Mr. Ananiev said he would provide figures
for each of the three groups.
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Scenarios for 1991

The meeting concerned analysis of a discussion table (attached)

prepared by the fiscal team showing options for 1991. The four columns of

the table show the Ministry of Finance expected outturn for 1990 (on which

the team's projections were based); some partial projections by the Ministry

of Finance for 1991, together with the deficit (R 167 to R 187 billion--USSR

presentation) the Ministry earlier said was implied by these projections;

the team's scenario for 1991 that was based on the 1990 expected outturn but

incorporated elements of the President's Guidelines; and a "policy-adjusted"

scenario, that indicated, in the roughest of form, some measures that might

be taken to reduce the large deficit implied by the President's Guidelines.

The team first cautioned that while its scenarios were based on

Ministry of Finance data for 1990, there were still some questions

outstanding about those figures. Mr. Barchuk confirmed that the

unidentified mother revenue" was expected to be at least as high in 1991 as

in 1990 (an exceptionally high year).

Column 3: the scenario under the President's Guidelines

The scenario incorporating elements of the President's Guidelines but

making no effort to reduce the implied deficit, starts with an assumption of

a year-on-year average 35 percent inflation rate--assumed necessary to

absorb the inflationary overhang in the course of the year. Real output is

assumed to fall by 5 percent. Wages are to be indexed by 70 percent of

price increases, and pensions 100 percent. The nominal interest rate is to

be held at 10 percent, consistent with a 15 percent rate on time deposits.

Social assistance is to be offered to compensate for any removal of

subsidies. Unemployment benefits are to be offered to all unemployed

(assumed in the scenario to be 10 million--consistent with the Shatalin

Plan's estimate).

The main message of the scenario is that the President's Guidelines

(and the new Pension Law) grant generous social support without providing

any financing (other than indirectly through the price rise implied by the

subsidy cut). Thus, the budget is just as badly off as in the Ministry of

Finance's base-line projection--the USSR presentation deficit in column 3 is

R 160 billion. Since the price rise is assumed to follow from the subsidy

cut, the fact that a budget based on that price rise generates such a large

deficit (which would presumably have to be financed by credit, thus
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unleashing a further round of inflation) implies that the scenario in column
3 is inconsistent with its assumed macroeconomic context, and could not be
realized.

a. Revenue. Wage indexing would raise individual income taxes.
Enterprise profit taxes would grow with nominal GDP but be hurt by the
assumed fall in the effective tax rate (from 49 percent to 37 percent
between 1990 and 1991) and the imposition of the 20 percent tax on
depreciation. (Surprisingly, the officials did not allow for the deduction
of the depreciation tax beyond the underlying depreciation.) Though the 67
percent increase in tax revenue from cooperatives could be regarded as
optimistic, the officials confirmed that they expected around that much.
The projection's estimate of social insurance contributions--set at a 26
percent rate--happened to be the same as the authorities', because the
Ministry of Finance projected a 24.7 percent increase in the wage fund,
which the mission felt could only happen if there was 70 percent indexing.
The effect of autonomous wage-push, said to be important, could be assumed
to be offset by a rise in unemployment. (However,more precision -about the
meaning of the wage fund projection would be valuable.)

Projections of turnover tax and subsidies were a particularly weak
element in column 3. The team agreed with the authorities that the
budgetary impact of subsidy and turnover tax changes would depend crucially
on the retail price level and the commodity composition of the changes. The
mission's turnover tax projection was based on that of the Ministry of
Finance (column 2), assuming that the Ministry had correctly taken
compositional aspects of the wholesale price change into account, and simply
relaxed the assumption of a fixed retail price level by the 35 percent
retail price inflation rate. Revenue from foreign activity was taken
directly from Ministry estimates, as was the new depreciation tax.

b. Expenditure. The team recognised that the authorities intended to
cut investment, but felt that price increases, and the impact of the
devaluation on the cost of capital imports, would mean that investment could
not possibly fall in nominal terms. (Mr. Barchuk's personal opinion was
that it might be even higher.) Direct subsidies were assumed cut in half,
but this estimate should be refined by more information about the share of
subsidies to loss making enterprises therein, and precision about intended
cuts of that element.

The projection of price differential payments (Rl12 billion lower than
that of the authorities) was greeted with disbelief--particularly given the
assumed 35 percent price increase. Mr. Kopits explained that consistent
with this average inflation rate (composed of an initial much higher retail
price adjustment followed by asignificant deceleration in the rest of the
year), the prices of subsidized and imported goods were assumed to rise at
higher rates, and those of goods subject to turnover tax at a lower rate--
i.e. a relative price adjustment. Specifically, the estimated R 68 billion
assumes that all price subsidies are removed except for those on meat and
dairy products, which were assumed to remain unchanged as a ratio of their
own retail prices.
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The defence calculation incorporated the 14.1 percent cut in

procurement necessary to meet the 19.5 percent target cut by the end of

1991, indexed military wages by 70 percent and military pensions by 100

percent. Mr. Barchuk said he was wholly in agreement with the estimate.

Projections for the pension plan and existing social programs were based on

Ministry of Finance estimates, but assumed that benefits were 100 percent

indexed (except for earnings-linked maternity leave and sick pay, which were
indexed like wages). The new social assistance program assumed that around

100 million people (i.e. the means-tested population) received R 400 roubles

a year, indexed by 100 percent of the 35 percent price increase--admittedly

the weakest figure for a major expenditure category. Expenditure on foreign
activity assumed that all trade and "industrial" subsidies (to Intourist,

cruise shipping lines, etc.) disappeared, and that unilateral foreign aid

(very small) was cut in half. Interest payments on domestic debt were

calculated at the assumed 10 percent rate (approximately, with no cost of

financing the 1991 deficit assumed to fall due during the year), except for

interest on agricultural price subsidies, which is included in Gosbankas

credit to enterprises, and was therefore assumed to bear a 15 percent rate.

Unemployment benefits were calculated as the minimum wage paid to 10

million people for half a year. (More precision about the relationship

between the minimum wage and intended benefits would be valuable. The

President's Guidelines appeared to imply that unemployed workers would

receive at least the minimum wage, in which case our estimate (though high)

might be conservative.) Expenditure for the stabilization fund was fully

matched by the earmarked depreciation tax (i.e. ignoring the suggestion that

the additional 11 percentage points of the social insurance contribution

might be earmarked to the fund as well), and the outlays for Chernobyl and

Aral were the authorities' figures.

Column 4: scenario with policy options

Column 4 builds on Column 3, but assumes certain important policy

measures are taken. These are, in sum: a shift of the turnover tax to

explicit ad valorem rates, at the 1990 effective rate; the extension of the

turnover tax to imports (while removing the import tax); scrapping the

depreciation tax; imposition of a dividend of 25 percent on after-tax

profits of state enterprises; and a further halving of price subsidies on

meat and dairy products. Taken together, these measures could ensure the

virtual elimination of the deficit. However, the team cautioned again that

its estimates were exremely preliminary, and the numbers could be taken only

as the sketchiest of guidelines.

The same macroeconomic assumptions are used in column 4 as in column 3,
notably, the 35 percent retail price increase. However, since, in this

scenario, the government has no recourse to deficit financing, the

plausibility of the assumed price increase is enhanced. (Again, the

officials expressed reservations, noting that the further halving of

subsidies would definitely require price rises in the order of 300 percent

for staple foods with an important weight in the price index. Mr. Kopits

defended the scenario as being composed of a large up-front jump in

prices,followed by decline during the rest of the year, thus averaging

inflation to 35 percent for the period as a whole.)
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a. Revenue. Enterprise profit tax is slightly higher than in column

3, because this scenario assumes the depreciation tax is not imposed, thus

raising profits. The turnover tax was calculated as the effective rate of

1990 (around 34 percent) on the base "MNP shares of industry and internal

trade", excluding the turnover tax component of the base. (The authorities

confirmed that this base, R 465 billion, was close to their measure of

commodity trade turnover in current prices, R 420 billion.) Turnover tax on

domestic trade would thus generate R 158 billion. 1/ To this amount was

added turnover tax (of R 22 billion) on a base of manufacturing imports less

exports (taken as R 44 billion in 1991, after devaluation), at an average

rate of 50 percent, given the more highly taxed composition of goods.

The application of a turnover tax to imports would more or less require

the elimination of the price differential revenue system on imports (the

equivalent for external trade of the turnover tax price differential system

on internal trade). This was a necessary first step in the harmonization of

a broad based turnover tax, which would eventually contain much fewer rates,
applied without discrimination on imports and domestic goods. High-yielding

goods such as alcohol, cars and petroleum products could be subject to
excises on top of the turnover tax.

The estimate of export tax used in the scenario had been based on the

mission's balance of payments projections, notably for oil, assuming that,
after the devaluation, oil receipts would be R 90 billion (given a price of

$30 p.bbl). The authorities warned that this estimate would have to be

revised downwards, as they expected large shortfalls in oil exports in 1991-

-to which the team agreed. The team also felt that, at least in the first

year or so after the devaluation, export tax could be maintained, at its

apparent present effective rate of 60 percent, on raw material exports for

which no supply response to a price change can be expected for some time.

For such goods, a devaluation implies a windfall gain,which may as well be

captured by the government rather than going to traders.

The officials were particularly intrigued by the proposal of a

dividend, which, Mr. Kopits reminded them, had been adopted with apparent

success by other countries in the transition to a market economy. The team

pointed out that in no country, East or West, was a firm free to dispose of

more than half of its profits (specifically in the USSR: 55 percent or 63

percent, depending on whether the statutory or the effective tax rate is

considered). The user of after-tax profits is the owner of the firm, and it

would be foolish of the owner, just because he happens to be government, to

forego his rights to the surplus of the firm. While a dividend payment

should be based on risk-sharing, and therefore should not be fixed, it was

likely that, for the USSR, where no market existed, that a rule-of-thumb

dividend share would have to be adopted in the first instance--such as 25

percent of after-tax profits.

The authorities wondered about the political reaction to such a

proposal, given the recent legislation governing the taxation of

1/ There is probably a margin for higher tax here, as the same nominal

growth assumptions were not used.
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enterprises. The team explained that a dividend requirement should not be
seen as a tax, but should be put in the context of a broader scheme to
prepare state enterprises for destatization and privatization. The design
of a framework where the enterprise was converted into a joint stock
company, wholly owned by the government, which received a profit on its
stocks, would (a) create the shares, and (b) give at least a preliminary
indication of the value to be expected from these shares, would set the
stage for sale of shares to the emerging private sector and to foreign
investors. Needless to say, as the shares were taken over by non-government
owners, budget revenue from the dividends would disappear--hopefully to be
replaced by higher profits from a more buoyant private productive sector.
In sum, the dividend proposal was likely to be successful if and only if it
was envisaged as part of the necessary overall transformation to a private
market. The Soviet officials indicated that they saw some merit in the
proposal and would recommend this measure to their superiors in the
Ministry.

b. Expenditure. The only explicit expenditure cut was the-assumed
further halving of food subsidies, to R 34 billion. However, some
tightening on social assistance was implicit, given that the R 50 billion in
income compensation was not adjusted to cover the extra subsidy reductions.

The subsidy cut brought the deficit down to more or less zero, while,
without it it would have remained at R 30-40 billion--the target of the
Presidential Guidelines. The immediate relation between the choice of
subsidies and the deficit only highlighted the inescapable link between the
financial policy set for 1991 and pricing policy.
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USSR: State Budget Operations

MoF MoF IMF Policy-
(In billions of rubles) Est. Proj. Proj. adjusted

1990 1991 1991 1991

Revenue 423 ... 515 657
Income taxes on individuals 47 ... 58 58
Enterprise profit tax 118 113 110 115
Cooperatives' Income tax 6 ... 10 10
Social insurance contributions 45 120 120 120
Turnover tax 123 80 108 180
Revenue from foreign activity 1/ 52 ... 63 90

o/w Export tax 16 ... 42 80
ol/w oil and gas 12 ... 30 54

Import tax 33 11 15- 0
Customs duty 6 10

Depreciation tax -- -- 13 --
Dividends -- -- -- 50
Other revenue 1/ 34 ... 34 34

Expenditure 498 ... 686 652
Economy 196 ... 160 126

o/w investment 42 29 42 42
subsidies (direct) 17 ... 8 8
price differentials 96 180 68 34

Defence 71 71 84 84
Socio-cultural 164 ... 322 322

o/w pensions 66 135 119 119
other exist. soc. programs 26 } 55 55
new social assistance -- -- 50 50

Expenditure on foreign activity 1/ 19 ... 13 13
Interest (internal) 6 ... 30 30
Unemployment benefits 0 ... 26 26
Stabilization fund(s) 0 ... 13 13
Chernobyl + Aral 0 11 11 11
Other 1/ 41 ... 28 28

Overall balance -74 ... -171 5
(In percent of GDP) -7.8% ... -13.9% 0.4%

Memorandum items:
Overall balance (USSR pres.) -58.9 -167/-187 c. -160 c. +20
GDP (current prices) 959 ... 1230 1230

1/ Adjusted to remove financing items
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Mr. Blejer*
Mr. Flickenschild
Mr. DeMilner

In response to a question by Mrs. Ter-Minassian on the prospective

stance of monetary policy in 1991, Mr. Balagurov said that it was Gosbank's

intention not to provide financing to the budget and to reduce credit to the

economy. The tightening of credit policy would be supported by an increase

interest rates to be implemented no later than January 1991. For next year

in preparing the monetary plan, a decline of economic activity is assumed

but from the presidential program it is not clear what will be the needed

volume of credit to the economy. The precise quantification of credit

targets will only be available in November.

Mrs. Ter-Minassian asked how much of the price increases of next year

should be accommodated by monetary expansion. Mr. Balagurov mentioned that

Cosbank has worked with two alternative programs of reform. On the

assumptions of the government program, inflation would be 25-30 percent. It

was difficult to predict how high inflation would be if there was extensive

price liberalization.

Mrs. Ter-Minassian said that the presidential program will entail, in

all likelihood, a large jump in retail prices. The question is: what would

be appropriate degree of monetary tightness, given the existing excess

liquidity in the system? Mr. Balagurov said that a tight monetary policy is

required but pressures will certainly arise. There is a huge stock of

inventories in the economy (rub 500 billion) financed by own resources (one-

third) and by bank credits and inter-enterprise credit. A tight monetary

policy could help reduce the hoarding. The interest rates on credit to

finance inventories rose from 6 to 15 percent in the last two years without

results. So it is necessary to have a tight monetary policy which would

have to be implemented by direct credit ceilings and limits on refinancing.

In Mr. Balagurov's view interest rate policies alone will not be effective.

Regarding the suggested freezing of enterprise deposits, it was considered a

few years ago. After 1986 enterprises started accumulating resources and

deposits. The Ministry of Finance wants to use these resources which
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enterprises are not fully using. The Gosbank does not support this approach

given the different situation of different enterprises and because it will

increase the need for credit. It is better to create conditions for

enterprises to use their excessive financial resources in acquiring State

Bonds. Rumors about freezing enterprise deposits reduce confidence in the

State (and increase demand for inventories and made interest rate policies

less efficient). Mr. Balagurov said that interest rate increases should

occur in stages. The first increase should be made administratively, and

should follow prices closely. Deposit rates should increase to the level of

inflation expected now. Later perhaps deposits of the population should be

indexed. But Gosbank's room for maneuver in this respect is bound by
government declaration that the deposits of the population should not suffer

from the price increases. Regarding the cost of indexation, Mr. Balagurov
said that the initial cost will be borne by the Government but after that by
a higher interest on credit to the economy. In principle, the higher cost

of deposits will have to be passed to the banking system and ultimately to

the enterprises.

Mr. Balagurov regarded the stock problem of the monetary overhang less

important than the flow problem of the monetary impact of large budget
deficits. Fifty percent of credit resources are currently directed to the

budget.
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Mr. Wolf presented a draft of the background chapter on the-domestic

economy and its statistical appendix to the Soviet representatives and

requested comments by the following week. The meeting focused on

developments during the first nine months of 1990 and projections for the

year (a paper on the 1990 projections was given to the staff and was used in

this summary to supplement items covered in the discussion). The discussion

covered (1) recent economic trends; (2) macroeconomic developments; (3)

sectoral developments; (4) other developments; and (5) statistical issues.

1. Recent economic trends

Economic activity had continued to slow down during 1990 and the

situation by mid-1990 was much worse than at the beginning of the year.

Contractual obligations within the country were frequently no longer

fulfill-ed, partly because of theincreasing conflicts between the union and

tKe republics. Industrial production was adversely affected by lack of work

force discipline and strikes. Barter agreements between republics had

become much more prominent. There was no improvement in sight in the

foreseeable future. Recent shortages of goods had affected mainly inputs

for the textile and tire industries as well as medical supplies. The

tobacco shortage had stabilized in Moscow due to the introduction of a

rationing system and increased supplies from abroad. There was severe

shortage of sugar because sugar production had stopped in Ukraine and no

shipments were taking place outside the Republic. The bread situation was

improving in Moscow, but noodles were in short supply. There were still

supplies of meat although only of poor quality. Over the next three months,

it might become necessary to ration food to secure the supply for the low-

income segments of the population.

2. Macroeconomic developments

For 1990 as a whole, production was projected to decline: GDP by

2 percent; productivity by 2 percent; industrial production by 1.5 percent;

construction by 5 percent; transportation by 4 percent; and housing

construction by 4 percent. For the first eight months of 1990 the deficit

of the state budget amounted to rub 14.8 billion. Because of necessary
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additional expenditures which had been decided on but which would be carried

out only in the last quarter of the year, the planned deficit for 1990

(rub 60 billion) would be somewhat exceeded. Domestic debt of the budget
was projected at rub 500 billion on September 1, 1990 or 3 1/2 times the

1985 level. Credit for investment which amounted to rub 364 billion on

September 1, 1990, was likely to reach rub 396 billion by December 31.

Honey incomes of the population during January-September amounted to rub 461

billion and had risen by 14.4 percent compared with the same period of 1989

against a plan target of 7.1 percent. Outlays for consumer goods and

services rose by 13.7 percent during the first nine months. The incomes of

the population exceeded consumption and payments to the financial system by
households by rub 46.7 billion over the same period. For the year as a

whole, it was expected that incomes-would rise by 14.5 percent, or by

rub 80 billion to rub 640 billion. Savings deposits of the population with

the Savings Bank would likely reach rub 370 billion. the increase in

currency in circulation had been targeted at rub 10 billion for 1990,
whereas the actual rise already amounted to rub 19.3 billion during the

first nine months. Retail trade was projected to rise by rub 55-billion to

rub 460 billion in 1990 (13.7 percent).

From January to September 1990 consumer prices rose by 3.7 percent

(goods: 3.8 percent; services: 3 percent). State prices (accounting for

93 percent of goods sold) rose by 3.6 percent; cooperative/contract prices

(2.4 percent of goods) by 6 percent; and collective farm prices (2.6 percent

of goods) by 24 percent.

In foreign trade, the deterioration in the domestic economy had reduced

the export potential. In addition, the changed social-political situations

in the East European countries had negatively affected economic relations.

Exports were projected at rub 65 billion representing a decline of 5-6 per-

cent compared with 1989; and the decline might be even larger. Exports to

the CMEA were expected to fall by almost 12 percent, and those to capitalist

countries to increase by 6 or more percent. Imports were projected to

increase by 3.5 percent to rub 74 billion reflecting mainly increases in

imports of consumer goods, equipment for the textiles and food processing

industries, chemicals, and medical supplies from non-CMEA countries. Grain

imports of 40 million tons had already taken place (mostly from the United

States and Canada but also from Argentina and Australia).

The commodity structure of exports was improving only slowly. The

share of machinery and equipment would rise from 16.4 percent in 1989 to

19 percent in 1990, but the share of energy raw materials was also

increasing, due to oil price movements, from 51.7 percent to 54.5 percent.

The share of consumer goods in imports would increase from 31 percent to 35

percent and machinery and equipment from 39 percent to 41 percent on account

of stepped-up purchases of equipment for the light and food industries.

Technical assistance to foreign countries, in the form of construction

projects, would amount to rub 3.2 billion in 1990, or 11 percent less than

in 1989.
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3. Sectoral developments

Industry: Overall production was projected to decline in 1990 by 1.5

percent. Production of consumer goods (group B) was likely to increase (4

percent), while the output of means of production (group A) was expected to

fall by 3 percent. Production of appliances and other nonfood goods would

rise by perhaps 17 percent, primarily reflecting military conversion.

Industrial production of agricultural equipment and of medical instruments

also rose significantly because of military conversion (e.g., food

processing by 28 percent). By contrast, production of foodstuffs, wood

products, and machine tools would remain almost unchanged and that 
of light

industry would decline by 2 percent because of shortages of raw materials

and labor.

The growing problems in the production of group 
A were likely to act as

a future restraining factor for the growth in consumer goods production.

The most alarming development was the projected decline in both oil and coal

production of about 5 percent. Moreover, the prospects were for a continued

decline. Metallurgical output was expected to fall by 1 percent for rolled

products and 3 percent for steel pipes. Production of many basic chemicals

was down by 3-8 percent from 1989, which in turn was affecting 
the output of

various synthetic chemical products. In the machine-building sector, output

of various types of transportation equipment (e.g., railway passenger cars,

tractors) would decline, while other products such as automobiles 
would be

produced at the same level as in 1989. Various other types of machinery, on

the other hand, including agro-processing, light industrial and medical

equipment, were registering large increases in 
output, again due to the

military conversion program.

Agriculture: The grain harvest was projected at 240 million tons in

1990 against 225 million tons in 1989 (the initial projection of 300 million

tons had proven exaggerated). After processing, the grain output would be

212 million tons or 15 million tons higher than in 1989. The average yield

was expected to have risen by 5.3 percent.

Other projections included:

1990
In millions of tons Comparison to 1989

Vegetables 29 28.7

Fruits/berries 10 9.7

Sugar beets 87 97.4

Sunflower seeds 6.5 7.1

Potatoes 70 70.2

Tobacco 215 239

Cotton 8.6 8.6

Meat (all categories) 20.3 20.1

Milk 110.7 108.5

Eggs 83 (bil, eggs) 85

Corn
Cattle breeding . -
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The slight increase in meat output was mainly due to the production of

the "individual" sector. Gross agricultural production was estimated to

rise by about 2 percent to rub 229 billion, with plant production up 4 per-

cent and annual production down by about 1 percent.

Construction: Capital construction was projected at rub 169 billion

(rub 15 billion less than in the Plan and rub 1 billion less than in

1989). 1/ By end-1990, unfinished new construction was expected to amount

to rub 196 billion (an increase by rub 15 billion relative to end-1989).

"Above-norm" unfinished construction would reach rub 56 billion, or

rub 21 billion more than a year earlier. Housing construction was likely to

amount to 125 million square meters in 1990 (1989: 129). Construction of

schools, hospitals and other communal buildings was also expected to fall.

Transportation: Transportation was expected generally to decline by

4 percent in 1990, in large part due to the fall in output in the energy and

mining branches (transport by railways by 2.7 percent; by pipelines by

0.7 percent; by sea by 4.6 percent; by inland waterways by 4.2 percent; log

automotive transport by 6 percent and by air by 1.7 percent). The

difficulties in road transport had been aggravated by the blockades in the

Caucasus.

4. Other developments

The number of individuals employed by cooperatives exceeded

5.5 million on September 1. 2/ Cooperatives now account for 12 percent of

households services and 7 percent of capital construction, but only about

1 percent of industrial output and 0.6 percent of retail trade. It is

expected that at the end of 1990 there will be about 220,000 cooperatives

which will employ some 6 million people, or 4 percent of total

employment. )1

At the end of the year, some 2,000 enterprises will be involved in

leasing, accounting for output of approximately rub 40 billion or 4 percent

of all those working in those branches. 4/ Some 1.5 million workers are

employed by these enterprises, accounting for around 4 percent of all those

working those branches (5 percent in construction). S1

Privatization is only in its initial stages, but in agriculture it is

most advanced in the Baltic republics and in Georgia. Some 30,000 private

farms had been organized as of July 1, 1990.

1/ It is not immediately clear what concept of investment was meant 
here.

2/! Including, apparently, people holding more than one job.

1/ This suggests a very high employment figure, however, of about 150

million persons.

4L/ Gross output must be meant here.

j/ Further information is provided on leasing activities by sector in the

papers given to the staff.
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5. Statistical information

It was confirmed that all gold exports were included in the statistics

for total exports published by Coskomstat. There were no statistics

available with the Coskomstat on foreign direct investment abroad but

Mr. Seltsovsky of MVES might have an estimate.

The Soviet representatives promised to provide the following
information on October 22:

(1) aggregate data for exports of diamonds/platinum/precious stones;

(2) trade data for 1990 (and comparable data for 1989) for CMEA

exports and imports, by individual CMEA countries, as well as USSR exports

of crude oil, oil products, and natural gas (value and volume) to each of

these countries.
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The meeting was devoted to a discussion of the "main guidelines" for

reform, the role of the planning system in 1991 and the macroeconomic

forecasts for 1991 prepared by Gosplan.

1. Mainruidelines for reform

Mr. Bezroukov began by noting that the Supreme Soviet had adopted the

President's "guidelines" for stability and restructuring the economy, and

that he welcomed the President's ability to find a formula that could

accommodate virtually all views. The guidelines were general, and were

intended to leave the individual republics considerable scope for developing

their own programs for transition to the market on the basis of local

conditions. None of the constituent republics had objected in principle to

the guidelines.

1/ Some of these representatives were not in attendance at the second

session.
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The main guidelines dealt with such issues as the development of

jointly agreed--between union and republics--monetary and fiscal policies

aimed at strengthening the ruble; adoption of a consumer price policy

throughout the union with respect to a list of key commodities, with the

republics free to decide on the precise scope of price controls; unified

union customs legislation to ensure protection of the all-union market;

development of a joint foreign economic strategy; and adoption of universal

rules with respect to product standards, patents, etc.

There had been major agreement on the respect for the full financial

and economic responsibility of producers, irrespective of ownership form. A

market environment was to be developed and competition emphasized--in part

through the establishment of an autonomous anti-monopoly office. An

independent social support system was also to be developed.

Mr. Bezroukov outlined the guidelines in terms of three major stages.

The first, 1/ which had already begun, was to consist of a program of

emergency measures designed inter alia to establish a reformed 
financial and

monetary system, significantly reduce the budget deficit, and control the

rate of growth of money. Measures were to be taken to balance the incomes

and expenditures of the population and to further develop the market for

consumer goods. Stable links among enterprises were to be preserved,

through the end of 1991; Mr. Bezroukov cited the recent presidential decree

in this connection.

New wholesale and agricultural procurement price lists were to be

introduced for the basis of 1991 contracts, but enterprises were also to be

given a freer hand with respect to the negotiation of so-called 
contract

prices at the wholesale level. The price of energy would be raised, in

stages, the state would continue to set the prices of a number of basic

goods but the prices of other, non-essential products 
at the retail level

would be fixed.

There was to be a phased introduction of destatization and

privatization, A Fund for State Property would be established to manage this

process, which was expected to be particularly evident in 
the area of

services, retail trade and public catering. Issues surrounding the transfer

of ownership of property from the union to the republican level would be

resolved in stages.

This first stage was also to involve the stabilization of foreign

economic relations. This would be done through strengthening the basis for

exports and the adoption of legislation, including that which 
would

establish a centralized fund for the allocation of foreign exchange 
in 1991

among the republics to ensure a coordinated policy on imports. 
An "Inter-

Republican Currency Committee" was to be established, composed of the prime

ministers of the republics and Messrs. Ryzhkov and Sitaryan.

I/ This stage would appear to correspond to the first two spelled out in

the guidelines.
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The second stage was to be devoted mainly to the establishment of a

market system. Housing and labor markets would be developed, and the system
for setting wages would be significantly changed. Further reforms would

also be pursued in the financial sector. With respect to the allocation of

intermediates, Gossnab would be gradually transformed into a kind of large

wholesale organization that would facilitate flexible trading links among

enterprises rather than tieing them down to rigid links. Further resources

would be devoted to channelling increased consumer goods to the population

through such means as catalog sales.

By the onset of Stage 3, which would begin around mid-1992, they 
would

hope to have stabilized the financial and consumer markets, to have

developed a competitive market structure, and to have proceeded with

significant destatization in agriculture, food processing, and the

production and sale of consumer goods and services. The goal would be to

have created the conditions for the internal convertibility of the ruble,

which Mr. Bezroukov defined as ensuring that a "certain amount" of foreign

currency could be freely purchased (presumably by residents) for rubles.

These, then were the main objectives for the next 18-24 months.

2. The role of planning in 1991

Mr. Bezroukov observed that Gosplan had presented two basic documents

to the Government in connection with 1991. One was a forecast of economic

activity in the union as a whole, containing no directives--as

traditionally--but only scenarios. The second document was a state plan

that was limited to those areas of activity that had been delegated to the

union. These areas had been enumerated by the Supreme Soviet in the spring,

which had defined the nature of relations among the republics and had

separated the functions of the union from those to be carried out by its

constituent parts.

The following areas had been set aside for the union: (1) basic

research and technological development; (2) national defense; (3) the

unified fuel and energy systems (i.e., from extraction to processing and

transportation); (4) major transportation systems (e.g., the railroads and

pipelines); (5) nuclear power; (6) the space program and related research;

(7) information and communication systems and (8) union emergency response

systems; (e.g., to natural disasters). Mr. Bezroukov acknowledged that

some of these areas--for example, energy--were somewhat contested by certain

republics or even autonomous regions within republics insofar as

jurisdiction was concerned, but such discussions would have to proceed in

reasonable fashion. It was simply unrealistic, for instance, for certain

autonomous regions to declare their economic sovereignty without taking into

account their lack of experts, local production of spare parts and so forth.
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The scope for state orders in 1991 was to be limited to the above areas

that had been defined as being of all-union interest. L/ Mr. Bezroukov

estimated that in 1991 the following proportions of certain products would

be sold outside the scope of state contracts (gasoline: 31 percent; coal:

73 percent; natural gas: 85 percent; rolled steel products: 14 percent;

mineral fertilizers: 80 percent; polyethylene: 20 percent; synthetic fibers:

41 percent; and petroleum and petroleum products: 3.5 percent). He was

unable to provide an estimate of the proportion of total output in 1990 and

1991 produced according to state orders.

Mr. Bezroukov proceeded to provide background on the development of the

plan for 1991. The elaboration of the national plan had begun in the spring

of 1990. From the very beginning of the process, Gosplan had departed from

traditional procedures in the sense that the emphasis was on providing

information to the republics and the enterprises on the likely conditions

under which they might expect to operate in 1991, including the structure of

wholesale prices, depreciation rates and so forth. Never before had Gosplan

supplied such a comprehensive set of forecasts and information on economic

indicators. At the same time, Gosplan had provided enterprises with so-

called control figures, which set out non-compulsory norms for labor usage,

output and other indicators.

It was decided, as noted earlier, that state orders should be confined

mainly to supporting activities in the all-union interest, but it was also

recognized that during the 1991 transitional period that various supply

problems--for example, for consumer goods---would have to be faced and thus

an elaborated variant of the 1991 plan was prepared to take these special

problems into account. Thus, the agro-industrial complex, for instance, was

also brought within the purview of state orders. Gosplan realized that the

resulting plan would affect only a part, although a significant part, of the

economy.

On the basis of the foregoing procedures, Gosplan had elaborated a

forecast of economic outcomes for 1991, but there remained many

uncertainties, deriving inter alia from the lack of full information

provided by some republics, the growing difficulties in managing the

economy, continuing ethnic tensions, uncertainties in foreign trade, and

growing environment concerns, the latter reflected in what Mr. Bezroukov

termed the "ecological war." The situation was also complicated by the

growing expenditures envisaged for various social 
programs. The increase in

such expenditures in 1991 was estimated at rub 45 billion, but this did not

take into account a further rub 56-60 billion implied by the most recent

proposed--but not yet enacted--legislation on social benefits. 
This

compared with an originally planned increase, for the 13th Five-Year Plan

period (1991-95), of some rub 57 billion.

1/ Mr. Bezroukov might have mentioned, as well, agriculture (see Minute

No. R.3) and a large share of foreign trade (see Minute No. E.7).
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Because of these and other difficulties in specifying the financial

situation for 1991, and the fact that the reform program had not yet been

decided on when the forecast was being developed, Gosplan had specified

several alternative scenarios. The uncertainties with respect to inter-

republican relations also complicated their task, but Mr. Bezroukov thought

that there was growing recognition among the republics that coordinated

policies, including with respect to their 1991 plans and budgets, were
necessary. Indeed, the republics had suggested a more active role in all-
union planning and the establishment, inter alia, of an interrepublican
currency fund which would allocate access to foreign exchange on an agreed

basis.

Mrs. Ter-Minassian asked how the autonomy of enterprises could be
expected to evolve during the transition. Mr Bezroukov noted that

considerable autonomy was already guaranteed by the Law on Enterprises.

Nevertheless, during the transition, enterprises by necessity would be
constrained in various ways, through the price lists elaborated by
Goskomtsen, restrictions on liberalized prices and various other

limitations. The main objects of such restrictions, however, were mainly

basic fuels and raw materials and staple consumer goods. The continuing

interest of state enterprises to hold on to the old relationships should

also be noted. Thus enterprises still were quite interested in obtaining

state orders because they--erroneously--believed that their receipt would

ensure them of access to resources. In 1991, however, it was intended that

enterprises would have to struggle more intensely than before for their
survival.

Mrs. Ter-Minassian wondered what would be the main impetus to

significant restructuring in 1991. Mr. Bezroukov said he was pessimistic

about generating much of a supply response already in 1991; industrial

output, he noted, was expected to remain essentially flat. At the same

time, the role of Gosplan and other central agencies would begin to

change,and enterprises would begin to learn how to adapt to market

conditions as administrative pressures began to be relaxed. Mr. Bezroukov

confirmed that the decree on maintaining "stable economic links" was
intended to remain in force only through 1991, and in response to a question

what would be the government's response if the economic situation was not

significantly more stabilized by the end of 1991, he expressed optimism that

the economy would already be improving by that point. He noted that the

society had survived more difficult periods, and that the mood of the

population was improving in the sense of recognizing that only through its

own efforts could the situation fundamentally improve.

3. Forecast for 1991

Messrs. Bezroukov and Stepanov provided some basic projections for 1991

for several main economic aggregates (Table 1). Little in the way of an

economic story was presented as background to these numbers, although the

scenario presented presumably reflected the main assumptions incorporated in

the presidential reform program.
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The further fall in output in 1991 was predicated on the continuing

decline in the "manageability" of the economy, which indeed Mr. Gorbachev

hoped to brake with the recent decree regarding the maintenance of stable

links. It was also assumed that inter-ethnic tensions--which had adversely

affected output in 1989-90, would continue. Mr. Stepanov attempted to

explain the projected sharper fall in GDP (-3.7 percent) than NMP (-1.5

percent) on the basis of the methodological problems in accounting for

depreciation in comparable prices, but there was insufficient time to pursue

the issue in adequate detail.

Although industrial output was assumed to remain flat in 1991, consumer

goods output was expected to increase by 3-4 percent reflecting the shift of

priorities from so-called Sector A (means of production) to Sector B

(consumer goods). Accordingly, capital investment was to fall sharply,

particularly in the so-called productive sphere, while investment in

"socially-oriented" projects was to rise sharply.

It was hoped to start up various plants that had recently been closed

down for environmental reasons, although this would require new investment

in those facilities. The projections also assumed an increase in labor

discipline and an end to the large output losses due to strikes which had

occurred in recent years.

Mrs. Ter-Minassian asked if the mission could obtain a copy of the

forecast document that Gosplan had already forwarded to the Council of

Ministers. Mr. Bezroukov suggested the mission ask Mr. Sitaryan for a copy

of this document.
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Table 1. Gosplan Projections for 1991

(Percentage rate of growth) 1

CDP -3.7

NMP -1.5

Of which:
Industry -0.5 to zero

Agriculture 3

Trade -1

Transportation -3.3

Construction -13

National income utilized -5

Of which:
Personal consumption 2

Investment in productive sector -20

Share of national income
utilized devoted to the consumption
fund and fixed investment in the

nonproductive sphere
1990 80

1991 87

Capital investment Z/ -15

Of which:
In industry -29

In socially-oriented areas 22

1 Unless otherwise indicated.

2f Presumably gross fixed investment.
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The meeting was devoted to a discussion of price policy for 1991,

credit policy, the military conversion program, and developments in the

agro-industrial complex in 1990 and its prospects for 1991.

1. Price policy

Mr. Formichev noted that in 1988-89 only about 5 percent of wholesale

prices had been liberalized in the form of so-called contract prices. In

formulating a policy for wholesale prices for 1991, it had originally been

envisaged that some 25 to 30 percent of such prices might be liberalized.

More recently, it had been decided to expand the proportion of liberalized

wholesale prices to about 40 to 50 percent initially.

Three general wholesale price categories were envisaged. One group,

consisting of fuels, raw materials, basic metallurgical goods, chemicals and

forestry products would have largely administered prices, to be set in most

instances by union-level agencies. A second group, consisting of medical

and medical equipment prices, would also have closely controlled prices. A

third group would consist mainly of processed and manufactured goods--

including those in machine building, light industry and other consumer

branches--for which the scope of wholesale price liberalization would be

greatest. According to Mr. Formichev, the price setting agencies were just

now determining the list of products that would have administered prices.

Of the 40 to 50 percent of wholesale prices to be liberalized, some would be

genuinely free, others would be subject to ceilings on the extent of
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permissible price increase, and still others would in effect 
be limited by

rules restricting the rate of profitability which an enterprise 
could be

allowed to achieve. The basic criteria for allowing a price to be really

set free would be if it were a genuinely new product or if the product was

not initially subject to significant market imbalance. Mr. Formichev

acknowledged that the latter criterion in effect meant that whether 
the

price would be fully liberalized would depend on the 
extent to which it was

expected to rise when freed. It was intended, however, that the scope for

genuinely free prices would be gradually expanded, 
although much could

depend on what happened in the market in the course of 
1991.

The list of wholesale prices which had been developed by Coskomstat 
for

introduction in 1991 suggested an average increase of 60 to 62 percent,

ranging from 20 to 30 percent for machine building 
products to 100 to 150

percent for various fuels and raw materials. Agricultural procurement

prices were to be increased by about 30 percent on average.

As regards retail prices, Mr. Formichev noted that several views 
had

earlier been put forward as to what the price strategy should 
be. The "more

sensible" approach that appeared to have been adopted envisaged 
most prices

remaining fixed, at least in the initial stage of the Presidential program.

Some 70 to 75 percent of food prices would continue to be administered,

while 25 to 30 percent would be freed in 1991. The proportion of nonfood

prices to be liberalized would be larger. Even the freed prices, however,

would in general be subject to certain regulations established 
by the state

agencies, which would be aimed at ensuring a certain rate of profitability

for producers, a specified markup for retailers, and a certain turnover

tax. 1/

Mr. Formichev emphasized that work was still in progress on estimating

the extent to which the retail rice level would rise in 1991. 
Coskomtsen

and Gosplan had estimated that administered retail prices might 
rise on

average in 1991 by 60 percent, while a small group of liberalized prices

might increase by 100 to 200 percent on average. One or two months ago, the

price specialists had estimated that retail prices 
on average might increase

by some 40 to 60 percent in 1991. Mrs. Ter-Minassian pointed out that this

latter estimate appeared low in light of the estimates for 
the component

parts of the price index.

2. Credit policy

The foregoing estimates of price increases appeared to have 
been made

independently of a projection for credit and money 
supply growth. Mr.

Petrov noted the need to contain the growth of credit, but 
was unable to

cite a target figure for the increase in credit. He said that interest

rates on credits would be raised to a range of 6 percent (for credits up to

one year) to 11 percent (over five years), but that credit would undoubtedly

have to be quantitatively rationed and made available to only 
the more

deserving borrowers. Asked whether such interest rate levels, in the light

of the foregoing inflation estimates, would not encourage the buildup by

1/ The meaning of the turnover tax provision was 
not entirely clear.
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enterprises of stocks, Mr. Petrov acknowledged that such rates would

probably not persist very long.

Interest rates on deposits were to be raised to the 2-8 percent range,

while the staff noted--again in light of previous inflation estimates--would

be strongly negative in real terms. Mr. Petrov agreed, but reminded the

staff that the rates on credits and deposits would 
be some two to three

times higher than the present effective rates, and therefore could be viewed

as a first step toward more restrictive financial policies. He thought that

deposit rates would also be raised again after 
a short period. Mr.

Bezroukov noted that the interest rates mentioned were those that had been

planned as long ago as April 1990; the rates in 1991 would almost certainly

be higher than those mentioned, given the inflation forecast.

3. Military conversion

Mr. Salo noted that military procurement spending was planned to

decline in 1991, with the level being 19.5 percent (in constant prices)

below that attained in 1988. Such spending in 1990 was 10 per cent below

the 1988 level. The military conversion process was to lead to a further

increase of 8.6 percent in production of civilian goods by the defense

industry in 1991, for a cumulative increase, since 1988, of 29.8 percent.

Defense plants were estimated to have produced some 25 percent of all

(presumably non-food) consumer goods in 1990, and the percentage would be

higher in 1991. While the production of civilian goods had accounted for 42

percent of these enterprises' output in 1988, this proportion was to rise to

52.5 percent in 1991.

Several priority areas had been determined for conversion, including

civilian aircraft, marine equipment, medical equipment, food processing

technology and equipment, consumer electronics, communications 
equipment,

and environment-oriented equipment and technology. 
Asked to what extent

market incentives were being used to induce the conversion 
process, Hr. Salo

noted that the military production of these enterprises was still taking

place under state orders. As for their civilian production, the center knew

the capacities of these industries and was partially using state orders to

encourage civilian goods production along the foregoing lines. So-called

target funds were also being used--drawing 
on centralized funds--to aid in

the conversion effort and to support the wage payments of affected employees

during the conversion process. Goods produced under state orders would be

sold at administered prices. If components had to be purchased at market

prices, the enterprises would be compensated accordingly. It would be

incorrect to assume, however, that all the civilian 
goods sold as a result

of the conversion process would be marketed at administered 
prices. Indeed,

a governmental decree was expected shortly permitting "non-essential"

consumer goods to be freely priced by the defense industry.

A State Fund for Conversion had been established, 
but it was yet to be

funded. Mr. Salo thought perhaps some rub 2.5 billion of savings on

military construction might be directed toward this Fund. Two other funds

had also been established, to cover expenditures related to the Chernobyl

and Aral Sea clean-ups respectively. The full budgetary impact of the

conversion program was not yet clear, but it might 
include such expenditures
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as compensating enterprises for loses incurred on unfinished production of

military goods. Mr. Salo said that it typically took 18 to 24 months for a

given conversion program to become viable.

4. The agro-industrial complex

Mr. Elistratov said he agreed generally with the agricultural output

projections for 1990 that had been presented by Goskomstat to the staff at

an earlier meeting. j/ The grain harvest was some 20 million tons above

average and the sugarbeet harvest, while 10 million tons lower than in 1989,

actually was yielding a higher sugar content. The main problems concerned

plant production that was relatively labor intensive, given the erratic

performance of many agricultural enterprises during the harvest. The

acreage devoted to relatively labor intensive crops was being reduced next

year.

As for 1991, overall agricultural production was expected to remain

essentially unchanged from 1990. Output of raw cotton was expected to fall

by 100,000 tons and sugarbeet production, due to reduced acreage devoted to

plantings, could fall by 2-2.5 million tons, but in each case the decline

would be small in percentage terms. The problem would continue to lie in

distribution, in particular the intention of various republics to withhold

supplies from major cities such as Moscow and Leningrad.

"Central administration" of many agricultural commodities would be

retained in 1991 in the form of so-called union funds for distribution.

Eight food product groups--including grain, meat and meat products, milk 
and

other dairy products, vegetable oil, sugar, food for infants, and fish and

fish products--would be covered by these funds, along with three

agricultural raw materials. The union funds had existed for some time, but

now the republics had taken a greater interest than in the past, and the

funds would be jointly run by the union and republican governments.

Mr. Elistratov did not envisage any major changes in the volume or

structure of agricultural production in 1991. All forms of ownership would

be supported and there would be no restrictions on individual farmers, but

as a practical matter the collective and state farms would continue to be

the major producers of food products in 1991.

Asked if the increases in agricultural procurement prices were expected

to stimulate output, Mr. Elistratov did not see them as having much effect.

He did not directly answer whether an even faster rise in average retail

prices in 1991 would discourage agricultural deliveries. 2/ Some 70

percent of food prices at the retail level would continue to be

administered; food products delivered on the basis of state orders would be

procured at administered prices, while the excess of deliveries above these

orders could be sold at higher, negotiated prices.

L/ See Minute No. R.1

j/ He seems to have interpreted the question as asking what would happen

if retail food prices rose more rapidly than procurement prices.
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Mr. Elistratov considered that only 30 percent of agricultural

activities had reasonably well-developed infrastructure, in terms of roads,

storage and processing facilities. It was believed that investment in

agriculture would rise in 1991, but a much greater share 
of this investment

would be undertaken on the basis of the enterprises' own funds, and in

accordance with their own priorities. State orders would predominate in

agricultural production, however, and the state would continue 
to allocate

construction materials to agricultural enterprises.

Food shortages were foreseen, particularly in the major industrial

centers, which explained the use of the centralized distribution measures

noted earlier. Mr. Bezroukov characterized these shortages in terms of a

"virtual blockade" of Moscow and Leningrad in respect of food deliveries.

Organized crime was heavily involved in this diversion of food supplies, and

increased efforts must be taken to fight it. A decree had recently been

passed to outlaw such abuses. Asked if possible commodity aid provided from

abroad would also encounter distribution difficulties, Mr. Elistratov merely

noted that if imports were to continue at the 1990 level, no additional

distribution difficulties were envisaged. Mr. Bezroukov stressed the

importance of keeping imports outside the reach of organized crime.
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The meeting was devoted to additional information on economic

developments in the first nine months of 1990 and projections for the year

as a whole. 1/ Further information of this nature was also promised for a

meeting to be held on October 26. A number of tables that had previously

been requested by the staff were provided, including the information on

foreign trade asked for at an earlier meeting.

1. Investment

Figures for the first nine months and projections were to be available

by the Friday meeting.

2. Prices

The rate of inflation, both the measured open rate and the rate

including estimated repressed inflation, was accelerating. The measured

retail price index, which is meant to include hidden but not repressed

inflation, was up by 2.7 percent (year on year) in the first half, 3.8 per-

cent in the first nine months, and was projected to rise by 4.8 percent for

the year as a whole. The acceleration was attributed mainly to the

spreading use of contract prices and stepped up increases in prices on

collective farm markets. If estimated repressed inflation was included, the

corresponding inflation rates would be 7.5, 9.3 and 12 percent. Estimates

of wholesale price increases would be provided on Friday.

3. Employment

In the first nine months of 1989, total employment was estimated to

have fallen by 0.8 million individuals, or 0.8 percent. If the trend

continued for the year as a whole, which Mrs. Manykina expected, employment

would decline for the first time in recent Soviet economic history.

Employment in the state sector was down by 1.8 million, or 1.5 percent,

L/ Also see Minute No. R.l.
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while the cooperative sector recorded an increase in employment of 1.2

million, or 46 percent. The increase in cooperative employment was expected

to slow in the fourth quarter, however, as the number of cooperatives was

expected to grow more slowly due to certain limits 
being placed on simple

retrading activities and the closing of some cooperatives due to the

complaints of the citizenry about price 
gouging, particularly in public

catering activities.

Ms. Manykina explained that the measurement of unemployment was very

difficult, in part because, until enactment of the Law on Unemployment, the

concept could not even officially be used. As yet, there was no system for

registering unemployment. Ms. Manykina approached the issue from the

standpoint of asking how many of those in the work force deemed capable of

working were not employed. These included housewives, students and other

groups. In 1989, this group numbered 8 million in total, of which 5-6

million were mainly housewives with small children, who could have been

provided jobs had they been available close by to their homes. It was

believed that many of these individuals would register with the labor

exchanges as unemployed when it became feasible, although they were hardly

unemployed in the usual sense. It was this figure, she thought, that had

been misused by the Shatalin group in estimating the extent of unemployment

at the beginning of 1990. She was more inclined toward an estimate of 2

million unemployed, although she noted that various 
experts had suggested

that unemployment could rise to 5-10 million in the 
next two years under a

reform program. Also to be taken into account, however, was the existence

of 3 million vacancies at the present time, and the probability that the

service sector--under conditions of reform--would absorb significant numbers

of people.

4. National accounts

Mr. Ryabushkin noted that his forecasts of the main macroeconomic

aggregates were based on developments known 
as of October 1, 1990. He

expected that the tendencies then observed 
were likely to worsen in the

fourth quarter. CDP was expected to fall for the year as a whole by 2

percent, with NMP declining by 4 percent. He expected gross output in

agriculture to grow by not more than 2 percent but value added in that

sector to remain flat in 1990. Gross output in industry would decline by

1.5 percent, with value added falling somewhat more sharply. The valuta

trade balance would be in deficit by rub 10 billion (see section 5), and its

further deterioration in 1990 would contribute roughly one percentage point

to the decline in NMP.

He was not yet in a position to forecast the growth 
of real expenditure

(i.e., national income utilized), but his preliminary guess was that it

might decline by about 3 percent; in other words, by one percentage point

less than NMP due to the rising trade deficit. He would not have an

estimate of real consumption growth until November, 
but he considered that
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it would be positive in 1990 at roughly the same level as in 1989. 1/ Net
fixed investment was considered to have fallen once again in 1990. Mr.

Ryabushkin also hoped to have some information on stockbuilding by the

October 26 meeting.

5. household incomes and expenditures

Mr. Ryabushkin hoped to have some estimates on the growth of wages and

the average monthly wage by the next meeting.

6. Enterprise financial position

Mr. Ryabushkin promised to provide a more or less precise profit

estimate 2/ for the first eight or nine months of 1990 by the October 26

meeting. His estimate was that nominal profits had fallen in this period,

which would mark a clear reversal from earlier years.

7. Foreign trade

The Coskomstat representatives provided Ms. Christensen with a number

of tables that had been requested in this area at the earlier meetings. %/

Mr. Nevzorov noted that the aggregate trade forecast had already been

revised since the initial meeting. Valuta exports were now expected to

reach rub 63 billion for the year as a whole, down 8-9 percent from 1989 and

with exports to CMEA countries some 12 percent lower and exports to

"capitalist countries" 6 percent higher. Exports to the CMEA in the first

nine months of 1990 had totalled rub 23.1 billion. Valuta imports were now

projected at rub 73 billion, suggesting a trade deficit of rub 10 billion

(earlier meeting: rub 9 billion). CMEA imports were expected to decline by

4-5 percent while imports from the West would be up by 2 percent. Imports

from CMEA amounted to rub 29 billion in the first three quarters.

Mr. Nevzorov said that on September 20 the price for crude oil exports

(presumably to the non-CMEA area) was rub 145 per ton (about US$32/barrel),

diesel oil sold at rub 159/ton and the price of mazut had recovered sharply

to 84 percent of its (average?) 1989 level. He thought that the effective

oil price would be a bit higher in the fourth quarter.

He also confirmed that exports of gold were supposed to have been

included in recorded merchandise exports (i.e., red book exports) in the

past, but the MVES and Goskomstat until now had been unsuccessful in

obtaining such data from Vneshekonombank. A new agreement had been reached

for its inclusion, and he thought it would indeed be included in the future.

Coskomstat knew that large quantities of gold had been sold in July 1990,

but it did not know the precise amounts.

1/ It was left until the October 26 meeting to address the problems

associated with the estimated growth rates of the expenditure components in

1989.

2_/ Comparable to the profit figure used in Table R.26 of the background

paper in the domestic economy.

2/ See Minute No. R.l.
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8. Corrections

Mr. Nevzorov also provided the staff with a few corrections to the

document containing statistics on 1990 developments and projections which

had been made available at the first meeting (Table 1).
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Table 1. USSR: Corrections to Earlier Projections

by Goskomstat 1/

(Percentage change from 1989,

unless otherwise indicated)

Labor productivity -3.5 percent

Capital construction -3 percent

Transport -1.3 percent

Housing construction -3 percent

Budget deficit (January-July) rub 14.8 billion

Credit for investment (October 1) rub 360 billion

Grain output (1990) 220 million tons

(Growth over 1989) (23 million tons)

Yield +3.5 centners per
hectare 2/

Sugar beets (1990) 90 million tons

Capital construction (1990) rub 165 billion

Unfinished construction (end-1990) rub 200 billion

Increase in unfinished construction (1990) rub 20 billion

Above-norm unfinished construction (end-1990) rub 60 billion

Increase in above-norm unfinished construction

(1990) rub 25 billion

Share of machinery and equipment in exports No change from 1989

Share of energy and raw materials in exports 54.0 percent in 1990

1/ See Minute No. R.l.

2/ Not 5.3 percent higher.
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The meeting was devoted to a discussion of the changes in the price

system and the price policies envisaged for 1991.

1. Wholesale (producer) prices

Mr. Ulanov--who had to excuse himself soon after the discussion began

to participate in a high level meeting held to finalize the outline of the

new system of wholesale prices to be elaborated in a document to be signed

that very day by the Prime Minister--said that the philosophy underlying the

price program was to establish, prior to the transition to a market system,

a systematic basis for the restucturing of prices. It was important from

the outset to provide producers with correct signals on the costs of their

inputs as well as on the final demand for their products. In effect, the

intention was to provide enterprises with price signals that were not very

different from what would be provided by a free market.

Mr. Ikhilchik elaborated by noting the intention to establish broadly

uniform profit rates for enterprises, where profitability was defined

essentially as a percentage mark-up over costs. These normative profit

rates would differ somewhat across sectors and branches (e.g., for

contractual price setting, 25-30 percent in industry, 35 percent in

transportation and 25 percent in construction).

The attempt to restructure prices on this basis had been complicated by

recent events. By the end of September 1990, new price lists for the

purpose of signing contracts for 1991 deliveries had been received by
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enterprises. It was intended at that time to expand gradually, over a

period of 2-3 years, the list of products for which negotiated, or contract

prices, could be established. The so-called 500-day program, however, had

found a mainly administered restructuring of wholesale prices to be

unacceptable, and proposed a more active policy of expanding the scope of

contract prices. Moreover, it proposed that the prices of basic fuels and

raw materials be fixed, but only on the basis of negotiations among the

republics. The problem was that in this uncertain environment of
conflicting approaches, the enterprises had no basis on which to negotiate

their 1991 contracts, and these had to be concluded before the end of 1990.

The recent Presidential decree had, in Mr. Ikhilchik's view, found the

way to break the impasse. On the one hand, it provided for an expansion of

the scope for contract prices over that envisaged by the earlier Government

program. On the other hand, these contract prices would have to relate to

the prices embodied in the price lists already distributed to the

enterprises.

Asked why the wholesale price increases embodied in the price lists

were so large, Mr. Ikhilchik acknowledged that a number of months ago when

the measures were first considered the size of the increases was somewhat

smaller. Conditions in the extraction industries had continued to

deteriorate, however, and larger price rises were now deemed necessary. The

new wholesale prices (e.g., rub 70 per ton for crude petroleum and rub 50

per thousand cubic meters of natural gas) were viewed as giving enterprises

in these branches barely sufficient profits to maintain their current level

of operations, but were still inadequate to provide sufficient internally

generated cash flow for their expansion--therefore, they would still require

budgetary support for investment. The wholesale price of coal was to be

increased by 80 percent, but even this price rise had turned out to be quite

modest in light of the rapid growth in wages in that branch in the wake of

the strikes, concessions to unions in the form of extended holidays, and

various expenditures needed to improve working conditions. Even with the

price increase, the coal industry would still have to receive subsidies. A

similar situation prevailed in the lumber industry, where wholesale prices

were to rise by 70 percent.

Moreover, according to Mr. Ikhilchik, new expenditures were necessary

in many of these primary industries to expand exploration and to fund

environmental protection activities. In the past, most of these

expenditures had been covered by the budget. Expenditures on socially-

oriented programs were also growing; it was estimated that enterprises had

the funds to cover only 50 percent of such expenditures, and the recently

approved hike in pension contributions would only aggravate the situation.

With the very large wholesale price increases in the extraction

industries, and higher procurement prices for agricultural raw materials, a

significant general rise in wholesale prices throughout industry was

inevitable. Mr. Ikhilchik noted that all these calculations had been made

at the existing exchange rate, with the costs of imported inputs being

valued at that rate. With a higher exchange rate and with trade with
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Eastern Europe moving to world market prices, recalculations might be

necessary at some point.

Asked whether the price calculations had also been based on assumed

unchanged input coefficients, and thus would not put pressure on enterprises

to economize in input use, Mr. Ikhilchik suggested that indeed conservation
of inputs had been a major consideration. Although average costs of

production were the benchmark, the norms took into account an assumed

decline in these average costs; hence those firms which continued to be

relatively inefficient would be put under pressure to reduce material costs

or go into bankruptcy. In designing the new relative price structure, it

had been assumed that tens of enterprises might go bankrupt, at least in

industries in which there was competition. Quite frankly, this policy could

not be held to rigidly in those industries that had only one or a few

producers. As an example, he noted the production of excavators. One

producer, in the Far East, sold virtually all its output in that--region yet

was relatively inefficient due to the need to pay high wages and being faced

with relatively high capital costs. It could not be allowed to go out of

business even though its costs were much higher than those of a similar

enterprise in Leningrad.

Mr. Ikhilchik estimated that by the end of 1991, some 45 percent of

wholesale prices might be set on a contractual basis (1990: about 10

percent), while 55 percent would continue to be set administratively. The

latter would be raised at the beginning of the year and generally held fixed

for the duration of 1991. The administered prices would apply mainly to

fuels and basic raw materials, basic intermediates and some products of the

machine building industry. He estimated that the average rate of increase

of administered wholesale prices in 1991 would be about 50 percent.

The contract prices would be subject to one limitation, according to

Mr. Ikhilchik, namely the permissible rate of profitability (percent markup

over costs). Asked if this might not discourage efficient producers from

stepping up production to increase profits, he noted a provision in the law

that as long as a contract price for an "old" product did not differ from

the list wholesale price for that product, the profitability rate

restriction would not come into play. In effect then, this constituted a

second alternative limitation on contract price increases. If a product

were deemed "new," however, there would be no reference price and the

producer would apparently have complete flexibility in price setting for the

first two years. 1/ Mr. Ikhilchik considered that possibly by the end of

1994 that the proportion of wholesale prices set on a contractual basis

might be as high as 80 percent.

Within 1991, most of the contractual pricing would probably be phased

in during the first quarter. Mr. Ikhilchik estimated that the rate of

increase of contractual wholesale prices would be less than 50 percent

1/ It was not entirely clear, however, whether the producer would be

completely free of the profitability norm restraint.
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within 1991, but that the extent of increase would vary significantly across

products and industries, and would of course depend on the overall demand

management stance. Regarding the latter, he did not cite a specific set of

policies, but only noted the assumption of the price authorities that

considerable emphasis would be placed on cutting budgetary expenditures.

Uniform principles would be established on an all-union level for

setting profitability norms and calculating the expenditures that enter into

the formulae. Administered prices would be determined at the union level

(presumably by Goskomtsen) for the major fuels, railroad and road transport
tariffs, communication tariffs, the prices of standard defense products, and

the prices of certain products relating to the maintenance of minimum living

standards, including basic cotton fabrics, simple footwear, and vodka. The

republics, on the other hand, would have an expanded scope of authority for

price setting, and would set the prices for, inter alia, all construction

materials, some chemicals, forestry products, a major portion of-machine

building products, and many products of the food and light industries. The

republics would also not be precluded from changing various prices at the

retail level in special circumstances (e.g., the price of vodka sold in the

evening hours).

As for products delivered under state orders, Mr. Ikhilchik said that

they need not be sold at administered wholesale prices. But if a product

produced under state order were sold at an administered wholesale price, it

was his view that all output of that product should be so priced, except in

the case (as an example, he cited trucks sold by KAMAZ, now a joint stock

company) in which a small number of items might be produced above and beyond

the amount specified in the state order, in which case contract pricing

might apply. Although only some 200 million tons of total coal output of

over 700 million tons was to be produced under state orders, it was thought

necessary to apply the administrative price to all sales.

For those products for which administered prices would be set at the

union level, these prices should apply to all republics and inter-republican

trade except possibly for small reserves that could be sold locally at

prices established by the republics themselves. For those products for

which the republics were granted price-setting authority--an example being

timber--Mr. Ikhilchik acknowledged that they would be allowed to set

different prices on the same product depending on the destination (i.e.,

within or outside the Republic.) and that this could lead to problems.

Mr. Ikhilchik expected that as long as demand was adequately

constrained in 1991, the increase in the relative price of fuels, raw

materials and other intermediates could be expected to reduce shortages of

these products and induce enterprises to economize on their usage. He was

uncertain whether petroleum could be considered a deficit good at the

present time, although he did view motor fuel as being in excess demand, a

fact that had contributed to problems with the 1990 harvest.
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2. Agricultural procurement prices

The decision to raise the procurement price for grain at the time of
the 1990 harvest had been announced in a government decree in May 1990;
thus, Mr. Ikhilchik said that suggestions that the price hike had been moved
forward due to farmers holding back on grain deliveries were unfounded. On
the other hand, the decision of the RSFSR to raise the procurement price for

meat on September 15 and the similar decision by the rest of the Union on
October 1 was indeed motivated by the fear that meat supplies would be
withheld pending implementation of the previously announced price hike that

was initially scheduled for January 1, 1991.

The average agricultural procurement price hike in 1991, including the
already effective price increases for deliveries of grain and meat, would
amount to a 32 percent increase over the 1989 level. The main motives

behind the increases had been to offset the growing costs of the-state and
collective farms, including the increase in social security contributions,
and to wean the weaker collective farms away from direct subsidies from the
budget. Mr. Ikhilchik was not inclined to think that a major supply
response had been expected from the increase in procurement prices.

3. Retail prices

Mr. Ikhilchik said that the situation regarding retail prices remained
unclear. The intention was to free some 5-15 percent of prices on non-
essential goods by the end of 1990, and that the list of liberalized
products would be regularly expanded in 1991 although the rate of expansion
would depend on the state of the markets as determined by the financial

situation. Much depended also on the extent to which the population was

willing to direct its purchasing power towards the liberalized products. He
considered that it would be catastrophic to free 70 or 80 percent of prices

now. If this were done, prices would rise several times and it would be

necessary to compensate incomes. Larger-scale measures (unspecified) would

be taken later as the situation clarified itself. Throughout this period

there would be three categories of retail prices--genuinely free, free but
controlled, and administered.

Asked about the effect on budgetary price subsidies of failing to raise

the prices of the staple foodstuffs, Mr.Ikhilchik admitted that this was one

of the most delicate issues. A one-time revision of these prices was viewed

at this point as out of the question. The official price of meat in 1991,

for example, would be rub 2 per kilo compared to a unit production cost of

rub 9 billion. One possibility of partially relieving the budget of the

subsidy burden, in his view, would be to introduce ration cards and sell

those quantities above the rationed amounts at market prices. This was

already being tried for tobacco, where a ration of up to 8 packs (?) per

month was sold at 44 kopeks a unit and amounts greater than that at rub 1

per unit. It was envisaged that the republican authorities could take such

decisions. The Estonian Government, for example, had already

administratively increased the prices of meat and butter. The union would
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not officially delegate such responsibilities, but it would probably choose
to accept such local decisions.

By the end of 1991, Mr. Ikhilchik envisaged that something less than 50
percent of retail prices would be either genuinely free or liberalized with
restrictions--the percentage again depending on the overall financial
situation. The restrictions on liberalized retail prices would mainly take
the form of supervision of the profit margins of the trading organizations.
For this group of products, increases in wholesale prices would essentially
be allowed to be passed through to the retail level.

Asked for his estimate for the average rate of increase of retail
prices in 1991, Mr. Ikhilchik said that if a large revision in administered
prices was not carried out on a broad basis, but if the policy of gradually
eliminating price controls was followed such that 70-80 percent of prices
were liberalized, the rate of retail price inflation could be about 53
percent as mentioned in the Shatalin program. Realistically, however, 70-80
percent of all retail prices would not be freed by end-1991, and the rate of
price increase should be somewhat less but not as low as one-half the
foregoing rate. The financial situation, wage policy and the political
situation were obviously key factors in this connection.

Mr. Ikhilchik said that reducing excess purchasing power of the
population and reducing price subsidies were both goals of the price
program. It was hoped that raising the prices of non-essential goods would
lead to increased supplies and higher turnover taxes.

Asked whether he thought that enterprises profits were falling in 1990-
-as had been estimated by Goskomstat in an earlier meeting--Mr. Ikhilchik
suggested that the profits of industrial enterprises had indeed been falling
but that profits in other sectors (transportation, construction and
agriculture) had been rising. He expected restructuring in 1991 to occur
not so much because of the expected change in the relative prices of final
products, but because the higher relative price of material inputs would
lead enterprises in material-intensive industries to economize on inputs
which would free them for use in those branches producing consumer goods.
He was also willing to admit, however, that an increase in the prices of
consumer goods relative to those of machinery could also stimulate some
restructuring. Although acknowledging that higher prices for non-essentials
such as jewelry could create a kind of wealth effect, he tended to downplay
this factor as having much of a micro or macroeconomic influence.
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The meeting was devoted to a brief discussion of the possible effects

of the Presidential program on unemployment in 1991.

Mr. Ananiev estimated 1990 average unemployment at 2 million and

unemployment in 1991 under the Gorbachev program at 6 to 8 million people.

The figure was not expected to be higher because the program gave weight to

preventing the widespread dissolution of enterprises and minimizing
disruption on the labor market. Of the possible unemployed, Mr. Ananiev

estimated that 4 million would collect unemployment insurance and the rest--

some 50 percent of the unemployed--would be engaged in public works

projects.

Mr. Ananiev said it was too early to attempt to predict the profile of

unemployment during 1991, and whether the rate of growth in the number of

unemployed would still be growing at the end of 1991 and into 1992. He

noted that the budgetary situation would not permit a "large army of the

unemployed," and that it was possible that many enterprises in effect would

hang on to more workers than efficiency dictated. He did not elaborate on

what incentives enterprises would have to continue to operate with an

underemployed work force.

The greatest fall in employment was expected in heavy industry,

including the extractive and metallurgical branches, and construction.

Employment in light industry, by contrast, could be expected to increase.

An increase in unemployment was not expected in agriculture, due to already

existing labor shortages in that sector and the attractiveness of entering

into farming for many people under the new conditions. One proposal was

that the unemployed be offered land to start their own farming activities.

Due to the expected increase in the relative prices of energy and raw

materials, it was expected that the large, relatively materials intensive

enterprises would be more heavily affected than smaller, more flexible

firms.
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The staff pointed out that if unemployment were to rise by 4-6 million
in 1991, and most of this were concentrated in industry, this would imply an
employment decline in state industrial enterprises of some 10 to 12 percent,
whereas Mr. Stepanov in an earlier meeting had projected essentially no
change in industrial value added in 1991. 1/ The two forecasts seemed to

present different pictures regarding the degree of restructuring expected in

industry, or was it more a matter of industrial enterprises having new
incentives to shed labor? If the latter, this would imply a substantial

increase in the average wage in industry.

Mr. Ananiev responded that the planned system of taxation of "excess"

wage fund increases--described to the staff in August--might be expected to

encourage labor shedding. The growth in the average wage might
nevertheless, in his opinion, be limited by the high individual wage tax

that would kick in at a salary of rub 750 per month, although he agreed with

the staff that this figure represented a relatively high average wage and

might not be a significant limiting factor. In any event, the staff

suggested that under such circumstances an increase in the average wage
should probably not be discouraged for incentive reasons.

Mr. Ananiev considered that the growth in unemployment would likely be
concentrated in the relatively heavy industrialized areas of the RSFSR,

Belorussia and the Ukraine; he estimated that about 70 percent of

unemployment would be in these republics. In Central Asia the structural

changes could be expected to occur more slowly. The relative regional

immobility of labor would also play a role; job opportunities in the Far

East were likely to expand, but the demand for labor there would be focused

on special categories. Significant unemployment of union government members

was not anticipated, as these individuals usually had little difficulty in

finding jobs in enterprises or in the republican or local governments.

Another factor, however, was "forced" regional emigration. Some

600,000 people were estimated to be subject to this phenomenon in 1991,
particularly Russians living in Central Asia and the Caucasus and ethnic

groups fleeing politically unstable regions of the RSFSR. A draft law on

refugees was being elaborated to deal with this growing problem. Contrary

to some views, it was not expected that Russians would emigrate in large

numbers from the Baltic republics, due to the economic attractiveness of

that region. In principle, the estimate of 6-8 million unemployed in 1991

would include these refugees, although many of them might be quite

employable.

1/ See Minute No. R.2.



INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND
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Minutes of Real Sector Meeting No. R.7

Held at the Coskomstat on

Friday, October 26, 1990 at 2:00 p.m.

Soviet representatives IMF representative

Mr. Nevzorov, Deputy Chairman Mr. Wolf*

Mr. Ostrovskiy
Mr. Ryabushkin
Mr. Kalatylkin
Ms. Manykina
Mr. Sokolin
Mr. Poltaturev

The meeting was devoted to a discussion of various aspects 
of the draft

background papers on the domestic economy and statistical 
issues regarding

the real sector, some further estimates regarding the 1990 outturn, as well

as to the clarification of a number of outstanding statistical 
issues.

1. Goskomstat comments on backgroundpapers

Both background papers had been translated into Russian and reviewed by

the Goskomstat staff. As regards the background paper on developments in

the domestic economy through 1989, both Mr. Nevzorov 
and Mr. Kirichenko--

Chairman of Goskomstat--had read it and were broadly 
in agreement with the

story presented therein. The only substantive comments related to 
some of

the narrower statistical issues, which are discussed 
in section 3.

The Goskomstat representatives had some comments regarding 
the text of

the background paper on statistical issues, but these were few and mainly

focused on specific issues of interpretation. They found the paper to be a

generally accurate and fair description of 
the problems associated with

Soviet statistics. They suggested some alternative wording--in Russian--for

several passages which, on first glance and discussion, 
appeared to be

reasonable amendments. One substantive issue on which the Goskomstat

representatives demurred was the estimate 
of the Chairman of the KGB--cited

in the statistical background paper--of the size of the shadow economy.

Goskomstat estimated it to be one half the size quoted in the paper, 
in

other words, about R 70 billion (about 7.5 percent of 1989 CDP).

Regarding the apparent discrepancy between 
the amount for depreciation

recorded in the national accounts and the estimates 
provided for gross and

net fixed investment, respectively, Mr. Ryabushkin provided a

reconciliation--in Russian--which is summarized in English in Table 3.
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Mr. Nevzorov expressed a keen interest in seeing the final version(s)

of the background paper(s) on the Soviet economy, and considered that they

would provide Soviet economists a useful tool by which to understand better

the "approach" taken by western economists. Mr. Ryabushkin also emphasized

the wish of Goskomstat to maintain a dialogue to track the financial flows

of enterprises, an area that had been long neglected by Soviet economists

(also see section 3). Mr. Nevzorov expressed the intention, once the Fund's

Soviet Task Force had wound down, to place the East European III division of

the European Department on its regular mailing list for statistical

publications.

2. Further prognoses for 1990

Messrs. Ryabushkin and Kalatylkin provided further estimates for 1990

for various macroeconomic aggregates (Table 1) and for different categories

of investment (Table 2), respectively. Of note in this connection are

projections that national income utilized would fall by 2.6 percent in

comparable prices in 1990. with consumption rising by 3.1 percent and

accumulation falling by some 20 percent (Table 1). Stockbuilding 1/ was

expected to fall by 18 percent in real terms, despite a further substantial

increase in unfinished construction (Table 2). Money incomes of the

population were expected to rise by almost 15 percent, with wages in state

enterprises growing by 10 percent and wages paid by cooperatives by over 45

percent. Mr. Ryabushkin personally estimated that profits of the enterprise

sector would decline, in nominal terms, by a little under 2 percent in 1990.

Gross fixed investment was expected to decline by about 3 percent in

comparable prices and investments actually brought into operation to fall by

around 4 percent. A copy of Goskomstat's 34-page report (in Russian) on the

first nine months of 1990 was also provided to the mission.

3. Statistical issues

a. National accounts

The Goskomstat representatives acknowledged that the figures earlier

provided to the Fund for national income utilized and consumption in 1989--

in comparable prices--were partially incorrect. Specifically, national

income utilized (NIU) had grown by 7.6 percent in current prices but only by

3.4 percent in comparable prices. The growth in the consumption fund was

8.3 percent in current prices but only 5.1 percent in comparable prices.

This new information would facilitate the completion of Table R.14 in the

draft background paper.

It was confirmed that the figures for NMP, NIU and their components in

current prices for 1989 as presented in Goskomstat table RSF38 were the

revised numbers, and superseded those reported in Osnovnye pokazateli-

1/ Actually, the more general category, termed "change in material

circulating means," which includes the change in unfinished construction.
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(1990). Mr. Sokolin revised all the component numbers therein by hand

during the meeting and also revised the derivation of GDP in 1989 (Table 1

of the statistical issues paper); GDP for 1989 was now estimated at R 940

billion.

There was considerable discussion of the alternative and very different

estimates of the contribution of stockbuilding to NMP in both 1987 and 1988

(see Table R.14) but with no immediate result. 
Mr. Ryabushkin promised to

examine this issue in greater detail and to fax to Washington any comments

he might have in this regard.

Insofar as the breakdown of NMP by income recipient was concerned

(Table R.17), Mr. Ryabushkin noted that wages paid to cooperative workers

were now broken out separately (see the handwritten revisions 
referred to

above), and amounted to 2.0 percent of NMP in 1989. He was unable to

present a complete breakdown of the "other" elements of surplus product in

NMP, but was under the impression that it largely reflected net price

equalization taxes collected by the budget and, beginning in 1989, the

profits of cooperatives. Mr. Ryabushkin said that the exclusion of some 4

million workers in defense-related activities from the employment 
totals in

past years had not meant that NMP and GDP were not recorded in full. The

change in unfinished construction was fully recorded, 
in the national

accounts, under the "change in material circulating means" (i.e.,

stockbuilding) and within this category was allocated exclusively 
to the

construction sector. The changes in financial arrangements between

contractors and the enterprises contracting construction in the second half

of the 1980s did not affect the allocation of the change in unfinished

construction within the national accounts.

The table showing the detailed breakdown of accumulation in current

prices, since 1985 (RSB12), was updated through 1989 by hand by the

Coskomstat representatives during the meeting and a number of 
revisions were

made to the components for earlier years.

b. Investment

Messrs. Kalatylkin, Sokolin, and Ryabushkin commented at some length on

the gross and net fixed investment growth rates in Table 
R.2 of the

background paper. They noted that net fixed investment--as recorded in 
the

accounts for N1U--did not just refer to investment undertaken in the

material sphere. The apparent contradiction between the still rapid growth

in gross fixed investment in the second half of the 1980s and 
the sharp

decline in net fixed investment beginning in 1988 could be reconciled by

noting that (a) the latter concept referred to investment put into operation

("vvod v deistvie"), which had been relatively flat in recent 
years, and (b)

depreciation had been growing fairly rapidly.
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c. Employment

Ms. Manykina confirmed that the unpublished table on total employment--

first given to the August mission--had been revised for each year to reflect

the addition of the 4 million defense workers previously excluded from the

employment numbers. Thus the growth rates for employment incorporated into

Table R.1 of the background paper were correct. These employment figures

referred to average rather than year-end employment levels.

As to possible double-counting of employment- -particularly in the

cooperative and "personal subsidiary employment" spheres--Ms. Manykina
confirmed that there was no double-counting and that individuals were simply

allocated to one category or another depending on what was judged to be

their main place of employment.

d. Financial position of enterprises

Considerable discussion took place of the reasons for the large

residuals--particularly in 1985 and 1988--in the enterprise sources and uses

of funds statements derived by the Fund staff (Tables R.26-R.27). Messrs.

Ryabushkin, Sokolin, and Poltaturev were quite interested in the form of

presentation and agreed to consider the issue further and possibly to fax

comments to Washington in this regard in coming weeks.

The Goskomstat representatives were also not readily able to explain

why the gross operating surplus of enterprises as a share of NMP (GDP) had

grown in the second half of the 1980s at the same time as the wage share had

also grown (Tables R.17 and R.27). This issue, too, they intended to

examine. Mr. Sokolin thought that the particularly large increase in the

share of financial profits in GDP might be attributable to some double-

counting in the measure of financial profits (i.e., the Finansy SSSR

figure). The Goskomstat representatives were unwilling to accept, off hand,

the argument that possibly the conumdrum could be explained by an

underestimation by Goskomstat of the growth of NMP (GDP) in current prices,

possibly due to an underestimation of second economy activities which,

however, might still show up in the reported financial profits of

enterprises. The mission was provided a copy of the new publication Finanzy

SSSR 1989, which contained 1989 figures for profits and the end-year stock

of "material circulating means".. Also provided was a figure for 1989

depreciation charges of enterprises from Narkhoz (1989). This publication

is still in page proofs but was due to be published soon and a copy would be

sent to the Fund.

e. Inter-republican trade

The 1989 estimates of inter-republican trade (Table R.33) were not yet

available, but Mr. Ryabushkin thought they could be faxed to the Fund

sometime in November.



Table 1. U.S.S.R.: Goskomstat Estimates of Various

Macroeconomic Aggregates, 1990 (and 1989 Actual)

(In billions of rubles)

In Constant Prices

In Current Prices (of 1989)
1989 1990 Percent 1990 Percent

change change

National income utilized 666.0 703.5 5.6 648.9 -2.6

Consumption fund 504.2 556.2 10.4 520.0 3.1

Accumulation 161.8 147.0 -9.2 128.9 -20.3

Of which:

Change in material

circulating means (38.9) (38.4) (-1.2) (31.8) (-18.2)

Money incomes of the population 558.0 640.0 14.7

Of which:
Remuneration of labor (406.8) (455.4) circa 12

Of which:

Wages 347.1 381.0 circa 10

Other from state units 12.7 13.9 circa 10

Wages from cooperatives 18.8 27.5 circa 46

From collective farms 28.2 33.0 17.0

Profits 281 1/ 276 -1.8

j/ Compares with rub 290.1 billion in Finansy SSSR (1989), p. 25.



Table 2. U.S.S.R. : Coskomstat Estimates of Capital Investment,

1990 (and 1988, 1989 Outturn)

(In billions of rubles: comparable prices)

Jan.-Sept, 1990

1988 1989 1990 Expected

Gross fixed capital investment 218.2 228.5 ... 221.5

Of which:
State enterprises and organi- 192.9 1/ 200.8 1/ ... 192.0

zations

State capital investment 188.6 1/ 198.5 1/ 124.0 192.0

Of which:
- centralized (114.0) (97.5) (55.1) (76.0)

- from own funds of enter-

prises and organizations (74.6) (101.0) (68.9) (116.0)

Capital investment put into

operation 2/ 192.5 197.4 ---

Of which:
State enterprises and

organizations 168.3 172.3 ... 165 1/

Stock of unfinished construction

(end-year) 4/ 160.7 183.3 ... 200 2/7

4] The difference between these lines for 1988 and 1989 is not made clear by the

footnote in Russian to the original table.

2/ "Vvod v deistvie osnovnykh fondov."

3/ From the Goskomstat document "Ob otsenke itogov ekonomischeskogo i sotsial'nogo

rasvitia SSSR v 1990 godu," and assumed to be a comparable figure to those for 1988 and

1989.

4/ In prices of the year in which the investment was made.



Table 3. U.S.S.R.: Coskomstat Reconciliation of Net Fixed

Investment (NIU Accounts) with Gross Fixed Investment

and Amortization (GDP Accounts), 1989 1/

(In billions of rubles, in current prices)

1. Net fixed investment from NIU table (*accumulation of

basic funds") 
89.8

2. Less change in livestock heads 3.2

3. Adjusted net fixed investment (1-2) 86.6

4. Depreciation - renovation only 111.6 21

5. Increase in unfinished construction 22.8

6. Undepreciated value of retired papital assets 5.1

7. Write-off of halted unfinished construction 5.5

8. Budgetary (article 12) and other small-scale investments

(e.g., in small equipment) not included in "gross

fixed investments" 5.3

9. Gross fixed investment (- lines 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 - 8) 226.3 3/

/ Based on attached Goskomstat commentary in Russian.

2/ The difference between this amount and total depreciation in the GDP

accounts is accounted for by capital repairs of rub 62.4 billion.

3/ It is unclear why this figure differs from that in Table 2 by rub 2.2

billion.
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Business Plan - Cy 1991

A. Background

- Joint Study of the Soviet Economy (JSSE)
- Soviet Request for Technical Assistance
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B. Work Program

- Country Considerations
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- Program Budget
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TO: Paul Isenman ( FAUL ISENMAN )

FROM: Stephen Mink, DECVP ( STEPHEN MINK )

EXT.: 33696

SUBJECT: Communications with IMF on Bank TA to USSR

As noted during last Friday's meeting, we owe David
Robinson and the Fund some information on our proposals for TA to
the USSR.

One possibility is the attached. This is essentially the
Bock/Lamb aide memoire, minus that document's introduction
(paras. 1-2) and discussion of modalities, next steps, and budget
(paras. 19-21). If something shorter is preferable, I will hack
away some more.

CC: John A. Holsen ( JOHN A. HOLSEN)
CC: Costas Michalopoulos ( COSTAS MICHALOPOULOS



WORLD DANK TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
FOR THE SOVIET UNION

This memorandum outlines a possible World Bank Technical
Assistance Program for the Soviet Union (TAPSU). The program of
advice and technical assistance is comparable in many respects to
that provided by the Bank to member countries, new or long
established, which wish to undertake major economic reform
programs.

The scale and coverage of potential collaboration are set
out in deliberately broad terms in this memorandum, to indicate
what assistance might be made available if there is agreement in
principle between the Bank and relevant authorities in the Soviet
Union. However, the actual scope of any program ultimately
agreed will have to be carefully defined after further discussion
within and between the Bank and the Soviet authorities, and will
need to take account, in particular, of the findings of the Joint
Study of the Soviet Economy currently underway. At this stage,
the Sank has only very limited knowledge of the Soviet
government's priorities for technical assistance. In a country
as large and diverse as the USSR, moreover, it may be desirable
for some assistance under this program to be provided through
appropriate channels to other governmental levels, the republics
in particular. Bearino in mind these and other issues yet to be
determined, this memorandum outlines areas of possible
collaboration between the World Bank and the Soviet Union.

The content of this potential program has been the subject
of consultation with the IMF to ensure broad coverage of the
range of key issues for economy-wide reform. There would also be
collaboration in the implementation of the two institutions'
proposed technical assistance programs.

Progcam Outline

The scope and content of technical assistance from the
World Bank must be determined by decisions on economic reform to
be taken by the Soviet authorities. Soviet economic policy
debates have defined three broad challenges: to design and
implement fundamental policy and institutional changes to
transform the economic system; to develop the new institutions
and economic practices which will allow an efficient market
economy to flourish; and to increase the efficiency of
investments and production in key sectors -- at Union and
republic level, and in public and private sectors -- to support
the transition to the new system. As Soviet decision-makers
address these challenges and the difficult problems of
consistency and sequencing which they entail, the Bank has
experience and capacity to help at all three levels.

In summary. it is envisaged that the Bank would offer
expertise to work alongside Soviet counterparts and provide



advice and assistance in the following tasks:

- short-run actions to raise efficiency and
producti on;

- detailed design and sequencing of economy-wide
policy reforms, especially in the areas of trade,
finance and prices;

- design and implementation of key institutional
changes, especially in the financial system and in
restructuring and privatization of the productive
and service sectors;

- design of sector-specific policy changes, and
identification and assessment of sectoral
investment priorities;

- training for Soviet cadres in a range of skills
critical to a successful transition to a market
economy; and

- coordination of external assistance.

These are discussed in further detail below.

System reform. Soviet policy-makers are currently
grappling with how to effect a transition towards a market
economy, while also establishing macroeconomic stability and
fiscal and monetary discipline. Bank advice and technical
assistance here would focus on the detailed content and
sequencing of reforms, drawing on experience in other countries
undertaking extensive structural adjustment, including some --
like Poland, Yugoslavia and Hungary -- in transition to market
economy. Crucial areas of Bank assistance are likely to include
timing and design of reforms in external trade, price structure
and the financial system, and the linkage of these reforms to
fiscal and macroeconomic policy objectives.

Short-run actions. While the primary objective of economic
reform must be implementation of an appropriate, comprehensive
combination of policies, a pragmatic response to Soviet needs
must also deal with the key issues of supply response. These
include the need to halt deterioration in the economic situation
and expand the production and supply of key consumer goods --
both food and manufactures; measures to correct the most obvious
waste in the use of valuable resources, especially energy and
materials; the provision of social protection for those most
immediately affected by the reforms: and improvements in the
foreign trade and foreign investment environment (drawing inter
alia on the expertise of the International Finance Corporation
and MIGA, the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency).

Institut.ional change. Bank advice and assistance would



address specific priority areas of institutional change. In the
financial sector, for example, the Bank has assisted a number oF
countries to restructure the financial system, establish sound
commercial banking and investment f inancing institutions,
rationalize the public sector's direct involvement in finance,
and strengthen its supervisory and regulatory capacity. This is
likely to be an important area of work in the Soviet case too.
The Bank has also given extensive assistance to countries wishing
to reduce the State's direct role in production through
encour agement of private investment and divestiture of state
holdings. The Bank would draw on this experience to assist
Soviet decisions to increase private ownership and investment
through privatization and related legal, regulatory and capital
market reforms, with the primary objective of promoting
efficiency and competition and mobilizing private domestic and
foreign savings. The International Finance Corporation has
relevant experience, particularly of capital market institutions
such as stock markets, to complement the Bank's policy and
institutional experti se. The Bank would also offer help in
strengthening the management of state enterprises, rational izing
the legal framework for a market economy, and re-orienting
administrative institutions from their former control function to
one of promotion and regulation.

Sectoral poli ci es and _investments. The Bank's effort would
focus on establishing sectoral policies and investment strategies
consistent with overall reform objectives. Bank teams would also
assist the Soviet authorities to assess maj or investments and
establish sectoral investment priorities.

In agriculture, a sector vital to economic reform, World
Bank technical assistance would provide expertise on overall
sectoral policies, and in particular address agricultural
pricing, the creation of marketing institutions and channels
appropriate to a much greater role for private production, and
improvements in crop storage and transportation.

In industry, the broad business environment is the key --
and this will be determined by the comprehensiveness and depth of
the policy reforms and changes in the financial system, ownership
and regulation referred to earlier. Beyond assistance in setting
this basic framework, Bank technical assistance would probably
concentrate on improvements in a limited number of subsectors.

For infrastructure, assistance could be provided in
long-range investment planning and assessment, pricing and
efficiency improvements, and developing private sector financing
of infrastructure projects. Energy, where the Bank has wide
experience in the investment, pricing and efficiency issues

particular to this vi tal sector, may be an important focus of the
assistance program.

A critical dimension cutting across several sectors is
likely to be environmental policy and rehabilitation, where the



Bank has a rapidly growi ng portfol io of experi ence to draw on.

In the social sectors, the Bank has been extensively
involved in the design of public expenditures to promote
cost-effective and equitable service delivery, in health and
educational services especially. Restructuring of the housing
sector -- including ownership and financing -- is a possible
important area of potential assistance as well. A critical
aspect of social policy is the design of social safety nets to
provide transitional help for those adversely affected during the
course of reform -- including displaced workers, the elderly, and
vulnerable families. Beyond this short-term requirement,
assistance may be needed in designing and setting up effective
and fiscally sustainable institutions for financing health care
and social security in the new economy.

Traini ng. The Bank's Economic Development Institute (EDI)
can work with Soviet institutions to mount policy seminars and
help to design training by Soviet institutions for officials and
managers assuming new responsibilities in economic management,
privatization, industrial and agricultural development, and other
fiel ds. EDI could also provide thorough training in the
techni ques of investment analysis and project appraisal. Most of
these programs would be done in the Soviet Union and managed by
Soviet instituti one: their scale, language of instruction and
design will need to be worked out in detail.

Coordination. The Bank has considerable experience in the
coordination and management of external financial and technical
assistance programs provided by diverse sources. This expertise
could be provided to help the Soviet Government establish
administrative arrangements to manage external resources
cost-effectively. This function may become particularly
important as the range of external entities providing assistance
to the Soviet Union increases.


